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PREFACE.

Tims book la « page 0/ psychology -a study on the human

countenance sod on humor, expression. Scientific both

In its end and in its method, it takes up the study of

expression at the point where Darwin left it, and modestly

claims to have gone a step further.

I have set myself the task of separating, once for all,

positive observations from the number of bud guesses,

ingenious conjectures, which hare hitherto encumbered the

path of these studies My wish has been to render to

science that which is due to science, and to imagination

that which is due to imagination. The human countenance

interests all ; it is a book in which all must read, every day

and every hour. The psychologist and artist wilt find in

this work new facts and facts already known, but interpreted

by new theories. Perhaps it may also throw Into pro

minence some of tire lows to which human expression r.

subject.

1*. M.
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RAMA VARMA RESEARCH INSTITUTE,

TRICHUR. COCHIN STATE.

J/h 6?

PHYSIOGNOMY
AND THU

EXPRESSION OF EMOTIONS.

PART I.

T/TE m/itAt/ COUNTENAt/CE.

CHAPTER !.

HISTORIC*!. SU1CB or 1HU SClIiNCX Of MV8IOOXOMV
AKD or HUMAN MFitfcSUON.

In the restricted portion of the ootid which our human

eyes can penetrate we we the first germs of Living beings

bem and developing in conformity with laws identical

with those which rule over the birth and evolution of

sciaiccs in the tranquil laboratory of tlie intellect At

first a confused vortex of atoms appears, each seeking

the other and grouping themselves in attempts to form

the first combinations of force and the simplest symnie-

tries of form. Soon the organ* of inferior order indis-

tinctly manifest themselves; the para which were at

firr; confused arc diflciendnlod little by little. In propor-

tion as the members take shape nntl their articulations

are established, they go on to mark out a scale cf large

things, enclosing others small and very small, which will

in turn become very large; in like manner an infinite

series of germ; contained in one germ will Hiccctsivc'-y
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give blnh to new forms and to new descendants. And
finally we find OUBCh-es ace to face with an organism,

provided with distinct members, ^hich claims for itself a

part ol space, a share of the sun, and a name. Thus
are bom the mushroom and the oaV, the ant and the

man
;

in like manner science wo is bom and develops.

The progress of ail science has also been the progress

of that science which we call physiognomy or roetopcocopy,

different names signifying the tame tiling—the study of

the human countenance. Long before there words had

found a place in our dictionaries, and in the history of

science, man had looked into tbc face of his fcllow-raan

to read there joy and piin, hatred and love, and had sought

to draw thence conclusions both curious and of daily

practical use. There is no untutored people, no rudimen-

tary language which has not incorporated in some proverb

lire result of these first spoils of divination. Humpbacks,

squint*, sparkling or dull eyes, the varying length of the

nose, the varying width of tb= mouth, all are honoured or

condemned in popular proverbs. These proverbs are the

first germs of the embryonic substance which later on

yield materials foe a new science.

In there fust attempts we always meet the infantine

inexperience of ignorance; sympathies and antipathies are

there translated into irrefragable dogmas and verdict*

without appeal
;

instinct and sentiment hold the place of

observation and calculation. All is seasoned with the

magic which is ono of tbc original sins of the human

family. This seasoning always becomes more abundant in

proportion a* the need of new foods increases, and ends by

being almost entirely substituted for tire real nourishment,

which is Insufficient to satisfy the great hunger. And then

man, not contented to examine tire human face and

translate it into proverbs and into physiognomical laws of

fortuitous coincidence! or suggestions of sympathy and

antipathy, goes on to reek in the heavens and among the
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niii lelntiom between tbe constellations and our features,

and erects this odd edifice of judicial asaology—a veritable

white magic applied to the study of the human face

Kagic demands a magician
;
he envelops himself in the

mystery of the inconceivable to explain the unintelligible,

and magic becomes an industry, a trade which (aliens a
small number of knaves at the expense of a large number
of fools.

Such t3 tltc true origin, liulc honourable as it may be, of

Physiognomy. Then come the fust writers, who collect

from tbe mouths of the people and in their proverbs tbe

scattered materials of tbe new science
;
they add numerous

conjectarcs of tbeir own, give a name to their doctrine, and

return to the ignorant crowd in a dogmatic form ell that

they first received from them. A literature in its childhood

is always encyclopedic. Therefore tbe first elements of

physiognomy are to be found :n the Bible, in the

Fathers, in tbe philosophers, and In the poets. Giovanni

Battista Dalla Porta was right when he wrote on the title-

page of the beautiful Pint Deck of his work' that

physiognomy Wat born 6/ natural frintSfla

;

and in his

preamble, In a page abounding in audacity and powerful

historical syntheses, he was justified in showing how
the germs of the science of which he was beginning

the study were to be found scattered in the works of the

great minds who hsd preceded him I have pleasure in

quoting some passages.

" Adamantine raid that the character is expressed by the

forehead and the eyes, even when the mouth is silent.

The philosopher Cleantbea was wout to tay, after Zeno,

that dispositions might be recognised from tlic face The
Pythagoreans bad a rule, recording to lambltchus, when

ditcipks came to them demanding to tic instructed, to

accept none, unlca they bad ascertained by clear

1 Gio. BattnU Doth PortaNapoWu*. /Ufa Aiicwini Mr
libel lei, Padots, 16*7, y. I.
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indications, drawn from their countenances and their

whole external appearance, that they would succeed in

learning, They said that nature dfnatituta the body after

the soul, and gives to this the instrument* which are

necessary for it, that she shows us in the body the image of

the soul, or rslber that the one is the pattern of the other.

Wc retd in Plato that Socrates admitted none to philoso-

phy unless assured by examining his face that he was

suited to it.

"The physiognomy of Aklbiades indicated, said Plutarch,

that he was destined to raise himself to the highest tank in

the republic. Plato* and after him Aristotle, said that

nature proportions the body to the activity of the soul.

In fact every instrument which is made with n view to

a certain thing must be proportioned to this thing. All

the parts of the body are nude for some thing, and this

cause foe which a thing a made is an ietion
;
whence it

clearly follows that the body altogether haa been created by

nature with a view to an excellent action, Nestor,

according to Homer, by the resemblance which he finds

in the face of Telenuchus, conjectures as to what his soul

must be.
" ‘By certain signs that I discern upoo thy &ce, 0

illustrious youth, I recognise whose son thou att. I do

not wonder to non such splendour in thy eyes. Thy

face is proud and generous, thy great eloquence and

thy reason recall to me thy father. What youth could

such a one as thou be, were he not the son of the great

Ulysses?'"

Aristotle wrote a book on the physiognomy, and Plato,

although he was n« an evolutionist, compared the physiog-

nomy of nun to that of animals. DaHa Porta, even white

he related the great Greek philosopher on this point, and

maintained that it was unreasonable to imagiuc that It

would be possible to find a nun whoso body was entirely

similar to that of on animal, is still continually ranking
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analogies in hi* work between can and the animals, and

illustrates hi* comparisctu by numerous figures.

To quote an example, Plato lad said that the genu* lion

must be generous and bold; in other word*, that a mm
would be courageous If he had something of the Hoe, such

as a broad chest, wide and powerful chouldera, etc. In bit

turn, Dalla Porta continually draws parallels between pm-

cocks, dogs, hotsea, asses, oxen, cocks, pigs, and otbtr

brutes on the one side, and men on the other. Two
examples will suffice to show up to whit point the

Neapolitan physiognomist pushed thesa analogies. On
page 115 Hi of the edition nlreac'y quoted be compares a

marine fish, the skate, with the Emperor Domitian—

‘Tn the following plate is seen the face of Uomitian

represented after his statue in marble and antique medals,

and opposite a skate from nature-'

And on page 164 arc wen the lower liraba of an ape

and those of a man with this indication—

“In the place below will be found the buttocks of the

ape and those of a thin and withered man."

It appears, however, that these impious analogies formed

no obstacle in lose days to dying in the odour of sanctity,

for Dalla Porta ended his days surrounded by univeral

veneration, and was interred In a church

The Jeiuit Nsqurtius, who was one of the most (earned

among those who wrote upon physiognomy in the seven-

teenth century, quotes in hj wort up authors, without

counting, be says, Strifi/uram stwsm, qua, ut ait Ongiw,

leitnHanm ut unitmitas, anil among them St Ambrose,

St Gregcey the Great, St Gregory of Naciiantea, St

Gregory of Nyssa, Saint Jerome, Saint Augustin, Saint

Peter DamiaD, Saint Thomas, among the taint*; Aristotle,

Platci, Cardano, Seneca, Tcrtullian, among the philo'

gophers and the theologians; Xcnoplvco, Strabo, Plutarch,

Tacitus, among the historians; Aristophanes, Juvenal,

Lucan, Lucian, Martial, Pctronius, among the poets;
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Averrocs, Avicenna, Hippocrates, Cctaia, Galea, Pliny,

among the niluraliats and physiaup.1

The seventeenth century was the. golden age of astro*

logical or aemiastiological physiognomy. Then, more

than ever, men had a passion tor the mysterious, for

enigmas wliich had a scientific colouring. A Spanish

writer, Jerome Cortes born at Valencia, said naively in a

very curious book, " Physiognomy is nothing but an

ingenious and subtle science of human nature, thanks to

which one may know the good or bad complexion, the

virtues or rices of the man considered an au animal" ’

In fact, tho good Cortes to be consistent with his

definition, gare us in hh volume after hit treatise on the

physiognomy other curious things—such ns the praise of

rosemary (
Trata!o teguodo d /at txwttuiai del Romero

y tu taffdad), the praise of the elixir of life, and a number

of recipes, among which was that of a powder of iregi, pa
tietu lirtud de icldar lat vtnoi rempidas y un unguente

preaoiiip'mo para stinar teda fistoia y Ua&a wja, y drat

mala (which hat the property of healing burst wins, and

which is a very precious ointment to cure all fistulas and

old wound* and othet evils).

The wccics on judicial astronomy are very numerous.

In them the meat singular and ridiculous assertions arc

found. One would say that these books must have been

written either by a fool or a drunkard. It will be enough

to quote as an example Cardano,* who ha* haxarded die

oddest forecasts In his work, not only at to the character at

conjectured from die physiognomy, its wrinkle* and it*

' R. P. nooor.Ul Niqurtil, e SocfcUte Jetn. sosardotii, thaJogl.

Pliwtegnomia Hannas, liWI Iv. dliUnaa. Edillo piaia, I-uptiml,

:64s.
' ttierccynio Cortes, HdonmU y varia StnUti it Natvrdnt,

etc. B»ie«l<in», 161a.

* H. Cardan! Mritd WollolaneaiU, Maiofoucftli. «u. Lscue

Purkkauir, «5$S.
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spots, but aba o> to the events which would happen in (he

coarse of life. In Plate L, figs, a, t, e, specimens frnm his

Fiionomia attrviogica will he found.

On the fo’chend seven lines are drawn, consccratod,

proceeding from above down to Sstorn, Jupiter, Mors,

the Sun. Venus, Mercury, and the Moon. As the

linos were straight, oblique, or crowed, so the response

varied. Fig. I, for example, represents a man who,

according to tbe signs on hia forehead, »aa deemed to die

by banging or by drowning. Fig. e another who must of

necessity be triUii or tiliouu.

De la Chamlue exposes in there terms the sophistry on

which astrological physiognomy is founded 1—
“The bead is indubitably tbe epitome of the whole

heavens: like there it has its constellations and its signs.

Bat if wc note the star*, their situation and their more-

meats, without knowing their nature, nor why they are

thus disposed, wo mny say as much of all para of the

lace."

De la Cbambee is a judicious miter. Although he lived in

the midst of astrology and chiromancy he revolted against

the prejudices of his time, and he dared, although timidly,

to write a chapter entitled—TV juigMHt wt mill pan

on Chiromancy and Mt/efouopj? He does not deny

all, he docs not assent to all, and concludes by saying thu

it is necessary to guard agninst cxiggcralions, that there is

much truth in astrology, but not so much as tbe chiro-

mandst astrolcgeis pretend.

It was, however, Dalla Porta who had the hctwur of

combatting judicial astrology unmasked. After the book

which we have already quoted, he published another

—

Of ClinHa l Pkyricgnamy : fix boakf in johhh l/u/ihehotd

efjudicial astronomy is alablishtd, and whtitin lie way by

1 De U C&&tnbre» U*rl dt an nsitte fa /<«««. Aaitcrdan,

c6to.

• INdm, p. 2tA
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which one may recognise in naturalcauses ail that the asptet,

the appearance, ana thefeatures ofmen tan physically signify

and anntHBce, is putforth. {Padua, 1623.)

In this work the Nccpphtan author demonstrates that the

features of a man are due to his temperament am! not to

the Mars; and having cited as an example the opinions

of astrologers on tho character of men born under the

influence of Saturn, he adds—

"We lave reported their opinions, not to approve them,

but to refute them at old aimin's stories. Dissimulating

their falsehood, prelecting ai coming from heaven and the

stare magnificent and prodigious tiling*, they make us

accept as divine lh« which h derived from natural sources.

We have said thet the Saturnims are said to be melancholy,

cold, and sapless. If we investigate the opinion of

physicians, Galen attributes to the mriancholy, cold, and

sapfeu a hard and frail body, rough hair, a humid or livid

complexion
;
and to the melnncholy generally black and

bristly hair, buihy and meeting eyebrow;, thick lips, and

flattened note. Olliers give them irregular tecrh and broad

chests. All dial does not come from the stars, but from the

temperament, as the physicians say."

Of all the writers of the seventeenth century Dalla Porta

is the most famous ; he ha*, too, become for many people

the only representative of ancient physiognomy. Under

his portrait, which adorns many editions of his work, wo

read there verseo—

" BUndui lioor* vtrtiuqoa almul delutr* tcoabant,

5«1 trail lrap& anlca Pert* 'lit.

To qoeque virtitcm c:c;"icf.i7i rjdus koMii,

Amtarui* d'tic /W; vccindus oil."

Seventeenth century distiches, if ever any were 1

Not only did Dnila Potto first openly oppose judicial

astrology, but ho opened up a new eta for the study of

physiognomy. He could only make um of the scientific

materials of his time, but he employed them with the
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wise discernment of a positive philosopher, and h!i psy-

chology is sound. He
(

discussed the methods which

may guide us in the study of the human physiognomy,

and lie investigated how, by the temperament of the whole

body, its characteristics might be oonjertured, Thus he

merited his fame and justified the enthusiasm with which

all learned Europe received his work, written first in Intin,

then translated by him into Italian, and by others into

French and Spanish.

In (lie seventeenth and eighteenth centuries this illus-

trious Neapolitan was the hlgh-priest of physiognomy. All

those who wrote subsequently pillaged him, cither quoting or

notquoting him, and drew plentifully from his Encyclopedia,

where he had gathered all that the ancients had been able

to say on the subject of tbs human physiognomy, and all

that an observer could add to them
Niquctius, whom wo hive already cited, was a very

erudite writer and a good observer for h!a time. He also

distinguished astrological from natural chiromancy. He
also, like De la Cbumbre, felt a vague need to reject

antique superstitions, and was a peocuner of the experi-

mental school which was to transform the world. The
Introduction to his natural chiromancy deeerves recalling;

he speaks in it of the importance of the hand—

" wl cntni maun? Zorcauro, ninJiiUH. natuim mlncalum,

Plntarcbo, cacia kimuin wptaniha
;

latlantlo, ntiunli «t sipienfto

niag&c&« oUIj, muadi arlifex, amicitiw sedf?, Sjmxtji tit* pm^ilum,
cceporU pr:pc^Dxc:.lurn. oipkis dsfenifitrix, riticofr meikt, int^rpccs

anitni, conedfxtrlx divlu* gritb^ ntmi oral lorn, oftcica

Indaro <HcH»r ra*nui, quwi HAIM, ebsirum totii* otfpocli muaui
|

nsimrtrot min ribatn cci, c*t«r**^e oawtfUi* OfMaAts.

Denlquc fidei ymbrfam eit, toc« ;crriccr« dertram ck

pcciititcif, qtoi oolligitur ex Virgil to,£ae>L

•' Paf4 miU pack 4(il d»lx*m cjkubIi."

Fa Lib *
“ tp« deitrxa Anehtf » hxud nulla vftOittus

Dtl Jumif, tlqmi aatamn pr«cnti pfcftorc 4naaL r
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When Niquetws giv« u* *011x0 sketches of the expres-

sion of passion and erf human characteristics, he pinto

very happily. Here is bts description of an audacious

man

—

M A«Jncw vJri figur* :

Oi cMium, itillui bciridas, ftoic, topatiUi .rcniti,

oH»wi wm aopoc
;

denier long!
j

teoe collnm
;

bnchia

que genu atti&;r,nt; |n«u» I»l<m ; kamal eldftU j
ecali

anil, nifcci. mllentM : lomu opeclut”

Towards the end of the seventeenth centnry, another

Italian writer, Ghiradeill, published a large volume on

physiognomy, whose bile ia very characteristic of this

inflated and bombnatie period. Here k its exact arrange-

ment

—

" Cephas
1'Moenomx.t

DirtW Soto l» toa ion..
I. .tilth. it couformsy m'lh die dxomrtu of Ariitcdr,

And of celiei nuatal philosophers, with keief

diicxairM nod careful ©bserroclcrti, we
email the (fcytio

Ofooehiadr*d hum
Whfcb hive htta craved U lki«

Work.

After which, by sgus and conjeiisres,

wc dcacAOiilc the ilfcrent iccUaukms of mes uni women
By OmmBo Gh«dclll, ****«»,

The Ingemwi Vceputin Academician.

Ax a&ny sennets of divers excellent poets ard ocodru^umt

hxtt Iwn add*), in which the phj«q>nc«mc* focvicwtly dt«l ore

gillintl/ dmriibnJ.

Ard so»: additions to each dixoaw: of the indeCitigable

VaptrdB AcadasidiiL

At Bologna,

At the haw* or tin K«iri of tht Gcrpel,

Dead & Gwnpccy,

The method employed by this ingenious and indefatig-

able academician in studying the bunun physiognomy is
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indeed very curium. He shows u» o hundred human faces,

drawn after life—very ill, it w true—ond finely framed in a
border ornamented with Irregular sculpturing!. Each is

accompanied by a Latin delicti, by a sonnet, and some
remarks by the author. 1 shall quote, as on esample, the

distichs nnd sonnets which refer to a good and bad counten-

ance. I will spare the reader GfajradeUft prolix commentary,

Wc have before ua a beautiful round face, which,

according to the verses, should belong to a fair man.

Here Is the distich

—

" Maritas bgenuli pmebmpa inikto cwUi,
Qjcm fltre*:cr.ti vi&ris ess? 00UU«”

And his lordship, Cewie Orrir.i, graciously offsed to the

author the following sonnet, which is read under the

pc* trait

—

"Tit fair locks with wliiiJi natwe li« so flinUiilly idorrel llijr

{lotion bio*, Kudus tin other gilts so dear sod so mviilta tint

thMfht ran ligate Its IKely Image. And thua rant lino bo (mi

shouliltt thou be calls! «po» to un ta igtii, fat i powerful and over,

ptceni foroe Is there to pooled Ihw lad to eppose Ir&elf to the

inlocate of fu»i Mm,
'* Kir*« bear ctoww o'gyuetlag paid, aid the >:oli-jng, worshiping

crowd how before the pamhsbk ray* with which ibey shine

resplendent.

"But tiers, amln thy golden hiir, thos pcwraeit a more truly

Klotiooi gilt, to prat » trewire eC nrSae that Oou dia!: rlsa alow

the son and sholt attain to the brav»n*-"

On page it our ingenious academician shows os a

frightful snout, framed in the palm of a band, at If fc«“ccn

the hands of a huber about to share it ;
and below this

audacious distich, in the manner of a pallory label—

“ HKpida CJtsJita nolo!, atqoa tlmantm

Qeemqor mala rides, tallldltale frai.'

Then comes the sonnet, which, this time, is the work of an

Arcadian—shat is to ay, of the llarquli Etrico Rossi,

member of the Arcadian Academy of bologna

—
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M Remnva ihymlf from tint -rtonovc thyself afu
;

foe to tmniin

thee a a cbery fee otter*
;
thy mouth Sxn i wot** ocotrtry to thy

thought
;
then art always rrody to riagta ties with truth.

41 Kevtr bait IhM ilored to ftoe a donfes
;
never hut thou taken

thought for often; :hoo like the boci or the swift #“*1 thus

ovedeett the pisscr’tr/ from nfnr.

“ To every noble spirit, to every honest heart thou art as a brier, and

ta Items, a coward, dccrircr, Idle and ftfl.

*'
I €aaa0t deny that if thy life ere lying, thy hair, *<111 and Hirtly*

h truthful sad rcreiJi thy vim ”

Despite this academic trifling, Ghiradclli U a scholar

ar-d a ragndoui observer; his book may be studied with

interest by those who wish to know what the science of

physiognomy»u in Italy towards die end cf the seventeenth

ccniuiy. He devoted to the noie two discourses which

ate really very curious. He says, among other things,

"that the nose helps to manifest passion and contempt.

Doctors have examined several proteins upon the move-

ments of the noec when a man manifests some posiion.

For example, when we want to make fun of and mock
another we make a certain movement of the nose referred

to in die proverb: Emm adunto nau msptHdtrt, And
when we wish to express contempt we make a sign with

the nose, which means Eum nasi rtjiart. And when we

sec anything unpleasant done to anotlser, we twitch back

tl>o nostrils. When we get into a passion, the nostrils are

dilated and the tip of the dom red."

Grattarola is en author who wrote in Latin upon

Physiognomy, and who, in the otder of time, precedes

Ghiradclli.' I have not been able to consult his

work, bot several passages of his died by the writers

of the seventeenth century- do not testif, to great

originality.

Giovanni Incegncri, bishop of Capo d'ltlria, a: the

beginning of the same century, lias left us a Utile treatise

on Natural PAyu'tgntmy. He there gives sign of scanty

erudition, and nearly always contents himself with
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presenting in aphorisms the solutions of cabalistic science.

A few examples trill suihee

—

“ A be«id oo a •omn it a tija of little hotolf/
1

“ Excessive sise of the brow is > sign <f Kleota."
" The itu'lncu ol the Jweheti fodkilci a chelerie mia."
11 Vory id! cya ot the sign ate lad ulese, iieUncd to aoelty."

“ BriRht trjos mo the tlgn of wtonnoM.”
" Those “ho xie m-.nsed art toy wantco ”

•'Men with curved noses are nugnarinous.'

ScipiotiB Churamonti of Owna is one si the fcext physi-

ognomists. He published his works only one year

before I ngegneri. 1 Blondo, FinelU, and tome c*hem

belong to the same tchcoL

rienty of autlicra, plenty of volumes, but little originality,

»ml plenty of plagiarism I Wbo knows how often wc might

hare been dragged through the same ruts if towards the

middle of the last century Lavater bad not appeared to

inaugurate a new era for this order of studies He is

the true precursor of the positive science, and he serves

as a link between the writers of the seventeenth century

and of modern rimes.

The physician, Ciro Spoaioni, also devwed a little book

of astrology to the study of rise brow. (Mt/efioiafiv by Iht

Mraturt cf /Ac Liw of the Rr/w. Venice, 1626.) In a

sketch of the history of physiognomy it is necessary

also to mention chiromancy, which has lasted into our

own dHy as a last vestige of the magic of the mWdl- ages.

When we glance at the bnc&s on chiromancy we ate

astonished at the serious way in which imagination has

struggled to rend our character, our intelligence, and cm
destiny in the capricious lines of the hand. I will cite

the following works as the most important;—

La Stitna airifUH on Iraiic di la dirvna/tsit, etc.,

enriched with a great number of figures lew rise facility of

1 XV cou/^UnJu iiyliiyiii if Utnr/fhti xu/eri 6/ftclttu.
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the reader. Pans, 1665. i vol, tit pages. Adrian Sicler.

Chirematae rojalt nouvdU tnrithit itfigum, de moraiitei et

da tbftrva/UHs it la taialt, etc.
' Gio-Dattista Dalla Poria.

Della ChirtftwHomia. Too booka translated from a Latin

manuscript of Pompco SamellL Naples, 1677, 1 vol, 167

W*-
lavater was neither a physician nor n naturalist; he

was a citizen of Zurich, and a minister of the Gospel.

Poet and painter, with a feminine nature and an ardent

love for mankind, he carried into everything the glowing

enthusiasm, the sudden convictions, the mobility of ideas

which fotm the joy and tbc torment of all men endowed

with excessive sensibility. It is sufficient to look at the

beautiful portrait of himself which he Ins given us In

his woiks to pcrceiTe at once, and with a glar.ee, all his

defects and his rare qualities. Expansive, open to every

enthusiasm, mobile, hot always keeping within the limits

of goodness and honesty, lie has commented on hia

portrait in n short autobiography which is a jewel of

sincerity and gracefulness, Lavater is one of those few

inen who carry their temperament and nerve* into every-

thing, who say all things to alL As soon too as we have

read a single page of his great work we know and love

him. Both in face and character lie much resembles

Ffnflon. It is said that one day Madame de SUel, walking

with him r.ud some common friends, suddenly stopped and

cried, “ How our dear Lavator resembles Fdnelor, I These

are bis features, his air, his countenance. It is truly

Ffnflon, but Ffnfion slightly Swiss (aw peu Souse)." He
was also a poet, and left several epic poems, among others

one which deserves comparison with Klopstock’s Afasia/i,

some religious dramas, canticles, sermons, theological

writings, and some Swiss songs, which were very popular.

Lavater bccacto u physiognomist, not by reading the

authors who had preceded him, but by drawing with his

rapid pencil feces which pleased or displeased him, and by
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preserving his drawings with care. By dint of drawing and

collecting, he found himself in possession of a considerable

number of observations which, untied almost without order

and with no scholastic rule, crystallised as though spon-

taneously into a great encyclopedia enriched with hr*

or six hundred plates, and which be called one line day,

Tht Pkyiie^nomeal DiUc.

The first edition appeared in folio in 177*; today very

rare, it is still tlie best, beciuse the figures were executed

under the eyes of the author himself Alter this first

German edition there were others b French, b English,

and in other languages. 1 possess that which was printed

at the Hague ftom 1781 to 1803. It wax begun by the

author, but the fourth volume appeared after his death

under the care of his son, a doctor ctf medicine. We
recoguise all the humanitarian aud religious fervour cf the

oiUhor ever, in the title of this immortal work

—

Enay on

Physiognomy, datimd to mate man .known and low-d.

Tne author U m fact inspired by love and by faith;

transported by the liveliness of his feelings, he bursts every

moment into hymns of admiration: now lor the mouth

which is so interesting a part of the Cscc; now for the God
who has made mao so beautiful; now for the woman who is

the encliantment of life; in a word, for all that presents

'tsetf to hi* loving eyes. It is related that in a long Obsess,

the consequent* of a wound which be hsd received in the

attack on Zurich by the French, weakness caned him to

fall Into hallucinations and religious ecstasies. He imagined

himself to l* the apostle St John, and present at the

mysteries of the Apocalypse.

In Leva ter there is no longer a trace of judicial aatrrfogy;

nor is tbete servile imitation of the ancient writers, of whom
besides he knew little. But the guesaes of an individual

man lake the place of a scientific examiration conducted

by positive and rational methods. Feeling is substituted

always aud every# here for science- Thence come the
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imperfections nf this beautiful work, which remains n

grandiose monument of human genius, but which docs not

supply a firm basis on which to -found other columns and

othet edifices. Admiration for, and love o!, men are not

enough to replace scientific observation; and the genius of

Icrvatcr does not suffice to atone for his complete ignorance

in anatomy and in natural history.

Two acecdotes will serve better thin anything else to

show the weakness of his theory.

One day a stranger presented himself to him.

"M. Lrvatcr," said he, "I have just arrived. Look at

roc well, for I have taken the Journey from Paris to Zurich

to tee you, and to submit my countenance to your examina-

tion. Guess wbo I nm I

'

“I have already looked at you attentively. You hare

many characteristic features. To begin, you write. . . .

You probably devote yourself professionally to hterafy

work. . . .
Yes, certainly, you are a man of letters.”

“True, but of what sort?"

“I do not know. . . . Yet it appears to me that you are

a philosopher . . . that you know how to seise the

ridiculous side of tilings . . . that you have courage . . .

originality . . . much wit. You might very well be the

author of the Tableau d< Pam, which I have just finished

reading."

It was in (act Mcrcicr.

When the mask of Mirahenu was sent to Lavatcr be

guessed the great revolutionist “ One recognises at once,"

he aid, “ the man of terrible energy, unconquerable in Isis

audacity, inexhaustible in hb resources, resolute, haughty,”

etc.

Hut here is the reverse of the nu-dal

One day his friend Zimmcrmann sent to hint a very

accentuated profile, with a letter written so as to greatly

pique his curiosity. luivaier, who was wanting and
expecting a portrait of Herder, imagined that this profile
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was that of the groat German philosopher, and went into

ecstasies over the intellectml and poetical qualities of the

man to whom it belonged.

This man was, on the contrary, an assassin executed a!

Hanover. That which happened to Laratcr will always

happen to those who lake physiognomy for an exact

science, and who confound tbo expression with the

anatomy of features, as he always did without himself being

aware of iL Yet the Illustrious pastor of Zurich marks a

new epoch In aur studies, and his work will always be an

inexhaustible mine of information let the artist and

the psychologist. We may say of him as he said of

Raphael—

" Wfcea I -ill* (a Int0>lcsl« mj*BJ with adiuliMiae tor lie turned
el llit walks at Gal. 1 Imvw oaly » prewot to nywlf in imruinilion

the ice o( RjphacL lie wiU always be (a; on on apostolic min i i

otaa that U is relatively to otto pjintrri uhK lbe apostles wen
rlatlieiy to clhrr mm."

Lavater was the apoute of scknrific physiognomy, and

although Lichtcnbcrg wrote agaloit him the celebrated

satire of the Phyitognoaiy of tabs, he will always remain

one of the meat sympathetic figures, the most beloved,

the most brilliant, in the history of physiological sciences.

Lebrun, the celebrated painter ol lmuis XIV., wrote on

physiognomy,' but in an academical manner. The types

of the principal emotions which he has loft ni arc

mannered : tncy arc caricatures and not studies after life, m
we shall hare several occasions to prove during the course

of tills book.

Among the artists wlto have stodied the physiognomy

is also the Italian, De Rutxris, a gentleman of Udine,

1 Lebrun, Cnflnuui Iiw frqW.w dn 4>gbt»H annum Ju

ftitiau. Putt, 1667, in 410. TV«r 'wanes wo reprint ni in itu

olitkis of lavatci ptbtistxil by Muicou, i 3kx Sic »l» by Ue saros

aolhar, Exfxnitm tUt /annul it tax*. la folio. Published by A.

Bantu*.
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who published at Paris (1809) a book on portraits and

on the best wny of Miring faces.

1

He ms a pene-

trating observer, and should be, studied more than be is

to-day.

The real science begins with Camper. This great

anatomist gave his name to the famous facial angle

which, to our own time, has served as a criterion nnd n

measure to determine the tank of the human face, nnd

of the snout of animals in the morphologies] scries.

Topinard* and myself have published some critical studies

on the valuo of this criterion
;
but the facial angle of

Camper will always be considered one of tho most

ingenious discoveries which have been made in this order

of research. Camper in his work 9 began to study the

human countenance in different races, and traced the

brad lints of an cvolntioo of forma, while criticising with

very dose reasoning the brilliant superficiality of Buffbo.

In the third chapter of the second of the works quoted

in the note he gives physical ohurvationt on tia difference

of the features of the faff, considered in profile, as the

heads of apts, of cwong-outangs, of negroes and o/htr

peoples, fraiinji up to tkt antique ht/iis. “You will be

astonished,' be says, “to find among my first plates two

heads of ape^ then one of a negro, and then one of a

camel." He opposes tho opinion of some learned men
who had admitted that negroes might be the offspring

of the union of white women with apei. He says this

1 G. Bateau i'r RVbtii, DjrtttaUt onto trwtUM ftr njtirrr h
fismenit. PuU. 1W9. Print*! In Iutha anil la French.

* Topiout), Shkte iur Pitf Ccwftr ft tur tangtl fadat <61 it

Cartftr. Revue d'uthiopdl aglet t. ii. Paris, tSy i. —Dei Dinrus
esftui <U fregnMismt, ts/ii. L I. aol L lv.—Montcgam, Dti

aoaturtprenhuUd irm<> umarte. Arelilvin yti haCK*. c I'FUncL

Flnrama, iSy6, t. ii. p. Pi?.

* Cimpe, D/stun nr !• ou/en d< r/praenter U> stuffta passuns,

etc—DUurtaUm fiy/t>ui mr tu digimuti HetUs jxr frtmUnt 6t

tratu Jn viiaff. Uliorht, t?flr. Giuvrtt pcatlnnnrs.
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1» "C* the place to demooitrate the nbiuidity ol the

assertion : but, however, he compares spes, negroes, and
antique statues. Thh comparison appeared to him very

bold: he made it, however, and theological prejudice

did not prevent him from tracing the first Sines of the

evolution of human form*.

Charles Bell, a distinguished physiologist; published is

1806 the first edition of his work1 on the anatomy and
philosophy of expression, an epoch-making work in the

history of expression. Lenwine* was right when he said
11 Charles Bell's book should be studied by cicty one who
essays to make the face of man apeak, by philosophers, as

well os by artists."

Tbs German, Engel, published towards the end ot last

century a good book (Lrtftrt an Exprtuion), which haa

been translated into Italian hy Ranjri, in which the diverse

movements of the face and of the body are studied with

care and with interest.

In 1839 Dr. Burgess* studied the causes of the blushing

which is ptoduced under the Influence 0/ different emo-

tions; in 186a Duchenne published two editions of his

treatise on the mechanism of the countenance*; hut the

importance of his observations and of his theories *cnw
to me to have been somewhat exaggerated by Darwin.*

In my Pkjsiobgj 0/ Ruin I have tried to reduce the

ardour of physiologist* to a more judicioui moderation.

A great French anatomist, Gratiolet, gave ot the So?-

bonne a public course on expression, which to published

« Curie. Bell, Anatomy mi ntbuphftfExfnnian, iSod

* Albert Umolnr, [). la Pi/ilutoml rt A U /atv*. Path.

t&>$, p iei.

* BsrgMS T*t PhftioJop or AUhaHi.i »/B/mUnf. 1839

« Dadienne, M/mnitm Ja '* oxat}-u

da I’afuiea A/ /*»««- flu*. t8?6-

* Duwla, ni •/>»* Emctvni 4/** Aarma/i.

hondco, i&fl, p. y
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in 18-55, after *.hc dealh of the author. 1 He there thus

tummailace the conception which he hnd formed of

opreialon

—

“ ti rewlti froa >11 tlw ticl. whirl) I hove roalfeJ. ikit the wnvri,

the Uiogisotito *cd ihoaght itself, elevated, •br'.nct » they urn

lujipned to Ip, CDDBOl he eitrcbfi! wiUwnf i-tkcinng a oxrcltfive

feeling, and that this feelit* tranrfiiM it*lf lamt.lUlcly, .y-wp.lUUo

«l!y, lyabolltnlly, or melophyricilly la all the spheres of the exterior

organa, whir* loll *11, aeoxillng to their own inode ofMilan, as If met
hod two directly allreted."

Tne germ of a great troth lurks in this theory, but It is

almost loot behind a veil woven of metaphysical nebu-

losities. I bope that the reader will find more light in my
chajxer on the alphabet of expression.

1’idcrie published, in 1859, an essay on expression, and

in 1867, a scientific treatise on expression and on physiog-

nomy.’ Bain, Herbert Spencer, and other psychologists of

the positive school have collected some valuable observa-

tions on seme of the expressions of the human countenance.

But the honour was reserved for Darwin of studying

expression by a reiUy new method, and to open up a large

field for purposes of comparison by seeking for the first

lineiments of expression in the animals which most nearly

resemble us.

The great anatomists and physiologies who preceded

him had only touched one side of the problem
;
they hi/

only concerned themselves with expression in its relation to

art nnd the aesthetic. He, on the contrary, with his wide

and comprehensive mind, traced the gcncrnl laws which

govern expression In the whole animal kingdom. His book

is one of the meat splendid monuments erected by his

genius
;
and one may »y, without exaggeration, dial expres-

sion, in so far as it is a special branch of comparative

! Cntiuinl, !M k ptuifij-wwii'* U 1/1; i.vjiiw™!nr/ 1&S5.

• Rdecit. MiUHitia/l/icla S,U„1 hr UMt und Pby.ur

1 36;.
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biology, asserted itself as a new science in the work

published only in 187*, to which we shall hare to recur

more than once.

Dxrwin studied the expression of the principal crootloni

in animals, In children, in adults. He pul comprehensive

questions to traveller?, to missionaries, to all hi3 corres-

pondents in var.oua parts of the world. Thus be amassed

an extraordinary quantity of new fsets; then he examined

them ns with a magnifying gUas, submitting them to the

evolutionist theory, that he might attempt to discern their

mutual relation—the relation of cause to effect We may
differ in opinion from him upon some particular points,

we may reject xo-ne 0# his explanations at too rash, but we

muss always admire the width of the Isorixon which was

opened to us by the publication of his book.

Scarcely more than two centuries elapsed between the

work of Dalla Porta ar4 that of I>*nrin, and yet what a

gulf between tbc two methods I We seem to be raiding

books written in two different language* I On one side,

dirinition, cabalism, tome poor thoughts floating in an.

ocean of hazardous etaiemeots—fortuitous coincidences.

On the other, few statements, many doubts; but what

cottnsiCy of method, how open the look into the future I

There we have a fantastical world, where we can icier,

nothing bectuse all is clouded and phantom-like
; here we

step on the solid earth of nature, and wc enter the true

path of science. We (hall pethapi have to more onwards

during the ages
;
but we shall never have to return beyond

this point and strike a new path.

Still the new physiognomy could i;ot satisfy the crowd

which had born so long gorged with amusing fooleries and

graceful enigmas. Even in this century books hare con-

tinued to be published, which, with every appearance of

seriousness, while claiming to be scientific works, preserve a

strong odour of judicial (Urology, or, at least, of wntimenul

physiegnotny.
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I will aw as a model of the kind the Train compUt

dt phyii;ru/Aonir, by Lepilletier de la Sorlhe, where vain

pomp of form ries with emptiness of content And the

author was a doctor.

It is alma* the “.unc thing with the two manuals which

the celebrated Eniyflopldit Rortt has cerate:! to the study

ofthe physiognomy—the Nduoeau Manmldu Ptyttyiumste
tf du pArbudogiiti, Paris 1838, and the Phyufignoniiin du

Daws, Paris 1843. The first of these volumes begins with

a lie, for it is given as a posthumous work of Lavatcr and

Professor Chanssier; the second is offered more modestly as

written by an amateur.

Th.opJ published at Brussels, in 1837, a little Dictionary

of Phrenology and Physiognomy, the erudition of which

Is drawn at hatmd pretty well universally, now from old,

now from modern times! but on the whole it is no: a

contemptible work, and good articles arc found in it.

We must distinguish from these compilations some

Italian work*. Pori Poll!, whom we lost recently, liad

published a thesis, entitled Etzay on phyn'^nomy end

pathtgnomy (Milsn, 1837, with six plates). This bock,

it is true, is completely forgotten to-day nnd unknown

beyond the Alps
;
but it does not merit this oblivion. It

abounds with excellent observations, especially in the

part devoted to the physiognomy of the sick, and it is

written with juvenile ardour.

Filippo Cardona, in his volume, D/lla Pisanomia (Ancona,

1 863), commits the fault of writing in a solemn style, which

smells mouldy and rancid a mDe 0® nnd which is especially

out nf place in a scientific btxik. This hook has also the

fault of being badly constructed, without order and un-

scientifically; but it » full of wholesome erudition, end

here and there “parities with wit and humour.

Mastrianl has treated more 01 lea directly of physiog-

nomy in two works, Netomla Moral* (Naples, 1871, and

edition) and L'uonro dinanzi alia Corlt iPAisiit.
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In this historical sketch 1 by no meins claim to have

cited all the authors who have written oa physiognomy,

but only to have sketched* in brood lines die evolution of

this science which, after wondering in the heavens and on

the earth, has to-day recently returned to its point of

departure—that is to say, to tbe pure sources of nature.

To-day we must dearly distinguish the expressive

movements of the muscles from features, the anatomy

and forms. We have thus on one side a study cf the

human countenance, which is associated with anstomy,

with anthropology, and, for its application, with all the

plastic sciences
;
and, on the other -idc. a study of expres-

sion, and of expression in relation to psychology, to

comparative ethnology, and the appiicitions of which

interest in turn painter, sculptor, and actor.

My book proposes modestly to restore to anthropology

and to psychology that which belongs to either by right,

and to make known the positive document! whirh wc

possets today on tbe human counlcxianoe and on expres-

sion. I shall esteem myself happy If I am aUe to enrich

by my observations the treasury of foots secured to science-
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TUB HUHAH tACK.

SOON after birth, when our eyes have already the power

of sight, but do not yet perceive, the first objoct which

presents itself to the yet virgin pupil Is a human face.

When in oar last hour our gaze wanders in the supreme

anguish of the death agony, our eyes meat greedily seek

a friendly face on which to rest ere they arc closed

for ever. Tbc human face, on which can be painted

an immense love or an eternal hatred, a sudden sympathy,

or an Invincible repugnance, is for us the most interesting

thing in the universe. All the libraries in the world would

not suffice to hold the thoughts and the feelings which the

human face has awakened ir. roan since this poor intelligent

biped lus trodden the soil of our plar.et. Religion has

made it a temple of prejudices and ofadoration; there justice

has sought the trace of crimes ; thence love has gathered

its sweetest pleasures ;
finally, science has found thcic the

origin of races, the expression of diseases ar.d of passions,

and has there measured the energy of thought. The dic-

tionaries cf oor languages lave gathered together all the

fruits o! our aspirations, our studies, nnd our researches,

superficial or profound. Art has represented it in all it*

infinite variety and mobility of expression; the first artist,

who with flint style sought to trace some line:- on the

bone of i reindeer or a stag's bom, produced with a

circle and three or four points a coarse sketch of a human
face.

'Ibis universal cult of the human face is fully justified
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In u wo find assembled, in a small ipaee, nil ihe organs at

the five senses, nerves sufficiently delicate, muse'es suffi-

ciently mobile to form on! of the mow expressive pictures

of human nature. Witboot words our face exptesms

joy and grief, love and hatred, contempt nod adoration,

cruelty and compassion, delirium and poetry, nope nr-d

fcar, voluptuousness and btshfulncss, every desire ard

emy fear, all the multiform life which issues each instant

from the supreme organ—the beain.

Many centuries before science lud collected the maremh

of our obtervatiom, the necessities of social life had taught

us to observe the human face, to read there the thoughts of

the miud and the feeling, of the hr art. Thence wti

horn an empirical art without rules and without method,

which was transmitted from father to son, tlie inheritance

of a rough experience.

Seme anecdotes, collected by Lavater, may give an idea

nf this physiognomical art, which io different degrees i*

possessed by ail men bora under the sun.

The father of a young virtuous man, who was about to

undcrUhe a distant journey, said to him as he bade fare-

well :
“ All that I ask of you, my son, a to bring me back

the same face.’

" At what do you value my face? ” a stranger asked of a

physiognomist The lauex naturally replied that it wu not

on easy thing to value.—"It is worth 1500 crowns," replied

the other; “ for thia sum has just been lent me on my face

by one who did not know me."

A friend of the Count T .
who lived at W

.

one day entered his house with a face which he sought

to make gay and serene. After haring finished the

business which had brought him be wished to retire.—“I

shall not let you go out," said the count.—•‘Thu is a

strange idea," replied the friend; “H is very necessary thet

I thouId go."—" You will noe leave my room,” replied live

count, locking the door.—“ In Heaven's name, why do yco
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act thus?"—"Became I tend in your faoe that you are

meditating a crime."
—“Who? I? How can you believe

me capable?"—“ You are meditating nn assassination, or I

understand nothing."—The other grew pale, and con Teated

that the count had guessed tightly. Ho surrendered to

tho latter a pistol which he was keeping hidden, and told

him a sad story. The count was generous enough to draw

his friend from the situation which was about to lead him

into crime.

However, all that the world generally knows of the

human faoe is but n confused mast of vague notions for

which language could with difficulty find expression.

Try to describe to some one the anatomical or expressive

features of a face which you know well
j

you will see

how difficult Is the task. And yet to lure seen a man

enables us to distinguish him from tire millions of other

men who inhabit the globe. This is because to see

and to reader an account of what one has wren are

two very different things. In looking at a face we note

rapidly, by a sort of inner shorthand, the meet expressive

and the mo:t chiracteriutc features. We keep this short-

hand portrait in our minds, and thanks to it we distinguish

each oilier, and it suffices us for the ordinary purposes cf

life. Sometimes we only remark a single feature, tho most

salient, and from this single feature we derive a name.

The whites give the name of black to all the people of

Africa and Melanesia because a complexion so different

from their o»n immediately strikes their attention. In

the same manner we spetk ofa onoeyed man, a long-nosed

man, a thick-lipped man
;
we speak of stupid, oflibidinous,

of beautiful, or ugly fnces, although in addition to these

characters faces present many others which complete their

individuality.

All parts of the face arc not equally important in

distinguishing men one from another. Dc Rubcis has

demonstrated tbia in a few words -with complete satisfaction
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in his Trta/iu on /At Rtp>«du<thn *>/ /U Pact, which we

haw already quoted in our first chapter.

There are two distinctive characters of the fico—the oiw

essential, the second accessory. The following hypotheses

will make ckar what constitute the first.

“You have a friend whom you see very often, who is

a frequenter of your house. Let us suppose that be has

concealed part of his face with a mask, so that the lower lip,

the forehead, and half of the cheeks are hidden. The

rest—that is to say, the eyes, the note, and the upper Hp

—

remains uncovered. Although the greater par! of the&ce is

thus hidden, the face is at once recognised, because the

dittinctire characters are visible.

“On the other hand let this Iriend remove his mask;

he has his head arranged tn the ordinary way, and he

only puts before his lace a little blank mask, which reaches

from the middle of the forehead to tl* middle of the nose,

covering the space occupied by tl>e eye orbits. Then

his friend) no longer recognise him, cipccinlly if he hns

clanged the shape and colour of his ordinary dothes

“Thus the pare of the face which reaches from the bone

of the nose to the middle of lire forehead, and which is

situated between the two templet, is the tisfa/idl diituutm

thtratttr of the face, and the port which comprises the

cheek bones and the bottom of the note it the aausery

distinc/fat tharaeUr."

The mistake of ordinary observers is not only to take

two or three characteristic! as a ikottbind portrait of oil

faces, but also to confuse the form or anatomy with a very

different thing—movement or expresrion. This recor.d

capital error has Slipped into every treatise on physiogno-

roony. It is only quite recently that anatomy hsr been

sepvated from expression, and that the two things have

been studied apart. We shall faithfully tespec! this funda-

mental distinction in this work.

One man has little short-sighted eye*, a long and crooked
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note, a big mouth awry. Another has large beautiful

eyes a Grecian nose, an admirablo mouth. Si 111 it may be

that both faugh alike, and express love and hatred in the

same manner They differ in their anatomy ; they resemble

each other in their physiology or in expression.

We do not wish to give here an anatomical or an

esthetic treatise on the human face; we will only say so

much as it is necestary to know before entering on the

study of expression, which is the most important and the

most original part of our work. Decomposing by analysis

all the dementi which we meet in a living human face,

without submitting it to the analytical operation accom-

plished with the scalpel, we can prepare the following

list—

AWATOUtCAl AND EWX&JUVr. EttUINTt OP Till liUUAN CACi

Siu s/fta tin/ ihi/l aw! their

Mutualfrtftniuu,
tuJ uxJti off**, .W

lUir rrit/m
SittMien iftkr itftnut fora

•f**/•*
General/im
Cl/mr.

fieetAm.i

Bya, Iftlvnu. lytlidi. am!
e/rUska

Each of these elements is decomposed in its turn Into

•-econdarydements, es we shall see in the following cljpters.

From all these elements taken together we can make
certain determinations as to the successive epochs or

accidents of life.

ivivr.

AfwL
CMIf.

Tst/k.

llair amitearJ.

IVritikUu

DStffstnt or rr/rtrivf

$u.
Ap.
Hta'th *r dittatt.

Divot* iit'tott/HWi,

or /O/Mfitaf, iugcrtd in

ike taunt tftfc.

Hate and fafernV/.

Distant tarit *f Afti*//-

ATtra/ tkarart/r.

rhtibsi in inteiUttnal tank.
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If by means of a more precise and scientific formula we

desire lo reduce the possible judgments oo the human

face to a small number, »thejr can be given as five—the

phytitlogical verdict, tter/Megical, the asthdie. thenoral,

and the intdUdual. The ethnological and aesthetic

verdicts are founded almost exclusively oo anatomical

characters
;
therefore we shall speak of them briefly in the

fifth chapter of the first pert. On the cOntrtuy, live

physiological, moral, and intellectual depend on expression

mote than on auatomy
;
therefore we speak of them in the

second part.

In theoretical works on the art of drawing, certain rules

arc found which teach approximately the relative overage

proportions of a human face which is beautiful, or at least

regular. The ancients drew these rules from Vitruvius, the

moderns from Albert D'irer. Met Diirer the work! of

classical antiquity were studied, and front them It was

sought to deduce the uulhetic laws uf human morphology.

Many artists, in preparing the canvas on which to paint

a portrait, begin by tracing an oval, and inscribing in

this a cross. Then they divide the height into four parts,

each of which a equal lo the length of the nose; the width

inlo five, each of which is the width of tlus eye. But

Camper remarks with much justice tbit proportions vary

infinitely between one individual and another, and that

these little difference! are precisely that which constitutes

originality.

As wc arc no! here writing a book on art, but a book on

anthropology and psychology, n few words on tho general

form of the face will 1* enough. One of the meat important

characters of a human face it the possession or nOi>po»to-

sioa of prominent jaws, thick Lips, and receding forehead.

In tile first cmc the face h said to be prwithout; it is

the type met with iu negroes, the Australians, and some

Papuans. In the second case the fnee >s ortkngnithout

;

this is the face of all the higher meet Isidore GoofTroy
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Saint-Hilairc gave the name of mtygnu/Ams to a third typo

when the cheek-bones »rc very prominent, and which is

found in the Chinese, the Japanese, and in the different

branches of the Mongolian and Turanian races. This

classification relates rather to tacial progression than to

beauty, because it corresponds to a particular development

of ths brain and of the face. If only the middle port of

tho face is taken Into consideration there arc two principal

forms: the one developed from behind forwards and rising

In, the median line; the other developing ttansverscly, in

which the rides are prominent and the middle flattened

The first form is found among Europeans, the second

among negroes, and still more among Mongols.

There are long and there are short faces. Tire first aie

more frequent among the Aryans ar.d the Semite, the second

among the Mongols. To our idecs the perfect face should

form a beautiful oval We shall enter more into details on

the proportions of the face when we treat. In the following

chapters, of the features considered separately. The colour

of the slur, is one of the most striking and general features

which impress us in a human face, and thence we judge

as to taco, sc», age, and health. Tho colour of the skin

arises from tbe pigment deposited in it, on the meaner

in which the blood ii distributed, on certain characters

of the epithelium, and of the deeper tissues which give its

particular hue.

Broca, in the Anlftrofitlogical Imlrudiaai published by

the Anthropological Society of Paris, attempted to reduce to

o small number of elementary hues all the operation* of the

skin which he made correspond to as many numbers The
same table serves for the luir. All those who have wished

to make use of this table of colorations to define live colour

of a human skin have experienced great difficulties. Kor

my part I have tried to apply it in tho study of the Lapps,

and I have had to give I: up completely. The principal

rcaton is that the skin is much more transparent than the
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paper on which Broca has spread his tints- Two colon*

tions cannot be compared, one of which arises entirely from

reflection, and tlie Other is in part transmitted and ia part

reflected. Add to that subjective errors, which in the else

of colours are not slight

The cablo of the Anthropological Society of Paris is in

appearance scientific and precise : in reality it is as Inexact

as the old division into white, red, yellow, and black,

according to which the white? would belong to Europe, the

red to America, the yellow to Asia, and the blic'e to Africa.

Such a method is to cut the Gordian knot, like Alexander,

not to untie it I believe that we arrive very near to the

truth in admitting for the human akin three tint*—white,

black, and the colour of dried bean {fant teak).

White skin fa met with among nearly all the Aryans and

Semites, and among many Polynesians, who arc ndtKer

Malays nor Papqans, and have probably a common origin

with ourselves. The negroes, the Papuans, the Australians,

some tribes of India, and the Negritoes, liare black skin.

All other peoples of the earth are of a dried bean colour.

If any one will take the trouble to gather bean* of di&rent

sorts, and of different degrees of dryness, he will have *11

the tints of the uncalled yellow and red races, who in fact

present now the colour of raw clay, now of baked clay, now

of ii/l au Uit, finally of all the varieties of chocolate

It may seem at first sight nn empirical and rough method

nf procedure when we compare the colour of the human

skin to that of * fruit or a food ; but in fact, since we have

to deal with subjective notiont, a much more \reclre Idea of

a colour fa conveyed by saying that it resemble* that of

dried bean? than by denoting It by the term, olive*

coloured, entbbrown, or lAxckltk-yellow. Observe also

that under every word there is, as its etymology indenten,

a comparison with objects. For the rest I alsould like to

point out the evidence for my statement. Several travellers

have spoken of the colour of the skin of the Negritoes
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among others Professor Semper and Dr. Craufoid. The

former said they are dttf tapper troan, the latter that they

are of the colour of ovtrJmrned teft*. Any one who is

acquainted with coffee will have a much clearer Idea in die

second than in the fim case.

In the colouring of die human skin there is one thing

which hns not attracted sufficient attention from ethnologists

hitherto. A single adjective, however precisely and happily

chosen, cannot characterise this coloration exactly, because

it remits from the superposition of two colours, and meat

frequently from a sort of black or very (lark brown dust

deposited on a ground of dried bean. I have studied this

aspect of the skin in the Totes, the Mccovts, and the

Mattcos of South America
;
but, after all E have collected

fre* the lips of travellers, 1 believe that we may ndd to

these many peoples who vary between black and white

without being one or the other.



CHAPTER III.

TK II rXiTU*M Of THS Hl»UN FACE.

Titr ?oai:tEAr)—t;ii lyes, evcsrgwj, ami> EtriASHi*—the
MMB--7ME MOITTU—7HE CHIN—VUB C1IEBXJ-7ME EAKS—
TUB TEETH.

Having atudied the human fece In Ita gencni form anil

chancier, we have now to proceed to the analysw of its

features, and examine their, singly.

If we consul: ancient and modem authors we shall find

plenty of physiognomical guesses, mingled with a very

scanty observation of fects—a singular cecitioy, which wcU

attests the poverty of science and the fertility of human

Invention. The rood obscure physiognomist offers us a

hundred formula, each more unceiuin. than the other, for

estimating character and Intelligence from the features of

the fecc
;
while serious anthropologists have scarcely touched

on the subject, occupied as they have been with the skull,

which seemed to them to contain ihe most profound stereo

of human nature. Between the physiognomists and the

anthropologists arc ranged the artiiti who have studied the

face from the oathctic point cf view, ar.d have formulated

their opinions according to personal taste or the tendency

of the school to which they belonged.

Tu Ftrt/uad—Aha the eye the forehead is the most

faithful interpreter of the intelligence. Many centuries

befote there was any study cf morphological rank according

to the evolutionist scale, the wide and lofty brow «a
universally considered beautiful, the tow and receding

brow, ugly. This appreciation aloolutdy conformed to

3
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nature, since the former was peculiar to the more intelli-

gent races
;
while the latter characterised the inferior races,

end an intelligence of a low order. In addition to its pro-

portions relatively to die other features of the face, the

forehead gives us other secondary characters which vary

with racial rank in the human family, with sex, or with

different periods of life. The large development of the

superciliary arch denotes an inferior rank in the order ol

races, while it is at the same time a distinctive mark of the

male sex. 1

A natrow and receding forehead, with enormous super

ciliary arches, unites the lowest racial characters, and is

found especially among the inferior type of the Papuan
races. In women (at least among the higher races) the

superciliary arches are but slightly marked, or completely

absent
j

the forehead a narrow, with very marked pro-

tuberances, these being also characteristic of the heads of

children.

Another very amstanl type of feminine forehead is one
which rises vertically and inclines abruptly towards the

crown, with a very accentuated angle. On the other hand,

in the male head the curve is an unbroken line from
forehead to occiput. The forehead of the child is above all

distinguished by the large develoinoent of protuberances.

The anthropologists have little beyond this to tell us of

•his feature
;
the artist* ray otiil less. Among them we will

only quote the great Leonardo, who distinguished between
three types of hrow—the flat, the concave, and the convex
—and ourown Catdotia, who completed this distinction in

his commentariet. He tells us that the first type, [Xculiar

to ruddy faces, wai for the commentators of Aristotle and
for Porta an Indication of an excellent natural disposition,

and that tire sernnd is no* a great honour to its posterior,

> Kulagina, e&r&ttm ummU M tram, Arch! to

per I'Aatrop, vol. II. p. 1

1

.—StttdU svtn/aUfui ,»l!i AWa Chism
Archlvlo p« I'An trap., vol vll. p. IJ7.
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more especially when little developed in height and towards

the crown, The third, when neither bnuen no: insinuating,

testify to a harmony of Irkultica, and frequently to musical

ability. 1

The lucubrations of the physiognomists on the value of

difluent types of blow present a contrast by then abundance.

Here is an example of them—
"Thote with large brows ate cowardly and timid, like

oxen who haw also large brows. Thoic with small fore-

heads are wry ignorant, by tlieir resemblance to pigs. But

by small I mean narrow, for the pigs to which Aristotle

alludes in his Phyiiogtvwtf have very narrow foreheads.

"Abiow developed in length indicate good sense and

plenty of faculty for the sciences.

"The square forehead, of medium proportions relatlfb’y

to the face, denotes a magnanimous man by its resemblance

to the brow of the boa
"Those with rounded foreheads are passionate, and it a

a sign that they arc inflated with presumption.

"Those with rounded and Ipfty foreheads arc stupid,

because they resemble the im.

"The forehead which is rot flat betokens the sagacious

man, became be resembles the dc®

"‘The tmooth forehead denotes a quarrelsome man/

said Rush 1 1 believe by analogy with the dog, who is

quarrelsome, and has no wrinkles in his forehead-
1 "

And so on foe a number of pages. Tbc author reviews

in turn foreheads whxh are straight, then neither smooth

nor nigged, calm, dreamy, medium, calm and dreamy, lofty,

low, austere, sad, Joyful, etc, and for nearly each coe he

giv« us a human and an animal fnee to demonstrate lire

truth of his parallels and hia opinions.*

Niquetius believed lire forehead to bs the door of tire

1 Filippo Ciidom, /Mb «n»i»w. A«oo«. 1S63. P- ' 7+
* 01k Bsuaa Dalla Pena, DSU Jilf fldo«.
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soul and the mat o! moiety, animijanua, pudoris sedis, and

with his accustomed erudition lie quotes Cicero, Vi petition

Conadatus;

and Martial

:

.
.

.
"ptffrieuitfronton fomtque puiorem;”

and Isaiah

:

“ Said enim quit darns fi, 1/ nermt /amis ftrrms et from

fua a/rta; “

and Ecdcsiasticus

:

" Anhtut irreverent! it infmtuto tu trades me; "

and Terence

:

“ /fit/ejam isthere, exporrig! Jruntern

and Plautus:

“ Ego Uptrrectiore/rente vdo meaem logoi

;

n

entf finally Pliny:

“ Est enim from trUiituf, hilaritatit, tftmnti* et stvtri-

tatis index: mUHM maps guam in oeulit it front! pador

tonspuitur
' 1

The quotation! of the learned Jesuit show us once more

tluit otators, poets, and prophets placed the principal seat

of thought in the anterior lobes loug before a cerebral

physiology had e«en been thought of.

Mgr. Giovanni Ingcgnoi, bbhop ot Capo d'lslria,

proceeds to diagnoses of the subject of the forehead which

are amusingly subtle. For example, a brow which is

neither smooth nor rugged is a sign that a man loves

justice.*

The Bolognese GhindeUi devotes the Dtca uconda of

his work* to the study of the brow, vshUh is the most secret

and noblepart of the physiognomy, He is even still mote

prolific of quotations and cabalistic lucubiation3 than the

' R. P. Hanamtl Mequsia, rtc., PAytiepo^ia tufii.ai,

1648, p. 176.

* Pimmmi* naturals di Aftmjtfwr Gievanni IngSfNtri* PoJcva,

ifa6, p. 19
• Comal in Clwaddli, CefrUgia FUnmie*. Itok«iu. 167s. p. 78.
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Jesuit Niquetius. To give in idea of tho pompous style*

so resonant of this seventeenth ccnlury, with which he

discourses ofthe forehead, 2 will cite a single prriod.
11 Among nil the parts of out bed)’ the forehead thou*

itself the meet docile in revealing the inner affectum* of

the soul. At the foot of the brow the noble flame of tie

eyes is constantly burning
;
by to much the more easily

this oracle of tlie heart it inflamed by curiosity and externil

knowledge, by to much the moo: readily nay be read

there the retolutiims decreed in the council of Nature."

Iovater might well ray that his predecessors in the 6tudy

of the forehead had but copied each other, and thit they

had fallen Into vague contradictory arguments, Into rigid

conclusions destitute of seme. He affirms that lie studied

the forehead more tlian any part c£ die face, because he

believed it to be the most important and most charac-

teristic
; bat bo too attempted to compel nature to reply

under the constraint of torture, and his laws are guesses

which severe science repudiates. Judge if my opinion is

too harsh.

1. The forehead is elongated in proportion as tbc mind

is destitute of energy sod elasticity.

2. In proportion a it is narrow, short, and squat the

character Is corvoeatiated, fitm, and solid.

3. Rounded contours, with no englea, discover geotieiieB

and flexibility of character. But this, on the contrary, will

have firmness and rigidity u the contours of the forehead

are rectilineal.

4. Absolute perpendicularity, from the hair to the eye-

browi, is a sign of compete lack of intdbgence.

5. A perpendicular form, which tlapei away insmsibly

above, announces a reflective mind, profound and decisive

thought.

Let us stop here. The ancients, on kinking at a

forehead, could tell us all sorts of beautiful things. We no

longer know anything, and In the first lines which we wrote
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on this part of Hie face was collected welt-nigh all the

positive knowledge which we poetew. It is probable that

among the hosts of opinions fettled by tho old physiog-

nomists, and especially by Ureter, »l*o was a good observer,

there lurks some amount of truth. Posterity will be able to

discover it by an analytical work of which we ere not

capable tc-day. But it would tie labour loss to weaiy

ourselves now with digging into the scoria of Hie past, when

the rich veins of positive psychology are opening up before

our delighted eyes.

Tkt Eys.—The eye is so important a part of the face

that a complete monograph on this organ would comprise

the half of all psychology and the scieoce of expression.

But in this first port we must only speak of the anatomical

history of the eyes, and not of their expression.

The moat striking characters of the eye arc its expreasior,

form, position, colour, and the special arrangement of the

eyebrows and eyelashes. According to the total effect o'

these characters we judge whctiiet the eye is beautiful,

ugly, eloquent, stupid, expressive, etc.

Tbc site of the eye, as we empirically appreciate it on

a first glance and without measurements, does not only

depend on tbc volume of the eyeball, but on the extent

to which the opening of the lids allows a greater or less

portion of it to be seen.

The eye which is rather large without being prominent

is to ns the ideal of perfection
;
u small eye seems ugly

to ua. This verdict is rational, for the eye being one ol

the most expressive organs, there is in its power of expres-

sion an element of quantity which is not without effect

Generally the Aryans, the Semites, and many negroes

have large eyes; Mongols and many Malays have small

eyes.

The form of the eye depends partly on the greater or

lest convexity of the cornea, but still more ou the shape

of the orbit, on that of the eyelids, niid on the extent to
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which these open. We have then to ceosider round eyes

prominent, almond-shaped, horirontal, or oblique cya,

either sloping op to the nepe or to the temples.

In the Aryan and Semitic races, and among tie white

Polynesian:, Ibe eyes arc almond-shaped, with the outer

extremity very pointed. This forms in our opinion one
of the principal beaut** of lie Semitic women and of those

who hare a little Semitic blood in their veins, as the

Spaniards of Andalusia. This term of eye is also mud)

appreciated in the East, since it b the practice to simulate

nn elongation of the transverse epening of the eyelids by

the use cf sulphur of antimony.

Eyes slanting downwards, from aid)out inwards, form one

of tlse characteristics of the Mongols and of some American

race* This obliquity Is extremely pronounced among thr

Esquimaux, Buratea, etc. Sometime* among us Just the

contrary prevails, and the outer angle of the eye is lower

than the inner. When this character it accompanied by

other (esthetic dements it may constitute a rare and extra-

ordinary beauty, as may be «cn in the cose of the Empress

Eugenie.

Eye* may he ugly if they are too near or too far apatt

In the first raw, especially, the expression may assume a

bestial and vety repulsive diameter.

They may also be very unsightly if they are level with the

head, a* in some negroes, or too prominent, aa In tone

shoit-sighted people.

The excessive sunlrenne*! of the eyes in their orbit* m«y

depend either on the very overhorging roof* of the latter,

or co great emaciation. In either case they may give a

ferocious or a sad character.

The colour of the cyca varies greatly both among

different race* and nmoag diSereni individuals of the same

race. Wc generally define it in a summary tushies by a

single weed, although in reality it is constituted by Uk various

hues of the iris, and by the influence, grcitcr or less, of that
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of the pupil, which is alwajs black. The iris includes

two concentric rowa of different colour, and nearly always

presents some striatioas of a third hue. Hence the diffi-

culty of reducing all tho colours of eyes to a small

number of types. We call eyes which are deep chestnut,

black; but such a tiling as n really black iris does not

exist anywhere.

We may establish a sufficiently rough classification by

distinguishing between grey, blue, green, and brown.

The Anthropological Society of Paris have admitted for

each of these fundamental colours fire shades, which they

have figured in a table, intercalated In the little volume

of tlielr Initraiticni Anthropetogijuis. Bat the employment

of this table is beset with enormous difficulties, since the

terms of comparison chosen by Broca are inexact In

the table the colours are opaque—that is to say, the tints

arc reflected by the white paper on which they arc spread.

The colour of the eye, on the contrary, is the result at

ope; of reflected and of transmitted rays. Thus practice

has shown me tlul it is better to designate the colour of

the eye by the terms in use in ordinary language. To
arrive approximately at a scientific classification wo ought

to have a series cf artificial glass-eyes, like those adapted

to the one-eyed to conceal their infirmity.

While studying with my friend Somraier the colour of

the eyes of tho Lapps, I became convinced of the-c

difficulties, and was obliged to give up using tho table ot

the Anthropological Society. We were able to distinguish

in the im of the Lapps at least fourteen different and
graduated shades. Here is the list—

KU Vtnin.
Duk ctwilnnt brown a 4
ChcttoaC brown 8 ..•»•••*«»<•«.• 6
Light cWlnut brown iq

Tmqooni bh* I?

L>ght Tvryxac Uot *
Ature grey •• 13

4

4
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Light scy fc»oe »

CJwy.

Crty hrovn ..••••••••••*• %A

Light grey •••••»»•••». ••••««

Li£h: Liu re grey

Yellow *4
1
ur<y «« «««••••

Grcf^ri; tf?y •••••••••••• *•«••••••

Grcca •«»•»*•»»*«»••••»• *»*•••«•« »«•••*•»••••

Wane.

*

i

Total*

Grey, green, or blue eyet are nearly always associated

with the hair and complexion belonging to the blonde type;

while bro«n or dark eyes generally go with the brunette

type. Sometimes, however, blue eyes are found with black

hair, or black eye* with fair hair. Tneae two contrasts are

very pleasing, because rarity a aa element which exercises

great influence in our asthetx judgments.

Sometime* it happen^ but rery rarely, that the two eyes

may be cf different colours. Every ooe knows the red

colour of lb: eyes of tbe albinos j it arises because, from a

deficiency of pigment, the iris presents the coloration of

the blood vessels.

The subjective element prevails io our estimation,

whether favourable or unfavourable, of the colour of the

eyes, and in this respect there are many national and

Individual tastes. I shall never forget the eloquence with

which a very learned Norwegian philologist and ethnologist

expressed to me his enthusiasm fee light eye* (he meant

grey, light, or sky blue), and his contempt for dark c/tx

The former, he said, are expressive) they can translate the

emotion*: black eyes, on the contrary, express nothing;

they are butfiutt a>tl

!

I held my cotoguc and inwardly

made some rad reflections upon tbc solidity and cotainty

of our Esthetic Judgments.

We associate with the colour of the eyes many tenlietic,

psychical, traditional, and other elements, according to

which dark eyes seem to t» more adapted to express
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passion and sensibility; brae or grey eyes to express

gentleness and goodness. Generally, however, we picfcr

very accentuated shades; oihct.thlngs being equal, we find

turquoise blue or very brown eyes more beautiful tlian grey

eyes, greenish, or of uncolourcd colour ((Man inco!oro\ as

one of my old professors of natural history expressed it.

Eyes hare a variable brilliancy which contributes much to

mr.dify their expression. The eye of one who is laughing,

speaking, or energetically thinking, is very bright; the

eye of a stupid, weak, or lick man has little brilliancy

;

that of the dying is sometimes almost extinct. This

brightness deserves attentive examination, for it is one

of the most important and most obscure elements in

the study of the eye. For the moment we must con-

tent ourselves with saying that it depends at once on the

structure of the cocoes, on its varying convexity under

the influence of the ocukr muscles, on tlie humours

secreted by the eye, and shove all on the veil of teats

which bathes its whole exterior surface.

The eyebrows, the eyelids, the lashes, are only secondary

elements
;
but they serve to modify the physiognomy.

The eyebrows may he thick, very bushy, or scanty, to the

point of being scarcely visible. Generally we consider

eyebrows which arc moderately thick, well-arched, well-

lined, and having hairs of uniform length, u beautiful.

We prefer them more accentuated in the man, more

delicate in the woman, because these two types ropiesent

sexual differences which we observe In nature.

Whan they are too full, especially if they meet, they give

to the face an expression of energy which may amount to

harshness and ferocity. When, on the contrary, they are

almost invisible they take much of the expression from

the eye and constitute an element of ugliness. With age

the central halts of tlie eyebrows become long, and even

eventually cover at times a port of the eye, forming thus a

sort of bristling bush which gives to the iacc either a
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savage or a venerable aspect. Lavutei attributed greet

importance to the eyebrows as a criterion of character.

“ Often the eyebrows in themselves express the character,

ss is witnessed by the portraits of Tasso, Leo Battiat.-.

Alberti, Braleau, Turtnne, Le Fevre, Apelius, Oxrmtiern,

Clarke, Newton, etc.

" Ryrhrmn gently arched accord with the modesty and

simplicity of a young maiden.

“Placed horizontally and In a straight Hite they cor-

respond with a virile and vigorous character.

“ When they are horizontal for a port of their length,

and short for the other part, strength of mind is united

with frank goodne-s.

*'I have never seen either a profound thinker ora firm

and judicious man with thin eyebrows situated veiy high

and dividing tire forebrad into equal parti Thin eyebrows

are an infallible sign of apathy and flabbiness.

“The nearer they approach the eyes the more serious,

profound, and social is the character. Tha kiws in

strength, firmness, and boldness in proportion to the

height of the eyebrows.”

In spite of my profound seeptiertm towards nil physi-

ognomical statements which are based on anatomical

characters sod not on expression, I confess that I have

always found the guesses of Lavatcr relative to the eye-

brows cxnct in the circle of my own experience. They are

so mobile, and they are bound by so close and intimate a

dependence with the eyes and will) the intdliger.ee, that

tlwtir morphology, studied in a single race and eum

rational// ehryuio, might very prulubly furnish the elements

of good psychological disgnoses.

Bufibn likewise wrote—"After the eyes, the features

which contribute roost to mark the countenance are the
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eyebrows. As they arc of a different nature from the other

parts, they are the mere apparent for this contrast, and

strike mere tlun any other feature
; the eyebrows fomi a

shadow in the picture which bring? its colours and forms

into relict"

The eyelids may be more or less long, wide, fleshy,

Open, etc
;

but one of their most important characters is

furnished by the lashes which beset their mobile ’wider*.

The lashes may be short, irregular, or, on the contrary,

long, regular, and finally bristly. 'Ve think loug lashes,

which throw a shadow on the cheeks, beautiful ; these long

lashes are one of the most charming attractions of the

Andalusian women.

The Non.—la recent times no one has studied the nose

better from a morphological point of view than TopinartL

This feature, nearly immobile, is still very important as

an ethnical and os an Esthetic element of the face. One
nose is enough to discover the race of its possessor, another

to spoil the most beautiful face, Thai the artists were

right in calling i; tonasiamtn/uti /ansi, and Lavater perhaps

m not wrong when he said that a beautiful nose is never

associated with an ugly face. It is possible, he adds, to be

ugly and yet to have beautiful eyes; but a regular nose

necessarily exacts a happy harmony of the oilier features.

Many beautiful eyes ure seen for one perfectly beautiful

nose.

For the illustrious Swiss physiognomist a perfect nose

must unite the following characters—

(a.) Its length must be equal to that of the forehead.

(f.) It should present a slight depression near its root

(r.) Seen in front, its arch should be wide and with Its

tides almost parallel
;
hut this width should be a little more

noticeable nror the middle.

(<£) The point of the nose must neither be sharp nor

fleshy, tlie lower contour precisely outlined, neither too

narrow nor too tride.
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(<.) The Danko of the note muu be distinctly seen from

before, and the nostrib delicately shortened below.

(/) I" pfD'e the lower part of the note should only be

one-third of its length.

((.) The nostrils should be more or lea pointed in (root

and rounded behind; they must be lightly curved, and
divided equally by the profile of the upper lip.

(4.) The sides of the nos: will feem a sort of wall

(>•) Above it will almost join the orbital rocf, and at the

aide of the eye it will he at last half an inch wide.

Many of these characters are questionable. Our rathetn

judgments on the note are nearly always very correct,

because they are connected with the mosl Imperious laws of

evolution and of organic morphology.

'Ve, belonging to the higher races, regard as ugly all noses

which approach that of the ape, snub, fiatteaed, or very

small nosc-H, with nortrlls failing in parallelism. and the

section of which represents the figure eight. Id this

respect we even sacrifice the laws of geometry Id

our atavistic prejudices ; «c should consider a woman
beautiful who had an excessively large nose, rathe? than

perdon a snub one. In Italy we call a large nose aristo-

cratic (esjieciany if it is aquiline), perhaps because the

long-nosed conquerors, Greek o: Latin, subjugated the

autixthoncus small-nosed population.

Naturally we look upon all nows which violate the laws

of symmetry, or the harmonious proportions of the other

features, as ugly. A nose cannot, of course, be beautiful sf

it is too large or too small, cr if it Is awry.

The development of the nose in different races is either

antcro-posteiic* or transverse, forming thus two extreme

types, the aquiline and the flat nose. Tlse long nose belongs

generally to all the peoples of Europe, to the white

Polynesian^ and to the Americans of the North; the

negroes and the Mongols hare short noses.

Tlie ncec may be long and wide
j

it may be so sheet and
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QMtcoed, that n ruler might be bo placed bb lo rest at once

on both checks without touching the nose. This t* the

case with the Etquiniau*. The aquiline nose may hare

one or two protuberances, and the small r.cac may have

the tip turned up, which always gives to the whole lace

a capricious and impertinent expression. This is the rut

ntrotasl so frequently met in Frauce. The Roumanians

have a proverb
—

“ A Isp-lilltd nose, one person in a /unite,

and no more."

Caruj dlsinguiihes between flvo sorts of majestic nosa

:

the that, the long, the /tooted, the wtie, and the/.v>y.

Ieonarrio had formerly indicated more while dirtinctions.

“The junction of the nose with the eyes may be either

concave or straight . . . Noses arc of three sorts : straight,

concave, or convex. There are four varieties of straight

noser : the long, the short, with the tip high, with the tip

low. Concave limes are of three sort', according to whether

the concavity Is found in the upper, the middle, or the lower

parL Convex nines are also of three sorts, for the convexity

may be at the cop, in the middle, or at the bottom
;

iho

prominent ports between which the ncae 3 situated may

likewise be straight, concave, or convex. To readily retain

the recollection of a lice we must fits! compare in many

faces the mouth, eyes, nose, chin, throat, neck, and the

shoulders, and make comparisons. Noses are of ten

species, according to whether they are straight, arched,

hollowed, elevated above, or below rather than in the

middle, aquiline, snub, round, or pointed. These distinc-

tions only hold goed for nosa seen in profile. From the

front, there arc eleven forms of noses
:
they may bo equal,

thick In tie middle, thick ai the point and thin at the

junction, they may have wide or narrow nostrils, high or

low, with the apertures laid bite or hidden by the point.'

Ifonaidu, however, uas unable to distinguish with pre-

cision between all the porsible varieties of note.

In a scientific study it will always be necessary to consult
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the programme traced by Toplcard, who* I beliovo. has nc

n

forgotten a single important morphological element—1

Minimum
Maxlrr.rc [a

RiiJgn

J
TrnfAYcr

|
Antao-poaUrior kri«.

Angle nf inclination.

/'Rrciiliacar.

Farm

Lobs

FUrAs

Nostrili

Com^c^uillnenuScty}.

Ctocart (inub variety).

IStcep.

Cured.

Rtf.

Indininc!.

Pursing 1st nocriil.

U.T^riir^.

fEUlgisiL

Form jRattki
lSp«ckL

PnndpU **«•{“
rSmitriy downward

|
fo; wards*

Hu, Inclined

j „

(Antoopailcror.
Di.ecilor of JWiq-.
l’nncipil Tnmrene.

With the aid of this aaalytiral table I was sbic mm to

classify the nose of Ttifibaur, the elder of the t«o AMas rf

M iiuii, the tip a' whose note wns lower than tbe two lobes

while the base was very wide.’

One character omitted in the tabic is the angle which

the mot of tli* ruse makes with the forehead. Jl li vety

> Tupliuiil. •• Dt li Mor(Jvoli>jle du Nc," BuK'.lla dt /a &n»/

AMine, 3».*ile, re!, viil., 1S7J
• Mactopu* c Znnclli, / dm Ait* it! Slum. Aidilila |«"f

I'anliDp., tfc., lisnoS*. p. 1J7>
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marked in the Australian* and die Papuan*: it i* icro In

the so-called Greek nose, a conventional rattier than an

actual form, which ti found in all the statue* of the

ancient Greek sculptors. This angle is much less pro-

nounced in Mongols and Arabs.

The muscles which move the none are almost atreplilcd

in nun. Thus they give only a very feeble movement, and

only on rare occasions, notably in asthma, when the

muscles are called on, even the feeblest, to aid in respira-

tion. Resides these pathological cases the flanks of the

nose dilate and contract very visibly in passion and in

pleasure. It seems that these movements are more marked

in the inferior races, and among men of the higher races

who ate much addicted to voluptuousness.

1 hare remarked that the tip of die nose is nearly always

deflected towards the tight, and I have proposed to explain

the fact by auilbuting it to the custom of wiping the note

with die right hand. However, my tlreoiy has need of

confirmation.

Mouth.—If the eye is the most expressive part of the

face, the mouth is the most sympathetic. The yearnings </

Jove and the passions of voluptuousness converge hero as

to their natural centre. Id fact, as we shall see better in

the second part, the eye is die centre of the expression cf

thought
i the mouth is the expressive centre of feeling and

of sensuality.

Tommasco was then completely right when he wrote in

his Moral Thought!: “ It was not without reason that the

Latina called the whole face of nun ei. The soul dwells

in the mouth.*
1

And lovater devoted to the mouth a page replete with

delicate and sensuous exaltation

—

“The mouth is the interpreter and organ of the mind

and of the heart. In repeat, as in the infinite variety of

its movements, it unites a world of characters. It is

eloquent even in its silence.
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"This part d our body is so acred to me that 1 scarcely

dare to apeak of it. What a subject of admiration I

11 What a sublime marvel in the midst of so many other

man-els of which my being consists I Not only dots my
mouth breathe the vital air, and fulfil the functions which

are common to m* with the animals, bet it serves to form

speech
;

it apeakf, and will still speak, when It can never

open again.

" Readers, expect nothing of me on the subject of the

most active and the roost expressive of ell my organs
;

this

undertaking is above my strength.

" Humanity I how art thou degraded 1
What will be my

ecstasy in the eternal life when my eyes shall behold in the

face of Jesus Christ the mouth of divinity—when I shall

utter this cry of joy, ‘ I too have received a mouth like that

which I adore, and I dare to pronounce tbc name of Him
who has given it to me I Life eternal, to think of thee is

already happiness 1

'

“ I conjure our pointers and evety artist whose mission it

is to repreeent man— I conjure them with all my might to

study the Q06t precious of our organs in all its varieties, in

all its proportions, and in all its harmonies."

Here is a aenwous mysticism which recalls to me the

hysterical and religious ecstasies of Saint Theresa. Lavater

had a very feminine nature, and was profoundly religious.

Tlio mouth has not only fascinated Tommasco and

Lavetcr, both of them visionaries in sentiment, although

very different from each other
;

it equally fascinated

Herder, the creator of the philosophy of history. Hear

him

—

“It is from the mouth that the voice issues, interpreter

of the heart and of the soul, expression of feelbg, of friend-

ship, and of the purest enthusium. The upptt^bp

translates, the inclinations, tbc appetites, the dwf?u!$Uide

of love
;

pride and passion cootiac* it, cunmrfg'attenuates

4
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it; of heart reflects it, debauchery enemies and

debases it, love and the passions incarnate themselves there

with an inexpressible chant"

Reader, without being a great man like those whom
i have just cited, compare the two different emotions which

two beautiful eyei or a beautiful mouth in a female face

awaken in you. In the first case you may be struck with

open-mouthed admiration, but in the second you cannot

save yourself from loving ardently. The woman whose

eyes have awakened our love inspires us with enthusiasm,

cults us, throws us into an intellectual ecstasy
;
but she

whose mouth fascimtes us twines us round, binds us,

belongs to ua already, at leut in the Irresponsible woeld of

desires. Tbc eye is the aaure heaven to which none may
uttain

;
the mouth is tbc earth with Its perfume:-, its

ardours, and the profound sensuality of its fruits.

But let us leave poetry, and reenter the severe laboratory

of anatomy.

Generally ad the higher races have a moderately-sited

mouth, with the lips rather thin and slightly curved. Even

when we oppose Darwinism from the prejudice of the

school, or from religious horroe, we agree in considering

ugly a mouth which recalls our couuns, the anthropoid

open. A mouth is ugly if it is too large or too far from

the note, when the upper lip is a sort of long curtain.

Unless we are sensual ns some monkeys, we think a mouth

with too deshy lipe very ugly, these nearly always going

with a prominent snout, or, to speak scientifically, with a

prognathousfier. The extreme thickness of the lips which

is noted in nearly all negroes is due to the hypertrophy of

the adipose cellular tissue, and to the great development of

orbicular muscle; and it is ttuc that this type nearly always

coincides with great sensuality.

Lavater waihea (and I believe rightly) that we should

distinguish in a mouth

—

(a) The lips properly spmking, taken singly;
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(*) Their line ofjunction when the mouth n doted

;

(c) The centre of the upixrr lip

;

(rf) The oontre of the lower lip

;

(*) The base of the line of the middle (Lavater uses the

term lute far the angle pcrceired when a mouth is seen In

profile in a dimly-lighted place, and which throw* a little

shadow on the lower lip)

;

</) The angles in which thi* line ends.

As to the general font', Lavitcr dhtinguitha tluee principal

varieties

—

Mouths in which the upper lip projects over the lower.

This is u distinctive sign of goodness of lvcart (?) Such

m»y also be called stnlimtahU mouthi.

Month? in which the two lips advance equally. They arc

met with Jn hoivcK and lineere people PX an|' way be called

loyal mouth*.

Mouths in which the lower lip projects below the upper,

and which may be called irritabli m»Mi
To-day, more ignorant or more sceptical than Lavater,

we content ouraelvc* with saying that the excessive promi-

nence of the upper lip is often accompanied with scrupulous-

ness, and that on the contrary a marked prominence of the

lower lip generally denotes greit firmness of diameter or

obstinacy.

Tht Chin.—It has been repeated in tinny baoks tint man

alone has a chin, but perhaps it is only true of the skeleton

StIU it is beyond doubt that the higher races have a great

repugnance to reading and slightly accentuated chins. In

reality this is a character of inferiority which « found in

very tow types of humanity. On the contrary, we thick

beautiful a rounded or oval chin, tolerably marked in the

man, lea striking in the woman. Sharply-pointed duns,

on the contrary, give the idea o( a certain hardness -which

cannot be associated with grace and kindliness. But these

opinions, like all others of the same sort, have no serious

bask It doct, however, appear to b? evident that, other
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things equal, a very prominent chin has the same signifi-

cance aa the prominence of the lower lip, which wc haie

noted above. I: is an ethnical character of the lingliah,

who are a strong-willed people. “ A long experience has

shown me." Lavatcr assures ur, "that a prominent chin

always denotes something positive, while the receding chin

has always a negative signification” Often the energy or

feebleness of an individual is only manifested in his chin.

But Lavater is not dispoeed to admit with the ancients

that a sharp chin indicates astuteness.

Many proverbs in different languages assign a certain

charsctct of kindliness to china which have a dimple in the

centre Lavatcr declares that hit experience has confirmed

popular opinion, hut I will not take the responsibility of

maintaining or contradicting it It is certain tlurt a dimple

thus placed beautifies still more a beautiful face. Therefore

Pulci was right when In his Morgante Maggien he thus sums

op in a happy line all the good point* of a beautiful chin—

11 A rounded chin, dimpled end well propwtionrd."

With two or three adjectives we may always define

some form of chin, for it is one of the features lent

abounding in details. Lavatcr, for his part, only dis-

tinguished between three principal varieties— to wit,

recoding chins (which I think peculiar to women), those

the profile of which is on the same plane as that of the lower

lip, and finally the sharp chins which project beyond tho

lower lip.

Torcniaseo lias devoted to the chin one of his mem-
physical reveries:—"A small chin Indicates affection

; a long

end foil chin, coldness; long and retreating, perspicacity

and firmness; a dimple in the chin, mere grace in the

body than in tho scul"

The C/<afts.—But slightly prominent in tire whites and
the negroes, the checks are very pronounced in the

Mongol race, with whom they constitute one of the most
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characteristic features. We have already spoken of their

prominence in Hie Esquimaux
;

but the Uuriates do not
differ at nil in this respect, for recently my excellent
friend Somiuier wrote to me from Siberia that he hid
travelled with a liuriatc ambassador, and that, looking at

him in profile, he noticed that his cl»;k appeared above
his tvose.

To ut, people of the Aryan race, too prominent cheekt
are 111Trays ugly.

The Ears.—Tlut it perhaps the lout expressive feature

of the &co, on one aide because it is sill lest mobile than

the nose, and only very rarely mobile at all ; on the other

tide became it is placed in a lull-concealed position, where

It must be sought before it can be admired or condemned.
'Vc must admit, moreover, that the car, where it is perfect

completes the beauty of the face.

In the icsthetie Judgment* which wo form on the ear, ire

arc again Darwinians without knowing it We think it ugly

if too large, and especially when projecting from the head,

when there is no lobe, or if Che pinna is apeJtke in its upper

part. We think it beautiful when it is small, well turned,

with well drawn sinuosities, when It lies closely along the

skulk and when It has a rounded and distinct lobe

Circular, Irregular, and square ears arc ugly; oval cti-3

are bcautifuL

It appears that the lobs of the ear is wanting among

reveal races of Northern Africa (Chatxiia, Kabyles).

The 7htk—'When the mouth is closed the teeth are not

seen; but when it opens, tho toetb are of foremost import-

ance to the face, to which they add a capital element

of admiration or honor, of sympathy or repugnance.

The most beautiful teeth are not enough to nuke a roan

beautiftil; but ugly teeth would spoil the beauty of the

Venus of Milo herself

In our higher races we consider as beautiful teeth which

arc not tco p*eminent, without gapi between them, not
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ICO thick, not too wide, not too long, white or slightly

tinted with blue. Wc think teeth ugly which arc prominent,

placed awry, irregular, yellow, or far apart.

It is repugnant to all to see a Urge part of live gum of

the upper Jaw when the mouth opens. It is a Haw in

beauty to have bud teeth; it is like a spot cm the sun. Since

the hygiene of the teeth is nt the same time the hygiene of

beauty, good dentists merit a golden statue, or, at least,

a place ol honour among the principal benefactors of

humanity.

An ethnological Body on the teeth has yet to be made;
it will rcvrenl distinctive characters of great importance



CHAPTER IV

mu VEvnwra or the r.\cn (<m

THR HAIR AND TUB SUKD—HOUB-BBIBUfLH&

The luir and the beard are secondary elements of the

face
;

but In nuny cares they suffice to modify in

Bathetic value c* to determine the race; they ate alone

always dmruetcriitic of the sea and indirectly of each of the

ages of life.

Tht Hair.—Ail men on tbn earth have heads corned

with hBir, Au ethnologist baa spoken of a bi'd tribe on

the west ecus! of Australia, which seem to come from a

mixture of Australians and Chinese ; hat this astertien has

need of confirmation.' Human hair differs in colour,

length, thickness, and by the structure which causes u to

Hke a particular character, and gives it very diverse aspects,

even when looked at with the naked rye and without

recourse to the microscope.

The palette which nature has used to colour our hair is

very rich. The Anthropological Society of Paris has adopted

the table of tints which serves them to determine the

coloration of the skin
;
bat this scale has the same fault as

that employed for the colour of the eyt

From the white of linen we pass to light blonde, to golden

blonde, to red, to chestnut, to brown, nnd to jet black.

If all the peoples of the earth are nu-sed together the

' J,.t u 1 am on reelmg my posb my crcdtot frionf, Piu!mm

Clgtioll has maile me a prrxol of a ptoUpifA wtkh repnscnl*

a completely cl=l*ar> .t-arljM ol Cenltil Qveenlind.
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mwt widelyipiMd colour of the hair is black ; it is enough

to name the Mongols, the Malays the Negroes, the

American Indians, and the Europeans of the South.

Blonde lair is common in the Germanic, Celtic, and

Slave branches of the Aryan tacc, and in the Finnish

branch of the Mongol race. Red ii an exceptional colour

which is not peculiar to any race, but which may, however,

be considered as a variety of blonde; in fact it it never met

with among block-haired races.

Sommier and I, while studying the Lapps, have found

chestnut hair to bo most common among them. Dark black

is very rare, blonde common enough. For the rest here ii

a more precise table.

COLOURS OF HAUL

K CbMUit rt»r

De**.

Women p i
Piiin >7 fjMen W. LiifjA A u

One colour of the hair is nearly always associated, as wc

have already seen, with a certain hue of the eye*, and the

union of the two characters constitutes one of the meet

immutable among the ethnical characters which enable

cs to judge of the purity of a tacc. Foe example, when
among a people the eyes and hair are constantly black or

constantly light, oe say that the race Is pure. A contrary

conclusion Is drawn when different hoes tic found which

mingle in different way*. Nevertheless, this ethnological

dogma can only b: accepted with reservations, since for

many peoples we want statistics worthy of faith, and also,

because races very remote from each other may have the

same eyes and hair.

For instance, will you classify the Japanese and tike
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Sardinians together simply because they both hare black

eyes and black hair? The diveree distribution of the

pigment is a good amtr.m'eal character on which to institute

a system far the classification of men, but not to establish a

taxonomicil method. 1

Topinard, profiting by the innumerable observations

collected by Dr. Beddoe, has drawn up a table of human

clnomatolcgy founded on the colour of the hair and eyes.

nrtuti
i&iufe.

IiiUr-
n-’VUif

1 Ctetcrm
Bn«u.

*3 DasWf Tt-lX 3*5%
.*» WaJoom .. 5a -0 22'2

*S**
i j

2

s Scotch High?* irieri ..

.

6yi Nomiu...

45*4

45*3

23*9

II**
309
319

33 i *9‘*

as 3*8 15 S mSM
20U «7 P .J

ciS Llrcrtcn* 170 26\D

163 Northern ]vw ... HA *3*3 73*
»3J Southern

, r *

Ijo Mate* - 'ii \n
73*
79‘J 1

From this table the following conclusions can be dravn

—

«. None of the series examined presents one colour only,

s. The largest proportion of blondes is found aroc-rg the

Danes, then among the Walloons
;
the largest proportion ol

browr.-hnired among theMaltera the Jews, and the Ligurians.

J. The proportion of brown-haired is the same among

the Jews of the North as these of the South.

4* The Bcetona are generally brown-haired.

We believe that man, especially among the higher races

(Aryan or Semitic), may, outside all ethnical influence

present hair of different colours. Of this we may be con-

vinced without going beyond Italy ; for in this country we

* run tlvu boric belt pr.domin.lM In the c.lrcms cora, and

that tins the GreenUaoan and the BMjtfwaioc ku* loir or the «mc
colon n the nnjroes But b* h»» fcagottoi lb* Uppa.
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meet blonde, chennut, and brown-haired Jews without

having any right 10 explain the tact by mysterious reasons.

It is certain Uiat in Europe, and especially in the Urge

towns, blondes tend to diminish in number. This has

been demonstrated in England to the great chagrin of the

English Chamocc affirms that this change has aliened

itself m Europe for two thousand jttO. Some seek to

explain it by the diet followed in towns, where meat plays a

larger part than in the country. Others, on the contrary,

explain it by raying that Use hygienic conditions, being less

good in the large centres of population, tend to make the

the blonde type, less resistant than the brown, disappear.

In my opinion the problem is very complex, and the

observations collected do not yet offer sufficient elements

to enable us to arrive st n serious conclusion.

Those who desire to study the peobtera will find in tone

data a point of departure for mete profound and extensive

investigation*

Dr. G. Mayr has represented in two cartographical

tables* the relative frequency of blonde hair, of white

Ikin, and light eyes among the people of Bavnria. It

results therefrom, for this region considered opart, that these

types are more numerous in the northern than in the

southern provinces.

A smaller proportion of light-haired and light-eyed people

are found in the towns than in the country.

Pr<M"nr#x

T»*iu- CfriiCrj.

Ncr.!i«ru. ajuuot.

Unit Hair ...

8£3£ :::

- -

08 07%
73 75
Va-91

3S'o%
59«o
7»7J 8$

8
*

8 *|

* Dll Da)'’ivUJn:c*t utth itr Fail* dt' A i-rn, <U> I/mt urn

Sir Hat, iS
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Mayr attributes the brg« proportion of light hues found

in the rural districts to the laOfCax&t of emigration, which

brings a greater mixture of races into the terns. In this

mixture the dark races, though less numerous, give |«oof

of a greater reproductive power. It teems to me that

other influences also enter into play to determine these

differences. Thus, according to Pnifosoc Bertillan, 1 it hits

I
men ascertained in England that blonde hair is decreasing

and tending to dark hair. Now we know that the tuban

population in England is continually increasing, and that

actually 50 per cent, of the population dwell in towns

containing aooo Muls. and 38 per cent, in towns of more
than ao.ooct

Of 100 individuals with fair hair, 38 have blue eyes, 39
grey eyes, and 13 dark eyes. Of 100 individuals with

brown liair, ra have blue eyes, 34 grey eyes, and 44 dark

eyes.

Passing from Bavaria to a more northern ante, to Saxony,

ne find on an average per thousand individual* the follow-

ing figures*

—

—
E/C4 Hilr fl>l-

\

Wrn Qract. RhI T*b.

QBO eo

The dark population then diminishes notkcnbly, but here,

too, it is ascertained that it is maintained more numerously

in the large centres.

Of 100 individuals with fair hair, 44 have blue eyes,

IS K>e>' ey«S and at dark eyei
;

of roo dark-haired

' Iniernstlnml Csn S rr*s of DmogiSjAy teW »t IVul*, :6?8

:

uuioarrf July 7.

• O. Gcbaltf, Du Park 4r Ax.-rx, J<t Hocr, xnJ Ar ffn/ M
Serf***.
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individuals, 46 haw dark eyes, 39 grey eyes, and 35 blue

eyes. These proportions differ very little from those

observed in Bavaria.

The observations of F. Kotos at Buda-PcMh on 10,00s

Hungarian students show ibe following distribution

—

311 rv. Rym nor.

1
IXw*. rn*. Ifcuk. Bpi'n, Orry. Km. Btas’l.

1

Btoti. Tab— Tl«\

2.210 7,7*> ‘5

4.5

4.4*>

°5
*.S*:dE •

(

In France such exact investigations have not been made

into this matter. Dr. Bernard 1 divided the departments of

France into two groups, according to the prevalence of

the Cimbric race (Xord, Jura, Bas-Rhin, Motelle, Haut-

Rhiit, Mcurthe) or tho Celts (Coritec, Huutc Loire, Avcy-

ron, Indre, Cental, Axdhcho, Dordogne), and found that of

a hundred individuals the colours of eyes and hair fall into

the following divisions—

JUfr.

Mr. Lfctit Brovr.

Cl«»c DsputioMC 55 4*
Celtic

.,
|

22 * 50

Among the light eyes of the Celtic departments is com

prised a large proportion of grey eyes, which, according to

Topinnrd, arc one of the attributes of the Celtic race.

The dark type which prevails in Italy is connected, on

the one side, by the frequency of grey eyes in Piedmont, to

the ethnical characters of the Celtic race; on the other side.

• Topimrd, Mamu!fAmArtf^UfU.
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by the abundance of blue eyes in Vrnctia and in Lombardy,

with the Germanic and Slave races. In the southern pro-

vinces an important contingent of people of the light type

has sensibly modified the ethnography.

During the War of Soccoion, the American array, in

»hich Europeans of every race trere entolkd, furnished

Dr. Bcddoe with the following data on the colour of

hair

—

lti» u Piilf. CtijMmit

Tite Jewish race has especially atiracted the attention of

ethnographers It presents fair hair and dark hair, light

eyes and dark eyea In Germany the Israelite population

a much darker than the rent of the nation, since it counts

43 per cent, dark; but k comprises a remarkably fair frac-

tion- -that is to ray, with blende iuir, Woe eves, and air

complexion; this fraction amounts to 11.9 per cent of

tho whole. In Hungary, two-thirds of the Jews have a

fou skin, 57 per cent, dark eyes, and 76 per cent, dark

hair. 1

The colour of the hair, irrespective of its abundance,

length, or -form, teems beautiful or ugly according to our

individual taste, which solfcrs in turn the rainy influences of

habit, education, race, prejudices, and divers associations

of ideas and sentiment

1 Rosen, AfaUriaJi /ei* 1 'dnjlefit iVaTioua. Rome, 167*3, P* <*>•

So for ta Italy is nwrained we refer to the .ppmili. »l the eaJ i( lU

njtume i data we Ri-eo lhri» n. u> Die cvJnur of die »;<« awi «f i>«e

hilr la Italy.
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Still b these subtle astlxtic appreciations jome funda-

mental ideas survive which ate common to all Europeans, or,

to speak more truly, to all individuals oJ higher race. 'Vc

like hair which lias rare or extreme tints, or which, combining

diverse colorations, gives us at once several sensations.

This is why we like flaxen, tawny blonde {rare colours), jet

blade, anti pronounced chestnut. On the contrary, inde-

finite chestnut and uncertain brown are displeasing. Red

hair, although rare, it disliked by nearly all because it is an

almost monstrous type which is always associated with two

unpleasant things—a disagreeably smolHng perspiration and

numerous freckles on the skin.

Hair may be so long as to exceed the length of the body,

or 10 short as to be but a few centimetres. The Aryans and

Semites have vrty long hair; woolly hair is always very

short The Andalusians, the Spanish Americans, and the

women of Paraguay are celebrated for tlve length of their

hair. I knew * very heatitiful lsdy at Salta whose her

wai a decimetre longer than her body, though she was

of middle height; and at Paraguay I have seen young
girU who might have enveloped themselves in their luir

and, without any other garment, have been completely

dad.

The length of the hair is independent of the thickness, or,

a? it is commonly said, of its quantity. Besides, the quantity

is not easily appreciated at the first glance ; for comic hairs

take up much more room tlian fine hairs, which may cause

a mistake. Generally fair hair ig much thicker than brown;

chestnut between tbc two.

After fifty hair (alls more frequently, and pbystotogfcal

baldness begins. Sometimes, however, the hair ia pre-

served into extreme oW age. Tic negroes, the Papuans,

the Americans become I raid more rarely and later thnn the

Europeans, wlvo may be bald at thirty. Women, who have

longer hair than men, also retain it longer, and scarcely

ever become completely bald.
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A section of hair examined with the microscope does
rot always present the same form. Pruncr-Bey anil Roujoo
believed some years ago that it was possible to rcoognise

nil the human races by the various form* presented by
transverse sections of the hair. Rut more attentive

examination has convinced all anthropologists that there

two doctors were mistaken, and had taken ns constant and
natural facts what really resulted from the cutting o( the

section of the hair. 1

To-day we know that cutly hair ha* an elliptical section,

smooth bait a round section. There are plenty of Inter-

mediate degrees between these two. We prefer, according

to our tastes, some smooth hair, some curling hair; wc
alway* detest woolly hair, because we Inevitably astociate

with it the idea of some characters of the inferior race*

It was Bory dc Saint-Vincen* who disided all men into

the Uiol’uhcus races—that i», the smooth-haired -and Into

ulotne/a&i race*—that is to say, wooCy-haiied. More
recently anthropologists have subdivided woolly hair into

tri/omrs (continuously inserted as in the negroei), and into

topkoMmt (diKonnectedly Inserted as in the Hottentots,

Negritoes, and the Roschlmans)
;
but Topinard has shown

this distinction to be foie. If the wcclly tilts of Use

lophccomc arc divided with a comb, and if they are

shared, it is clearly seen that the roots of the hairs arc

evenly distributed over the whole surface of the skull,

without forming the Islets or bushes which are spoken of

in books of ethnology and anthropology. 1

The woolly lair of the tie^ro is very fine; the roots are

much anuiler and less deep than in any other race.

PfaJT has measured the average thickness of human
hairs*—

' Bull Jt As SkMi rf’.wM-w.V?™ Paris, 187J, p. 3-

* BnllU f4 la SecUl/J'aMltnftiVgia, l3?8, p. 61 .

* IVjIT, Voj mmtiliiie Hoar, tU„ ZuaiU wruuX-tr Auflajl
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Dows of lnf.nl al tie Incur ... ... 0.008—001

„ of tl« arm of » chl^t ... .«• 0.01
j

.. of the tipper lip of a wxram aoi8

IiLii on :hc &ro ct & nun ... ... ... 003 - aoi
Kf8lMb of * nun ... aoi

HfllCC the tr*£6» »•* •** ao*5
Hnircf men.., ... ... ... ... o.c6

lliirU woffaen • a. o.crf
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Utii co tho pcbfa {of runS.. • .. ... 0.12
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Mttuu»cfe« ... ... o.ij—au
Bean! ••• .9. «« •*» a *5

Hair c/ the arc’pili ... •w a« 5

Mstfci — ... 0.27

Eleven yean ago I wrote some glowing lines on the

(esthetic and poetry ci hair, which I ask permission to

reproduce here. Perhaps a theft which the master of a

boure makes on himself may be erased.

“The eye is the window of the soul; In a lip may be

concentrated oooogb beauty to kill a man or to sare him
;

on the brow enough intelligence may shine to announce

that roan Is a God begun; the chin may alone reveal

infinite kindhoMi and gentleness; the body, by its undu-

lations, may speak of strength and of love
;
but the hair,

which docs net speak which doei not lie, and to which

sensitiveness has been denied, may multiply a hundred-

fold every oUicr beauty, and hide in its infinite labyrinths

as much poetry as man is capable of experiencing and

creating.

" Tt bend* to a thousand cr.prices of fancy, it obeys the

boldest desires of the seme of loach, it gives nn infinite

variety to the tcstlictic combinations of tlvc features, and on

the rigid lines of the skeleton continually brings about new

beauties, so that it makes a hundred diverse pictures

of one face, and of a single beauty a thousand beauties. It
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b living mailer which yields with infinite docility lo mil, 10

taste, to art, and teems a palpitating wive of warmth, of

passion, almost of thought, which flows gently and con-

tinuously as water from a perennial source.

“The head of man is the temple of his thought and of his

patsions
; it is there that his greatness and hh rirfle beauty

resides
; but there where the man ends and where heaven

begins, the wind agitates a forest which is no longer flesh,

and is not yet brute matter ; it Is a frontier where our eyes

never cease to seek sensations, and where a dawn of ever-

changing and always beautiful forms moves and seems to live.

" In man is wanting that infinite subdivision ar.d multi-

plicity of the vegetable world, and nature has compensated

him in his hair. To tho aense of touch a thousand volup-

tuous contacts arc needful, and theae nature haa given with

the hair.
1’

1

Different notions attribute different importance to

the hair, which is not always in accord with their racial

rank. The Quakers, who are very high in the scale of

human development, reduce the dressing of the haw

to a minimum
;

many American races and the lappa
exhibit tho asme indifference. On the contrary, the

Papuans devote great attention to their hair, and they

braid and arrange it in numerous different modes which

truly merit the name of capillary edifices. It is remark-

able among thee people that the men give more care

to their coiffure than the ladies, and voluntarily submit

to the inconvenience of resting their heads while sleeping

or. uncomfortable wooden supports so that they may not

disarrange the singular edifices which they liave erected on

their skulls. Even in Europe, among different nations ar.d

at different times, the hair has been subjected to the

strangest arrangements, and to the most bizarre caprices.

Twisted and retwisted, plaited or worn loose, it has

1 Src Msntegam, Igim MSi UOm*
5
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augmented in different way* the proportions of the head,

sandaling no* a tower, now n txat, now pastilles. Tito

aatlKrtic and ethnical history of the hair would deserve a

volume ol no small proportions.

Tht Btard.—The beard b peculiar to man; every-

where nature has denied it to woman. However, in

many races, It it so deficient In men thnt tliey can
scarcely l« sax! to have any. Further, it does not corre-

spond to any intellectual rank, for it is very developed

at once among the Australians, and among the most

beautiful and advanced types of the Aryans and the

Semite*.

The most bcardtcis people aro generally those connected

with the Mongolian and American races. Among the

Lapps 1 found very liule beard, and only on the upper Up

ar.d the chin.

Many races endowed with beards arc in the habit of

plucking them out- This is tho practice of the Tchuelcbcs

of the Argentine Pampas, who use a piece of silver for the

purpose. The mine prevails among the Kalmucks and the

Maoris, who have a proverb—" Then it no woman for a

hairy man.’'

The Russians, Persians, Scandinavians, lure very beau-

tiful beards. Among some oriental races the clear outlines

of the beatd are very remarkable; while among the

Australians and the Todas it is irregularly distributed over

the face in little tufts.

A beard ia pleasing bath to women and to men,

because It is a sexual character, and give* a virile aspect to

the face. For the same reason it is a repulsive monstrosity

in women; hence our proverb—“A bearded woman grtel

mih stow."

Physiognomist*, astrologers, and poets have discoursed

and ofteccr joked upon tbs significance of the beard.

Remember the stanra which Guadagnoli lias dedicated to

the moustache

—
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“ ItUd,, u (apeak* « manly l»Uni**

;

llnjwa, hot hevJ *rcl gwd temper
i

Rec, wiliness j blonde, a nolle osul i

White. a »cnt of vital hail

;

B*l*tly. fury; thick, ra«U«liy;

Ceaim.aintithyi icanly, languor."

Generally ibe bcaid is lighter in colour than the luir both

in man end in anthropoid apes.

Afoltt.—Motes may be found all over the body, and even

on the lace, "here, according to their position, their size,

their form, and their colour, they are an ornament or a

deformity. A little brown or very black mole, placed

capriciously on the chin of a lady, or near her lip, or on Iter

cheek, throws the whiteness of lser skin into relief, and by

atresting our attention adds another grace to the meet

perfect beamy. There ore acme litde moles fortunate

enough to have received more kisses than the middle of the

mouth: they have in human beauty the same value as

dia:plcs, which, semetiroes in one cheek, sometimes in

both, seduce and fill with love the fortunate mortal who

contemplates them.

It is known that at different periods women have jut

artificial mold on their faces, and that the old physiog-

nomists amused themselves with seeking a correspon-

dence between the moles placed in different parts of our

bodies.

Dalla Pona, in the fifth book of his work, gives .us a face

in which these correspondences are ooted. la this flair,

he says, it tern a fan half that of a man, half that of a

wtaaa, to show whirr ihr nola of rithtr are to br found

;

/hr Hma iaduau thr flam oftkt fart end ofthe My. These

cabalistic laws, which, according to Dnlla Potto, govern the

distribution of moles on our bodies, are nearly all taken

from the Arab, Hali AbcnrageL Here is a sample of these

strange rambling*

—

“ Mdimpo said that a woman, if she has a mole on the
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eye or on the note, will be more attracted tlian it fit to

Venus
;

if a woman ha3 a mole on the tide of the nose, her

voluptuousness will be insatiable. Hfili adds that iI one

hat ti mote on the ear there will be another on the

thigh. . .

The gallant Casanova must lure read the old writers on

physiognomy, when in Holland he claimed by the mole

found on the face of a beautiful woman to divine the

existence of another in more hidden parts.

Wrinklu.—Wrinkle* arc folds or furrows, more or less

deep, which form in the skin as an effect of time, or by

the repeated action of certain muscular contractions, or,

lastly, in consequence of defective nutrition.

Wrinkles have been little studied, and well deserve a
scientific monograph, I have consulted my illustrious

friend, Professor Biaxorcro, oo their histological nature, and

he has kindly replied, furnishing me with the few data

which science possesses on this subject.

"They develop," says Henle,
1 "as wrinkles In the face

during tbc course of a long life, in consequence of the

diminution of elasticity and turgescence, of the extension

and growing dilatation of the skin.
.

. . They do not only

extend to the epidermis, for they are still to be scon on the

dermis stripped of its epidermic"

According to 0. Simon, the slight furrows which ore

scattered and anastomose over the whole surface of tbc

body correspond in direction to the bundles of connective

tissue; their axes are parallel to those of the predominant

connective bundles. C Unger has demonstrated that

by the anastomosing of the connective bundles rhoroboidal

meshes are formed, the long axes of which, in different

regions, are parallel to the direction of the natural tension

of the skin. They are, however, never parallel to the

principal axis cf the body, but on the trunk and at the

extremities they lie obliquely, anteriorly, and below.
1 Henle. SjtUm AkM., «l il p. p
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I have found nothing of interest in the treatises of

Kglliker, Strieker, Krause, Pouchec, and Toumeux.

It Mens, then, that wrinkles run through the entire

derma, sntl thst their direction a detemiined by the j«-

dominant direction of the connective bundles whieh con-

stitute tbc reticular portion of the skin.

The study of expression rather than histology should

Involve the investigation of wrinkles, since they afford

inexorable marks of certain periods of human life, ta

Racine has said—

" Quin-1, ?xr d'affma .illcoi I'implaciHa visBaat
A sur bii freot hideit imprimi Is triilra*."

They may also tell a page of our history

—

" Lei fidM uir son frost otu pari its eaplc&i/*

COkfOULU.

Wrinkles may occur in any part cf the tody, on the hands,

on the neck, 00 the stomnch ; but they nre more generally

found on the face, and in the most mobile puts—fee

example, round the eye, on the chin, and in the interval

from the lips to tho nose and cheeks.

According to their direction, wrinkles may be divided into

horizontal, perpendicular to the axis of the body, oblique,

arched, and confused or intersecting.

The most frequent and characteristic wrinkle* are th*

following

—

The innKtru mrink/a 0/ tht fortktni, which are found

even in children who are consumptive, rickety, or idiots.

Tltey are normal in the healthy man who is over forty.

The vtrlical tvrinkbs of tht forthtad
x
which appear very

early in men who do much brain work, but which arc

appropriate to all at a certain age

Arthtd and intiriating wrinh/et, which are situated in the

middle of the lower region of the forehead, nnd which

indicate long and intense physical oc moral suffering wlven

they appear too early.
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The trade fut, which s!»w themselves inevitably at

(oily, end sometimes writer. They nre formed by wrinkles

which radate from the outer comer of the eye.

The winklts of the note, hamvtru or vertical, which

appear either with maturity or in.old age.

Tlio natoJabial wrinkle, which descends from the upper

part of the »ing of the nose to the comer of the month.

It i* perhaps the first wrinkle which time imprints, and its

precocity may be hereditary. I hare lad it since I was

twenty-two years of age

The gene-mental wrinkle, parsing with a slight curve from

the cheeks to the chin.

The little wrini/ei with lieu mes/us, nhich cover the

face, nnd arc a sign of age and decrepitude.

The faifeirat w/inilei, which I should Lkc to call

genital; they are very delicate, and appear on the upper

eyelid, sometimes on the lower. They give a look of

lassitude to the eye
;
they arc frequently seen in libertines,

and in women at their periods, especially when menstruation

is irregular and painful.

Wrinkle* appear sooner in a man than in a woman
j
they

are more precocious and deeper in nervous men whose faces

arc very mobile, and among those who, in consequence ol

suoreasive maladies, hare pasted alternately from plumpness

to thinness.

For certain wrinkles there is no possible remedy, either cf

prevention or of cure. It would be as good to try and

stay the wings cf time. The Spanish proverb rightly says

—

"El dtn/e tnitnie, la /ana engeOa, fero !a arraga deienga/la "

(“ the teeth lie, the hair deceives, but wrinkles nndcceivo*).

To move tbs face 89 little ns possible, to anoint it with

greasy substances, to protect it from excessively hot rays of

the sun, are good precautions against wrinkles
; but for

tbo*: whew happiness dec:- not depend on their vanity,

I fear the remoty would be worse than the evil.

\ natural and sovereign remedy ilea In growing stoat at
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the period when wrinkles nrc wont to appear; the Ikin

«retches, and the folds which are beginning to form retanJ

their fatal appearance. On the contrary, nothing is more
fatal than, after baring been lat ip to forty, to grow thin

at lire wrinkliug age. 1

1 This pose on otiohle contain* ih« grrm ol a (ncno^i>|*. -Indi, l(

tt*e teur.it, •ill appeal bUf.



CHAPTER V.

COMPARATIVE MOSPHOLOOV OF THE HUMAN FACE

«5THrriC OF THE FAC*.

Reading the title of this chapter or.e may think it pro-

samptuccB nnd ridiculous to desire to rmbrace in a few

pages a subject which would suffice Tor the meditation

of an entire life. I hasten to reply that I give here the

germ of two other books which will see light later on il time

and my itmrgth permit

In my Mkrocem I shall give an " Essay on Man," where

all ethnological question- which relate to ethnical variations

in the human free will be treated. In my Epicure I (ball

try to give a "Treatise on Beautiful Tiling*, 1’ where,

naturally, man will hold the first place.

Io this chapter I shall say enough to make the work on

the Exp'ution ofEtnotitn complete in it* members
j
even

those berg included which, although yet without ncrTc or

muscle, are already drawn in their essential outline. He
who knew* how to read between the lines will find Sketched

there my ethnological and Bathetic conviction*, and will

derivo thence matter for long meditation, which perhaps will

not be sterile.

Human faces ate to variable in ibslr relative proportions,

in their lines, in their agreements and disagreements, that

we may say there are as many faces in the world as men,

SDd that none has been twice repeated in the course of

centuries. Some, however, resemble each other so much ns

to be taken one for the other (as happens sometimes with

twins of the same sex); others, on the contiary, arc so
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unlike that they aectn to belong to animate of a different

species. To being together similar faces, to separate the

unlike, is to classify and etknafogiie, which may ecciu easy

but is in reality one of the moat severe tasks which an be

Imposed on a naturalist. The dflercr.cci proceed by

infinitely small degrees ; the extreme poles are united by so

many intermediate rings that there it enough to confute and

weary the most penetrating observer and the most skilful

classifier. If it were pwsible for us to have at once before

our eyes every human being we might unite the Venus

of Milo to the Tungco* woman, the Apallo of Belvedere

to the Australian, by an infinite series of intermediates, nnd

past from one to the other without a lacuna and without an

obstacle. Some yents ago I addressed to my friend, Pro-

fessor Glglioll, an ethnological letter (Man and Men .- Inin
duition a a Jaunty Round tht World in lit Italian cervtflt,

"Maitnta.* Maimer, i8;6J In which I made my confes-

sion of faith on the human race. To day, after the lapse of

yetis, after the internal and external work of criticism,

which eats Into the steel of the most robust convictions, I

experience a lively satisfaction in ifisnning that I still think

the same. I have been able to modify the arrangement of

some branch or some twig of the ethnological tree, but my
syllabus has still for me all the authority of a dogma. Here

i* my syllabus, in which to replace the words man and raa
byjact is to give my confeitiou of faith on the comparative

morphology of human facet.

1. Man is one of the moat cosmopolitan and variable of

animals
;
also he pictents a very great variety of races and

sub-race?

2. The number of races is indefinite
;
many have die

appeared
;
others arc forming and will form.

3. The further wc go back Into history the mure races and

sub race* we find, because formerly men travelled lew, and
remained longer isolated from one another.

4- At the foot and at the summit of the tree of humanity
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the branches and branchlcts approximate, bo that tlie

highest and tbc lowest touclt. Toe negro, who riser, to

the Cnffir, approaches tbc European, and the European,

dcgincratcd by goitre, cretinism, or hunger, approaches

the negro and Australian.

j. Generally the lowest races am black or brown; the

highest are while or almost white.

6. In the classification of races we ought as far as possible

to exclude the question of origin, because investigation into

origins is the roost fertile source of ethnological errors.

Since the day on which I published my ethnological tree.

In which T had classed every race by the criterion of intelli-

gence, this tree (Plate 4) lias given b.rtl> to two others,

which I now present to the world for the fiitt time (Plates

a and 3). In the third plate we see races approximating in

their external morphologic*! characters, without any pre-

conceived idea of monogenism or of polygenism, without

any deference to any philological or ethnological authority

whatever. In the fourth we have men distributed accord-

ing to their rank in beauty such as we, Aryans, conceive it

Here wc have three classifications—to wit, a iystart, \
mtthod, and an intermediate modus a^tndi—which has at

once sooiedilDg of method and of system. In fact, in

Kile 4 rices are distributed by the sole criterion of Intelli-

gence; in Plate a by that of the skull, the colour of the

skin, the nature of tbs hair, etc
;

in Plate 3 we have Use

morphological element reinforced by subjective labours.

The two systems 0! dasiilicatmo which resemble each

other most in the distribution of the branches are tl>e

first and the second—an evident proof that tbe ethnological

ctay which 1 propcsed to tbo anthropologists was not a3

systematic as it might appear at first sight In fact, as

the 1
train is a very complex organ, and so to s*y the

supreme synthesis of all the vital energies, a hundred
secondary characters are therein concentrated, by which it

Is modified, and with which it rises or degenerates.
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I think that wo may reduce the principal ethnical types

of the human face to the following

—

r. Aryan lyye (which arc frtqvneily mixed and tenfoirdrd

i. Semitic lype / with one another.

i Nvz"> <yp*.

4. Negrito type.

5. li«lcn'« typ:.

0. Maqgolbn type.

y. Malay type 1 tendim towjrdi the Aryan.

a Ataeriua type / „ Mcago'.un.

9. AuiUalien type.

Iu Plate 8 «e lave three idols, the one an old Peruvian,

the second a Maori, the third a Papuan, in which nay be

seen how the people of lew development always give to

their gods the ethnical type which is that of their race. As

with the goda ao with the national masks. Studying the

Uenltrello, tho gianduia

,

the msntgfdnt, the pantaloon, the

harlequin, and other Italian masks, we tecognise that in

there caricatures a people always personifies itself while

exaggerating the diameters of its own physiognomy.

Voiumes will be written on beauty in general and on

human beauty in particular, so long as men inhabit this

planet, and schools of assthetks will be founded which will

change their lines more than once. I shall nho write my
volume, which may remain wx clamant in datrU, if my
opinion represent but the vote and thought of one, or

which, under more favourable circumstance!, may be

considered ns the utterance of an epoch and of a nation.

Meanwhile, permit me to trace in the manner of the

magician a triangle, which in my opinion includes all the

assthetic casuistry’. For me, this peat problem ia circum-

scribed by the three Softy definitions which emanate from

three genuses, not only diverse, but oppoicd—
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In the beautiful we seek the type of perfection, the type

of everything, the prototype of every type. The butterfly

is beautiful when :t combines ideal lightness with tire

dazzling and many hued splendour of the forms proper to

this insect
;
the tawny lioo is beautiful in his strength wirh

his great mane, Mac is more beautiful than any living

creature, became, placed at the summit of animal existence,

he combines all the most elegant form* with the roost

powerful manifestations of life
j be is beautiful above all

to us because we surround him with a sympathy without

limits, and because beauty is multiplied to infinity when a
great number of intellectual wants arc satisfied at once
There :s a human beauty, a sexual beauty, a beauty for

each age, for each race, for each family, for each individual

We believe too readily, to paraphrase the subtle definition

of Voltaire, that the white woman is beautiful to us because
we are white, and chat to the negro in turn nothing is fairer

than his coal-black mate with her thick lips. This is not

true, at least ao far as the negroes and the Americans of tho

south ate concerned. If the negraa or Indian woman is

prised in proportion as she conforms to the type of her
race, I can affirm that when they have to chowe between
a beautiful while woman and a beautiful negresa, or

beautiful Indian, they unhesitatingly give the preference
to the first

Mancilla records in ha military journey across the
Argentine Pampas the following dialogue which he had
with a RaxqutU—1

“Which do you like best, \ China or a Christian ?
“

"A Christian."

“And why?'
"The Christian is whiter, bigger; she has a more delicate

skin; she is more charming.*

I fumly believe in a type of human beauty superior to

1 V. Mi «ill«, Utu uronAm <i !* India Ruu idpilc,
Ifcofkhaui, 1877, tcI. ii p. ijj.

' M
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all the secondary types of beauty—Mongolian, Ameren,
negro, etc.—and I always And that when a man of Inferior

race a exceptionally beautiful he approximates to our

Aryan type. We may see this among the Japanese women
and among the Citrus.

Sea introduces such a dhturbing clement into human
morphology that there are two types of beauty—one for

man, the other for woman
;
and that in the same race the

male and female arc no: always equally beautiful. It stems

that the special type of each race lend; itself better, -one to

the beauty of tbo mile, another to that of the female.

Thus in Italy the men are more beautiful than the women

;

the contrary it the case in Spain.

The most beautiful women arc fouod, according to my
knowledge, among the Spanish and the English. As to

those of whom I only know by tbc report of other* I

mention the beauty of the Georgians and the Citcassiani

We find admirable specimens of masculine beauty in

Italy, England, and the East.

Tlw Tungooi women are perhaps the most horrible of all.

In many of them the cheek bona occupy the largest part

of the face, and the eyes arc but long and narrow slits

through which ono catches sight of two little black globes

without expression.

Among ugly men are the Australians, the Moccris of the

Argentine Republic (whom I have visited several times),

the inhabitants of Ket

Evcty moo has the feeling of human fraternity; every

man born under the sun feels ibe same impulse of ixcfhtor.

JVe see it in the repugnance which many very white

mulattoes feel to avowing that they have negro blood In

their veins, and stall more in the horror which all ei|>erience

at tbc idea of resembling apes.

There arc some negroes, Australians, ar.d Papuans who

pull out, nie away, or stain tlveir teeth so that they may

not naetnble dogs or apes. A low and hsiry forehead, a
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prominent jaw, a nose reduced to a minimum, appear

ugly to all, or at least to nearly all, the inhabitants of the

globe.

hike the butterfly, who, issuing from its chrysalis stage,

rcjecu as a blemish all vestiges of its larval condition,

men everywhere look upward, and touch the earth by the

smallest possible part of their bodie*

We, weaving phantasies at will, may make as many

human races as there are distinct spedca
j
we may modify

and upset our systems and methods of classification
; but,

despite all, the bipeds who know how to light a (ire and to

speak, fed themselves to be brothers; despite the learned,

they love and they kill each other, but over the corpses

of those who succumb they weave again tbetr knots of

lore.



PART II.

THE EXPRESSION OF THE EMOTIONS.

CHAPTER VI.

THS ALPHABirr OF EXPRESSSOX.

If we would lake the waid expression in too wide a wns<

and give it its etymological signification, we should liak

the (Unger of embracing at the same tune too many

different things, and of malting physical expression

synonymous with Language.

Language is more expressive than any physical expres-

sion, but it a not the same tiling, although the Utter may

be a part of Language, or even substituted for it Of this

ire may at any time obtain confirmation by watching a

deaf mute, or t\rc people who, without knowing a common
language, have need of communicating their ideas or

emotions to each other.

The expression of emotion is one of those centrifugal

energies which arise from those Krel1 tr.msfoimets of force

which ne call nerve centres. A given quantity of move-

ment from without in the form of light, of heat, of sound,

is transformed into emotion or thought, whicli taking a

centrifugal direction, gives places to muscuhr movements.

These movements may be cries, artieuLtc words, or

gestures. Generally the energy of occasion is coly a part

of the transformed force, often even a very small part,

which accompanies more complex and higher phenomena.

The annexed figure represents graphically the way in which
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the phenomenon of expression is produced. A sensation,

S, reaches the centre, C, and u there transformed into low,

which follows a centrifugal path along the lino CA, and a

current of expression which follows the lino CM.

Thus we may say that the expression is the extra current

of the emotion and of the thought.

'Hie expression cf emotion is one of the most elementary

facts of nervous life
;

it is manifested even In ray inferior

organisms. Even infusoria, molluscs, insects, have move-

ments which do not directly serve in alimentation, respira-

tion, circulation, or generation, and which are purely

expressive phenomena. Physical expression hss in the

bMogiCfel economy two diverse and important functions

11 may reflate or eompiete Uutguap.

It may defend the nerve attires and other parts of the

body against dangers ofdifferent kinds.

Like language, physical expression presents many varieties

of form
;
but it it always a more universal language. Words,

whatever may be their origin, have always n conventional

meaning; thus they arc only of value to one who com-

prehends them and follows their meaning. Spontaneous

physical expression, on the other hand, is the language of

all intelligent men, ana extends it9 influence beyond the

domain of humanity ; it it comprehensible to those animals

who most approximate to us by the development of their

nerve centres. Say to a dog, to a child who does not

yet know how to speak, or to a foreigner who does not
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know our language, the word brigand, it the same time

milling benevolently or making affectionate gestures
;
these

three beings, very different in their natures, but all equally

ignorant of the sense of the word brigand, will reply to you

with an expression of affection. Say to them, on the con-

trary, the word darnU with an expression of hatred or a

threatening gesture You will see them shrink with terror,

attempt to escape, or utter complaints. This very simple

example is enough to indicate the boundary which separates

conventional language from the simple and elementary

Language of physical cxpicssion.

Physical expression, however, has also many conventional

signs, the meaning of which it is necessary to know, as

these take the place of the words of & certain language.

A Lombard, n Frenchman, German, who found them-

selves for the first time at Naples would certainly not

understand the mute expressions of a Neapolitan, who to

my “No” close* hh lips while throwing his head backwards.

In the same way many people arc not offended when they

we a Milanese place his thumb on the point of bis nose

and stretch the other lingers of the hand towards his

interlocutor, moving them alternately
;

and none of us

would get into a passion If we saw this same Milanese

cross two fingers at right angles to indicate a certain length,

while this gesture would lie enough to raise a tempest In

the Argentine Republic. We shall cot speak in this book

of that part of physical expression which is quite con-

ventional, and the study of which goes with that of the

study of deaf mutes. We shall occupy ourselves here with

the phenomena of spontaneous automatic expression, which

are nlroost the same in every country In the world, and

which constitute a veritable universal language. A caress,

a kiss, a kindly smile, are interpreted everywhere as the

signs of love
;
while the act of gnashing the teeth, that of

raising tlie clenched fiat, and others of the like nature, will

always be considered as expressions of menace, rage, hatred.
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There are certainly equivalent forms to express these senti-

menta, but they are enough alike to prevent equivocation.

Two Malays prefer to embrace each other nose to nose;

we prefer to kits with the lips: but no one would take the

action of nibbing noae to nose as an expression of hatred

;

and every form-—differing among different people—of kindly

and respectful (nictation will be always and everywhere

taken fee what it is meant to be.

But more frequently physical expression, without being

substituted for urJculate speech, completes and modifies,

nr reinforces it.

The second function of physical expression is to protect

ut from dsnger. A cat, face to face with a dog much
stronger than itself, bristles up iu fur and enlarges

itself so as to simulate a much greater site than it really

possesses
;

in the same way, by threatening with the fist,

showing cur teeth, rumpling the brows, »e seek to nuke n

formidable appearance that we may exhibit all our power of

offence.

Many gestures, without really defending us, show oui

intention of defending ourselves. To cicoe our eyes at a
flash of lightning, to raise our arms above our heads when
the earth quakes, certainly docs not protect us, hut it is an
automatic expression of defence.

To maintain the thesis that all expression U defensive

would be to utter an opinion paradoxical in appearance but

true at bottom. When emotion is strong It may kill us if

it does not find vent by moans of the molar nerves and
translate itself into a phenomenon of expression. In many
cases the nerve-centres and, in consequence, life, are

endangered by an inability to weep or laugh. We all know
the story of live husband who killed his wife by binding her

down tightly and tickling the soles of her feet Many like

facts occur every day in the battle of life.

The most eloquent man in the world, if he had to epcali

in a moment of great emotion with his limbs bound down
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to liu body, would exjxncncc an unspei -table tomira
;
his

eloquence would be willed and Iran‘formed into reorganised

and delirious convulsions. On this account I believe 1 may
formulate a law which marks one ol the fundamental letters

of the alphabet of expression.

The wealth oj the dementi oj txfiration ii aiaxtyi in

dote rtla lien with the intensity anj the unsilmncsi e/ the

psychical ait.

A slight emotion leases us almost motionless, while a

very great emotion produces a very hurricane of expressive

movements. If by the excess of the centrifugal discharge

the muscles remain in a slate of static contraction, the

excess of expression may simulate tetanus.

Thought, first and foremost a mathematical phenomenon,

has nearly always a less expansive expression than feeling.

To convince oneself of the difference cf the pans played

in expieasion by thought and feeling, it ii enough to com-
pare an orator who is reading his discourse with one who
abandons himself to inspiration, In ths first case gesture

is tare, studied, cold, ofien cut of place and inappropriate.

In the second it is vigorous, efficacious, and largely

expansive. Tbc effect of words read or spoken exactly

corresponds to this difference of physical expression. No
book will ever take the place of a speech or of a lesson.

If we are at times inclined to hurl anathemas on the worship

of our age for parliaments and qieccaes, we must yet

confess that rhe spoken word is one of the greatest human
forces. Every religion and many philosophical schools

have been founded by word and by expression more than

by books. There may be an absolute identity of ideas

in a written and a spoken book; but these idea?,

issuing from the burning lips of an inspired man, enter

into tlvo brain of the multitudes by way of the ear, which

is the high-road of feeling. The written word, on tlie

contrary, it cold; it reaches the intelligence by the eye,

which is an Intellectual seme, aivJ little sensitive. This
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perhaps la one of live reasons why the blind arc lew un-

happy tlsan the deaf mute. The latter is deprired of

emotion
j
the other haa only lost the sight of forma. The

spoken word is apostolical
;

it is seen, it i* felt, it is

absorbed, living and palpitating ; it is impregnated with

human tecautions and emanations. I give a few fncts,

taken from the mow varied sources, to maintain the truth

of this contention.

Call out in the middle of a crowd—“A conflagration

!

a conflagration I"—or begin to cry—"Fire I fire I"—while

at the same time you run off gesticulating. In the first

case many may stop and inquire. In the second there will

be a general and irresistible stampede- Gesture is more

automatic than speech, and automatically induces imitation.

Of tills we may convince ourselves by suddenly opening an

umbrella in the middle of the street when the weather H
uncertain, yet without actual rain, or by putting the hand

into the pocket in an omnibus as though to pay the fare.

Many umbrellas will be opxmed and many persons will draw

out their pence by the sitnpte ferce of automatic imitation.

Remember the tumult which broke out one day in a

theatre in Germany when by chance toe Olympian Goethe

happened to be in the balcony. Scarcely had he risen

and made a gesture to calm the waves and the pande-

monium of the crowd than all was silent as with a spell,

and without a »otd from him. If, oo the contrary, he had

spoken without rising and making a gesture, the effect

would have been much leas, and perhaps nil

AH great ornters have strong power of eapression which

adds to the efficaciousness of their words. With many

a certain gesture, a certain lie, it necessary, that their

words may flow costly and brilliantly. Minghetti cannot

speak unless he has a paper-knife in hi; hand. Poor

Uoggio, of tragic mciocey, had to rauc one leg and worry

the bottom of his trousers bcfcee he achieved eloquence.

A friend, importunate, if any ever derived live term.
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«nira us an eloquent letter to ask foi money, end we refuse.

Another comes himself and, with a piteous gciturc and a

skilful expression, obtains at once what the former foiled to

gain.

A woman who has resisted a hundred seductive letters

will yield perhips to the first pathetic look, to the first

loving ea.-est

The sympathetic relation between the psychical facts

conies perhaps from the analogy of their inner natures,

and probably from the identity and relation of the centres

of expression which produce them. An intellectual

phenomenon rahes a thought; an emotion awakens an

emotion
;
an automatic action calli forth another automatic

action.

If from individual wo pats to great racial and ethnical

facts we always see the same law verified. The mere

feeling a nation has, the more rkh and eloquent are its

methods of physical expression. This can be seen in a

picture and sculpture gallery when tnen of different

characters and dreene race stand in the presence of a

moving work of art And yet this interesting arene ol

compilative physical expression, instead of inciting to an

analytical and profound study of live psychical constitution o!

the different human families, for the most part arouses vulgar

Impertinences. Italians, of animated expression, say of the

English—They feel nothing I And the English say of

Italians—They are buffoons ! Neither of these two imperti-

nences has any foundation. The Italian nerve ceil diachargra

at once the centrifugal energy which accumulates there;

unfortunate for it if by the thousand telegraphic threads

of expression it should not find ar. runny safetyvalves!

The English cell is deeply charged, and slowly impeisora

the accumulated force. But mcr. to the end or time,

instead of studying each other and trying to know each

other better, to love each other more, to esteem each

other mere, will continue to throw in each others faces
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these interrational Insults, which are summed op in the

more vulgar formul<c
—" He is a genhte, but lto Is mad"

“He is a happy man, ha! he is a fool 1”

la the expression of the emotions there are some nets

which are not directly defensive, hut which ihoald be

ranged among the numerous phenomena of sympathy
which the divers regions of the nervous system present.

If we do not always keep in mind the sympathetic nutoma-

tism of many gestures, we shall never understand one-half

of the expression of the emotions. In the same way,

unless we study the contrast of our will with automatism,

we Shall not understand the derm-tints, the varied results of

expression.

Here are four different facts, all of which exemplify what

wc affirm. A dog looking at a savoury piece of meat at

once pricks up his car; in the direction of the coveted

roorscL

A billiard player seeing hii ball impelled in the wrong

direction, throw eye*, lips often the whole body, into the

line which It should have followed

The tailor giving all his attention to the culling of a

precious stuff, accompanies his scissors with a synchronous

movement of the jaws.

The rower often makes a movement of the lips at the

end of each sweep cf the oar.

When our intention is directed to a phenomenon for the

purpose of observing it, the spontaneous and natural action

is nearly always destroyed. This wc see nearly every day

in the case of yawning, which is promptly stopped by an

inopportune observer.

Including all living beings in a general view, wc may say

that the expression of emotion augments in intensity and

variety ns the animal tiscs to a higher scale, and becomes

more sociable. The oyster itself has its expression cf pain

when we sprinkle it with lemon juice; but from this to

Niolie or to the I-aoroon there is a long interval.
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With the wealth of physical expression wealth o!

anatomy always corresponds. Tba op.-iion of th: white

man is higher than that of the negro, and the lattct higher

than that cf the ape, because the facial muscles ate mote
and more distinct in proportion ns we rise fictn the

nr.ihropoki ape to the Aryan. It is very probable that in

some great dramatic actors, and in persons who can imitate

by the movements of their face the grimaces of animal

and the most different emotlous, we should find a more
delicate and more complete divide® of work in the anatomy

of the facial muscles. Here is what Bisrhofi’ has written

on the subject

—

11
In my young chimpanzee, as in the ourang-outnng, and

in the hylobatc, there are just root’d tlie cum of the eye-

lids, tho cutvc cf the mouth, and the buccinator, certain

muscular fibres to which tlie names of the ectrcspondirg

muscles of the Imman face might be given. Still it would

be difficult to justify this identification, because these

muscles are not at all isolated from each other.

“Tlie tame is the rase among many oilier apes, ami I

believe that this may agree with the ancient opinion that

man is distinguished from ell other animals, apes included,

by the greater development ami more complete isolation of

the muscles of the face. The apei, it is tn:c, arc great at

grimacing, and the lowest passions of desire and of anger

are energetically depicted on their faces
j
but the physiog-

nomical expression of our lace, which renders in so

faithful and charnctcriitic ; manner every emotion nnd

every passion, excels theirs, as much as the development o(

facial muscles excels that of the ape's.”1

Among our domestic animals also expression keep* pace

with intelligence; whOc the pig and donkey have poor

powers of expreision. the hone and the dog are richer.

The more they approximate to us by their anatomy, tlie

• BiwlicW, Ptifrip air Anato*it (ftt NyMste Iro/ivui. Mlncheo,
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more easily we understand animals, and the more readily

they understand ls. And so it has been since men and

bcasU hare lived together; for many centuries before

Darwin declared us brothers in tlte name of morphology,

nature had united us in a great biological and psychical

fraternity.



CHAPTER VII.

T7IE t/AJWISIAN LAWS OV KXPHRSSWT.

In the preceding chapter J have attempted lo r&loce the

laws which govern the expression of the emotions to their

most simple form, and to trace, so to cay, their alphabet.

I have certainly not attempted to gist all the laws of

expression. I shall try to broadly sketch the most
important of their decade in the rest of this bank. Here 1

desire to rapidly discos* the three fundamental principle*

on which the expression of the emotions is based according

to Darwin. These three laws do not constitute, in my
opinion, the principal title of the great Er.gl'sh naiuraiio

to glory. But as they ere enumerated in an immortal book,
which has caused this order of study to make an cncrmoui
stride, we ought to know them and examine up to what

point and in wljt way they arc in accord with natural

phenomena.

«. I call the first law of Darwin fitprinciple ofthe assoaa-

tion of uirfu! attitudts. Certain complex expressions are

directly or indirectly advantageous in certain conditions of

the nerve centres. When these renditions arc reproduced,

even to a slight degree, this expression a realised by force

of habit, even though it may be no longer of any use.

2. Hrinap/t ej antilkuit, Cerlain psychical conditions

bring certain habitual actiota which are useful When tho

nerve-centre) are in an opposite condition there is an

involuntary tendency to make directly contrary movements.
3. PrimifU o/ at/iont At to tit lOHltitutien of Ik ntrtn

antra, initptndtnily of tfu ml/, 2nd up to a teriaia point

aUo ifantm.
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With all the respect due to one of the greatest observers

and greatest thinkers of our age, I think these three

principles badly formulated and very confused. Nowhere

more than here hns Danrin shown the defects of his too

analytical nunA And yet many believe he was inclined Co

too wide a synthesis I 'Vide if yon will, but wide ns nature

Is wide, one of whose most admirable interpreters he is.

The fir;: principle is badly formulated TTie idea in it

is rather stamped than sculptured. As for tine second, as

well say that the opposite cause® produce opposite effects,

for the eases of apparent antithesis ore ultimately but

phenomena of sympathy. Unless 1 ora mistaken, we

cannot call the third assertion a principle at all To
say that certain nervous currents come in one direction and

some in another does not explain anything. To say that

pleasure causes laughter and grief causes weeping is to

affirm an evident fact, but not to explain it

If 1 were allowed to translate the three Gothic laws

formulated by Darwin into the more symmetrical form

of Latin, I should enunciate these principles as follows

—

i. There is a useful expression of emodon, dtftnsht.

t. There are certain facts of expression, sympalMelie.

If, after having ventured this somewhat summary

criikisn we pass lo the details of Darwin's work, we find

therein true discoveries made m a domain hitherto aban-

doned to empiricism and divination; and we shall find

there a great wealth of details. Hete are some

—

The daring of the eyelids protects the eye; In* wc

frequently close them when no danger threatens ; »e close

them, for instance, if wc suddenly hear n loud noise. If

we neglect to take account of this automatic tendency to

self-defence, half of the expression of motion remains

obscure.

I frequently find an identical, or, at least, a very similar

expression for very different sensations and emotions. But

this at once leads me to imagine that there must be
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between theie two sensations or emotions a common
character in the central phenomenon which is oaicriatod

with them. We shall return to these fact* later on j but we

nay examine a lev at once.

We scratch our head if we feel any sort of irritation

theic; but we perform the same action to help us to an

idea, or a word which evades u*, to help us out of a

perplexity.

We raise the upper lip and pucker the nottrils to ward

ofT a bad ictell which enters with the inspired air and

rcache; tlve mucous membrane; but we make the tame

gesture to express contempt or aversion for any one, or

anything which often ds cor dignity or our moral sense.

We rub our eyes to get out a groin of dust or a fly which

has go* in, and cause* us inconvenience
;

but vre have

recourse to the same action to gel rid of t nainlbl idea.

We cough to rid ourselves of nny phlegm which en-

cumber* the pharynx, the larynx, or the trachea ; we also

cough to ekur up out ideas, to find fee right word c*

phrase, to extricate ourselves from embarrassment, to gain

time. The great Cavour continually did so in his parlia-

mentary speeches

Wo pot cur hand* forward (if we have time) when we

fall ;
but we do the same if in play we fall upon a cushion

or a bed, where we could not do oursclvei any injury.

We draw hack our head from a lighted torch, or from the

lands of an over excited speaker, but we make use of the

same gesture to express our withdrawal bora a proposition

which we cannot accept.

We close our eyes at tho sight of a horrible scene; but

we do the same in the dark if our imagination calls up

before us a terrible picture.

Analyse these Sets well and you mill be able to under-

stand nearly all. Sometimes expression is absolutely and

purely defensive; sometimes it is only apparently offen-

sive in the face of an imaginary danger; sometimes it li
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symprthetie under the dominion of an emotion analogous

to another emotion which expresses itself in defensive

gestures.

Many phenomena of expregion do not appear to us

to lave any defensive character in consequence of our

ignorance of biology. But Darwin has perfectly explained

that the construction of tbc orbicular muscle of the

eyelids in crying protects the delicate organ of eight from

congestion. Likewise, to bite the lips, oi any other part of

the body, to tear one's flesh, or to tear out the hair, may

appear to the vulgar but to add paic to pin ; but, on the

contrary, these artificial lacerations, causing a diversion

from the trouble* of the more lmponanr nerve-centres,

pretervo the brain from grave dangers which would result

from too vivid painful emotions.

Darwin confesses that he docs not sec the utility cf the

trembling which accompanies fear. But, alter my experi-

ments! studies in pain, I find it extremely useful; for it

lends to produce heat, and warms the blood, which under

tire influence of fear tends to become excessively chilled.

In the same way I believe that I have found why, with great

pain arising from the sense of touch, or feeling generally,

we leave off breathing and only gr-rp spasmodically. We
produce thu3 a slight anesthesia of the nerve-centres, and

indirectly succeed in rendering the pain more bearable.

Finally, sobs, loud complaints, all forms of groaning^ are

useful, because thereby we exci:e in those who listen to us

a compassion which may be of nic to us. This often

occurs with animal!, and I have noticed it for my part in

America, In the case of the ox, and of a little paroquet

(Ce«wui miathai).

Defence and sympathy which govern all expression are

always more automatic in the animal than in man, in the

child than In the adult Thti Is a fact not peculiar tc the

exprasion of emotion, but is common to all acts of

psychical life. The Sfhinx macrcgloisa scarcely issues
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from Its chrysalis before it begins to fly on to the flowers

and to execute perfectly all those movement] which ate

necessary to keep it ausp*nded in the air and to tuck honey

ftom flowers. We, on the contrary, sor.t of Prometheus,

how much work, what stafy how much eipcrier.ee we need

before we succeed even in carrying .1 spoon straight to our

months 1 The horse, from the moment of its birth, runs

and leaps. 'Ve require months and yean to kum to diaw

or. a pair of giovei.

However, wo find in animals expression which if not

directly defensive, but only so by atavism, and which,

consequently, is purely sympathetic

Darwin htu the merit of having collected and interpreted

many facts of this 30 it. The dog, before Urctcbing himself

on the carpet, turns round several times and digs with bis

pawa in front, as though he would teat down the gnsi to

make a comfortable place for himself. At another lime he

will scratch at a hud soil to try and bury his excrements,

although there la neither earth nor leaves to remove.

Similarly cats dislike to wet their feet, perhaps because

their ancestors were bora on the dry soil of Egypt, and they

have a tendency to com every place which is a little damp

with mould or du*t. Darwin’s daughters succeeded in

making a young cat go through these movements by

spilling some wuter in a glass placed behind its hcAd.

In automatic expression children are midway between

animals and us. Frequently a schoolmaster will punish a

whole class which bis begun to cough and sneers because

one pupil has coughed or sneered involuntarily. He
genuinely lielieves that they arc all guilty of having coughed

or sneered on purpose. And yet il is nearly always, if not

always, an irresistible ontoautism which impels children to

do in imitation whet one of them had dime in real need.

It is tlvc okl story of the sheep who all run away from the

fold when one tuns, and who all enter when the oue has

entered. And we adults, who arc neither children nor
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abcep, also participate in thh aninul automatism. The
ctajutun and fiuhialeri by profession know this well ; they

often succeed In determining the success or failure of a

play by organising dapping and applause sc as to lead the

crowd to automatically applaud or has. Gcnerah who

have commanded in great Lotties could tell of tmgic

facts in very divets fields which happened for the same

reason.

Tbs instances of sympathetic expression are more diffi-

cult to explain than defensive phenomena, but with patient

and deep analysis they too, in the end, may lie accounted

for.

I should like to atrange them In the following cate-

goriei—

Imitative Sympathy. -This is the most common and the

easiest to understand. We yawn, we run away, wc look

Into space, because others yawn, run away, or look into

space.

Matador or M«h*nLal Sympathy.—We say “ Ho " first

with the head, then with the hand, then again, if need be,

with the trank. We threaten by opening the mouth, by

looking askance, by closing the fist, and sometimes by

raising the foot.

Sympathy of pa/utiom.—TW. molt elementary amorous

expression is located in the pelvis, where the genital organs

arc situated, then extends to the hand which caresses, and

•till more, to the mouth which plays *> great a part in the

pleasures of love.

Oitatre Sympathies of the Nerve Centre!.—These are the

most obscure facts of animal expression, and they can only

be explained by the future prepress of histology. Such are

the actions of scratching the head
;
of closing the eyes to

express embarrassment, uncertainty, feor ; that of elevating

the now to show contempt.

The general physiology c< all acts of sympathetic

expression is figured in the following diagram

—
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a

A central emotion, x, being given, to find why it radiates

in the sympathetic centres a
,
b, i, d, t, /, g, k Thu first

problem once solved, the seomdaiy problems which follow

mutt be solved—

What does a given expressive movement aignily ?

What intensity of emotion does it denote ?

Whit Esthetic, moral, imellectoal warm-Ji dees it indicate ?

Is it defensive in reality or only in appearance, or is it

sympathetic?

is h the .exact expression of troth, <x is it totally cc

pirtally simulated or replaced by other disturbing causes ?

When for each expressive motion we are able to reply

to all these questions we shall have live right to mv that

wc know it wholly, in its origin, Its progress, and in iu

details.

In the science of nitoro, it is often more difficult to

question tlan to reply, *nu a -cU put qucUion elicits reply

spontaneously and easily



CHAPTER VIII.

a.A.wf!CAT:o« or expbkssiow—fiC-VBiuL view of all

PHENOMENA Cr XXPPMSION.

WKih we view B natural phenomenon we may, observers oi

artists, feel pcoud BI our success in discovering its principal

features, the shadows and penumbra:, and especially nt

being able to reproduce it faithfully on tlic page of a book,

on a canvas or in marble. But our pride falls when we

would piece tills phenomenon in iLn natural position

under its rubric in our system, ar.d make of it another

link in the great chain of antecedent and consequent,

of came and effect, oi morphological harmonies and

dissonances. It Is then that out ignorance appears in its

humiliating nakedness
;
we feel that we are but the modest

interpreters of the surface of things, and the system of our

classification chows all its weakness. And yet thereby we

must always teach the relentless scrutiny of our conscience

in which science with modest frankness avows the un-

certainly of her conclusions and in which art renews itself

in tl»e pure sources of truth.

This a what wc wish to do fee the science of expression,

in order that ire may know precisely what it* actual

boundaries arc, and in order that our work may provide

posterity with the balance-sheet of our knowledge upon the

subject which we have undertaken to treat.

Let us then begin with a liule analyst*, 10 that ne mny
altemards rise somewhat higher and draw bolder lines.

Every phenomenon of expression should be studied in

live nature of the emotion which gives birth to it, in the



degree of tbe emotion, in in prepress, in the disturbing

elements which may accompany and modify its spontaneous

expression.

The nalare of the emotion is the characteristic end

principal element of all expression. We will present in a
general view the principal expressions of which nun is

uisceptible by dividing them into three grext categories—

Expressions of Sense.

Expressions ofPassion.

Expressions ofInteEt/L

EXPRESSIONS OK SENSE.

Staga ef Vain, Plainn, ani Payw.
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EXPRESSION OF THE PASSIONS.

Staffs ¥ Dafrt, Ptaxtun, amt Fata.

(Ufa Of motif.

Hatred of onodf.
F«ir.

Silf-tilcem.

Pliyvical wn:ty.

Hamlfity.

DKO.UB.

'Sami love

Material love

Palatial low.

Hllfnl low.

1'ialanal love and Ion ol iuanclly
Companion.

Vcixnlioe
Beligiooj senl'xcnl.

Hatred

Ant.,.

Crutitr.

EXPRESSIONS OF THE INTELLECT.
Stagn >1 Dtiln p/taim, anJ Fain.

Slcdlutia*.

O'" HWhaniral -ark.

» .. iilWtio »oii.

•i is tcientilk vrcek.

n m Binary erauiofl.

n •• p^lic ealaiy.

i, > Hie work ol olnnilon.
.. apeedk.

n i, tliKUiuoe.

i> ,, hKinoeic.il work
Pain of doaU.

Joy of #utne<j.

•Lvtbelk aleuurm and pjfcu.

Pfcnuraa ami pi:u of Injuiliso.

Slipor.
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Thu cursory view almost gives nr. elementary analwla of

expression. for l have tried to group into natural families

the simplest and tnott ordinaty expressions which are

associated with the life of tbc senses, of emotions, and of

thought. But it it seldom that a phenomenon of expression

occurs in its simplest condition
;
mere frequently it is com-

bined with others. We have, then, binary and ternary

combination* Here is a "Vetch of the moot hslitual

compound espressions—

SKETCH Of THE PRINCIPAL COMPOUND
EXPRESSIONS.

In the DomsiA ofStuse.

’

In ssufil

In cfaM-Hith.

In sncktictf.
Pleunarifln.

j
In !;tlllcg

.

In the rapid uxniiton fro«r. coW
to hot. and ito 9trsa.

U ike Domain tithe Pontons.

M«!aachtiy.

Cruelty wd luxuy.

Pride airi irony.

H'imilAlfoo aid irony.

Lov* and eattrj.

Horror ntd coapusocL

Ft«.r aid audacity.

Vanity and ino<kuy.

Eojomets to p»s«« an* ciuoV

Love and iage.

aol irony.

Veneration and ojxn.

Ccnterop*. nnd mge.

Cruelty tad priJr.

Pkyiical pain irai courage

S*m %M cruelty.

R«tgMlion and
j
cry.
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lntX$D***in9fInUii*L

Mtliftcboty,

EoitMF tad "•chaaical movcticntt.

Exerdsf of ttetigbf u! dancty
WoA of cduaiUan an J contempt,

it •• «•

„ „ holiei

Loboo of.prcch irA petit*.

h i. ii
humility,

i .. •"Ifc-

„ „ hMrad.

i. .. it lo*e.

AitUtrf work and luiuy.

A uunsitory emotion lias a fugitive cxpreeKoti which leave*

no twee j but when it Is repeated several time* it leaves on

the face and other part* of the body a lasting impression

which tray reveal to us a page in a man's history. Per-

manent expressions may be grouped in the following table—

PERMANENT EXPRESSIONS.

'Tie i

dreiakal

Expmdju produced by

pemumn! eundltlom

of (be agicam.

ra^ri Wn
M

nesralgi: „
hjpxlxeidrlio „
irtiaiu

raclir.cboly „
dy*p*pUe „

Eipm&ea produced !q

tV dun of * fane-

ike, or by rvrtcin

Tte of the gluUoa.

„ „ famidiat

h !• ii Bberline.

ii i» •• nuKuluahfluUfcn

~ tlir dluululc.

I, n J“= » of corn,

i. n m ,i opiua

i. .1 i. .. htiblih.
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by tba

pco4«3
nyMitian of

rmciioni cc

inteUec***!

Inlotuu

The radnnchdy

t ,
postals!

Oftttofct

„ OUiuibed

H dch»fd

i, daoraio^d

n aoteioa;

smjWoaft

* dtfwit

tnodtat

.« chute

m h)?o:iiti:il

„ ttxnV

» RTtricinUf

despairing

mlacuhroote

tMjy
•oitfle

i. fcroctou*

» crjd

„ nwiltnllrc

- ««*!

by <b«

prolBBeil «•.

«<1k ol CM-

Uln pio&l-

lieu.

tolMlc

pwgnicioia „
COTtempt uitrt „
lronicjl „
paUtala/y »
InqiUttorni „

1T* phyScjioroy and oprawicn of the pcini.

inldln.

chcmU.

^loc.

notary.

rlrekmikei.

It jeems that after w> many tables and ttbrita our

work of the claaificatxin of phenomena cf expression
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wight to he ended ; but we have still to define and to rank

certain form* of expression which are independent of tlw

nature of the emotion, and which correspond to the degree

of the latter, and still more to certain conditions, transitory

or permanent, in which the individual is placed.

Thu* the expression may Ue strong, feeble, uncertain,

confuted, eloquent, Or scarcely perceptible, disturbed, con-

vulsive, and that whatever may be its signification, whether

joy or pain, hatred or love; similarly each individual,

according to his condition of health or disease, of strength

or weakness, and according to the permanent conditions

resulting from his nervous organisation, will express any

emotion in & manner peculiar to himself. Thus it ha*

been aid of the form of the expression that it depends

on age, sex, and race. It la dotib'.lea for this reason that

so few artists can express in their works so many different

elements, when they lave to render in the ace or the body

of a statue the nature of the emotion, its degree, and all

those gradations of the external and of the internal

mediant. Any one can succeed In representing a laughing

child, a dying man ; but there is but one raccoon, and but

one Inconsolable.

The general forma of expression are as follows

—

feehte, iIron?, violent expression ; untertain, confused,

evident expression ; expression of tension, of expansion;

debawhtd and dying expression; diituried and conus/sree

expression.

To end our attempt at classification, »e have only to

point oat the analogies, tl.e most frequent cases, in which

very different psychical fact* of nature are expressed by

the same, ct at least by a very similar phenomenon. 1116

great part of these agreements, synonyms of expressions,

are in great part bere indicated for the first time, and mny
afford ua valuable help in disentangling some of the most

obscure laws of human and animal psychology.
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Sywnjtni ef F^tpramn.

K>Iren* decrees of **ip<uca««W ud of jnio.

1'kniuiti of until and ainorcat volowomraui.

Pji-n of Stull tul txpNuiiM of clidiln.

i'lim cuwil I* lillaM* *ta\ (lie dumb lufl.-iitt ul teM-ckecm.

I'ltoMuo and [tin of iouing—ometioml pIlMum »ml f»u»
Pleiaurca and joins of ilgbl—cMelleonnl plmiurnand join*.

Traunulk palm aiul cafsetdon of <f»ual a.nggllr«.

i'itoiut; cf ft-lin? aril and (omplottncy of iclf-oleem.

Safiiwiun of luuriounai and citwlly.

liptcpitn of mriaty and tbutUy.

Pales ofOlid and fear.

Pains ol ttat col espmioo <f raja.

E»f«u4in caused by tidelmj—plenaura aid (mint of rdealc.

Etprtatca Of ImcmImI poles and dBgual of life, t* hy|sdtondna

Wonder ind fr«li(.

Panic, leu, and muduta-



CHAPTER IX.

TUI SXWX5S10N OS' I'LEASUIUL

Pleasori is one of the most universal and elementary

emotions of all living beings. It is one of the poles ol

aninul, and |>erhap« of vegetable, sensibility. And thus its

expression is rich, varied, ant! characteristic, and cnc which,

it would seem, should have been the first to attract and

engage the spirit of observation of the curious who were

first to direct their attention to man in order to study

bis movements. And yet it was not so : the old works of

physIcgnomiKa only devoted a few pages to laughter, which

seems to have been to them the only expression of pleasure

worthy of being studied
;

and yet in these pages wc shall

find more astrology and cabalism than genuine and
attentive observation. Physiognomy has been an astrolo-

gical science from its birth, and this original sin has been

perpetuated to our own days, for nowhere has a saviour

appeared to cleanse and to heal it.

The good Cornelio Ghiradelli, of Bologna (the eminent

Vespertine academician), in the eighth discourse of his

Physiognomical Cephalegia (Bologna, 1670), traits of the

Laughing tuouth and /cut breath (a singular association).

He there quotes Aristotle, and distinguishes between the

moderate laughter of a wist man and the immoderate and

unruly laughter which Cicero cal/t cschinnus, and which

it peculiar to facie. And he continues thus

—

“Laughter is an inarticulate sound produced by the

pleasure which one feds at a thing done or mid in a

ridiculous manner, or which is monstrous or very imperfect

We »y, then, that moderate laughter is a sign of wisdom, of
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serenity, and epnghtlincsa. Immoderate laughter, on the

contrary, is a Kga of folly or stupidity. Exccsrive and

prolonged bursts of Uughter were displeasing to Seneca, to

PylhnRonu, and to Plutarch, and should be an abomination

to every wise and prudent man.

“The Emperor Hrliogabalun laughed so load that when

at the theatre his laughter rose above that of the whole

croud. And Boccaccio ha- said of such laughter: Master

Simon laughed with his threat so far open rial it would

have been easy to have pulled out all hit teeth

“Democritus was sumamed Gelasinus, because of bis

inextinguishable laughter
;

laughing continually at every-

thing, he enlarged hfa mouth up to his ears
j
his teeth were

always seen
j

his face always wrinkled with smiles. Of him

Juvenal said—
" 1‘erfttuo risapuhnentm agitart toltiat

Dewecritut. , . ,

Zoroaster, the inventor of magic, was bom laughing, at

Pliny attets, lib. rii., cap. itL

“ He who laughs out loud is brarenfaced, nys Rui
;
and

thwe who laugh till tbty coogh or so ns to lose their breath

are tyrants. If tbe "Dice alters in laughing, says Michael

Scot, it is a sign of arrogance, of avarice, of tyranny, of

falsehood, and of treachery.

11 He who hu thin lips, and with a joyous face laughs

little, will be voluptucw* ;
the mouth which is always laugh-

ing is the sign of a nicked, lying, perverse, dissimulating,

and malicious man, whom no one should trust, ays Albertos

Magnus, for laughter in the mouth, corresponding to the

eyes, fa always tad, and fa proper to women.

"Moderate laughter indicates n benevolent, conciliatory

man, prudent in all, tap Ran. Michael Scot says they are

skilful, sagacious, of keen minds, intelligent, and induttrious.

"Isocrates writes that Plato had such grave manners, and

showed so much reserve in his face, that he -as never seen

to laugh, as too was tbe case with CUaKnene* We read
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that Crassua was of so severe an aspect, and of such austere

manners, that Iw ncrcr laughed in his life"

The Jesuit Nlquetitu, 1 in bto chapter dedicated ic

laughter, after many quotations nearly alnayi m its lavoui,

already fives us a little hit of physiology—

"... repentina fit di'aiatio cordis ac msgna vitalium

spnitoum cftuslo quae confeatim mutculos thoracis et

diaphrngmatli concutiunt et tlnllant, ad niotiim hanim
partium sequ'nir motia musculorum, qui a lntcribus buccie

sunt, filque ilia oris dcductio, quim rivntn vocamut, Idque

ad expriroendom aninii gaudium; de his, qui plum volet,

Icgat prxclirum L-aclatum Elpidii HerreUrii l'riuxnsis

de risu.

"Ad ritum prodives maxirae ranguinci et cholericl

quia cabdiorcs sunt ct apod Grsecos risus dictur y«Aus ab
cAij, id at calor-"

Niquetius disputes the ancieitt opinion according to

»hich the spleen is the cause of laughter, an opinion which
arose spontaneously from tl« pain felt in the spleen after

excesaire laughter, or perhips imagined ns a pendent to the

theory which mah« the liver the scat of pain

—

“ Cor sapit rtpulmc loquitur, Jrl tom/uovt! iram.

" Spini n'dt'O foci!
,
eogil amnrtjtatr**

And elsewhere—
" Quidfacitml Sli sum prtvlunti tphnt ratkinuo •

Hav.ng exhausted hisatnnll store of physiology, Niquetim

decs as others do and falls hack upon pure cabalism

—

" Puori, rnolieres, fatui ac quillbet inexperti facile rident

quia Clia omnia nova ac novitax risum fade Tyrinthil,

quum *iAoyiwvcs eoent, et hoc nomine a vicinis male
audirent, Delphicnm oraculum axwilucront Respond!!

Pythia ita tandem cos hoc malo libsrandos, si Nepluiu

taurum immolarrot ct cum nyfJairvoi in nvacc projicerent i

* AW** A r Juu. SmtrAtU. TkxJc;! PkyH,,.
iuwAitaw. LiUrf iv. iliuiocn, tduki pi«. Lvgdunl, 1648.
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illi, re deliterota, pueros twines hoc mcriltcio ubegerunt

ne quod e&cl ridcudi periculum. ..."

A little known Spanish writer* bad launched his iliutls

against the excessive laughers before Ghiiadclli and before

Niquetuis

—

" Those who laugh entity and in great buret* have large

spleens, and arc naturally foolish, vain, stupid, inconstant,

nnd indiscreet.

“Those who laugh little and with moderation ere

prudent, astute, discreet, loyal, constant, and of Uilliant

intelligence."

I will not cite Cicero, who said in his TttaJatui— 1

" Si riderI lonttaum ft/, vitufitraUr /omen cathinncti~

Catullus lud also said mote severely

—

"Ritu iistpfo ns ineplitr nrila at,"

Hut carrier than the philosopher and the pcet, Ecclesi-

astical had proclaimed

—

" Fatous in rim txttfMt iwtm mum, safiem au/m vix

laiiU ridtbi/X

And in Proverbs

—

“ Rims ahmdat in on sfnUorum."

To all thee wiseacres and proveth-makers I ihould like

to prerent our contemporary Vogt and Paaqunle Viilari t

the former is fat, the latter is thin
j both are raen of genius;

both laugh continually and heartily, Vc^t, who has two

enormous lung* above the diaphragm, and an enormous

stomach below, laught till be ihaka the house and

endangers its solidity. In this he reminds us of Bateac,

who, like him, had a big itomach, and whcee laughter

shook the window panca

The antrological and divination tendency has been per-

petanted Into our own days. If you open at hoard the

1 Cert*, natnnl Ja M untai da VaJrtda, PMtnemiay
Pir*K utrtlm It tutura/uo. Borcttcnn, tfin*

Tuimlm. UK It. Set alio Ctowur */ AUumInt, rwligogb,

Ud. a.. CS|> v.
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first volume to hind of a common physiognomist—few

example. Lepelletier—you will find statements of this sort

—

" Ntity and pndonged laughter.—, . . Having nude a

sufficient number of careful ob'ervations, we slrall not

hesitate tn acknowledge that this soil of laughter, if we

suppose it to be natural, indicates live following ntoial

conditions: The most ordinary intelligence; a light,

futile, heedless, versatile, jovial mind, with little inclina-

tion for the sefious; x simple, ignorantly wondering

character, sometimes utterly itupid (poor Balzac I), com-

mon, coarse, ill-caught, without reserve, without dignity

(poor Vcgti) attracting attention everywhere, and no-

where appreciated; intemperate, sensual, groedy, neatly

always led away by the more or less videos impulses of

instinct, rarely subject to the wise promptings of reason

(poor Villari I),'

Enough. The true physiology of laughter begins with

the great naturalist, and great biologists of our own time-

Among them the first place bclongB to Darwin, who
his investigated the firet forms—the dawning? of laughter

In the animals which meat resemble ourselves.

The chimpanzee is sensitive to tickling; under this

stimulus his eyes become brilliant, tbc comers of his mouth

arc drawn backwards, his lower eyelids slightly wimisted;

and at the same time he emits a sound which corresponds

to our laughter. Tickling produces tho same effect in

the orang-outang. Duchcnnc several times observed a

sort of smile in an ape when he offered him a tempting

morsel. The Ctbu Amur, when he is phased, emits a

peculiar murmur, and the corners of his mouth are coo-

tiacted backwards. An analogous expression has been

observed in the Ctbui kjfoUiuut, and in the Inuxi
ecaiaJatus. Darwin has also observed the expression of

pleasure in two or three specie* of Mtvaiui and the

CjmfUbinti nigtr. The former throw hack their ears and
emit a peculiar sound

;
tbe Cyntpithtau draws backwards
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And upwards the corners ol the mouth and all the skin

o! the head in such a say that at the tame time the eye-

browa arc railed, And in thii movement he shows his teeth.

I have alio seen the odditis of Brasil, which I have bad

with roe for several rocoths, express their joy by throwing

their ears rack wards and raising the comers of the mouth.

Such are the rede beginnings of the human expression

of joy. The expression of this is very rich, and »c will

decompose it into its dements according to the method

which we have already adopted for pain.

SYNOPTICAL TABLE OF THE EXPRESSION OP
PLEASURE

‘Etcmlca ot the oxner. at the -oath {Billing

Wrlnlting ol the tower .(.lids ind oltbc neighbour-

hood rf the eye.

InSuon ofthe creek*.

Dllitixloo cl the wLngi ol me row

LwrhinK.
Clming tin rfn.

Throwing tack the i

Grinding d the rrtlh.

Minca'tr ton-

tneltmi of

rhe £»ce and*

reiplralory

martin.

Mutculu OMI

treoiaw d
the Dfck, the

trunk, and the

Biota. Coo

vutosoi.

Vaaoi»ato» ami

wreitice phe-

nouint.

Rhjtkmte movemmta Of tbs oedt.

Elevation ol tbe rhouldm.

Divas* conioctlcna ol tht trunk.

Diverse exprvnivr ooventots o' the un-
Clapping with the fnlmi ol the Vmtla

Stretching the tep apart.

Stamping with the test.

Yarwtn wxti of princi

Discing.

Cocv.lUcoi of un •pilcfcfcnatiie.

BMring of the face, awl more rarely cf lb- whole

Urfy.

Ptlkc (rnre\

$p«f kill the eyca *

7m
Mew ftbuodim aifcatioa

ImfcnUiy ttxAuko oC urine-
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Slfita.

Riltlo.

Clin.

Noin ilrtilu (o Itol ol wwring.

SoU.
Slnfilnj.

Ffaenl and vsKcuitcuial ftoqntmt
Delirium.

UruttelKvaed brsexotenct

(FaralytU of nee oi ci ill ibe anseles of the eye.

fticnoimn* al\ Stnlrimui.

lamlra'i
j

Full of the tower jiw.

'Swooning ud ryncepo.

If instead of ail caay I were writing a treatife on physiog-

nomy and on the expression of the emotion!, I should havo

to study all these elements expressive of pleasure one by

one, elements which in reality may be seen either isolated

or grouped together in diverse ways. I shall content my-

self here with a rapid examination of the meat common and

most characteristic.

The Sis of all is the raining of the corners of the mouth,

always accompanied by certain wrinkles round the eye and

an inflation of the pans of the chocks nearest to* the nose.

These tlireo movements combined constitute the smile,

which may be hardly perceptible, and which passes by insen-

sible degrees into laughter. This mechanism, characteristic

of plcuurc, may be studied by following tbe development

of a tactile sensation which approaches the voluptuous.

Scarcely is pleasure manifested than the elevator muscles of

tire upper lip inesislibly contract and the smile appears.

The rough artists of tbe most savage peoples have observed

this. I possess two Maori idob which express the two

fundamental images of pleasure and pain. I should have

reproduced them In this took had not two large fig-leaves

been necessary to conceal certain denies of there couse

wooden statues. In the one representing pleasure, tbe

Dtaaibuux of

tha .eio «at

pijeliinl pbt-'
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comera of the mouth ate raised
;

in that representing pain,

they arc, on the contrary, drawn downwards. As soco as the

smile is accentuated, and the Urge rygomatic muscles

strongly contracted, wrinkles arc formed tound the lower

eyelid. In adults and old people they also form at the

outer corner of the eye. At the same time the eyebrows

are somewhat depressed, which proves that tbc upper part

of the orbicular muscles contracts as well as the lower.

When the smile is very marked, and still mote whcD one

laughs, the cheeks and the upper Up are inflated, the new
seems to get smaller or, rather, shorter, the upper Indaocs

are shown, and at the simc time a naso labial wrinkle forms

which panes from the wings of the note to the comer of

the mouth. In adults and old people this wrinkle is

double.

In very marked smiling, and still mare in laughing, tic

eye becomes brilliant, because the lachrymal secretion is

more abundant, and it appear* larger, prehaps because It is

expanded by the contraction of the orbicular muscle, per-

haps (as Piderit admits) because the eyeball contain* more

blood and olhet humours-

In addition to these phenomena a feature of laughter is

tbc deep Inspiration, followed by a frequently interrupted

expiration and accompanied by a peculiar and characteristic

noise. This is always an accompanying phenomenon of the

diffusion of any expression which panes from an inner

muicular centre to an outer concentric cade. As the

pleasure increases, and with it the emotion is augmented,

die muscles of the face no longer suffice for its eiqtceision

:

the diaphragm and the respiratory muscles of the thorax

come to their aid.

In laughter, the mouth opens more and more, many of

the teeth arc exposed, until, the emotion always increasing,

the muscles of the limbs and of the trunk take part in the

performance, as much to discharge the centrifugal current

which is developed as to protect the viscera of the belly.
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which arc sco violently towed about by the rapid and

energetic contractions of tbc diaphragm. It is then that

the head is thrown buck, afterwards the trank
;
that the face

and neck get red, that the veins well, that the eyes are

fleoded with tears which even How over the checks. At

the same lime the hands aro earned to the side of the

chests °‘,a the epigastrium or ccher puts of the belly;

sometimes one may rest the whole abdomen against n wall

or against any resisting body, or raiy roll on the ground.

Laughter, which in in initial stage is pleasant, may

become so violent, if prolonged, that it constitutes a veritable

convulsion impossible to dominate even by an effort of

tbc will. It it then that great piin may be felt at the

naps o' the nock, and unpleasant sensations in the belly

and at the diaphragm, and that there may be a loss of

urine; tbs laller is more frequent with children and with

women.

Darwin was able to verify tint this laughter to the point

of tears is found among Hindus, Malays, the Dyukx of

Borneo, Australians, Kaflbs, Abyssinian*, and among the

Aborigines of North America. Fee my part, I have seen

it in many negroes of different tribes, ami In the Indians of

South America.

The great English philosopher asked himself whether

laughter was an exaggeration of the entile, or if the latter

nan the last vestige of an ancient hereditary habit—that

of laughing boisterously. 1 think it pcoiiabk that both

laughter and smiling arc as ancient ai man, and thnt

either is produced according to the degree of the enxxlon.

We have a proof of this in the fact that children smile

before they laugh. In my five children the first smile

appeared fony or sixty days after birth, while laughter

was manifested, at the earliest, in the third month. One
of the anas of Darwin railed at the 45th day, and

laughed at the 113th. Another of his sons smiled at the

same age, and a third some days earlier.
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Laughter is the rr.ost characteristic expression of the

pleasure of ridicule; bu: it also accompanies tickling and

pleasures which are affecting in their acute stage. Volup-

tuousness only very rarely provokes laughter, and only in

its paroxysm!
;
then it a but a tpasirodic or cynical Laughter,

accompanied by a sort of rattle or gnashing of the teeth

Children and women laugh more than men and adults,

because they are mare excitable, and the moderating power

of the cerebral hemispheres i! less. When in (xrfect health

we Uugh at a tnfle; when In ill-health or had humour

nothing can succeed in calling forth a la^h. Laughter is

frequent in idiots and in certain apecial forms of menial

alienation. If we add to this that many people, devoting

their life to profound study, or to the search after an

elevated ideal, are necessarily serions, we shall see the

reason, or rather the excuse, of tbe proverb according to

which Eilul abunitit In ore ttti/lorui.

We have already seat that certain great men tough

readily and noisily; but it is right to add that laughter

corresponds more closely to the moral character, and to the

condition of health, than to the degree of intelligence The

haughty, the vain, the awkward laugh little so tlwr they may

not compromise tixir personal dignity. 1 think that the

serious character of the Spanish nation depends on thus Also

tbe envious, the wicked, the malevolent rarely laugh, because

they are impregnated with bile, and arc always morose. To
think, to do, to remember evJ, such is the daily occupation

of those unfortunate beings who are always coonrained to

hate sad to censure. And all tlib Is the very opposite of

laughing.

Laughter, easy, copious, and frank, indicates a good soul

devoid of sanity. This is one of the least misleading axioms

of physiology. The hypocritical education of our agc

leaches us to restrain the expansion both of grief and of

joy, and wc grow unaccustomed to open-bearted laughter.

Add to that that many ladies laugh little lest they should
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haw precocious wrinkles, while others laugh too much, and

oo eveTV pretext, that they mar show their beautiful teeth.

Cynical, strident laughter may sometimes be the

expression of hatred or intolerable suffering
;
bat it should

never be confounded with joyous laughter. The sound

nay be the same ; the diaphragm and the thoracic muscles

pteient the sime contractions; but the face boa quite a

different expression, and we stand aghast hefore a picture

which combines the least harmonious colours and the

most horrible grimaces Thus the famous " laughter of the

damned” is one of the battle-horses of theologians and

preachers It is an expression taken from nature.

Laughter and smiling arc very expansive forms of

cjpression. The character of expansion is truly one of

the most general charncten of all agreeable manifestations.

This is to true that the oldest observers, even the most

superficial, were compelled to notice it

Ghiradelii says that pleasure extends even to oysters and

to sponges . . , “to zoophytes and animate plants, like the

oysters and sponges, which ooatract as an effect of pain, and
which dilate with joy to the point of opening.” And
Niquetius, in his first description of U tighter, writes

—

" Voluptatts primus ct nuxime pioprius cficctus cst dilaiatio

cordis sanguine el spintu ad extenoies partes copiose effuso,

unde « nonnullos gaudio, propter nimlara spirituum jac-

turam, martjos esse leprous. . .

The first movement of pleasure is expansive, centrifugal

;

the first movement of pain is centripetal, as though one

entered into oneself.

Joy makes us hurry from the house, pain makes us entcF

It; Joy makes ta open the window, jxsin makes us close it.

Joyous, we seek light, movement, noise, men
;
unhappy, wc

want darkness, rest, silence, solitude 1; is a general law

which admits of exceptions, like all others
;
but these excep-

tions are easily explained by the action of disturbing causes.

It is a law which gowns individuals and societies, and
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which should inspire art Stand at the window : look at

this group of men, women, and children who gather reend

something which you cannot kc. They are silent, motion-

less
;
for a citaslrcoho has occurred; they ate looking at

the corpse of a man who has committed suicide. Another

time, at the amt window, you see a tumult, people who
are shouting ted dancing : all is movement, all a uproar

;

for it is a holiday, and yoy is carrying them all away io a
tumultuous stcon of muscular expansion.

I have studied ir. my children the effect of a sudden joy.

After the momentary immobility caused by surprise, they

laugh and at die same time sump their feet in cadence,

clap their bands, jump, danor, although they may never

have witnessed a like expression in any living being.

Look at a child uho has |ust been given a new and desired

pjytlucg
;
he will jump first oc one foot, then on the other;

he claps hi* hands in cadence. This beautiful picture of

infantine joy reveals to us one of the first sources of music,

perhaps one of the moat wonderful creations of the human

brain. Pleasure has engendered music, music by a marvel-

lous reaction gives birth to pleasure, and this in its turn

expresses itself ir. rhythmic muscular movements, which arc

the alphabet of dancing. From the cadenccd beating of the

feet and hands to the invention of die tambour, the

tambourine, and the cymbal, there is but one step. The

savage but rhythmic noise revives joy and creates music,

which to its pathological forms beings us tuck to a savage

noise. Uarwia having asked a child less than four years

old what it understood by good humour, the child replied,

"It means laughing, talking, and kissing," thus rescaling to

us in its naive reply a chapter of psychology.

In the explosion of joy the affective sympathies awaken

by dieir influence Use most excitable parts of our brain,

those where the condensed energy it always ready to find

vent in expression. Thus Pethorick said the Kgroes on

the Upper Nile rub their stomachs as they looked at certain
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coveted glass wares; and Leichardt said the Australians

alternately open and close their mouths, as though they

were enjoying tire flavour, as they admired his horse, bulb,

and especially his dogs. Thus it is that the Greenlanders

gulp in the air when they arc pleased, ns though tlicy were

swallowing a delicious morsel. To these (acts I shall add
others which cooirm this law in different domain*.

Libertines, to express any pleasure, lick their lips, caress

their cheeks, or have recourse to some other sexual

expression
;
and people passionately fond of music give a

harmonious expression to every joy.

Among the elements iff the expression of pleasure

enumerated in our analytical table, some are characteristic

ol sexual voluptuousness. I wOl mention among these the

turning Upwards of the eyeball, so as to hide the comm,
the gnashing of the teeth, trismus, epileptiform convulsions,

sighs, rattle, groans, bellowing*, sobs, and such like
;
these

phenomena arc among the more bestial—that Is to say, the

more automatic and irresistible—ond education exercises on

them but little or no influence. Here the intelligent man is

completely submerged in the great sea of the animal

fraternity : the horse, the asa, the man have often the same

way of expressing erotic enthusiasm.

The different movements expressive of pleasure may be

grouped in such a way as to form pictures characteristic of

certain emotions or special conditions of our organism.

I shall mention here some of the most known and the

best defined, that they may serve to guide the artist and
the psychologist.

Physiognomy of Good Humour.—When health is perfect,

when no care troubles our serenity, to feel oneself living

is a pleasure in itself. This pleasure is expressed by an

expansive smile; by a permanent tonicity of the muscles

of the late and slight brightness of tlic eyes. It is the

face of children in good health
;

it is the joyou* expres-

sion of * brave nun who is well. Befoto such beautiful
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representations of life we ay—What a laughing face!

What a picture of contentment ! It is a pleasure to look

upon it I

/tyiu&vmy oj Tumultuous, Delirious, MadJoy.—Tbia
is seen in sudden and violent joy, especially when the mind

h i*M prepared foe it. The emotion spreads tumultuously

and rapidly from one circle of expression to another.

Smiling and laughing, convulsions and cries, song and

dancing scarcely suffice to provide for the letting off of

the Cocitiruxxrs and vigorous currents which nee frnra the

nerve-centres. An almost constant character of thie

expression is to transform the affective energy into acts

;

there is felt an irresistible necessity to embrace, to kirn what-

ever is near, whether it he an animal or inanimate object,

lire artist must never forget the force of expression which

accompanies mutcjlar disturbance in reprerentinghuman joy.

Physiognomy of Satisfied Pride.—When man rises in the

scale of rank, whether by his money-bags or in a vanity-

inflated balloon, be experiences an intense and continuous

joy which impresses a permanent and very characteristic

expression on his physiognomy. Just as a cat bristles up
her fur and inflates herself to appear larger and to frighten

a dog who threatens her, so a mar, full of pride, satisfied

at the rank in which bis eye finds itself, inflates his cheeks,

breathes frequently and powerfully, sticks out his psuoch,

if he has one, the anterior pan of the abdomen if he b thin,

bolds up his bead, walks noisily—in a word, he seeks

to appropriate u many of tire sun's rays as be cart, and

to attract in every fashion the attention of his inferiors.

It is not without reason that in every language inflated

signifies proud, and to inflate oneself, to grow proud.

A Joyous, Epkunan, Batthii Physiognomy.—This Is the

exaggeration of good humour, with a strong tinge of sen-

suality, brute atupidtly, and libertinism.

All gradations are possible, from tho lowest expression

of gluttony to the high** and universal epicureanism. A
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gleaming and warm skin; a half-closed mouth, always

expectant of light Lises oc savoury morsels; half-opened

and slightly troubled eyes, looking into space as though for

ever contemplating smoking stew-pans aivd tender viands
j

the heavy murmur of a turgid blood below a satisfied and

atill more turgid stomach
;
the beatitude of a naked Silenus

borne cin the shoulders of caked Bacchantes
;
the tempes-

tuous bubbling of a painful digestion
;
a peaceful sloth of

ideas
;

perpetual desires of well-filled tables and we'.l-

wanned beds
;
a iCTcrie of kUses and liquor*

j
a bestial

fermentation in the great vessel of human life. Such,

broadly sketched, arc the anatomical nnd expressive

features which have inspired artists in their creations of

Bacchus, Silenui, and certain Don Juans.

Some of these pictures may represent permanent expres-

sions : others only correspond to pruning states. The
expressions of tumultuous joy and of voluptuousness are

transient
;
on the oilier hand, a bacchic cxpicsslon, that of

satisfied pride, and, above all, that of good humour, may be

permanent.

If an artist wished to portray in five large pictures tho

different periods of human life, represented by their most

characteristic Joys, the following lines might Inspire ar.d

guide hint

1. Infamy and Childhood—Good humour, consciousness

of perfect health.

7. Adotuana.—Hccdlcisr.enn, muscular intoxication.

3. Youth .—Joys cf love: contemplation of the world

through rose-coloured glasses

4. Adult Agf.—The. pleaiurea of strife and of satisfied

selfesteem.

5. Old Ayr.—The tender joys of affection, and the

melancholy of tender memories.

While studying the expression of pleasure 1 have been

able to note the same law which I had already noted in

the expressions of pain. I have found that the pleasures of
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specific sensei had in Identical or analogous expression to

those of other emotions from a different or higher origin.

The specific pleasures of sight, as some of the more

elevated joys of the intelligence, are expressed by widely-

opened and brilliant eyes, by the head held upright and

attentive Study the attitude of any one contemplating a

beautiful scene in nature, and you will recognise that it is

like that of the poet who creates and of the philosopher

who is reeking.

Examine, cn the other hand, the concentration of one

who is enjoying good music. You will see that his expres-

sion is in every way ritahr to that of the tenderer! joys of

the heart. Let a painter go into a theatre when Patti i 9

singing, and the tlmotphcrc vibrating with the sweetest

accents of Doniaettl ot Bellini
;

let him watch in turn the

faces of the rudier.ee, and he will find there pictures of

wondrous beauty.

The expression of the pleasures erf taste is very ccarscj

but there is none the less its analogue in the expres-

sion of the joy of wealth ; perhaps because the mouth is

the slot of our money-box, and receives the tribute of all

our receipts, and because the tasting of a delicate monel is

very like the pleasure of fingering gold and bank-notes.

The pleasures of smeil have an expression almost iden

tieal with that of voluptuousness
;
doubtless because this

sense and the genital organs are in close connection.*

Make the chastest woman smell the Bower whose odour she

likes best, snd note ha expression. Without willing or

knowing it, she will close ha eyes and breathe deeply

;

and If she b very sensible, she will tremble through her

whole body.

The pnKfcnwof certain toothless old people fee snuff is

otrtainly a pleasure of smelL But this exception confirms

the rule, for at the bottom of tab gross exprcsiion there is

always a sensual tinge which recalls forms ofsexual pathology.

' MratfgM.., fiilMtgilMF **»». p. I Jfi.
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Fcr the rest the pleasure of sr.uff is not only concerned

with smell, bet also with touch, and Includes a narcotic

effect

The pleasures of touch arc confused with thwc of volup-

tuousness, and constantly present an analogous expression.

But they arc nearly always complicated by a muscular

exertion, which given to these pleasures an expression

identical with, or at least similar to, that of resistance,

action, strife.

For this reason artists would do well more frequently to

visit tlie workshops of smiths, carpenters, turners, and all

workmen who employ their hands in transforming and

fashioning material. In these pictures of expression they

“ill find abundant material far their highest inspirations.

It is in the lower pan of the face, and still more round

the chin, that the expression of character and of action is

concentrated. The pixy ol this centre of expression follows

in sympathy the Intelligent and rhythmical movements of

the carpenter, of the smith, of the turner. It is almost

impossible to plane, to saw, to hore, without the face

assuming in active expression of uoik and energy. Certain

workmen who are very expansive or very nervous present

sometimes, while in the performance of their manual labour,

hetoical expressions which the artist would find again on
battle-fields and in parliaments, if on tlieie rare occasions,

in these bloody combats or strife of words, it was possible

to maintain that composure and the spirit of observation

which, on the other hand, arc very easily preserved in the

workshop of a turner or of a smith.
1

1 MoiuejiiM, Auu&TM /Ut f*tart, y 10 MUnn



CHAPTER X.

THE KXHtESSIOK OF PAIK.

In my PftyMogy oj Pain, published at Florence, and

illustrated by «n citensive atlas of photographs, 1 devoted

the fourth port of tbe work to tho study of the expressions

Indicative of pain- In these piges I collected the fniit ol

long and patient observations, and of many cruel expert-

ccccb. Here I shall bat brotdly indicate the most im-

portant conclusions, In order that these chapters on expression

may not present a deplorable lacuna. When a man has con-

secrated nil his life to the study’ of man, he it obliged to

touch upon the same subjects again in the different wades

which lie publisher, and some repetitions are inevitable.

The expreicons of pain are extremely numerous : but

they may be summed up in the following table

SVKOPTICAL TABLE.

MukiIu enrerartioos

•Of tie face.

Ofthe Iron'll.

Of the Him)*.

Ofrt* cnmuctn.

Ofthe (Union of the tuin-

I'onh! ",

Genoa! I

,

Tori:

Ctonie 1

.Troubling,

Parti,«»
I

Of certain nuuctai of the lice.

Of the tirabi

Of ell vohniory cmvenct^
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Raplniu'y In-uUa
•ad

'Voluntary n*rntiw of raplniloi.

Iavdmuiy „
Piclonpd tipliilkn

fatonuptel opiralii* «nd ln.pl.Blin

Sl-hlic.

Yawning.

CompUinirg.

Soltog.
Gr-i.ning.

‘Ciirn.

TicuUei oI lie

i loll Bid of

PerlptiOBl nttauxor
plinoiMita

Involuntary lau ol nhvo.

Inv..l«mry rm'nilon of uilnr.

Dlutbccx.

PcTJMHlIOT.

of th. face.

„ of the ahoV Wy.
Blmk-j cf the fact.

Urticaria.

Bothnia.

IVychfeil ttoible*

Unwilled benerolmr*.

Acuta ofpujian isA hnlred.

„ ,, tcigrm fetiing.

Ointeow
Valntte ud mwortoi aloqoent*.

Dtllrfan.

Rhythm of iboaghl and of word.

It ia seldom that these elementary forma of llte expression

of pain occur tiola’.ed in nature; they are nearly always

combined in different ways, forming certain pictures which

resemble each other more or lets according to the nature of

the suffering, and still more the charterer of the patient.

Expiations ofrtadfon.

Expressions tijparafysis-

ifingied expressieni of pxin andof the frflint; tahieh Pas

pniifttd or wMci tvampaxiu if.
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BxpttstioM of Rtattion.—These are the most coirmen

;

they accompany all iHglit pains, and the beginning of great

pains. The centrifugal currents escape along the different

nerves, and produce there an infinite number of move-

ments : contractions of the facial muscles, agitation of the

limbs and of the trunk, complaints, sighs, sobs, erection of

the hair, threatening* to real beings either present or

absent, ot even to imagiimy beings.

All this complication of movements has a twofold object

—to release the nerve centres from the excessive tension

which afflicts them, snd to struggle with the pain.

Exfrtitiont of Paraljris,—These are neatly always

caused by over strong or protracted pains. Sometimes the

suffering is so unexpected and to violent that it produces

paralysis without reaction, and one may be suddenly

smitten with swconirg, syncope, and finally death.

Outside thete caws, which, happily, are exceptional, the

proetratioa of grief ii expressed by yawning, by paleness,

by involuntary losses of saliva, of urine, of fioccs, by the

dejection of the face.

Mingl'd ExprtidtTU t) Pain and dijfrnnl I'NIingt.—

The diversity of the effects which pain produces on the

muscle, of the human body comes generally less from the

degreo of this pain than from the feeling which produce*

nr accompanies it. Thus, by the gestures of a man in

pain, we rapidly gue38 whether he b suffering from a

tooth or a com j
in the seme way, paternal affection, self-

esteem, and the feeling of propriety when wounded unite

their own particular expression to the exprtuoon of pain.

Musadar Contraiiums.—Disregarding the very tare cases

in which a general paralysis is suddenly provoked by an

excessive pain, the expression of pain may be said to be

always aocompinicd by muscular contractions These mny

be limited to a small number of the muscles, or to several

groups, or extend to all the voluntary muscles in such way

as to simulate 'etanus, or a general convulsion.
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Different clrcurmuincM may contribute to nuke one

muscle contract rather than another, but that depend*

especially oo the seat, on the nature, and on the degree of

the pain,

The muscles which serve most frequently to express

suffering are those of the face, then those of the neck, of

the trunk, of the upper limbi, and finally those of the lower.

The most frequent contractions arc those of the super-

ciliary muscles, and of the depression of the lower lip;

alio the wrinkling of the brow and the depression of the

mouth are among the most constant signs of the greater

part of the expressions of pain.

The contraction of the muscles used in mastication is

also very habitual, and gives to the mouth a character

of resolution and haughtiness. While live mouth doses

w.th energy, the hand doses also, and in the gravest cases,

bath hands.

Convulsions are oflenest seen as tho expression of pain

in the extreme parovysm of moral suffering, and neatly

always coincide with the complete collapse of patience, of

dignity, and of many other virtues. Here are sonve forms

of these convulsions expressive of pain—

The alternate raising and lower.ng of the lower Jaw, but

without the teeth meeting.

Spontaneous fibrillar contractions of many musdes of

the lower limbs, of the arms, and also of the trank.

Partial conrulaioua of the muscles of half of the lace,

alter which the mouth is left awry.

Convulsions of the frontal and ocular muscles.

Convulsion of the superficial muscle of the neck, and

of the atcrno-in&stoids.

Clonic conrulaioua of the abdominal muaclcs.

Trismus.

Different forms of tetanus

Hysterical projections of the limbs and trunk.

Pirafyu'i .—Thia always accompanies intense nod pro
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longed pains. It must be that in ouc way or another

the nervous energy should be sufficiently exhausted to

momentarily suspend the facuky ol innervation. One of

the simplest fotms it an inability to close the mouth ; cere

of the most complex and the gravest is the relaxation of all,

ot of nearly oil, the muscles of tbe lower limbs and of those

which keep the body straight.

Tnubki of Rtipiratfon Criu .—Respiration is one of

the functions most deeply disturbed by the setion of pain.

As it is discharged by means of certain movements, the

disturbances which it undergoes indirectly become tbe

expedition of our suffering.

When the moderating influence of tbe cerebral hemispheres

is at its maximum, we hare i the voluntary arrest of respira-

tion. the exaggeration of the act of inspiration, spasmodic

conuactioii of the . diaphragm of the scalenex, of the

external interoauals, of the sternal portico of the inter-

nal intercostah, of the elevators of the side', of the

icrratus posticus, of the sterno-mastoid, and, in the case of

supreme struggling against pain, the energetic contraction of

the elevator of the angle of the scapula, of the aapeoum,

or the little pectoral, of the great pectoral, and of the

scrralus magnus.

When the moderating influence of the cerebral hemi-

spheres is very weak, we have, on the contrary, a rapid,

gasping respiration, tumultuous movements d the voluntary

muscles, an exaggeration of the act of expiration, a spas-

modic ceotraaion of tbe internal interorutals. of the

Infracostal', of tlie triangular muscle of the sternum, and

also, In tho gravest cases, of the external oblique, of tbe

internal oblique, of the transversal is and of the sacro-

lumbar muscles.

Sighs, Groom, Cries

,

The sigh is generally an

dement expressive of pain, even though it also accompanies

aomc of the most vivid erotic or nfleoive pleasures. But

most frequently it interrupts from time to time long and
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dumb grief, and i« a sign of moral, rather than of physical,

Buffering.

The sigh has only to be raised a tone to become a groan,

which generally accompanies, while prolonging, expiration.

The groan may beiome a cry, but this ay is nearly

always the automatic and spontaneous e«|>n»aion of very

acute physical pains, or of intense and sudden moral

jwin.

Yawning expresses the most different things, such as

hunger, thirst, and, especially in women, the need of

physical love
;
but In the expression of pain it is an element

which is expressive of weariness.

Weeping.—This is an element of the expression of pain

which at once embraces the whole field of muscular disturb-

ances, and invades that of the secretions. In ftet, we find

therein at once the contraction of several muscles of the

lace, of the thorax, of the belly, aud an abundant secretion

of team, which, overflowing the lachrymal duct which should

lead them into the nostrils, issue over the Iowa eyelid and

Bow down the cheeks.

Darwin has studied with much tact the expressive

mechanism of tents; 1 be his remarked that in children

teats are often preceded and accompanied by an intermit-

tent and spasmodic occlusion of the eyelids, from which

results a tolerably strong coiuprci9ion of the eye, which,

according to him, effects its protection from cxceiaive

sanguine congestion.

Peripheral Vatonoter PkenoHuna.—The pallor of the

face, and sometimes, but rarely, that of the whole body,

accompanies sudden terrors, the announcement of great

misfortunes, and also scute and rapid physical pains.

Redness of the face always accompanies the weeping of

tbc child
;
but it is often also observed in youth ai*d In the

adult.

1 Darwin, The Sxfreturn ef He Eeuiteui in Man anJ A*$nob,
p. 147. London, 1S72.
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Men and women express their pains differently, even

when they are of the tame degree. The difference* become

greater in proportion as ire rise in individual and ethnical

rank.

Generally grief is translated in women into stupor or

violent reactions
;

tears are very frequent The masculine

temperament, more courageous and energetic, gives to a

man's expression of grief the character of resistance. Toe

man who suffers pretests against pain ; he utters threats and

imprecations on name and on Gcd. The closed fitt

strctchod towards heaven ia the virile expression of some

very intense pain*. In the woman, on the contrary, the

compassionate form prevails, and the groan ia the meet

habitual (ami of expression.

In women the predominence of benevolent and religious

feelings gires to the expression of pain the character of pity

and of charity. In man, on the contrary, egoism prevails

even in the domain of the pastiuna. The noman who

suffers, prays and performs nets of charily
;
the man mast

frequently blasphemes and menaces.

Age, Kill more than sex, modifier, the expression of pain.

Little children only experience physical pains, which they

always translate in the same way—by tears and cries.

When self-lore, jealousy, the love of property, hsve

appeared in the child he becomes capable of experiencing

more pains; be continues to express them by cries and

by tears, but his tears flow in different ways, sometimes

conrinuccily, sometimes intermittently; sometimes he only

whines, sometimes he sobs.

In proportion as the child grows its expression of grief

acquires new characters; tears arc less frequent and re-

placed in part by sight, sobs, groans, and cries. In the

more intelligent, as the dawn a' expressions of a more

elevated order, we note the appearance of the sardonic

or ironical laugh, or a melancholy sadness. These forms,

already very resthetic, become more and more refined in the
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period ol adolescence and first youth, and attain during

this time of life to supremo beauty.

The young nun weeps but very rarely ; the mature nan

has ordinarily completely unlearnt the baba. But directly

the nervous centres are weakened a tendency to tearfulness

is noted in the eyes, which fgnifiei the first steps in the

descent cf the parabola of life.

Generally concentric, mute expressions with feeble re-

action arc proper to adult age, because then experience has

rendered us less sensitive, w because selfesteem ar-d the

sense of our owe dignity intervene to moderate the expres-

sion of pain. Tears, uithcot sobbing, without any visible

trouble of respiration, are one of tbc most frequent pictures

of inansc grief in adult age.

rn old age, tears which How readily, hearse and plaintive

lamentations, cowardly dejection, are the habitual expres-

sions cf pain, although growing egoism and the diminution

of sensibility tend to balance die progress of weakness.

If it were necessary to reduce to a few pictures die most

clianctcristic expressions of grief at different ages, I should

make the five principal types

—

j. Childhood.—Cries without tears, abundant weeping.

a. AMuttna.—*Calm and melancholy sadness.

3. Youth.—Menacing reaction.

4. Adult Aft.—Expression of bitterness.

5. Old Aft.—Plaintive groins and tears

In attentively observing the expressions of pain of the

different specific senses, one may discover a new law which

explains many obscure facts of human expression and of

the highest psychology.

The specific pains of the senses take their form from

the special nature of tbc offended organ
;
their expression

shows the artifices of defence as well as the other lawn

of sympathy which connect each sense with a given region

of the brain, and, in consequence, of feeling and of thought.

Too bright a light, a wiuit cf harmony in colours, directly
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offend the eye We express ;liia specific pain in tlie most

natural my by dosing the eyes, folding the eyelids tightly,

and at the tame time contracting the mosdes which aie

in anatomical and physiological relations with the orbicular

of the eyelids. This expression closely resemble* that by

which tho intellectual pains of the most elevated nature

ire manifested. When wc see an tigly statue, an ugly

picture. It is not the retina which is directly offended, it

is the still unknown cerebral centre whence esthetic energies

emanate. As tho pictures and statues arc the first origin

of the aesthetic pains, we express these by dosing one

eye, perhaps both, as though wc were offended by too

Wrong a light. The same thing happens when we see or

when we hear a solemn foolery, unless by contrast it make

os laugh. 1

II is Hun a law Hal Hu exfration of visualfain it very

analogous to Hat of in/elbclual faint, and that boat* Ike

eye it Hu most intellectual unit. Hit most ftrlilt 1ouret of

ideas.

If we po-w to the other specific senses, ne see the some

law verified. Hearing is the sense mow Intimately and

dceoly associated with feeling
;
thus the expression of the

specific pain of hearing is identical with that of the most

cruel wounding of our affection! In my Allas of Pain

I havo caught the transient expression of '.he sudden

suffering of a very sensitive young mao, caused by the

scratchicg, wham he suddenly perceived, of rr.y ten mils

against the window pane.

I! it then proved Hal Ha specific expression of auditory

fain agrees aril* thou of Hu benevolent /tilings, or, at it it

termed in ordinary language, of the afeetiont.

The analogy between the expression of pnins of the

semes and of moral pains becomes still more evident

wlien vie study die expression of the nuse.

Under the impression of a very ill odour the nostrils

1 Mualrgn&c, d‘'**U Jell BprestUne del deton.

9
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dose, the lower Up is raised, and we involuntarily pcr-

lorm certain movements cf the face which all tend to

prevent the introduction of air and consequently of the

stench into cor nostril* Tim expression is in every way

similar to that which translates our feelings of disdain and

contempt for a vile thing or fee an infamous ttan. When
the feeling of 00/ dignity is offended by a dishonourable

proposition, when, for ary cause, wc experience a feeling

of moral repulsion, we always close tbc nostrils, we always

raise the upper !<p in such a way as sometimes to produce

a sardonic smile.

Tit txpttuion 0/ olfactory faint hat then many artalorit*

with that ofanionft and offad'd dignity.

The study of the dumb pains of self-esteem has given mo
the opportunity of first finding the laws of analogy of

osprestion which I proceed to lay dona. When we offend

the self-lore cf a man. and the latter, by reason of hi*

social situation, or by weakness of character, cannot

retaliate, still if he desires to show U9 that our injuries do

not touch him, immediately and involuntarily the muscles

of his face will grow motionless almost to the point of

preventing any play of expression at all, and reaching a

soit of static contraction. Tbe movement is quick as

lightning; it may escape a superficial observer; but it is

very characteristic arid almost identical In all men, This

static contraction and this forced immobility of the face

entails an accumulation of saliva in the mouth ; end at the

end of tome minutes the offended individual is forced to

swallow it*

Wc may then /.hut formulaIt <1 fourth late: tht ttfration,

of gustatory fain, and afttially that produced by <1 bitter

taitt, it imiiar to that ofthe dumb anguish ofselfrstcem.

The expression of personal feelings is concentric and

centripetal; that of benevolent affections is excentric and

centrifugal. We shall see this belter later when studying the

‘ D.fW.u, ru Biprtui,* ofHu buttons In Man and Animatl
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expression of passion
; bul for the preseal it b necessary

lo affirm tha principle which nlw ap|dies to the expression

of pains emanating from ihc same source.

A very characteristic expression is that of fear, which is

for ua nothing but the pair of t/u tee* of lift. Just as the

centrifugal energies liberated by this sentiment arc gigantic,

so the pains derived from them take one of the most

eloquent forms of expression.

The physiognomy of fear, as of every egotistical afbetivo

energy, is very concentric. The skin becomes white and

cold, and, Later, damp with sweat
;
the heart beats violently

and irregularly, then becomes slow; respiration is laboured,

the hair stands erect as under the influence of cold. If fear

increases until it becomes terror, the sides of the nostrils

dilate; the eyes open disproportionately, and contemplate

the object which causes os so much fear ; the)1 may even

be unconsciously turned and more convulsively from side

to side. The muscles of tha face arc convultedj the

whole body may oscillate like a pendulum and present

spasmodic movements of diffexent nature; finally, muscular

paralysis gives to the body the aspect of • corpse or of

imminent syncope
;
and the bowels, relaxing, allow all they

contain to escape.

The expression of the pains oS the intellect is the most

difficult to study, perhaps because of their little espansire-

ness, perliaps because they are always complicated with that

of other sufferings, notably with those ofself-esteem.

The painful expression of thought beyond the closing or

the spasmodic contraction of tlie eye, which we have already

noted, is always confined to the head, which is the principal

and natural seat of this sort of Buffering. The head

oscillates from side to side, the brow wrinkles, rre strike our

heads with our hands. Sometimes with a single finger one

hammers at a certain point of the forehead with repeated

blows, Just as one shakes a pendulum when it has slopped

to try to tint it lato motion again. At otber times the
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head is scratched, or, covering the face with widely opened

palms, wc plunge into n long and painful meditation.

And in many cases we have in addition the satdonic

laughter which is so frequently an accompaniment of noble

and elevated pains.

When a painful expression is often repeated on the same

£kc for days, months, years, the muscles acquire a per-

manent fold, and the skin which follows all their movements

a farrowed by wrinkles which wLl never b: effaced. II to

these facts which concern the functions of the voluntary anti

involuntary muscles we add other facts relative to nutrition

or to the vascular system, such as pallor, n leaden hue,

wasting, the icduess of the eyes, and otbets of like sort,

we shall have certain well-known pictures which we may

indicate by the terms, a sad fince, a melancholy, a painful,

an anguished face, etc.

There ire as many permanent expressions of pains to be

coanted ax them are physical and moral sufferings for man

;

but they may all be reduced to the following types, which

are the most frequent and the most characteristic :

—

Pvroaiunt --X|»iialnn of autritiv! pun,

ganital ,

,

r&r-ital „
the pain of sclf-cstccn

•Becit pain.

NliOCK
melancholy,

mania.

hypochondria.

The hunuu face may express several emotions at the

uune time or at short intervals, to that the last traces of

one expression may be confused with the first of another

expression which is beginning. These scenes are the mow
difficult for the physiologist to study, the most arduous for

the artist to repecscnL

By artificially decomposing these binary and ternary
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combinations of capicsuon they may b: reduced lo ibc

following

Ptdafal upmston autmpaaltd by loot.

,i „ h kcttrtA.

In nearly all the paint of aflcctim love manifests iriclf

simultaneously with the intensity of the suffering. When
we have the person loved before ur, or hit corpse, or his

portrait, or even when we only see it in (nugiaslion, the

exprosion of love may nltemate with that of pair, be

confounded with it. or even dominitc. Well for as that

artist-i hare known how to avail themselves of this precious

resource of the beautiful and have thereby created, and

moved u» by, incotr.pxnNe work* of art1

1 Fur * complete mnro£rifh *ee my of /Inn, p. ** 7 ,



CHAPTER XI.

MMWSJOM or IOVX ANI> or BBMCVOL&XCB

Just as pleasure and pain are llw two polo of the world

of sensibility, so love and hatred are the two poles of

the world of psaion. Thai we must direct oar Investiga-

tions to these points of departure if we wish to make n

scientific study of expression.

As soon as an energy of affection has arisen within tu,

it tends to draw us to the loved object, whether this be

a graceful animal or a beautiful woman, whether it be the

fruit of our bodies or the elect of ocr hearts. This

tendency dominates the whole life of the affections and

all its expressions. It manifests itself with live first move-

ment which makes us turn our heads towards the lieloved

object, and may culminate in the ardent embraces which

ranctify the union of two existences, and create from them

a new one. From the point of departure to that of attain-

ment the way Is loug, cren though it may be traversed in

the twinkling of an eye on the wings of passion . but in

every owe the expression of benevolence is modelled on
this fundamental principle

—

to draw mar to (hat wkieh uw
low.

At tl»* moment of this drawing near we always manifest

a feeling of pleasure which has many different significations,

bu: all may fcc reduced to this principal point—an exhibition

of joy at being united to that which one loves, and the

desire to be loved in return. There, if I am not deceived,

is the elementary analysis of the simplest expressions of

affection, as of the moot complex—drawing near, and

pkanotfull oj desire. These are the positive character* of
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amorous expression
;
the negative character* connst in the

complete absence of all expression of hatred, rage, threaten-

ing. It is a language which may be mute, which may he

aecorajunlcd by some slight movements, but which every

man understands at the Crst sight Go nnd qutation any

beautiful woman who has been for some minutes in a nxmt

surrounded by men who are watching her. She can at

once whisper to you which is the one wlio loves her, and

he who remains indifferent, he who desires her out of

caprice, and he who has suddenly fallen desperately in love.

And if there are many desires and many loves, she will

determine the degree and nature of each.

The secondary elements of expression which arc grouped

round these two principles are very numerous
;
tbc tabic

of them will be found further on. It is right, however, to

pause over several, cither because they have boast little

studied, or became they allow u» to penetrate more

docply into the mechanism of the expression of affection.

Affection is an essentially centrifugal force: it tends to

pour, so to say, a part of ourwlves Into the person

loved. Our tgo issues almost entirely from itself to enter

into another, ond assimilate itself to anolhet human nature.

Thence is torn an imitative sympathy, which compels us to

follow with an irresistible expeesrion the emotions which arc

depicted on the face of him who has awakened lore in us.

This imitative sympathy is common to nil sociable

animals. It has been touched in passing, but with the

hand of a master, by Lavatu in his chapter, On the

ndprtoi tnfitiinu </fairs on sick other. See with "bat

delicate subtil ty he 'peaks upon it—
'• It happens to all to acquire the habits, the gesture*

the lace of those that they see familiarly. We assimilate

ourselves in some degree to all that we love; rad of two

things one: either it is the loved ob}ea which models

us to himself or it is we who reek to mcdel him to

us. AU Ihnt is without us acts upon ua, nnd suffers anme
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reciprocal action from out aide
;
but nothing reacts upon

oar individuality so efficacious!)' u that which please? os

and nothing indubitably is more lovable ot more fitted

to move us than the lace of tnnn. That which makes it

lovable to its is precisely its harmony with our own.

Would it be ablo to influence mid attract us if points of

attraction did not edit which determine llie conformity, ot

a: least the homogeneity of its forms or its features with our

own? I shall not essay to penetrate the profoundness

of this incomprehensible mystery. I do not pretend to

resolve the difficulty of the how; but the fact is certain,

there arc faces which attract as there are others which

repel; the conformity of feature* between two individuals

who sympathise together, who are often together, corre-

sponds with the development of their particular sensations.

Our visage keeps, if we may thus express it, the reflection

of the loved object."

Further on th!* ardent friend of men gives portraits of

husband and wife to Illustrate his theory of sympathy,

[he husband became hypochordriacally changed in face,

and presented all tbc characters of profound desolation,

anil of a persistent disgust to all food. The wife, who

tdsred him, and who followed from minute to minute the

sad transformation of this cherished face, became little by

little hypochondriacal heitelf, and her face assumed an

expression similar to that of he: husband. They both

recovered, and reacquired their habitual expressions.

Lavater too waa right when he religiously ended his

chapter by very aptly quoting two beautiful passages from

the Bible

—

" But we ell, with open face beholding as in a glass the

glory of the Lord, are changed Into the same image from

glory to glory ' (a Cor. «iL 18). " We shall be like him

;

for we shall sec him as he is" (1 John iii. a).

Not only does the face of a living man awaken in ua

a great imitative sympathy, but it is the same thing with
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n portrait when it is (peaking and animated Frederick the

Great had always a bust of Julius Cesar on his bureau.

I have seen this butt, and it made a deep impression on

rr.c. to such an extent docs genius still, after so many

centuries, shine forth from this mute marble. Tne King

of Prussia said that Gear inspired him to great things.

Noe to be Mibject to such influences must one necessarily

be a grcit nun ; it i* enough to be man. From my youth

up I have ntonys had a beautiful engraving of Raphael

Mcnga'i portrait of himself hung before my eyes, precisely

became this noble and inspired taoe always raised me
into the region of the ideal, end excited me to intellectual

work.

Imitative sympathy, which is one of the simplest pheno-

mena of die reflex life of the senscr, speaks with a lively

eloquence in the expression of love; but it Is complicated

with dements of a superior order.

The simple elementary fact is manifested when by [re-

tending to cry we make a child who is fond of us cry too,

without knowing why and how we suffer.

A more complex act is that of kneeling to ki« the

fee; of a beloved person, as though one would reduce

one’s ego to a minimum, and render it dependent on a

put of the beloved. I believe that tin’s desire to mage
oneself into mother, to abase oneself, to aggrandise the

beloved, parses beyond the narrow horizon of expression

to embrace a larger field and the wider horieon of thoeght.

We see it in the use of diminutives which lovers and

loiuetlmes friends use toward* each other, and wliich

IBOthen uae to their children; we lessen ounces thus

in a delicate and generous manner in onier that wc may
be embraced and absorbed in the circle of the creature

we love. Nothing b more eiiily possessed than a small

object, and before the one we love we would change cur-

tclvea into a bird, a canary— into any minute thing that we
might be held utterly in the hands, that we might feel
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oureclvcj pressed on nil aides by the warm and loving

lingers There Is nlso another secret reason for the use

of diminutives. Liti’c creatures are loved tenderly, and

tenderness is the supreme sign of every great force which

is dissolved and cor.iumes itself After the wild, passionate.

Impetuous embrace there is nhrays the tender note, and

then diminutives, whether they belong to expression or to

language, always play a great part.

After hating examined the roost striking genera! char-

acter* of the expression of affection, let us decompose them

analytically.

SVNOITICAL TABLE OF THE EXPRESSION OF
BENEVOLENCE.

Elcsc.ev.tty ftj>

proximit»»*

m

Ceotut*

McvtmenU ofth* cyu.

» ..

Different lyro-

pathetic pbe-

writ*

s tint!.

t| vith lhe rc*c-

CwlH •«*>• tbt taague.

Cltsphvc ofhiradi.

Different embrace*

Smaif*

nt$ of the ncdc.

nT Tl , ,

(Keying.
DjffeK*! more l

T|irowit;; onwr if oa t | le RroufVL

|

Throwing onet^If it the (cot of the

l beloved,

VlonMceoDS repetition of rands and lyllnUoi with-

menu of sab-
-

minim.

LSonp «td OM leal notei.

Many of these elements of expression are also observed

in animals. Darwin has described lire loving cajoleries
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ol cal? and dogs for their matters, and every one may

lave irnde the 3ame oluervations from nature. In my
Physioiety oj Loth I have described some scenes from

animal life where the two essential elements of the

expression of affection, drawing near to and pleasure, are

predominant. As long u I lire I shall never see anything

equal to the amorous enticements of two snails, who, having

in cum launched their little 6tone darts (is in prehistoric

times), caress and embrace each other with a grace and

voluptuousness that might arouse the envy of the mat

refined epicurean.

The expression of affection begins with the tendency

to approximation
;

it ends in the contact of bodies, or of

inrae porta of the body.

It is in the instinctive choice of the puts to he pul in

contact that arc revealed the different forms of affection,

from the holiest veneration to the most sensed desire.

Every nntion of the earth has sou girt the contact of the

most mobile and sensitive parts. It is became of this

tint the gnat centres of the exprrsnon of love are the

band an-d the mwith. The unanimity Is, however, meet

complete for the hand, « it appears that there are people

who never kiss. I mention on the authority of Darwin,

and of some others, the Focgians, the Maoris, the Tahitians,

the Papuans, the Australians, the Somalia of Africa, a9

well as the Esquimaux and Japanese of former times.

I shall always remember a long discussion which I liad

with a noble and Intelligent painter of Java, Rulers-Saleh.

He told me that, like all Malays he considered there

Vns more tenderness in the contact of the noses than of

the li pa. It is by the nose that wc breathe, he added
;

it

is there that, we foe! the breath of the loved one, and It

seems to ua that wc put our soul into contact with his I

pleaded for the lipa, but wc might have discussed all day

without coming to an understanding; our mode of feeling

was different He thought our women very beautiful, but
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he coaid not liabituale himself to car aquiline noses, sn

bug, to tntnwui, said he.

In the widest sense of the won!, a caress nay be mode
with any part of the body. Hut live foot i* that which is

least ficquently employed, and only when ouc cannot

employ anotlvcr, or perhaps among some inferior nations

when, by placing on his bead or his face the foot of another,

a man desires to affirm the devotion and respect which he

feels towards live former.

The true organ of caress b the hand. The fingers

are articulated and flexible levers which allow us to touch,

to tickle, to press, to embrace, to posKta, by multiply-

ing sweet contacts and delicious senssticni It is not

without reason that taro (dear) and caress hive the same

etymology. The hand which caresses seeks the hand or, in

the tenderer movements, tbc face of the loved one. Often

one hand is not enough for us : even two scarcely suffice.

Look at the aSectiooate expression of a mother who passes

a loving hand over the face of her child, and say if one

could find a sweeter or more natural picture of affection.

In a caress one gives and receives at the same time.

The hand which distributes lore, ns by a magnetic

effusion, receives it in turn from the skin of the loved one.

It is on this account that one of the most habitual and

most voluptuous expressions of love consists in passing

the hand through the hair. The hand finds, in thb laby-

rinth of wpple and living threads, an infinite multiplication

of these amorous contacts. It 6tema that each hair is an

electrical thread placing us in intimate connection with

the semes, with the heart, and even with die thooght of

the one we love. It is not Sor nothing that the long treases

of women hare been for all time a pledge of love, and that

the bald bewail the loss of a whole province of the empire

of pleasure.

The clasping of hands B a sort of caress ; but it is of

all the least sensual It simply expresses that two men
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recognise each other, and that they have no wish to hann,

and no reason to hate each ether. It is one of the

meet habitual mode* of salcte in the human family;

and even savage nations, who do n« practise it,

always interpret it at a mark of benevolence. Amcog
civilised peoples, It is the mail natural expression of

friendship, and the national character often bcito»s a

characterutic imprint upon it. Every one knows the violent

and energetic kond-thah* of the Englishman The Itstans

clasp the hand with a passionate effusion which «s also

lately unknown among the peoples cf the North Many
people, who s re very cold and not expansive, never respond

to your hand-shake; they leave between your fingers a

corpsc-hke member which awakens fear and horror.

The shake of the hand, though it may be one of the

simplest acts of expression, exprasses so many things that it

would need a volume to indicate ail. In clasping the liand

of a friend, cr of a lover, one iray wish to ray

—

1 distnst

you, I no iongtr lot* you, I dcsirtyou, Iadort you, / axoil

yon.

A shake of the band given by a nun to a woman miy
aim be impertinent—more impertinent than u boa on the

car.

Next in the series of affectionate contacts, after the caress

and the clasping of hands, is the embrace, which is the

intertwining of the upper limbs
;

it is almost the reciprocal

abandonment of two existences which throw themselves on

00c another sa though they would mergo themselves into

one. Its form varies, even among ciiiliicd nations ; row

bath aims strain the whole body of tbe other and recipro-

cally; row one arm mly passes over tbe shoulder and just

touches the back in different ways. Sometime* the embrace

takes place twice
;

first we enfold one part and then the

other part of the body of our beloved In my unrch in

Lapland 1 I detcrlbtd the mannci in which the Lappa

5 &Untcfi*ii. Vkggb ui Laffmv a.wi'u* Semmbr. FTccecce
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embrace, and in my Dio Igmto 1 ilie strange manner

customary among the aborigines of the Pampas.

Beyond the embrace, or, to tay better, in another sphere

or amorous sensibility, we find the kiss, unknown to many

people, customary among all civilised nations, but in a

different meaiure and with very diverse value. For

example, the French kiss continually, even among persons

of different sexes
;
among the Italians, on the contrary, end

especially among the Easterns, a man may only kiss the

woman he possesses, or a daughter cr a sister.

'Hie kiss has many pages in the history of the human

family ; it has often been washed out in blood, and it has

raised wars between tribes or between people!. This is

natural
;
the source of immense voluptuousness, it has teen

able to excite an immense envy ; it may reveal treason or

promise felicity.

The lips belong to the skin and also to the vinecm. On
this rosy frontier the inner and the outer nature of the

man meet and exchange their emanations, while thousand:;

of very sensitive nerve) give and receive die impressions

derived from the senses, from the heart, or the brain. The
poets were indeed right when they said that there two souls

meet
;

lovers, for all time, have rightly cried in die anguish

of ardent desire -/* hits or death / Cases are not rare

in which the kiss may be followed by swooning; and

any individual cf excessively amorous and sensitive tem-

perament may be precipitated by die lias into the last

catastrophe of erotic being.

The krii caresses at once both the skin and the viscera j

but there is nn extreme difference between a kisa given anjl

received, and a kiss only given or only received. This

many ladies know, and, greater casuists than theologian or

lawyer, confess without blushing dial they have received

many kisses, able adding that they have never given any.

It would perhaja be a profanation to analyse tbis

1 Muaictfim, It Dir lp>Ut. Milan.
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phenomenon of expression, but, scientifically considered, it

is, however, true that a kiss net returned is a rote of

exchange not accepted. The liiss given w a soliloquy, a

desire, ar. aspiration
j
the kits relumed is a note ofexchange

accepted, written often with '.cars or with blood, but which

lias the bmtal force of an accomplished feet. The kiss given

is one of the thousand seeds which fertile nature disperses to

the four winds anc which is dried up tx roes away without

a friendly soil receiving it The kiss returned, on the

coniraty, is ahrayi fertile; it is always a solemn fact

which leave* ir. us tome fragments of the flesh of the

iieart, and the thought Of another. The kin given and

received is a marriage. Fwr, religion, interest, space, time

may separate a man and a woman who have exchanged

a kin; hut they hive possessed, and they belong ti*

each other.

The kiss given may be so liillc sensual as to he related

to an expression which Is net at all that of love. Men kin

the feet of idols, and holy relka, the garments of heroes, and

the icy marbles of temples. In all these kisses there are

but two lips, three which give.

Even between the living, the kiss may tx a mark of

respect, of veneration, and not of love. Thus, wo kiss the

hand out of politeness, of gratitude, of humility. Thin

again one kisses the brow of one's son, one’s daughter, or

the great man whom cee admires.

Still more singular are those cold conventional kisses in

which, though there may bo four lips in play, the four lip*

do not meet. Each nose Just kisses the cheek
;

bet, wiih

a. beautiful ehann-croim, the noses change place and just

touch the cheek of the Other. Three nrc still kisses; they

belong sc'cntificilly to tbo expression of benevolence ; but

wliat a gulf between them and the kiss given by Paolo to

Francesca 1

When the mouths abandon themselves each to tbc other,

when the lips which touch are no longer cither two or
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four, bat «ie only
;
when all frontier baa disappeared

between mine anil thine
j
when akin and viscera, soul and

body touch, imamingle and merge one into the other, then

it is a true kiss, a perfect kiss, perhaps the most beautiful

expression of love, which draws the nan and the woman
together to re-lllumine the torch of life.

Bthlnd the lips there is another very sensitive organ, the

tongue, which often takes put in the expression of lore

This often happens with animals, who, for example, lick

their young.

I even know a very affectionate child, who, without

haring learnt it from any one, licks the people to whom he

withes to show friendtbip.

The different elements of expression which we have

studied are combined in different ways to form complex

pictures of which these are the mow striking—

Expnnion of StxvotPm.
Exfrtsu'oi ofMaUraal Low. In this we find every warm

tint of the erotic world save voluptuousness. As it is one

of the most animal and the most automatic affections it b
always characterised by impetuosity, an extreme energy

almost convulsive and volcanic. Many great artists have

known how to nuke themselves immortal by rendering the

expression of maternal love, which is at once so sensual and

so elevated, so impetuous and so constant.

Tie Exfunion of Companion. This is a binary com-

pound of the expression of pain and of love. The picture

of it is so frequent, so familiar, that lire most mediocre

painters have always known how to represent him who,

seeing another suffer, suffers with him (cum to fo/itur).

Gent'it Expression ofBenaoteaa. This is an affectionate,

serene, and tranquil expression, without the warm lints of

desire and voluptuousness, and without the sad colouring of

companion.

It may rise by degrees to the expression of friendship

which is an elevated and well-defined form of benevolence
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between men. In both o( these expressions yon mill find

the smile, the expansion ol the features, and a certain

energy of movement which demonstrate* ora disposition to

aid out like, to raise them, and sometimes to laugh and
weep at once.

This expression of benevolence for men may become
permanent on a face, and thus give it n generic character

which is commonly called the face of an tenat man, of a
gwd /dim. We stall speak of it again in relation to the

criteria by which we may appreciate the moral value of

a ice
;
but meanwhile I may be permitted to show bow

much uncertainty on this subject prevails in the old works

on physiognomy, at»i even in the toot! recent.

See, for example, what the celebrated Holla Porta rays

about it—
" On the Face a/ the Goad Man.—Since good manner*

always accompany Justice and the hatred of vices, hc shall

collect the suitered features ol the upright mno and the

moral man, and with them compose a face the characteristic

signs of which will be, far the most part, those of tlie

aserage.

"The Good Alan.—To be recognised by the average

character of all his features. The large noie, well propor-

tioned to the face
;

if long descending to the mouth
,

if

short, wide and open. Tbs face beautiful, the bieath-ng

regular, the chest wide and the shoulders ample; the

breasts mediocre; the eyes deeply set, large, mobile, like

water Ln a glass, with a constant gate
;
the circles of the

eyes mediocre, the eyes always open, dark, and moist

The aspect amiable or melancholy; the lashes united,

the brow austere and humble.

"The Moral Man.—The brow keeps the medium between

calm and agitation. The cars suitably largo and square,

the face mediocre, the voice intermediate lieiueen the

animated and tbc feeble or delicate voice, the laugh seldom,

nails wide, white or rosy; eyes blue and concave, large,
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Immobile, and gleaming, moist as water
;

feet well formed,

nervous, and delicately jointed"'

I pity those "ho would make ute of these portraits to

recognise the good or the moral man.

The small-nosed may not be a good man, and he of the

brown eyes must resign the claim to gcod morals ! What

cabbala, what confurion, what conjecture, and what poor

science! Submit all the assertions of the Neapolitan

physiognomist to a severe analysis; we only find two

truths among them. The first, tint the face of a good man
does no! present any positive signs of perversity, and the

second that his eyes "gue with constancy '—that is to

say, express sincerity and frankness.

Let os jump over two centuries at least, and see how
Leoetlcttar points “the conscientious, indulgent, incor-

ruptible man of perfect abnegation”—
“ A regular head, clearly drawn in its oontoats, a marked

predominance of the cranium over the face, the features of

which arc generally fine, delicate, and well harmonised ; a

lofty, noble, worthy forehead on which the candour, the

beauty of the soul gleams with an unspeakable expression,

where the purest and roost delicious radiance of feeling and

of thought seems to expand without effort

“The neck not too maple, rounded, slow, simple, and
graceful in its movements, well set off from the shoulders,

generally effaced, not prominent or mobile; a delicate,

elegant bust, natural in its poses, flexible without undula-

tions without pretension and without artifice in its move-
ments; the limbs participate in hia happy physiological

disposition, and only execute useful, precise, and reserved

movements. . .
.

What fine words, and how little observation! What
uncertainty and what vicious circles I Lepetleticr, after

two centuries, was not able to correct a single feature in the

grotesque picture wisicb Dolla Pceia had traced,

1 Giov. Battista Dalit Pain, if. tit.
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Lavatcr, in whom. however, the icientific tendency is

anting, often guesses with subtilty of feeling that which

experience could net suggest to him. Listen to him

—

" Signt ofProbity.—There are no form! ol lace which are

not susceptible of a certain amount ol probity ; hut all do
not lend themjclve* to it ioditcriminately. The ugliest and

tl>e moot discredited (aces are sometimes Ac most honest

;

the meet beautiful and the best proportioned are often

deceitful Nevertheless, 1 would tins: a regular lice more

willingly than dintoiled ftatuies. When the eyebrows, the

eyes, tire nose and tire lips are in harmony, the expression

ol probity only acquire* the greater certitude.

“Wc risk nothing by calling a face honest which unites in

tire same degree energy and goodness. Kindliness, when it

Is alone, undertakes things which arc those its powers
j

it

promises that which it cannot perform, it commences that

which it cannot accomplish. Energy, when it is not

softened by kindliness, is difficult to move
:

it does not do

what it might: it bccomci oppressive and unjust Kindli-

ness without energy is n cloud without wnter
;
energy with-

out kindliness resistance withcot lever. If a man only

possesses one of those qualities he cannot lie perfectly

good Energy quite alone is hardness, and excessive

kindliness degenerates ir.to simplicity. The one sins by

the fault of. gentleness, the other by excess of rigour
;

it is

lu the jest medium that we find active force, equity,

probity.

"Thus mildness and severity, so long as they arc isolated,

are not araodited with probity. This latter demands at

the same time facility and strength, strength which shall not

be oppressive and a facility that cannot he played with, the

consciousness of what we are and ol what we are not, of

dial which wc hare and of that which we need, of that

which wc can do and of that which is above cur power.

Such are the fundamental features of honesty. Astuteness

is x want of energy which we seek to dissimulate with an
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effort Ercry efTntt which does not respond to an internal

force or an immediate external cause is a feint. Whatever

is fdgr.ed is not natural, and that whidi is unnatural is

contrary to honesty."

And further on—
"

I especially recognise the honest man, as also the truly

wrac man, by the way in which be brews how to listen. It

: at that moment that energy and good will and their

reciprocal proportions show themselves mot: clearly.

"I also coact among the physiognomical features of

probity a certain clearness of the eyes, a luminous look

which seems to combine calmness and mobility, and which
holdr the mean between the bright and dull look—a mouth
without grimaces and contortions—hatmony between the

movements of the lips and those of the eyes—a complexion

which is neither too leaden not too sanguine, nor too

pde.

"The signs that I have just enumerated may be absent

in many honest faces
j
but it is very difficult to find them

combined in the face of a scamp.
" A man who* laughing heartily, does not give vent to

the least sign of irony, who, after the fust explosion of

gaiety, continues to amilc peacefully, and whose face after-

wards takes on an expression of satisfaction and of serenity,

vety certainly deserves our confidence, and his honesty

cannot L« pur In doubt. Generally the different ex-

pressiorj of laughter and of smiling may be considered as

characteristic indicatwna of honeay and dishonesty. ’’

And see how little Lavater. who was a priest and a holy

man, esteemed his fellow*. He finished his chapter with

these words—" The physic$nomical features of courage
accompany those of honesty. Every fraud a an set of

cowardice. Accoiding to this belief, I believe that there is

no condition where bo&etty is more known thau among
soldiers. It is just as rate in another profession . . .

which 1 will not name"
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I wished to reproduce a whole page from the work ol

Lavatex, because there »c find combined the (nulls and

the menu of this immortal author. When one has jusi

read Dalla Porta and Lcpelleber otte feels transported into

o more breathable atmosphere, one admires the subtleties

of his psychological observations, the perfectly feminine

sen sitiTencss which know how to distinguish the most

delicate traits of human nature. But what uncertainty in

die lines, bow many divinations substituted for observation,

whnt perpetual confusion between the facts and their

interpretation I

Today we hare rightly become more exacting oi

scientific methods j thus in the study of the Interpretation

of the face and of expression we have more often to

destroy than to construct. We must limit ourselves to

saying that in men disposed to good the most frequent

expression is tbat of tsenevoler.ee, and that, in conse-

quence, the espreSEonr. which we hare sought to analyse

and study in this chapter are found permanently on their

lacra. If, however, a definition, an aphorism, is exacted

of me, here is mine in all it* voluntary indigence.

Thefan ofthe upright man it, above, all, frank, became it

has nothing to tortaal, it is serene and smiting, haattse the

exereise ofgentle aftUhns it one of the surest and most dur-

ablejoys ojour Ufe.



CHAPTER XII.

KXMESSION OF DEVOTION, OF VENERATION, AND OF

RELIGIOUS FILLING.

In a wide sense, devotion, veneration, and all the affective

ar.d Intellectual energies, which we comprise synthetically

under the name of religion, belong to the order of bene-

volent feeling*
>
thus 'l10 expression cotTesponding to them

tends to Ukc the form of the expression of benevolence.

We certainly cannot express esteem, veneration, or religious

fervour by clenching the fiat, gnashing cur teeth, or showing

passion under any form.

The expression* which we are studying are always com-

posed of different elements. Veneration consist* of loving

and admiring at the same time; now admiration is an

intellectual fact which has its special expression. In

devotion, in esteem, in respect, a third element intervene*

—our instinctive tendency to lesser. ourselves before a being

whom we feel, or whom we believe to be, greater or loftier

than OJiselves. All this is found in the religious sentiment,

and to it is added fear, hope, or repentance. We will go on

to study in ceder its different comparative expressions.

Eitem, Dpxtion, Vtnera/ion.—In the simplest expres-

sions of esteem one sees the smile of affection, but contained

and tempered by a loftier feeling. The eye is fixed and

widely open, but at live same time inclined to look

downwards, the first symptom which indicates the existence

of devotion, the abasement of oneself. Darwin hae only

given a few iir.es to the expression of admiration, but they

are traced with a master's hand

—

“ Admiration apparently consists of surprise associated
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with some pleasure or a sense of approval. When vividly

felt, cjcj are opened and the eyebrows raised; Ihe eyC3

become bright instead of remaining blank, as under simple

astonishment
;

and the mouth, instead of gaping open,

expand* into a stnile.

"

Lebrun lias devoted three plates lo these emotions in

his physiognomical atlas.
1 He says of admiration—

“This passion causing but little agitation, nltet* as little

tiic parts of the face. Still, however, the brows ate raised,

the eye opens rather more than ordinarily, the pupil

stationed exactly half-way between the lids seems fixed upon

tlx; object, the mouth is portly opened, and forms no

marked change in the checks."

Lebrun's Plate 4 represents admiration with ifu/ar;

but it is not happily drawn, for it rather retails luxury. The
commentary accompanying the face is 0/ more ralue.

" The movements which accompany tins passion scnccly

differ from those C< simple admiration, except that they are

more vivid and marked, the eyebrows more elevated the

ayes more op-n, die pupil further from the lower eyelid and

more fixed, the mouth more open, and all part* in much
more obvious tension.”

Plate s gives us vtntration; but here again the nttist

is inferior 10 the man of science. The eyes are too much
closed, the head too much Inclined

;
this farm might es well

represent humility or moral dejection, or still other emotions.

The commentary is good.

“From admiration is born esteem, and this prodaces

veneration, whicli, when it has something divine and
hidden from the sente* as in object, causes us to bow our
heads and to lower our brow* ; the eyes nrc almost dosed

and fixed, the mouth shut. These movements are gentle,

and produce few changes in the other parti”

Piste 6 of Lcbiun represents rapturt, an almost abso-

lutely Intellectual phenomenon, which may be produced

1 Chula Lehnm, Kiernttm <Ui fui/Mtu .* Hot.
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by different causes Still, as we associate it Indirectly with

the expression of religion, it will not be out of place to recall

here what I-tlcun lias said on the subject

—

“Although rrpture la* the same object as veneration,

considered differently, it* movements are uot the same;

the head is Inclined to the left side; the eyebrows and the

pupil are directly raised
;

the mouth is partially opened,

and the two sides are alto slightly taised. The rest pf the

puts remain tn their natural position."

The hasis oi devotion and of veneration is always a

feeling of affection The proof of thb is seen in several

sets which accompany its elementary expression, described

below, in the tendency to kiss the hands, the feel, or the

garment! of tho petson who inspires the respect, cr to put

out the hands, the pilms directed towards the axis of our

body, as if they were preparing for a carers This act,

which Ditvrin pass* over in Biknee, may be explained in

another way—by the general tendency of the expression of

admiration. This last is always expansive
;
just as the eye*

and the mouth enlarge, bo the Jim; lengthen themselves

from the trunk; the pilms of the band! arc direeled

towards the horizon, cr are turned towards the axis of our

body. Unless Z am deceived, these two position* of the

hands characterise two different periods of admiration.

When the palms arc turned towards the axis of the body,

the finger* are more often pressed against each oilier, and

the gesture partakes of the nature of a potential caress;

and, indeed, there is much affection in the feeling we then

experience When, on the contrary, the palms arc turned

towards lire horizon, the fingers are very often much apart,

as in fright. And because astonishment in this ease pre-

dominates over affection, the expression is rather intellectual

than affective

If admiration paisa into rapture, the hands are crossed,

and rest on the thighs if we are seated, on the stomach if we
are standing, as though we would tnkc a convenient position
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to remain a Jong time in contemplation, and lane all the

voluptuousness of admiration. At the snme time the bead

is slightly inclined, sometimes c*i the right shoulder, seme-

times on the left (and not always on the latter, as l.tbnin

claims).

Another expression consists in joining the hai>da, as in

the act of prayer, either oei the face, or before us, or finally

extending them towards the horiron. Henuleigh Wedg.

wood 1 would explain this act by atavism, by the unconscious

recollection of the time when the htivls of the vanquished

were preMruod to the chains c-f the victor. Darum* stems

disposed to accept this theory. 1 shall allow myself

to express n doubt, for the hards are joined to suppli-

cate God ar.d the powerful beings bclote whom v«c

humiliate ourselves, as well as in veneration and admiration.

I admit that, accustomed from our childhood to join our

hands in praying to God, we employ the same gesture to

supplicate men who may do us mud) good or much evil,

and whom we thus put In the place of God. I believe,

however, that this expression of the hands has in this case

a mere organic and a leu historical origin. They sorve

now to extend the dtcle of expression, now to simulate the

d ss ire or the attempt to possess and tc caress thit which we
venerate, and that which we admire.

According to my observations, I slsould advise artists to

reflect on the following interpretations of the expression of

the hands which accompanies the admiring expression of

the face.

The hands open, aritk the palms tum4 fetoardt Ik/, axil of

Hu bod).

Loving admiration, veneration full of tenderness. It is

observed in its meet characteristic form in one looking at

the portrait of the cherished dend, ot at a sacred image

The kinds much open, roitk thefilters apart and Ike faims
turned letoardl tht ko risen.

‘ IXt Oripn ef /./K^uafr. * Corwin, if. at., p. asi.
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Admiration full of stupor. It is manifested in the

presence c f an unexpected and grandiose scene of nature.

The hands interlaeed and resting on the thighs or the

abdomen.

The long patient and gentle contemplation of a beautiful

picture, a beautiful statue, a loved being asleep, or an

adored corpse.

The handsjoined as in prayer.

Admiration of tbe divine or perhaps of an act of heroism,

or again of n masterpiece of art

Tnc trunk and tbe lower limba also take part in the

expression of devotion and of admiration, bat always in the

same way, by drawing nearer to the earth and abasing

themselves There is always a tendency to place oneself

beneath another, and to crouch down so as to occupy the

least possible space For this reason we bend the body

forwards, kned down, and prostrate ourselves, our faces

against the earth.

Among some nation* unhaud-of and degrading forms of

this expression are found, such a* crawling along on the

belly, licking the conn, placing the head under the foot of

him whom they would honour.

I should exceed the limits I have imposed upon myself,

if I should write a history of the marks of reipect and the

signs in use at different epochs, and among different

peoples, indicating the social rank of the person so

distinguished. Here the natural expression gives place

to convention, and wo enter in the domain of conventional

language which has quite a different origin from that of

expression. Among nearly all civilised peoples it is a sign

of respect to take off the bat ;
in other countries this would

be a want of respect And even among ourselves it is the

men only who uncover, and not the women. It is perhaps

(as Tytor thinks) because in the middle ages men laid to

disarm or remove their helmets before entering a church or

a friend's house. . The salutation varies not only with sex,
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epoch, and race, but also with profession, for, among ns,

the soldier tnsy not remove his bead-covering to wlute, but

must only put his hand to his head.

In the little that we have raid up to this point, all the

clement* will be found necessary :o distinguish religious

expression, which is not a world apart, but a territory where

the mou raised energies are confounded, the highat aspira-

tions and the lowest fears, to form an empirical medley

which it will always bs very difficult to detine srimti-

ffcally.

In religion expression we find veneration, stupor, ardent

affection, tencc, hope, all with which men, or the inaniimte

objects which represent them, can inspire us. Tbc only

feature which Is peculiar to it consists in railing the eyes to

heaven, doubtless because it is there that men imagine they

tee God and the saints. In religious ecstasy the eyes may
he so turned upward that the cornea disappears, as happens

in sleep.

As art has been for centuries almost solely religious, wc
have thouiar.ds of reproductions of simple devotion and of

the martyr, of humble priyeT and of hysterica! ecstasy; tut,

even in the immortal works of the great painters and the

great authors, we should not find an eapression which

difiers in pny wny front the expression of veneration,

of fear, of hope, of pleasure, or of pain. With a little im-

agination and with a pen it is possible to manufacture as

many supernatural worlds as one desires ; but it ii impos-

sible to manufacture one single little musc'« to express a

feeling which n only the sum of many energies, *11 human
and all susceptible of being anatom’cally and phyaiolcgi-

cully analysed.

Ureter would suffice to prove it. Religious u he «ns,

he has devoted one of the longest chapters of his wore to

tbc sredy of'digkr. and tfHJigitus/atti;* idll, with aU hi*

ingenuity, he has caly succeeded in giving a description

1
Of. ia., 1«n. ir. p. 167.
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of the character of religious men, and not a picture of

religion* expression.

After having said that there is “a religious conforront ion,'

“

he feels tire need of justifying these strange wools, and

supposes that it will be said of him: “The good Lavatcr

does not know what lie is talking about, and by reason of

much writing ha* lost his head."

Funher, he distinguishes three principal classes ofreligious

conformations

—

i. The drawn and hard type (for example, that of Calvin).

a. The vague and gentle type (in the manner of

Siuendori).

3. The free and straightforward type, which is susceptible

of an excess of rigour or of extreme gentleness (St. Paul and

St John).

In a very hippy manner he sketch® the physiognomy

of the Jc‘0.t9, and gives some good portraiis of Loyola,

Xlmenes, Charles Borromeo, and several others. Nothing

eon he more wonderful than the religious expression of

an old man praying. All jurists who have to treat religious

subjects should gather inspiration from this little engraving,

which is quite a poem.

I give here the commentary which accompanies this

marvel.

“ Concentration of a pious heart, absorbed ir, tbe medita-

tion of death, whose every thought tumi to God, and who,

dlaenchsnted of all in this world, only sigh-, for eternal

repose. Maybe his devotion is timid and little enlightened

;

but at least it ii sincere. Every feature of the face speaks

of it, from the contrite and fearful eyes to the wrinkles of

the brow. It is not a sinner who reptntsj it is a saint

who, at the least distraction, fears’ to lose the path of safety.

Tbe ardour which once inflamed his youth today still

warms his piety, which is r.ot defiled by the ostentation of

the Pharisee."

In hit study on the religious face Livatcr lias painted
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himself perfectly m a few lines where the naturalist is 'em

through the mantle of tbc theologian and religious man.

“Every religious man involuntarily models the divinity

afar his own character. The phlegmatic adore a calm

and gentle god; the violent fear hfa power and his

vengeance. That is why St. Peter and St. John spoke

of the same God—the one with terror, the other with

tenderness."

If tbs genius of Lavater has not succeeded in giving us

the physiognomical type of the religious man, it would be

wonderful if hts vulgar disciples and modern writers had

had more success

Soros among them can only bo judged with a smile.

Tbord,

1

for 01m pie, pretends tint the elevation of the top

of the head is a characteristic common to all religious

men.
" Works of art present many pros Is in support of litis

assertion. Nearly *11 the antique statues have the upper

port of the Ivrad but Httle elevated Such is the pogan

type, in which religiosity was less developed than in the

Christian type. . . . The head of Christ, reproduced by

masters, ofiets in its upper part an admirable conformation,

whether becsusc instinct bos guided the artists, or whether

because this type has been preserved by traditions"

Lcpdletier attributes tbc following features to a man

of sincere piety and faith—3

“ The head, even when it dees net present a consider-

able development, is itill well fonned; the forehead

predominates without exaggeration; it is pure, noble,

worthy, without ostentation, without vanity; violent

emotions never come to disturb its candour
;
and those

which might alter ita calm seem to be neutralised there

by the heavenly my, the light and power of which it

receives; (lie eyebrows form two jierfect and reguhrly

1 C. Thoti Arffcuwfiv &
Bra.il*, 1837-

‘ Larder. V- •*. b 54h
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traced arches; the jdmorKJ-ahapcd eyes aro somewhat
brge.

"The neck is rather long than short,” etc.

Oh sbort-occkcd men I eh small and round -eyed women

!

renounce the hope of entering the kingdom of heaven,

for you cm have neither true piety nor sincere faith.



CHAPTER XI! 1.

KXMRBSOS OF HATRED, OF CRUiaTY, AND 0» PASSXXf.

How often we have occasion in life 10 repot wi:h a

profound sigh the words of Scuroc—Heaven has Sft/U

earth far us! Hatred is to lore in the donum of the

passion* what pain is to pleasure in the donum of sen-

rations
;
and the expression of hatred must be the opposite

of that of lore, ju*t at the feeling* which they have to

manifest arc in absolute contradiction. This study, pro-

ceeding by comparison and antithesis, would be reiy

easy if we had formed fee ourselves a conception of hatred

drawn only from observation. But in thinking of hatted

wc are distracted from a healthy judgment by the influence

ol ethical and religious ideas, which have accuitomed us

to look on hatred as a sin. On the contrary, crery

animal, every man born under the sun must and can hue,

provided that he lias formed a right conception of hatred,

of shrinking from, of reaction against that which threatens

and offend* us. Montaigne, who knew the human hunt

most profoundly, had a presentiment of thi* truth when he

laid, “ Nature has, as 1/ear, herself given la a man same-

thing indining towards inhumanity."

As I have already devoted some volume, to pleasure, to

pain, and to lave, I should like, before I die, to be able

also to write the J’tsysiaiogy of Hatred; ooly then shall 1

be able to feci that I have touched the four cardinal

points between which human nature moves. For the

present I may be permuted to sketch the expression of

one of the most powerful human energies, whence more

than a half of the history ol humanity is derived.
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Tbe old physiognomists have scarcely concerned them-

scl«3 with more than passion, and have nlwsys taken

great care to distinguish it from hatred, of which, on

the contrary, it Is a porticular form. Still, they have left

us lorue grotesque portraits of the wicked. Let us rapidly

pun through some of these bygone mists.

Tbe ancient treatise of Polemon on Pbyiiognocny,

translated into Italian by Carlo Montccuculi, says:

—

"Sign tf ikt Wilted an.! foolish.—'Wicked fools arc

hke bcasu, some of which arc cruel, others gentle, and it is

thus that we must judge of theru Tho'e who ire gentle

are still more foolish
; wild Roars, sheep, horse), and oilier

like are gentle and quiet
;
on the contrary, wild beasts are

more fierce and violent In the same way we mast reason

on the face of men, for there ate among them two races

—

the one gentle and just, tire other of sarags manners.

They are distinguished from each other by asperity and

harshness, or by delicacy
;
by this we may see whether they

are arrogant or If they are amiable; gentleness is the

natural companjon of justioe, harshness of haughtiness and

intemperance
;
the libidinous arc lluise who much resemble

the peasant
i
the wicked fool has Joog lair, his head hard

and awry, large ears, a wry neck, long feet, high hceb, a

Isarrh and rugged forehead, gloomy, small, dry eye), his

gm= fised, narrow shoulders, n long beard, a wide, open

mouth, « though crashed, an elongated face and bearing

as it were scars of wounds; he fa bent, big-bellied, with

thick kg), enormous and coarse wrists and ankles ; he lias

a barking, weak, shrill, and impudent voice.

"Signs of Hu Cheitrit Man.—He is cf upright stature;

massive figure, red complcxxm, his shoulders thrown back,

and not too strong; his chest fat, his beard long and
curled, bis back wide, his hair falling regularly round his

neck, his face long bis eyelashes cursed, his nose

hollowed'

Aristotle distinguishes between thice sorts of rage—the
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biUotu or star; the sharp or bitter; the difficult, harsh, or

true/—

" BtSosi xu aculi *upra modmu Riot prompt! et celercs

et ad cmni*, omnibus de amis, intcundfo excnndexunt.

Accrbiid injuriam ulciscendam non adco rapiuntur. Scd

solum ejus aemorarn cum inticut Irislitudiise diu rclinont,

quasi diu ni iracundia peneverant ; ultri ramque ita sedaic

siilet volupsslem aUcrcm, el dolorum ex accept* injuria

miiigani, pcrmolesli suiu omnibus et sibi ipiis et amid*

propter perpetuaro ex ira aistitudincm conceptam. Aiperi

ac sreil ad vehemeotiorcm iram quam par sit, sunt pro-

pensities, diutius iram rellnent, neque placantur, nisi

injuriam ulli sint aui poenam influceri.it.
1,1

Niquetius describe with tolerable success the man who

is overcome by an access of rage

—

" Rufcct in ira fades
;
quia ebuilit sanguis circa cor ct

subtillissiinui spirltua atTatim caput petit, ac prirao quidem

p;r nerros sexd paria conslringitur jeeur
;
constiiagitur ct

ccr ad appubum tnidi quod iram provoett; eflunditur bilis

a vcsicula in venara carara (tiif) deinde hie unguis bile

pomiktus cor petit, et area iptum jam propter spem tin-

diet*, qu* ut bona mend objicitur, dilntatum, ebuilit;

atque ex hac constrictions e: dilatatione cordis oritur ut

initio qui irnscuntur, pnl’eint, turn sabito igoescnr.t ; (stcor

veto Mnnuilos esse qui diutisnime palleant, sire quod

eorum iu reaxime cum timorc conjuncta sit, quod rcrentur

qu* maliumur aggrcdi, aivc quod atnbili abundent qu*

non adeo oeleriter tccendilur, ct acccnsa non adeo facile

evaporitur, hue referendum est quod paipitnt ecu ptqeei

nhnium calorem quo dreumostuat, tremunt membra, quia

io=cqu»bilite»et tumultuarie spirilus difimdunlur.
. . .

M *

Many centuries before Niquetius, Scnrcn bad traced a

far more beautiful picture of rage

—

"
. . . Ut fuicntium certa indicia sunt audnx ct ininax

* Hftioriti Niquetll, PAfSitpunta xuonea. IdgUual, 1648.

• AW., p. 8y. Legduui, :6«H.
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vultua, triads Irons, ion's fscics, titatus grsdus, inquieta

manus, color versus, crebia ct vebemcntius acta auspiria,

its irasccntium eadetn signu sunt :
flagrant cl Dulant oculi,

multua ore Soto rubor, teatnante ab iraia piicccrdiis wn-

guinc, labia qnariuntur, denies comprimunlur, horrent cl

aurriguntur capilli : spiritus eoaclui ac stridens : artku-

Icnim ac ipaos torquentium sonua
:
gemitus, magitusque

parum explanatis viribua, wrroo prxruptus et eomplcxas

srepiua manus, e: pulaala humus pedibos, cl toturn con-

dlum corpus mngnasque minus agera, feeda visa el

borrenda facica."

There truly we have ibe picture of a manor.

Ghiradelli strives to prove to ua that n man with a small

forehead, and still mere, a pointed nose, ia necessarily a

passionate and wicked man, and he gives us lbs physio-

logics! ressons for this

—

“A small forehead denotes a passionate man because it

is a sign that his animal spirits arc crowded together in the

anterior port of the brain, that they are (easing one upon

the other and become inflamed, which often sets the blood

and brain on fire, and consequently the bean, because of

the correspondence which exists between there principal

organs of our life; and passion ia nothing else than the

blood becoming heated within the heart"

To Gbiradelli the nose is the centre of passion.

“Now, it ia right to know that the noie (in addition

to its peculiar office, which ia to purge the brain of its

excrements) has also another, which is, when the passion of

rage and indignation ia kindled and inflamed within the

bosom, to manifest it without in such a way that the

point of the nose shows us the paturboticn of irascible

power.

"And aa oieu hive very lymphatic and but slightly bilious

flesh, and because they have thick noses with nuher

depressed nostrils, and are generally very indolent animsls,

it is permissible to conjecture that he who has a nose like
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(hat of the ox will be indolent in his business and dwr lo

get into a pinion, and all this conforms to the rule of

contraries. Passionate people are wont to have pointed

notes, and 00 the least occasion of irritation we see them

get red. . .
.

The strange discovery that a pointed nose indicates a

disposition to anger does not however properly belong to

ChiradcW. See how many have preceded him

—

" A'liai in rxfrmifate acufut
,
mtndoeii rU nota, liiis et

itamndia lignum ; at tram a nlrra. , .

And elsewhere—

"Nam in cxirtmi omits irasabUtt aoiat."—Grattasola.

"Nasi sunttAum prank si fittrit Janiitm irattaHamf—
POMPONtO GaORICO.

" Men with very pointed noses are generally Impatient,

disputatious, because they are of choleric com-

plexion, and in the mixture of the principles of their

temperament the igneous puts arc dominant.
1
'

—

ItfOEOmBRO.

"A vtry smalt non a'txclts a man vf twanging humour.

. . . U thr ma is thin, hi who possesses it is veryfcssicna/e.

Moreover, ifike end is pointed, hr unit be a ttuel crow."—

G. B. Dalla Porta.

I am very sorry to be obliged to contradict >0 iruny

distinguished authors; but, without going beyond my family

and the circle ctf my intimate acquaintances, I cun absolve

pointed noses from the grave accusations brought against

them from Pomponio Gaurico to Niquetius. An entire

family of passionate people is characterised by possessing

very rounded noaes; and an excellent false familial,

whom it it impossible to get into a passion, lias so pointed

an end lo his nose that he might on an emergency make use

of it as a stiletto.

Lavatcr, who was so amiable a mixture of benevolence

and of mysticism, only occupied himself incidentally with

the physiognomy of the wicked. And so he could write
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gn the beautiful frcniiapiccc of his work that his Essay on

Physiognomy was destined to make man known and loved.

However, in tho seventh fragment of his Physiognomical

Antedates, ho shows that it it sometimes possible to read

oa the human face feelings of pairing or permanent

hatred-

“May I die If this man isn’t a inwall” raid Titus,

speaking of the priest Tacitus. “ I have seen him weep

and sob at the tribune throe times when there was nothing

of such a sut as to draw tears, and turn round ten times

to hide a smile when them was a question of crimes or of

misfortunes."

“A stranger, named Kubisse, crossing a room with us

in the bouse of M. Langes, was w struck by a portrait

which was there with many others, that he forgot to follow

us and stopped to contemplate the picture. An hour after,

seeing Kubisse did not return, we went to seek him, and

found him with his eyes still fixed on this picture. “What
do you think cf this picture ?

” asked M. Larges
;
" is it

not dust of a beautiful woman?” " Without doubt,”

replied the other; “but if it is like, the person that it

represents has a very black soul—she must be a demon."

It was the portrait of HrinrJliew, the celebrated female

poisoner, os celebrated by her beauty as by her crimes,

which led her to tho stale."

Such arc the mists cf the pas! where anatomy and
expression, cabalism and observation, are confounded.

I«t us come to the present, which exacts sure methods

and positive analyses.

The expression of hatred rests entirely on this funda-

mental basis: shrinking from that which wt kaU, from
that which ennui us to suffer, from that which threaten:

US.

Tiw particulars of the expression, such as a minute

analysis furnishes, are found collected in the following

table:—
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SYNOPTICAL TABLE OF THE EXPRESSION OK HATRED

Drawl"!: '-«k lbs haul.

It 10 m • a t a ly Diawing lack th* wholn IrtinV.

DuvimnU it Thrmriog Ihe hand) forward a Ihcufh to Muni
blinking aid toeaelf from the hold object

cA repugnance Cer.iiulUs ci claUug ihe :yci

\ ElciiUon cl themr Up md muifllw ol the "me

Ufinal arinVling oi the rfcbio«i.

Eja wide); epeoed
SfcowBg the leclh.

Gnidilng lie ircl.' « contraction of ihejawi.

Opcsing (be racuih wide sod pining the lonp-i not.

Dili clmd.
Tbroiteninj moreiMtits of Ihe aiu
Bcicfcg with :ha fan.

Deep iiialuiiiiit—piftitg expiration.

Oral* ing «»l dl&wnt do.
Actonotic repeiileo of Ihe nm? wind end ol lie

*m • itfllaUe.

Sudden wukenlngnnd IwnMUjoftlu we.

Cranl U<ooling.

Coenchioc* cf thelirn.

CecnJdaes ol ihe limbs and of the tronb

SelMnCicted poltu, sorh is biting ihe fmi oi pawing
Ihe n«k

Sardotc UngHer.
Vlrid redness of Ihe face.

Sodleo pill* of lie fn.ee

Extreme illUuilon ol ihe mil.lls.

The kill MnsAng tf«cl.

The signs of shrinlcing from, and of repulsion, serve to

rorrk the transition from repugnance 10 haired in the

ordinary sense of the word} but for us they belong lo

a single natural group of acts cf expression,

According to the degree of aversion, according to our
sensitive dispositions, according lo our power of controlling

ourselyes, we can espresi hatred with a certain amount of

seriousness—the first expression of pain
; or we may take
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the expression of repugnance and disgust, and puss thence

lo the most manifest reactions of aggressive hatred.

Hatred, such as we understand it in the common
acceptation of the word, enters but little or not at all

into disgust, into aversion for an man' mate tiling. In

this emotion tbcrc is only a purely pained expression,

although with it may be associated, In different propor-

tions, the oprenion of shrinking which is the beginning

of hatred.

Qvfltsatioa has so clipped onr nails and blunted our

teeth that sometimes a violent hatred can have no other

external manifestation than a simple backward movement

of the bead. However imperceptible this act may be, it is

always accompanied by some act of expression in relation

to pain. And this pain has certainly two causes : first, the

unpleasantness of finding oneself before n detested person

;

nnd secondly, tbe annoyance felt st being forced to repress

and disumulate one’s hatred and grief.

Suddenly, in the midst ofa company of amiable nnd well

brought-up people, a man enters who ii antipathetic to all,

and perhaps to some an object of contempt and violent

hatred. Then is the moment to stody tba negative, and, so

to speak, the dawning expression of hatred. Tbe head
withdraws from the axis of the body; the body leans

against tbe back of the chair or against the wall j there is a
general centrifugal movement At the same time lips con-

tract, face*, which a moment before were gay and serene,

are clouded over. Thus you have before you a complete

picture of the expression of hatred, but reduced by social

restrain: to an expression scarcely indicated You havo a

tendency to withdraw from ‘.he hateful person, which repre-

sents a whole group of the expression of repulsion. You
have the exprwsion of pain which meat often accompanies

the expression of hetied. Finally, you have a silent con-

traction of the lips, which is the first warning of resistance

—of a fight that is about to begin. Toe fits! thing tint
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a man inevitably does mien he is preparing for a fight ia

always to hold in his breath and close his mouth.

The wrinkling of the eyebrows is a very chuactcmtic

element of the expression of hatred, and marks the

tiansiuen between two groups of expression. When this

wrinkling is slight it only indkates porn. When it is very

pronounced, it tends ta frighten the adversary by giring

to the eyes a threatening expression, as happens among
several anthropoid?. There arc domains common to

hatred and to pain : these two emotions are often inter-

mingled and entangled to such a point that it is impossible

to make an elementary analysis of the binstj psychical

compound which a before our cyet. Wc suffer and we
rebel against this suffering, ar.d we get luto a jxrssion cs if

pain were an enemy to conquer; at otlser times we hate

profoundly and we suffer firm this liatiori- In both cases

the expresskxu are identical : lore andpUaiurt—hatrti and

fain; there wo have two binary compounds, two such

enetgetic psycho-expressive ccnibinationa that tlie forraid-

able and detractive voltaic pit of our analytic methods is

needed to neporate their element*.

The eye plays a great part in the expiration of hatred,

and that in two different and ahneet opposite waya In

ample repugnance, in simple shrinking, the eye closes,

entirely or partially, a* though to repuhe the sight of

the thing or of the penen which we hate. When, on the

other hand, wc reach the period of reaction or of rnensce,

the eye is widely opened, the upper eyelid almost disappears,

ar.d the glance is intrepidly fixed, taking the character which

we rightly call menacing, since it announces an imminent,

or at least a virtual, threat Tenor and horror are translated

by identical looks. Thi> analogy is so real that lebruo, In

his atlas, could not distinguish hatted frem tenor, and it

would be possible without any binary to the truth to

transpose the numbers which he has placed below his

figures 16, 17, and 18. In figure 16, entitled Horror, the
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miiKtes are contracted as in hatred, and figure 17, entitled

Rr.r, might also be given as representing a fit of passion.

Figaro iB expresses pinion, but it might servo just as well

for fear. Figure 17, Hatred crJealousy, a more aiccerafuL

liut all these figures are false or incomplete, because they

want the expression of the arms and of the hands which, in

great emotions, always complement the expression of the

face.

Represent hatred on the face while you give to tlie

hands the gesture of fear, arid you will lcaie live picture oi

horror. Represent horror on the face, and add clenched

fists, and you will have the picture of hatred.

The inexact and incomplete plates of Lebrun ate corrected

by the explanations which accompany them.

" Page. Tlie effects of rage make known its nature. The
eyes become red and inflamed

;
the pupil wild and gleam-

ing
;
the eyebrows now lowered, now equally raised

;
the

forehead very wrinkled; folds between the eyes; the

DMtriis open and distended
;
the lips pressed together, the

lower projecting beyond the Upper; leaving the comers of

the mouth a little open ; forming a cruel and disdainful

smile.

“ Hatred orjsalousy. This passion renders the forehead

wrinkled, the eyebrows lowered and ruffled, the eye flashing,

the pups! half hidden under the eyebrows turned aside from

the subject; it should appear full of fire as well ns the

white of the eye end the eyelids
;
the nostrils pole, open,

more marked than generally, drawn backwards, causing

the appearance of wrinkles in the checks; the mouth closed

in such a way that the teeth are wxo to be closely pressed

together
;
the corners of tl>e mouth drawn backwards and

very much lowered
;
the muscles of the jaw will appear

depressed ; the colour of the face partly intkmcd, partly

yellowish, the lips pale or livid'
1

To compare the large artistic figures of Lebrun with

the little phototypes which illustrate Darwin's book, ti
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lo see with a glance wha: an immense Kep the science

ol physiognomy bus made in the relatively shen period

wliieh separata the great painter from the great njtura’ist

There, all ia art and convention, all is exaggeration

and confusion; here, nature, which is well questioned,

answer* still better. There, theory, which enslaves truth,

maims or deform* her; here, truth is quite naked, usd

offers herself for contemplation and admiration.

In the expression of hatred the eye is not only closed

or concealed
;

It alto frequently becomes vividly coloured

;

thi* is the sign of strong congestion tending to the lieud.

In the gravest cases, the eye starts from the orbit; this is

a sign of exceteivo hypctasrnii and in vulgnr parlance is

expressed thus

—

To htnn his syts out ef fa's ktad, U havt eyes

whit/i srem natty to start out ej his hrad, etc. According

to Graliolet, the pupil* in those case* would always be

very much contracted, as happens in acute meningitis.

The nose dilates, the wings of the nose arc raised, and

in tome individual! in whom these are very mobile this

trait may be enough to give a ferocious expression to the

face. That is due to the deep inspirations which tend

to stop respiration spasmodically, and donbtleasly also to

a sympathetic phenomenon of the facial rnuadea

One of the great centre* of the expression of hstc,

perhaps the most important of all, is the mouth, which

sometimes remains spasmodically closed to indicate the

general tcnsico of the muscles preparing for the struggle

;

more frequently it opens, shows all the teeth, or at least the

front teeth, or only the canines.

Darwin has studied this part of the expression of

hatred admirably, and shown the part which atavism

plays there.

The teeth arc arms which havo fallen into desuetude

among ua who are civilised, but are still employed by

ravages and children, who unconsciously reproduce so

many trait* cf the lives of our prehistoric ancestors. But
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If we no longer bite, we still show our teeth in our fit* of

passion, end «c gnssh our teeth to male our adversary feel

their strength.

In rage we sometimes only ahov a single canine; our

(aces then take the expression known as the sardonic smile.

It is not creiy one whoso mouth jnd facial muscles are so

conformed a» to tale this expression; some people can

contract but one of the elevators of the lip, so as to show

the canine tooth only
;
and at most they can only do so on

one side. In this sardonic expression, which consists in

ihowing a canine tooth, Danrin sees an evident revelation

of the hereditary tie which unites us to our first ancestors.

These must have had very powerful canines, and probably

made me of them as arras of defence.

I bow before lire opinion of the great English

naturalist ; but, as I have already aid, I believe tint

that phenomenon of expression, the sardonic smile, as an

expression of hatred is much more complex. Laughter

and smiling are very frequent phenomena In the expression

of hatred. They may be mer with in people who would

not bo 8b!c co raise one part of the upper lip bo as to show

a canine. It is possible even to smtlo or laugh to so(loca-

tion while keeping the mouth shut, and this compressed

laughter or smiling is the form most frequently associated

with the expression of hatred.

If we investigated every case where laughter accom-

panied hating, we should perhaps find a clue to guide ua

to a logical explanition of the unexpected appearance of

an expression which generally accompanies the gentle

emotions or the gayer contrasts of the ridiculous. There
Is no laughter when wrath it in full eruption, but rather

when hatred h mingled with contempt and disgust. We
smile or wc laugh when we have before us a humiliated

and confounded adversary, or again when we are pre-

paring far an explosion of wrath.

Tint which makes us laugh then is the contrast of our
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firry with the humiliation of the hated person
;

it is the joy

of being able to avenge ourselves immediately, cither by

striking him, or by wounding h(a self-esteem. Thus

laughter is much more frequent in the cruellest forma of

hatred, doubtlessly became vengeance b tbe sweeter the

more one hates, or the more one desires to be able to do

evil to kia enemy.

This ia so true that very goed people seldom laugh in

their anger, because they suffer from it Evil and exnel

people, on the ocher hand, laugh because they rejoice to

see suffering. And then there is another rarer and more

diabolical form of the laughter of hatred, and al bottom

this form resolves itself into a cruel instrument of torture.

A man laughs with all his heart to enliven his victim,

and render more poignant afterwards to him the passage

from hope to despair. He seeks to persuade his enemy

that the latter has nothing to fear, and that he is happy

and contented, in order to make him feel later the sharp

thruMs of fury and cf vengeance.

Thus many of the Carnivora net, especially among

tbo feline species; thus many navaga, especially among
cannibals. 1

I do not believe that these are all the reasons which may

make us laugh in hatred. To blowt, to insults, to the

outbreak of every violence of our soul, we wish to add

mockery and derision ; we wish to ridicule our victim, to

make him pass from die tortures of fear to the humiliation

of contempt, and above all to thoroughly show him that he

is an object of ridicule to us.

The smile accompanies hatred so naturally that we etten

smile when wc meditate on vengeance, even when the

victim is not present, and then we Wretch out our hand

towards the herbon, palm downwards u though to say,

1 I have ilvo ipokm of the wrim* Uu|>h, confined u : »£n

rMtcipt, in my PhyMtgy t!Pain, p. 3*.
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Wait. And this promised, sod sworn expectation is inevit-

ably accompanied by a ferocious and starve smile. Here

the atavistic tlvcorici on the ranine tootli can no longer

play a part ; laughter is bom from t!:e contrast between the

tranquillity which, according to cur idea, the hated one is

enjoying with the tempest which we arc preporing to launch

on him.

In children, savages, and the pariahs of our society, 10

pot out the tongue ar.d show its whole length to the enemy

is n sign of contempt and aversion. In this act of expression

there is more disdain than hatred; and perhaps the

expression is associated with that of spitting, either on the

ground, « or. the despired and detested person. This

expression mas; be very ancient and very automatic, for we

see it tigered in the idols of Polynesia, of India, and at

Mexico. For my part, I have seen chimpanzee* and

children spit as a sign of threatening or of wrath, although

reitber the one nor the ether had ever learned this gesture

from ar.y living person.

The expression of rage and of hatred, aa scon as it

reaches a certain pitch, is always threatening, and is rein-

forced by movements of the hands sod feet. Thu* the

fiat is raised towards heaven, cr perhaps we beat the air

several lima with the hand, the ground with out feet

When i: reaches this degree, the expression of hatred is

extremely expansive, and 1 cannc* justify De la Clumbre,

“councillor cf the king and physician in ordinary,”

who, in his work on the characters of the passions, has

consecrated a whole volume to hatred, and who has still

been able to utter the following heresy—
“ Although hatred may be the moat disordered of all the

pactions, it is one Of those which least expresses itself in the

fsce. It seems that, feeling itself guilty of the disorders

which it causes in the reason, it would keep itself concealed,

and is ashamed to become apparent. So that, apart from

same looks and some movements which discover it, ah llie
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other changes which come to the body while it is violently

agitating the soul come rather from the other pissicra

which accompany it than from itself.'

Hatred may certainly remain dumb and concentrated,

but then there is no longer any expression at all; in the

same way that a mao may love, rejoice, and suffer withcot

any external aign earning to manifest his emotion out-

wardly. But as soon as hatred mir.ifeas itself it is

translated in an extremely expansive manner.

We feel, particularly in that special form of hatred which

we term rage, the need of hutting ourselves tod of breaking

the objects which surround ua when- we cannot, ot will not,

stake the person bated or some cue in his place.

Generally the degree of the injury which we do to

ourselves measures the intensity of our rage
;
the value or

the frailty of the objects broken may likewise give us very

exact measures. At Brat we only give ourselves light

blows, or slightly bite our lips Or nails; afterwards we tsar

oar hair and beard; we hire ourselves till blood is

drawn
;
we may go so far os to wound or finally to kill

ourselves- There is always a transformation of force, as

also happens in pain.

Likewise in the devastation wrought aboct us a a fit of

passion. We may begin with an innocent scrap of paper;

then we pans to glasses, bottles, chnira, and, in the mart

scriais cases, to mirrors, pictures, statues, or other objects

of value. The more difficult toe object is to break, the

more noise we make in breaking it; the more costly it is, the

more haired we breathe forth in this transformation of

jftychkal forces, the piincipal laws of which we have

studied elsewhere.*

The circulation a nearly always dbturlred in rage
;

the

movements of the heart are accelerated, or become irregular,

* Mintspaa. Sagpr mlla MU /oru filthth

An*. ft', fantnf, t iW«n voL »E p. 385. Firenze, iS;S.
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in such o way as to prewnt the phenomenon commonly

known ai palpitations.

Respiration b troubled, together with circulation
;

it

becomes irregular, decelerated, laboured
;

all this is a direct

conaequer.ee of tho centrifugal current* which Mart from the

brain, a* well a» muscular contractions.

Many of these troubles have become signs of the

expression of rage; for example, sudden redness of the

face, or, as it iB commonly said, an inflamed face; gasping

and prolonged respiration. This last sign, however, b so

habitual in a certain form of cold rage, which we call

impatience, or contained disdain, that it has become in a

certain way characteristic of it. Dramatic artists should

study with the greatest care the expression of impatience, or

contained rage, 1recause it offers pictures of great beauty

and startling expresnonn. When one knows how to mark

every degree of ensattio and dttmunde well, It is possible

to awaken in die spectators the moss powerful emotions.

1 should like to be able for the sike of dramatic artists to

treat bete of the proper domain, ar.d of the limits of certain

sorts of expressions, representing them as on a topographical

chart, whtre the passage from ono emotion to another should

be figured by meant of expression. In our case, for example,

from simple expectation one parses to weariness, then to

impatience, then to concentrated and breathlea rage. In

an inrer-e sente, from the volcanic and terrible exploiloo of

rage, we rcdeaccnd by degrees to impatience, to displeasure;

and to weariness.

Howling, greening, cries are at the same time different

forms of respiratory troubles and psychical manifestations

of hatred, but the cetebral dement predominates tn them.

Tliey are exits fcr the centrifugal currents of the emotion,

and are at the same time menaces which sic arscciatcd with

other acts such as clenching the fists raising tire arms and

gnashing the teeth.

Generally rage inflames die face; but on certain rare
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occasion^ when hatred lias reached in paroxysm, the tree

become; pale, then ghastly, ard finally livid. This is

certainly a consequence of the irritation of Dervous centres,

fee it is produced suddenly and involuntarily, befoic one

has time to think of placing a check an the passion which

has utterly taken possession of him. In some people, who

are but little expansive and at the same time very sensitive,

rage shoBs itself only under this form. With the pallor arc

associated, in a way that forma a terrible picture, dilated

nostrils, eyes fixed which seem to atari out of their sockets,

a static tension of all tho muscles, which gives the idea of

an immense force which Is hindered from finding outward

expression, and which is threatening the machine where it is

developed with roin. And, in bet, the organism, which is

precisely this machine, often collapse*. Recall the death of

Sulla, of Valentinun, of Nerva, of Wenceslai, of Isabella of

Bavaria, who all succumbed to fits of anger.

Often in place of howling or of cries, anger renders the

voice trembling and hoarse, and even produces au involun-

tary dumhnets, that is to say, an incapability of speech.

These phenomena may lie due to fear as well as to rage;

and I have studied them in ray Phyiioleg ofPain.

If to all these elements of the expression of hatred you

add muscular convuliioni and general trembling, ycu will

have completed the analysis of this terrible centrifugal

energy, which poison and consumes so many beautiful

hours of life.

If we pnss from analysis to synthesis, and colloct into

certain pictures the most habitual summary expessicca

of Issued, the moat striking nnd the most distinct scenes

which we meet arc

—

Ragf, which we have already studied, and which

besides is known to all as one of the most frequent

expression; of human nature. It is the sudden explosion!

of a passing hatred, and often doe; nc harm to any one but

the person who gets into a fury. Precisely because it a »
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violent eruption, it dUchnrg« til the nervous centre* from

nil thdr tension, and leaves neither rancour nor hatred

behind it Thus proverbs in every age and in every nation

have only pr&irea foe the man uho is carried away by his

wrath, and warn us to beware of still aattrt. Some

unfortunate people have the infirmity of not being able to

get into a rage ; their hatred being concentrated and con-

denied inwardly, profoundly ahere their diameter and

their fortunes, preparing the ven4ttU, which last a whale

lifetime, and psychical venoms so formidable that prone

acid and arsenic are nothing in comparison. It is always a

transformation of force which becomes fatal to him who

hare* and to him wlio is hated, and which terribly increases

the figures of criminal Kariltics. Blessed a hundredfold

ere thoie who samp their feet, who tear their hair, who break

gasses and chairs. Cursed arc they who hold and con-

centrate their hatred and let it roast at the fire of an eternal

rancour.

Jealousy and envy, which are combination* of mingled

hate aod pain, have no characteristic expression, but they

take in turn that of rage or of mute hatred, of slow rancour

or of rage which escapes in intermittent puffs like the smoke

frotn a locomotive. In Jealousy, love, hotrod and pain

may alternate or be confounded, while in envy the expres-

sion of wounded self-love generally predominates, which

resembles so much the expression of the sensation of a

bitter taste.

Contempt, fright, horror may be tinged with hatred,

but with the expiation of this emotion are associated the

particular signs of disgust which we have studied in our

analytical work.

Cnrltj h a particular aspect of hatred ; but it plays by

itself a sufficiently largo rile in the emotions and in expres-

sion to present to u« its own special characteristics. It b
possible to hate and to be impelled by hatred to the

greateit extremities, yet without being cruel
;
and on the
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other hand, it i» passible to have enough ctoelly in one's

composition to love to exercise it without the necessity of

hating Even among ourselves, in the mid't of all the

lights of civilisation, with all the checks which morality tod

religion impose upon ua, we meet mm who are born ciucl,

and who, prevented by certain reasons, good or evil, from

doing ill to men, make animals suffer and delight in blood

and massacre. This element of cruelty has a part in the

vocation which impels certain men to choose the profes-

sions of butcher, surgeon, or executioner. I have known

very good-bcartcd surgeons and butchers, who yet, in (be

exercise of their trs.de, betnijed enough satisfaction and

ferocious sensuality to make one clearly understand that

without the checks of morality and religion they would

have certainly become torbnrous assassins. Be present at

an execution, a bull-fight, or a cock-fight, and watch the

expressions of the spectators: you will certainly find

horrible revelations there At the s'ght of the gallows or

of the (hulas you will see certain involuntary spasms of

sanguinary voluptuousneu which will recall our anthropo-

phagous ancestors and the great brotherhood of toeth and

mils, which makes all living beings either the devour*:* or

the devoured.

Phrenologists, to demonstrate the existence of the ergnn

of destructiveness, which they place a little below the ears,

have collected many examples of an irresistible tendency to

cruelty. I shall only quote one, taken from among many

others ;
It is that of a priest who became a military almoner

simply to be able to be present at battles and to see the

dead and wounded. He was in correspondence with all

tbc executioners, even with those from distant towns, so

that he might be warned when an execution wss to take

place, and he often weet long journeys on foot that ho

might be present at them. Kc also liked to have female

domestic animals at home, that be might cut the heads

off their little ones as aeon as they were beta
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The expression of cruelty is almost exclusively concen-

Dated round the mouth
j
perhaps because in temstrial life

killing and eating are two successive momenta of one

act, which si repeated every day some millions of times.

The mouth li dosed, the comets are drawn back ai far 01

passible, while rising gently as though to give the outline of

t smile, and often a shudder comes with the breath. The

eye is clear, widely opened, and fixed upon the victim.

Study the domestic and savage carnivora when they are

exercising their function of maintaining the equilibrium

of population, and you will see many pictures of expression

which recur in men.

N'o face recalls the expression of cruelty so much as a

wanton one. It is frightful, but it is thus. Lore and
blood, death and creation, alternate in this world at short

intervals, and oiten without the curtain being lowered

between the successive seem* 'Hie hand fresh from

killing caresses a moment later j the lip which has curved

in the laughter of cruelty grows tender in a emotive kiss.

Hatred, like every emotion in this world, may express

some indelible cliaracters on our (nee* It is commonly
said of a man that he h«" an envious, Jealous, wicked,

cruel, etc., face
; in these expressions, which ate supposed

to be read on the (ace, there always enters some element

taken from the expression of haired.

This question will be more in place when we are treating

of the criteria which may be employed in assigning its

raornl value to any fe.ee. Here we will only pause

cn the expression cf /treaty. It may be permanent in a

pariah of society
;

it may also constitute n race character in

an entire people who understand nothing of our morality

and who kill and eat their fellows to live.

Go and visit our prisons; you will find there many
examples of ferocfcms feces—feces which express cruelly

even when there is neither motive nor possibility of killing

w of massacring. You will see these unfortunate people
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show (heir fcrorily in [laying, in joking, in tiling, and

ercn in sleeping. I am sure lhal if one could see them
testify (heir love, there would still fcc found this same

Depression of fercaly.

I have seen similar faces in the photegrapks of

Maoris, Papuans, Negroes, North and South Americans.

1 have studied with my eyes this pcmo pent expression

in the Tobas and among the different tribes who, under

the generic name of Pampas (Tehuelcbes, Pehuclclxrs,

Ranqudes, ArauCaians, etc.), inhabit the vu: plain situated

at the south of the Argentine Republic and of Chili. These

men, who ate so little sympathetic, constantly hare wrinkled

brows and contracted lips; an amiable or serene smile is

never seen on their mouths ; and If you meet them alone

in the desert you will immediately put your hand to your

pistol or to the reins of your hcrae, according to your

courage, or your more or less combative mood
However deceptive may be the opinions on character

drawn from (he fsce, however rare may be the spirit of

observation in every age, still the most ignorant person in

the world would feel himself quite secure in the midst of n

tribe of the pacific Lapps; he would, on the contrary, feel

full of district and terror under the iolda of a family of

Pampas : for tliat it would be enough to look at the faces

of his hosts.

Whoever has once seen in South America a Toba beside

a Chiriguano could distinguish at tbc first glance which of

the two belonged to a ferocious and cruel tribe, and which

had the honour of belonging toone ofthe principal bratdits

of this gentle and pacific race of the Guaranis, rude to love

anil o'.-cf.



CHAPTER XIV.

THE EXPRESSION 09 HUOf, VANITY, HAUGHTINESS,

MODESTY, AMD HUMILIATION.

Al every step in the study of iho infinite number of expres-

eiona of which man it capable, we find confirmation of tbc

hw according 10 which expression u ibe clearei and mote

characteristic in proportion as it a provoked by a more

pnwcrfiil, by a better defined emotion. We perceive it in

pleasure aril in pain, in love and in hatred, in pride and in

humiliation, which are the fundamental psychical movements

of human nature, as ancient as nun, and common to all tbs

inhabitants of the globe. On tbc cootrary, boshfulncas,

scepticism, religiosity are derivative fcclir^s of the third or

the fourth order
;
they are only manifested after a long and

painful evolution, and in consequence, their expression is

uaceitain, fugitive, variable, and but little characteristic.

Pride is one of the most manifest and powerful of the

affective energies. Under different forms it is found in tbc

child, in the old man, in the savage, and in the illustrious

pact; ita exptession is very significant and cannot be

confused with any other, and therefore all artists, even the

meat mediocre, know bow to represent n movement of

pride, and the oldest and meat superficial physiognomists

hive been able to give ita a good description of the

expression which belongs to this feeling.

The Greek Poletnoii devotes two characteristic lines

worthy of Lir.mtus to it—
" Signs o/ EgroMery.—Here are the signs of the impu-

dent: open and clear eyes, raised and thick eyelids, great
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leer, a thick nose, a very upward glance, red complexion,

sharp voscc."

However, the definition of the proud by Giovanni Battista

Dalle Porta a still more beautiful—

"They have arched eyebrows which arc often railed, n

large, fleshy, and hanging stomach ; they walk dowly, stop

without reason, and stand in the street lowing round

them"

Mgr. Ingcgneri a more prolix, but he too gives a good

description cf the expression of pride—

"Men ofpeat nature, who carry their had* high, fror*

thus that they art fraud, ambitious, bold, andarrogant.
" In fact, tliis disposition of the body and the vice of pride

have by chance a common origin. They arise, in 6 ct,

from the nobility of the reasonable sout, which, bring

excellent above everything else in this lower world, when

It is appreciated at its right value disposes man to mag-

nanimity. But it may happen that h exceeds measure in

the ecnrm entertained for itself, and falls into a perverse

and disordered appetite fee pre-eminence, honours, respect

;

It is this appetite that constitutes pride, which is for the

human race the tource of many other enoemous and

extremely odious errors. This same nolxlity of the aout

is the cause of man's holding himself vertical, and in some

ill-balanced temperaments, where the principles which have

caused tbc human body to acquire this custom are in

excesa. we ace the person hold hirmelf very straight, and

disposed to cany his head high. In fact, nature, In dis-

tributing her gifts, has willed that plants (which have

neither feeling nor movement, and are wanting in the

facultim which our soul possesses) should have their feet

turned towards haven and their bads sunk in the earth

(tic/). She has given to animals a disposition differing

more oi less from this according to their degree of perfec-

tion
;
she lias so contrived thit the most abject and the

most vile have no feet and crawl on the cirth
;
and to the
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1ms imperfect she has given legs and has raised their heads

more or less from the soil. But as nun is more perfect

than the animals, and because he b of celestial substance,

she has willed that his head should rise heavenwards
;
she

has released him from the teneoiiil heaviness which forces

the other animals to walk bowed, and which would perhaps

hare made him incapable of acting and of accomplishing

the operations of the mind
;

finally, she has gratified him

with an excellent temperament, which corresponds to the

order of the elements of the world. In the world the earth,

which by its nature is dry, a placed above tlie water, which

is the cold element, and the air, which is moist, is inferior

by its nature to fire, which is the warm dement In the

ssroe nay, nature hat willed that In the complexion of man
the cold should be abort the dry, and the warm pre-

dominate over the moist And from tho predominance

of heat, which is the principle of upward directed move-

ment, it results that man his a vertical and derated hody."

Truly we have here a mixture of cabalism snd astrology

;

but the baafc of the description is taken from the pure

sources of nature.

Niquelius has given us two well-drawn little picture?

—

“ Sufuli virifigura.—Supetcilia arcuata ct qua: frequenter

devantur : os magnum
j

palpebt* valde apert*, pectus

latum
;
mrtaphrenum rrectum

;

tardus greimis
;

coTIum

ereetum
;

humeri tibrati
;

oculi splcndentcs, magnl, sal-

ientes.

" Ytrttuadi ciri figura.—Oculi hurnidi, non valdc npciti,

coiinlver.'.M, cutigjtir; magnitudini, fjCukc robore genre;

motui modenui
;

tarda loqucla
;
corpus irvclinatuw, nures

dcccnti rubore purpuratre, verecundia potissimnm in oculis

e: fronte spectandn eW.'”

Ghiradelli, who, when he has iwt to speak ill of women,

is reasonable, and knows how to observe, pauses a long time

1 Br the conleeieo of Nlqunln, this docriptine i> bonowrf Item
Dalli I*c*la.
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to explain why, under (he influence of pririe, (he eyebrow*

arc raised. He follows the opinion of Pliny, oho p’jccs

the seat of pride in the eyebrows—“Supcibia alirubi con-

ceptaculum, sed hie scdeni liabetj in cordc naieitur, hie

sobit, Itic pixdet.* Further on—“Nihil tltiut sirrulque

abruplio* invenitur in corpora* Giovanni Bonifacio thu*

interprets what Pliny men ns by the words nihil a/titu

:

elevated eyebrows, a sign of piidc.

Why do elevated eyebrows denote a proud n»n ? The
tlieolc^ian affirms that, txptrlia e'-t eppelitni tthUndiniifer-

wsa tcbtnfarivt, and that (has pride manifests itself by

raising the eyebrows nbovo their normal place.

"The vice of ptidc consfeu in wishing to be admired,

and believing onetelf more than one is by the olfect of an

arbitrary and petTerse wilL Thus poet3, when they have

had to describe rag: end pride, have always given IS its

sign and indication arched and elevated eyebrows. l>ante,

for example, says in Cnnto xxxiv. of his Inferno, in the

portrait of Lucifer—

'S>i fn * (*i, ram" «e' I * ort Irutto,

1! ccatro il sat Utter* ntcb It eiglis,

Ben dx da kri piocr&i CRii lrtto.'**

Juvenal, too, lias written in hit Satire V.—

" PanjoribuS ohm* irocf : sod fc*mn, sol arias

Dipt raprceilio, quaixlom t* j*r.enit Iltcf
"

and this word ivfertilio is interpreted by some as meaning

here.

And the same poet, wishing to paint Cornelia, mother

of the Gracchi, said in his sixth satire

—

“ Kilo veiusliam, qmm te, Catnella nalcr

Craethcrsa, U am mignli »i( tutIbu liters

Otirnla HpettUbm «twm » •lot* tnarrjhoe.''

1 If If were u bamtiful is he - nou hidcois, and ye itiral tu

nise Misyatirew* milnit hii CreMor, well (ren bin m.y prc<xn! .11

Hi*.
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However, it is very necessary 10 remark here that the

elevation of tbe eyebrow does not always indicate pride,

but sometimes alto gravity. Thus, according to Valerius

Maximus, Seneca had ctnanum ittfleniuum—that is to say,

an eyebrow worthy of a censor.

Thus again, the Roman orator, wishing to joint, not the

pride of a tyrant, but the gravity of Solus, expresses himself

with true Ciceronian eloquence—

“Tanta erst gravitas in oculo, tanta fronts contractfo, ut

illo lupercilio, isoquant Atlar.te cE'um, respitblka niti

viderelur.
1
'

Albertus Magnus likewise said—
" Snpercilia, qua; frequenti nsottr elerantur in altum,

superbum bomincm notant, gloriosum et audicem.'

And commenting on the ancients, Ghiradelli adds—
“The proud generally hare a alow and heavy gait and

straight necks; they often atop in the road and look all

round them
;

their eyes are unquiet, large, dear, sod
superb. Thus Homer has painted Achilles, and Nicetas

Chorniatus has painted Androokus. Likewise, again,

Michael Scott, whom I choose by preference among ail

the other physiognomists, lias written excellently— “Cilia

nrcuat* multum ct quas frequenti motu clevantur in altum,

significant homioem superburr., animosum vanum, iracun*

dum, audacem,’ etc

But we have had enough quotations. With relation to

expression, the affective energies which are grouped

round selfesteem give us three different groups of expres-

sions

—

t- Expressions of exalted or ra'isfiod pride.

7 . Expirations of humiliated ptide.

J.
Expressions of tempered pride, oorrected by educa-

tion, cr by other feelings.

Making, according ro out method, the elementary analysis

of the expression of pride, we can leprcwnt its elements in

the following table
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SYNOPTICAL TABLE OF THE EXPRESSION OF

/Elevatioa c4 the cyehrov^

PRIDE.

Exiled cr kil-

ned pride.

HumPMcd
pride.

Ilypxrisy of

satisfied relf

nlwm.

held.

11 19 ruck*

„ „ trrnk.

G:.ixc dircclrd ujn.srd.ar lovuil. tie tontorn

Prc)rctico of the tcuri lip,

Entrtollcdosing of ih. mouth.

EiTinclyr uprccrca of Ike arm;
Rauioo of the Hoten itund tie u!i of the «ia
Rl«»»tlon cf the .tore the ho.A

Avjfe ditan tioa of the thorax.

The irm« rating co the pdvlt ct the licut in Bich

way u to trcroue n one sinner or anollrr the

(ransrmi diwnter of the tody.

A poky »iik with sprawling leji.

Letoored breithinf.

^Smiia Uojhter, or lean.

Loaning of the e/rtoow.

.» h eyslid*.

Boling the hor.d, the neck, thetwnV.
Glance Steal an the earth ; the eye dull.

A gomUy eficxttt/lc expjwtlen.

EAfmtiou of a Utter tone

General tendency to fthue oe«*lf
f fttidlu hide or lo

Lowing the head.

A veiy briiliint eye.

Ataicmctt of the peiaon.

Gestures cf *xctm, of thaakft, crfpmyef.

Tciu ind (Lighter alternately.

Contraction of the lips, ta though ene mtd dimaiih

the ake of the mouth.

Ticking and wpfrenl<tt of tht roke.

Houever raried tnd however numerous these dements of

the expression of pride may be, they all tend to the ame
ends to augment and to rats: our person if self-love is

exalted and satisfied, to diminiili and to abase it if pride is

humiliated. Ceomctry and psychology, expression and

language are here in perfect agreement The English
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kioigltfy (etymologically, Kaut<* high) means proud, and it is

quite evident that infer is the rot* of tuferbia.

A profound philologist would be able to weave all sorts

of beautiful vitiations on this theme, of which I shall

content myself with giving the general foimufa. It is with

expression as with language. With all tl« force of our

muscles we seek to make ourselves greater and taller than

we are. From thae two simultaneous and sometimes

contradictory efforts very naturally results the puffed oat

form of the expression of pride and vanity. We raise our

eyebrows, eyelids, the upper lip, the neck, the trunk, the

fgurc
;

<rc teek to elevate nil the principal and accessory

parts of car ego, sod sometimes »c have recourse to the

hxtmaicr and the bootmaker to aid us in this labour oi

deration. Oh, if we could bat nail a beam to the heavens

snd hoist ourselves into the empyrean itself
I

So much for elevation. As to the expansion, we inflate

oar cheeks, we dilate tiro thorax, wc reit our hands on our

th-glxs or in our nriaplts, we sprawl out car legs and waddle

from right to left and via uni, we pass our hands through

oar locks, and distend our little wisps of hair
;

in short,

we oeek to take up ns much in width as we have gained

in length, or in longitude what wo have gained in latitude,

as you will, according as you borrow a metaphor from

grammar or from geography.

Having elongated, having widened oundves, having

incrraied every possible clenient of our organic geometry,

we also extend our movements : our fingers are spread as

far apart as possible, our legs are also stretched away from

the trunk ; often we take into our hard* any voluminous

objects—handkerchiefs, pipers, or books—to still further

increare the dimensions of oar limbs, to extend the horizon

of cur inflated ego. There Is a characteristic manner of

waving the handkerchief In the tir, which In ninety cases

oat of o hundred bespeaks the man of ptide.

And the last term of all this lengthening, widening, and
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inflation in every sense is the loud breath which remits

from its long detention for the purpose of swelling the

cheeks and rendering the thorns: sonorous. Finally, the ait

must find in exit, and it issues with 0 loud noire, waich

saves additionally to attract attention.

For this reason, too, the proud generally speak loud,

eadnim often, end employ every means of leaking a noise.

One cannot be inflated with pride without despising

something or some one, or without disdaining the whole

human nee; thus in the animated expression inspired

by this feeling there is always a certain smile of raillery,

which is ironical, sardonic, or limply proud. The proud

mile is distinguished from the two others by a forward

movement of the lower lip. This is so true that the

muscle which «erves to execute this movement has received

the name o' muaih.1 laprbus.

Tears may often he the sign of the inner Joys 0/ vanity

or of satisfied pride; hut this is very rare; laughter ii a

mere habitual sign, and between ourselves this laughter

may still be naive, benevolent, and loud. Sometimes it

is accompanied by signs of quasi-delirium, of transports

and convulsions. We hare raid a hundred rimes all

apre&rions are alike and become confused when they are

pushed to extremity.

India-rubber balloons cannot remain eternally inflated ;

nor is the distension of peacock, turkey, or men without itB

limits. A condition of slight 2nd permanent inflation is the

most ordinary expression of pride, and gives to the (ace a

characteristic and lasting expression.

Its manifestation is always the same, but feebler, less

accentustcd, so that it may be maintained by muscles

hxb arc accustomed to being always in a state of stan-

centractoo. Even when asleep, a men may tell the one

who looks at him that self-love is notching.

In a scientific »«k we employ the word pri& in the

most general tense, and this is not the place to make s
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philological study cn the synomjms of this powerful affective

energy, of this mortal sin. It is enough for us that each

word should represent a thing which is well-defined and

clear to all.

The tynemjm and tire relations of pride have distinct

names, and each Isas a different method of expression.

We will review them rapidly.

Dignity, fo»our, loftinns ore the most beautiful and

highest forms of pride. Far from being view, they nre

veritahle virtues. The feelings of honour and of personal

dignity are expressed rather negatively than positively.

Often a serious face, an energetic attitude, suffice to express

a whole world of psychical energies of the most sublime

order.

In haughtiness wc shall find ourselves between vice and

virtue; the manner erf expression becomes more combative,

more resolute In Darwin's work Figure i in Plate VI
might express equally well a disdainful feeling and a

movement of pride revolted by a shameful proposition. .

The habit of command, with which is always associated

a certain degree of haughtiness or even of pride, given

to many generals, princes, and sovereigns a pstticulax

lock and an aristocratic expression which are very difficult

to define, but which at once strike the eye even of the

moat vulgar observer.

We all remember the look full of majesty and authority

which shone in the eyes of Victor Emanuel-

;
this singular

character is alto striking in King Humbert. Eight hundred

years of royalty mturally leave In the features of a

family a mirk which the newcomer cannot acquire at"

wilL Aristocracy is one of the most natural features of

humanity; the democrats make history recede instead of

advancing when they deny the most elementary laws of

heredity and of human nature. An aristocratic bearing,

which it always a fact of expreision, Is inherited and nor

acquired
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Vanity is ooe of [be meal characteristic forms of pride,

ll consists in a feeling of complacency in one’s own beauty,

one's own luxury, in the richness or live elegant cat of live

garments of the wearer. It a a liltlo pride mupted lo

Utile things ar.d little men Men, always disdainful towards

women, would make pride and ainbiiian the privilege of tho

strong sex and leave vanity to the weaker. In that, us in a

handled other eases, they take the lion's share, and they do

no: take into account that the difference docs not depend

on sex, but on diversity of character and on the degree of

elevation of thought. There are plenty of vain, ar/J of

very vain, males; end woman is also capable of pnde

and ambition. I know an excellent man who tua shown

himself a vaiiant soldier on the field of battle, who is

today a valiant writer, and yet he has never succeeded

in becoming a speaker of auy value la the Chamber.

While he speaks he is always looking at the ladies' gallery,

and takes much pains, above all, to wave hit arm with a

certain tooneed suavity which will thow off the beauty

of his body and s\xcc»lvcly reveal nnd conceal the very

pure profile of liis face. This cxpvcHicri of vanity deprives

his thought of all force, and his speech bits neither action,

eBkadonsness, nor Urength of feeling. It is true that

Balatc vould haYe awarded to this round sweep of the

arm a Montyn print such as he has already given to a

movement of the skirt?.

The expression of vanity is meagre, but slightly expan-

sive, full of repressed smiles, of secret complacency, and

hidden malignity. The painters and poets of all time have

always represented vanity with a mirror; for it b precisely

brfore a mirror that n beautiful person and one who is

vain of his beauty—^notice that I s*y a person and not

a woman)—abandons himself most completely to the

expression of his admiration for himself.

Vanity is nearly always accompanied by coquetry, and

nxs thus a composite expression, the aha of which is to be
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seductive, 10 please jnd to fascinate. Ail animals in Ihc

species in which the sexes arc distinct are capable o!

coquetry in an amorous intention, and it would be possible

to compile a surpraing volume if one collected all the

pictures which the animal world presents in this respect

The general forma'* of all coquetry consists in hiding or

diminishing natural defects, in throwing good qualities into

rebel; or simulating them if they do not exist In n

company of men and women wlw have attained the period

of their sexual maturity (or even if they have not attained,

or have even passed it) there will not perhaps be one
individual who docs not exhibit some gesture, or utter

some word referring to what tie English happily call

mtrtship. One continually gesticulates with his open and

ungloved hand because he happens to lave a very beautiful

one
;
another is always drawing attention to hit feet shod

with such delicate gear, because they arc extremely small.

Countess A is always smiling, even if speaking of

a funeral, because she has admirable teeth ; and live

Marchioness cf Y
,
although full of piety and modesty,

is extremely Mttihlh, because her shoulders are worthy of n

Juno. Pxlr.ce X.always wears very tight trousers, even though

it may be the fashion to wear them loose, because he ha3 the

legs o : an Apollo
;
and bit sister never taxes off her gloves,

even at table, because her hands are spotted- Spare me
lurthcr enumeration, for every day you have a hundred
opportunities of examining the expression of vanity armed
with coquetry.

Ainiiiion is an affective psychical form which las

numerous affinities with pride, but which dues not possess-

any characteristic method of expression; now it borrows

that of pride, now of resolution, uow of strife, or of creative

inspiration Without allegories and without the aitifices of

the schools the greatest painter io the world would not be

able to represent an ambitious man. The allegories found,

and the artifices put into execution, it is still necessary to
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inscribe benotili. Ambition. This reminds me of a very

mediocre 10ooun.cn: in which a sculptor (a man otherwise

of merit) had represented Politics, Strategy, tnd other

analogous sciences, but had had to write these names below

in golden characters. Ia it possible that this great man
did not all to mind the old story of St. Anthony and his

P*8 ?

Amgatta is pride plus ooc thing and minus anoiber.

Its additional factec is coaraot>C53
#

its absent factor, good

manner!. Petulance, Impudence, e3romery are the worthy

sisteis of arrogance
;
in proportion as delicacy and modesty

doorcase, and as vulgarity of feeling predominates, the ex-

pression of these psychical movements becomes more and

more degraded.

There are gradations of forms which cixrespoed to the

gradations of feeling. I have heeu foot to face with

the Icings and emperors of Europe, I (are talked with

Colliqueo, the king of Amucana, and with the cethiqur of

Paraguayans in Paraguay. All these potentates have rmdc
me perfectly pCrCthc the distance between us, the abyss

which separated them fror.i nie, but in a different manner.

CoUiqoeo and the Cachiquc were arrogant and insolent;

the emperor and the king were simply majestic and
haughty. A crown must always do something

;
let it be of

gold or of per rots’ feathers, let it be the crown of n tyrant

or of s conuitutional king, it matter* little, it is atill a

crown I

Of all expressions, that of pride is t!ie one on which

civilised life imposes the most powciful restraints, that it

deforms tho most sad seeks most to stifle. Whenever we
allow omselrec to be self-complacent in the satisfaction of

our pride, we induce tome suffering in the self-love of others,

and directly wc express our joy too ingenuously to him who
a praising and applauding us wc inevitably inspire him
with the desire to change ha praise into blame, or his

applause to hisses Enthusiasm and fashion impel us to
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throw incense in the nwirih of a hero or of a dancer
;
but

we desire the hero or the dancer rather to bo pateful than

proud, and to confer to awing our bravos or our garlands

rather to our good-wiU than to their merit, One muse go

to Africa to see men consent to crawl on their bellies in

approaching their chiefs, and not to take offence if be

choose* to spit upon them. You must go to Polynesia to see

a street psved with human beings, stretched on the ground,

and forming the road over which the bridegroom must pais

to the bouse of his bride.' With ns, kings themselves,

when they enter Parliament amid a salvo of applause,

iodine their heads in token of thanks. Dramatic acton,

placed on a level with the dancer and recalled two or three

antes, must bend low and not draw themselves up; they

must show some confusion at so much honour instead of

becoming dated. If an actor or a dancer raises his or her

head, neck, or body, and stands in an ecstasy amid storms

of applause they would probably be thought demented,

and would certainly be hissed. On the contrary, the more

the Joy of pride is concealed the more the applauie

redoubles t nothing charms us more than modesty during

apotheosis. Then only do ac abandon ourselves. sinoetviy

and cxpitiM.ely to the swift ecstasy of enthusiasm and
admiration. Tne next day wc shall compensate ourselves

fee the sacrifice wc l«vc made by venomous backbiting and

malignant thrusts. Thus civilised man is commuted
;
ha

nails are clipped, his teeth blunted
;
hot with thcac clipped

nails and blunted teeth he is able to extract subtle venoms

which he inoculates under the skin of his neighbour

with pious unction and under the hypocritical pretext of

distributive justice.

1 Wyul Giil, UfibtUt Souikim Mu, p. do London.



CHAPTER XV.

CXPRCSSION or KBSOVAl. 7SELINGS, V8AB, DISTRC5T J

DKCarrrtox or tuositt according to ran old

PHYSIOGNOMISTS.

The loro 0/ *elf is certainly one erf the most energetic

feelings
1
it is perhaps the most powerful of all, snvc, during

a ceitaiu period of life, that of sexual love. Bui it has no

special methods of expression. No artist in the world, no

matter of whai genius, Could pretend to give us a pictmc

or a same which should make us say at tiie first glance

—

Here is nn egoist I here is a nun smitten with himself I If

in the secrecy of cur chamber we can grow complacent in

the adoration of ourselves, this affective energy win resolve

itself into a form of vanity, into trn expression of pride or of

concentrated joy, tat them confidential pictures belong to

the gallery of pride, of sanity, and of pleasure. If, on the

contrary, wc fear for our safety, and if wo put ourselves mlo

a position of defence, in that case we shall wear one of the

many expressions of fear or of strife, but we shill not be

able to find anything which specially characterises self-lore.

If by sophistries and subtilties wc at last imagine that wc

have laid hand* on an egotistical face, our discovery will

resolve itself into a pure negation, where wc shall infer tho

love of self by reason of the absolute and constant want of

every benevolent and generous expression

In strict logic we might count the iovc of oneself

amoog the personal feelings. But this pithologtetl and

monstrous feetug is resolved In its turn into hypochondria,

into a general suffering of every sensible part of our bring

>3
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which may lead us to detpai: and to suicide I have

studied this subjoct in my Pkjdoiogf 0/ Pain, and it*

principal features ere reproduced in the chapter of that

hook which treats of the expression Of pain.

Between love of self, above all a concentric and centripetal

energy, Ac expression of which is consequently negative,

and fear, we find distrust, which is the beginning of fear, a

movement of Ac egoism which awakens to face an imminent

or *injected danger. The Mine thing may be said of

suspicion, which is Ae brother of distrust, and the expres-

sion of which a purely intellectual, with a scarcely perceptible

tinge of preparation for defence.

Distrust, which ia the beginning of live defensive, has a

scarcely perceptible expression, which may be reduced to

Ae elevation of Ac eyebrow, accompanied by transverse

wrinkles on Ae forehead, the devotion cf the upper lip, and

a forced contraction of the mouth.

When we want to impart our distrust and suspicions to

oAcrs, the expresrien becomes mare marked, and encroaches

on the domain of conventional language. It i* then Aat

we distort .our faces, and especially the mouth, in such a

way a* to make them lose their natural symmetry entirely,

We may also raise our shoulder* and diatort the body in

the same sense as the features of Ae race
;
or again, we

may shake our heads from side to side, turn up'onr noses,

or finally apply the tip of the index finger to the check, the

side of the nose, or the lower eyelid to pull it down. This

gesture is nearty always accompanied by a prolonged hum,

in the manner of the death-rattle, or of a snore.

Here wc are on twofold ground, on a frontier where tlxr

automatic gesture* of expression are mingled witli figurative

or conventional language. Some of the facia are easily

explained. Others remain completely obscure.

The distortion of Ac face, nose, mouth—of all the bedy
- demonstrate* with plenty of evidence tint Ae thing or

person in question is neither clear nor straight, Aat Acre is
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something fa!*?, that something is going ertokeJ. Thu* we

ssy to turn up the nose H a sign of wan: of esteem, and

hence of confidence. Still simpler is the explanation of

the shaking of the head and of the numerous signs which

serve to express a negation.

The elevation of the eyebrow indicates that «e dealt e to

open exir eyes wide in otder to sec an obscure thing better}

and, in my opinion, the same meaning attaches to the

mo'craent of the (atefirger to pull down the lower eyeiid.

This getlure, which seeuu obscure to many people, seems

to me only desirous of ssytng, “ Here it behoves to Veep

one’s eyes wide op* I

"

Some have perhaps gcae very far to seek what lay quite

near to them when they have attempted to explain this

expression with some aubcilty—“ Look at this man; he

squints, or is oac-eycd : row a lignaiis, and all that follows.’'

It is more difficult to explain why distrutt or svnpickm is

oho manifested by applying the finger to th« check or on

the nose. Probably these gestures are synonymous with

the former of putting the finger on trie lower eye'ad. For

my part, this lair gesture would be the characteristic normal

expression ; the others would b: its variations or synonyms.

Expression often elaborates the same motet* with direrie

variations, and even in the most constant and most incist-

ihle expressions we have many equivalent forms which

alternate and are substituted one for the other.

Distrust, become a habit, often impresses a permanent

character on the face, which may he considered as that of

timidity. It is seen in all its force in the unfortunate

insane, afflicted with the delusion of persecution. Taey

have an uncertain way of looking round them ; their eye-

brows are raised, or perhaps tire one mised and the other

lowered ; their look is vacillating from time to time, their

lips contract, and they shake their heads, or perhaps they

assume an attitude of attention, os though they wen*

listening to real or imaginary noises.
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This a disease; but outside tbe specially pathological

domain (here is alto an expression of timidity characterised

by diverse negative marks, such os the absence of lively joy,

of tendency to strife, and certain positive signs, ** 'he

uncertainty of the facial movements and tbe disposition to

blush easily.

VVc shall speak of this phenomenon, which plays a Urge

pan in expression, when concerning ourselves with the

modesty which engenders on its own account a particular

iorm, and one very characteristic of timidity.

It would be very useful to he able to determine, by the

physiognomy of a man, Ids degree of timidity, and to

measure thereby bis want of courage. Who knows how
many national mishaps, how many humiliations, might Us

avoided if science gave us tho means of making such a

diagnosis? Unfortunately, beyond the features which wc

have traced, nailing certain can be said, unless we give play

to funcy and attempt to impriton doada in bags. This

poverty and thia modesty of contemporary physiognomical

science have succeeded to a period of overweening pre-

sumption which to-day makes us laugh. There is not an

old book which does not give a sure receipt for tho

discernment of timid men. Here is that of Niquctiua—
" Timidi tiri figura.—Ad muliesas, ccrvcs, cuniculoJ,

leporcs, diunat ct temperiem frig!dam refertur occiput

cavum ; cokr pallidoa, stblividus, dtrinus vel niger, ocuii

fcnbecilles el qui frequenter nictant, pallidi, stupidi;

pilus mollis
j

extrema parvaj lumha imbccillea
;

collum

loeguro, grade, plngue ; pectus debile, caraosum
j vox

acuta, remissa, tremubij w parvum; mentum rocundum;
labia patin

;
tibise, crura carncaa, sed niminc osr.ea;

manus longa « subtile.*
j
pedes parvi, inarticalati

; mot qu!

at ;n fade mntus.ul

The same author, in other parts of his work, explains

how t/uibus (*pUH lurmlicm limit/j ntns carneia lim

-

1 NlqwtU. ep.Ht., p. jiR
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dmn d/Jiotan!—aura farva timidorum propria—quibut

aura pcrc*r!untur timidi sun/—mattus lub/ilti tt L\K^a

ftmidornm prtpriie, tic.

In all the pictures of this sort the mode of procedure is

perceived at o glance. The author, like esery one else, ha*

made the surprising discovery that women are more timid

than mm ; he paints us the portrait of a woman under

the pretext of printing a timid man, and tbe game is

Fbycd.

I: it singular that all the old authors attributed soft, that

is to say, fine hair to the timid man.

Ghiradelli aistires us "tbs: fine and soft hair most

frequently denote a 'earful person," and he thinks it is very

ratural that it should be so, since the stag, goat, nnd sheep

have soft coats. Further on this physiognomic do«« not

fear to seek signs and indications among tlie birds, because,

as Aristotle teaches, “all that have plumage are Utaid;

for example, the quail and all gregarious birds, ihis habit

being a manliest indication of tlvcir timidity." 1

Mgr. Iogcjneri also say* that smooth and soft hair is n

saga of timidity.

“ In fact," he lays, " it denotes a cold and moat tempera-

ment, fee soilness principally arises from cold and moisture,

and as effects resemble causes, hair preserves the pre-

dominant quality of the body whence it takes its birth.

In moist and cold temperaments where beat i* feeble there

is not much of animal spirits, and as it is a principle that

contraries fight agilast each ether, they are weak. In

Imminent dangers, the soul, to fortify its courage, recalli its

blood and animal spirits from all parts towards the viscera

as to a centre, and the extremities arc abandoned. But

just ** the spirit flics suddenly from the exterior pails to

tbc interior, so externally slso the man take to flight. And

there we base the nature of far.’1

• GbnfeM. V. cil-i f. 7.

* Gtrrinni Injnsncri, //Mural Mjiiagnc*/, p. J«s.
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VVbat philosophy ! wlmt psychology I and what cabalistic

jargon!

For the good prelate, n small head is aho significant of

timidity, and manually be finds an excellent reason for

this—

"Id fact, our acts are the execution of the thoughts of

the soul
;
and when the animal spirits do not acquit them-

selves of tbeir fu notions well, the iOjI cann« discern the

troth of external things, nor be assured cl their condition

;

then it 'cars to act, and keeps to no resolve." 1

For Dalla Porta nao the timid man has “a soft skin, a

bent bedy. very thin muscles to his legs, a pale complexion,

week and blinking eyes. The extremity of his body is

feeble and without force; his legs arc slender (and women?),

his hands slender and long, his loins small (and women?)

and weak," etc.

Ingegneri sod Ghirsdclli agree that a very Noth pupil

{tic) •• certainly denote* a timid roan, became such eyes

arc nearly always the Indication of a timid seal In fact,

their origin is a superabundance of aqueous humour and

want of animal spirits, and this is a sign that the natural

heat is diminished, and that the temperament is removed

from the suitable temperature, and allows the cold and the

moist, which are the principles of tear, to predominate:”

All these astrological divagations are yet nothing in

comparison with a tirade of the same Gbiridclli, where

this eminent Vcifereint academician, forgetting that he 13 a

Rc*ogn«e, and born in a town celebrated for centuries for

the beauty and amiability of its women, puts us on our

guard against beautiful coral lips. According to him, the

smaller and more bewitching they are, the more they denote

timidity, and a whole collection of vices and of perversity

which spring from fear. Here k a specimen from this

ungallant author

—

" Read and rc-rcad these short but veracious lines, all

i Giovanni Inj-pml, Nat. p. 341.
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you who allow your hearts to be seduced by the beauty of

women and by their eyes. Take the trouble to inscribe

my words on your minds, as on an eternal nuiblc, for I am
going to show in life, as in n clear mirror, the error into

which you fall, the iniquity that you commit, the danger

that you create for yourselves with your own hands, when

you become the insensate pursuers of a beauty, more fleeting

than time, more ephemeral than a shadow, more unstable

than the mind, and sooner faded than the flowers. But lend

me yet more attention, you who adore as holy relics a little

mouth and two delicate lips of coral, who print thereon your

kisses, and thus a thousand times an heat plunge your

toul into a living sepulchre. We allow that a mouth of

small dimensions, adorned with two little curved rubies, is

a feature of beauty in a woman
;
but we will not admit that

the owectnc9s of tbo kisses and the suavity of the words that

you love to enjoy wiil not be accompanied by bitterness.

It is not honey that you drain from these kissed and

rc-kisied lips; it is a venom which penetrates to the soul,

and living, slays it miserably with love."

And Ghiradelli, after haring made us understand that

small lips denote a disposition to fear, grows still warmer

against the poor daughters of Eve

—

"If this fair wete the only passion of woman, the evil

would not be great
;
but It is not thus; for so many faults

spring from this that to enumerate them this whole volume

would not suffice [note that it contains 6*8 pages in *to}.

So cold a humour has clcctod its domicile in the feminine

brain that it renders the woman slothful to act

"

To*day we are mom gallant than Ghiradelli; we ix>

longer experience the tame honor for mouths of small

dimensions adorned with two little rounded rubers. But,

alas ! we can no longer divine, by the bore sight of a flare, if

it must lead us to the shame of !-i>w or to the glories of

Palermo and of Voltuino.



CHAPTER XV!

TUB EXPRESSION OF THOUGHT.

When thought is not accompanied by pleasure or by pain,

by any feeling or emotion, the expression characteristic ol

It is but slightly marked and my concentric. Still this

does not prevent the labour of tho brain possessing a

genuine expression proper to itself.

Intellectual expression may, by its different movements,

denote either the intensity of thought, or its nature, or a

certain moment of Its activity
(
or even it may accompany

with sympathetic rhythm the movement of the grey matter

which thinks. Such arc the divene functions of intellectual

expression. They must be studied consecutively; and

iltecwitdi wlien once the analytic woik is completed, it

will be passible to co-ordinate the collected materials, and

to ixsint oat certain laws in a domain which is one of the

least explored of physiognomy. In old authors we find

cabalistic descriptions of tbo intelligent and of the stupid

man; in more recent physiologists we find some good
studies on attention and reflection

;
but I believe that no

hook presents a complete view of all the phenomena of

expression which accompanies the exercise of thought.

To quickly demonstrate the rapidity with which the

laconic l-ft by the ignorance of the past accumulate, we
must compare Plate a of Lebrun's work, in which a/Zm/ixa

is represented, with the beautiful monograph of the same
phenomenon which Paolo Riccnrdi of Modcns has recently

given.*

Lebrun shoos us a face, drawn with much art, but which
1 Fiolo Rlicirdi. JWii 'ulr AtumU*,
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might represent Just as well suspicion or desire. His

analytic diagnosis a limited to three lines—

“The effects of attention are to lower the eyelids and

make them approich the side of the nose, to turn the

pupils to the object which causes it, to open the mouth, and

especially the upper part, to slightly lower the heed «"Xl >"

render it fixed without any remarkable alteration.'

Here, however, as an introduction to our studies, Is a

synoptical table

—

SYNOPTICAL TABLK OK THE EXPRESSION OF
THOUGHT.

Muscjlni coo

tracxkos and.

icUxiHoos of

Ihtlu*

rContiicliou of tbe coin&lon cA ibe r/cbfc**.

FUatfoo of (he ej'e.

Kirab: cortfrac’tai* of all tfc* ccolr.r mzsrtsu

Stalk irxnK^nHsnikffl of all the raaiclr* o' tl»e for*.

Ruccciaicd o^nfne Chf ej*.

Ciownjj, c* vcmi-dedoj, of the eye

Dropping of the under Jiv.

Eilrtaic olmtina cA c<\c ejabrow f*ly.

srartlii or total axivtilxow of the forinl mu»:len

Contraction ot
!h«

i
Setslehb* ID haul, farolicod, or now.

Tmdiag tbe hair.

Striki°e the fore’cod 01 holding :h» htad in one or

*ikl**b.

_ _u7_7b *r S'.n*i<s (Ik cbUtl or chi*

bel*?***
!"“? 0

Makli£ ihytkmlail pmuri with stmt or (main
Making rbjthmicil eastern w.lh feet or hands.

An iacaiuM tied rhythmical moveoent o< ihe legi

kloiing op the ecu tightly with tech hand*.

From the first moment that tlio cerebral cells begin to

think, tlielr activity never ceases until we breathe our last. It

probably persists even during sleep, and those who imagine
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that they do not dream have only fiSgot'cn by tho morning
the shadowy thoughts of the night. Awaken them suddenly,
and call their atiention to tho s'.nte of thdr consciousness at

this preciso moment. Nearly all will tell you that they were

dreaming. I lave often made this experiment on myself
and on others, and it hw always given me the same result.

This continuity of thought is depicted on our countenance
in e 'light expression which is almost imperceptible, predidy
because it is permanent and is confused with other constant

characteristics which distinguish the face of live living from
tltai of the dead. A certain vivacity of the eyes, a certain

promptitude of the facial muscles to contract, are the

fundamental features of every intelligent face, and when
these traits are wanting we say that wo have a stupid face

before tis. We shall return to this subject when treating of

the criteria which may guide us in appreciating the intel-

lectual and moral value of a human face. 1

1 Lamer, fa lbs foirth votrr* of Vis gift: /Uyjfewmfarf BGh,
hii given in miny very beajtiful drawings of stnpid after

nMmr or alter Hogarch. It seesa beredfrte ta«; with » few strekei

of the pec, which would not mm the turiaoe of a peony, It iHwW he

pMtihlS tn depict m nr nil totality Idicey and Ktupllity.

AeoMiling lo the celetaaiel Swbs phyrlognomic, the met: .MkL.e
chiracttrlirlci of tfupHily are-

fa) An absolutely vtttknl forehead.

(4| An eaeessively lor« forehead.

U) A Inthan! which ptojia* nvcm or less stove.

V) A fcrehntd which retreats ebnptly, and whinii is convex don
the eyeteow*

f«) A ne*e which U pitch curved below the mlddir ol Ihe fnoe.

ID An eiaggerntei distance between tho note and month.

If) A sift ira hanging tower Up.

(4) Tit lelaiotion or wrinkles of the chia and of the jA.k

(0 Very vr.ill eyei, the whiteid which are ictroely mop. eepechlly

when they r.re ossorinled with a large «ik, aod Ita wlioie lower port
ef the fiot Is massive and the ayra intronnded by small and very C«p
wrinkle*.

(41 The hind thrown tack and disfigure! ly . dwiMe goitre,

especially when one ofthese reach r« towr.rdi tbe cheek.
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The expression oi the intellect is centred in the liead, the

principal scat of thought, and in the eye, which is its

principal instrument. To convince ourselves of this, it is

enough to compare the face of a blind man without eyes

with that of a blind man who has eyes incapable cl

sight The first always appears more stupid than the

second. Although with practice we succeed in interpreting

the expression of the muscles of the mouth which is

if) An oblique and .Reeled smile, ci which one ciot gut rid, »nd

which his boxta« a habit, may be unheritctiagly ceniicered u It*

indication of » (die nature, of varied Insanity, or et lei* ol

IdieUe malignity.

(w) Kicewl.c-'r rounded <0 too eioeely untied teems gireac ak ol

slspidiry to o fiee, tnd in this esse thn roi'Jty nearly nlwiys cent-

ipnnds so the ippeoruce.

("I TIM w*» with vary narrow nr v.ry ufclt nostrils, uA the now
disprepntionuriy Icon to the rest of the fore, generally tarewt n Vow

Intelligent*.

" Invnlifliry coatee ticca r.od cocs-aluve cnromnMi Ot the moolh,

•ibraluca, rigidity, ot oceaiie snltoeu of the flesh, flattened and

rounded cauco, features too mwrh or too Buie eeoe*:u.ted, too

much terwinn c* reaiation. in odd miitnrt of delldcj and trivfclity,

in . word, direropnttions of >.l sorts, me ta many imfarfnl/cui ir if/at

O'UQefttHn

;

they ire at once AttenantAt /Ait* "

Althcngh It i" Lavalir who writes, whM unceeUinty in ths stroke*,

nhit cabalism acd aerology I There is not » Use which it no!

ow.ndleud ehcwhme, althc^h In each tin* Here I. some truth.

The defioitke of tb« nwdiccro molt, whfch b( giral further on, B

bappiet (Fig. re. p. :6)

—

•• Every individual »ho dees noe strike ui In scree way. who neither

attracts nar repds ui, wlm neither works not charms *», -Ho doet cot

make hkseelf cirhci wrloome ot detested, who is neither rich enough

la give nee powerful eeorgk to despoil, who leave* eieryl&utg m It*

pVlCe, who peed roes nclhlng titmaeif and her not enough energy to

steel the production* of others, maksi one ol tile Matron clsas ed

the mediocre.

"

Certainly, be who hrorus how to draw aaeh 1 portrait ol mediocre

wen i. not hliusclf > medloa* men, edlhongh he may add—"Three
ir-edlec rifles are ahsoloioly iodiip*iisable to maialaio, oontolidate, and

complete the order of creation. Only the tniensate cu dnp*r them,

the Impious only and the wldied con look on them at use!no. . ,
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(substituted for the expression of the eyes, a face without

eyes make* or/: afraid, and recalls almost too nearly that

of a corpse.

If it were necessary to limit to the least possible space

the field of the expression of thought, if it were necessary to

reduce it to its principal centre, I should confine it to the

space of a few square centimetre* which stretches above the

eyobtowB and between them
;

it is precisely there that are

manifested these vertical wrinkles so well studied by Darwin,

and which constitute the act of wrinkling the eyebrows.

These, by the contraction of the superciliary muscles, are

approxirmted and lowered, while at the same time two

more or less deep folds are formed between them, On the

contrary, in auliering, the internal extremities of the two

eyebrows rise and many transverse wrinkle* are formed.

The muscle which wrinkles the eyebrows was called by

Darwin the muscle of refection, and although his theories

do not stand criticism, yet It is uue that the first gesture of

intense attention and of reflection consists In wrinkling the

eyebrow*, and that this movement has been observed in the

Australians, the Kaffirs, the Malays, the Hindus, and ths

Guarlnls. For Darwin the crigin of this characteristic

gesture is very deu, because It recalls tho first impressions

of disgust, and because it Is uncomfottab'.e and even painful

to observe and reflect for a certain time. There may also,

according to him, be a phenomenon of atavism here—

a

legacy from remote time when it was necessary to look

into the distance to perceive one’s prey and to put oneself

on guard against a danger.

This explanation, although ingenious, is probably a little

strained. I believe, on the contrary, that we have simply

to do with a (act of sympathy by contiguity, just as wc
have in sexual and gastronomic*! emotions facia of

expression due to sympathy, which arc rasnifetted in the

muscles near to the centres of emotion, without these move-

ments having any direct jitility in the satisfaction of our
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needs. To me :be net of wrinkling the eyebrow* lias the

wme value as that of opening our eyes wide when we hear

some beautiful piece of poetry read.

Attention is the intense end visible direction of one of

our senses towards an external object, ot again the invisible

direction of the nervous centres towards a phenomenon of

lire visceral or of the psychical life. I shall reserve the

weed otfiHtiori for the raises or for the (acts of splanchnic

or general sensibility, and that of rtfltrtbn for the examina-

tion of jaychical facts.

We con bring attention to hear on any sensation of

taste, smell, or teach
j
bat the expression is much more

marked when the eye and car sro the organs employed to

collect the impressions from the outer world.

In visual attention the btxly leans forward, the eyes arc

fixed, and all the muscles of the neck and of the trunk seem

to have no funcoco but that of directing the organ of sight,

and of bringing it near to that which wc wish to see well,

In auditory attention, after having advanced the head in

tlie direction whence*the sound proceeds, it is odd that wc

lean it on the shoulder (of«:n»t on the left shoulder) as if

wc would listen with one ear only.

This gesture, which is very characteristic, and which may

be observed every evening at the theatre, would deserve to

be well studied. It would be interesting to see if each of

us puts his beat car nearest to the sound, or if, on the

contrary, he trie: to havo the sensation of a single acoustic

organ, as happens often for the eye.

The expression of attention relating to the three other

inferior senses is uncertain, although it often affects a local

character; often it is modelled on that of ear or eye,

although there is nothing to do with seeing or with

bearing.

Inner attention may only be a concentration of conscious-

ness on a visceral or psychical phenomenon, or it may rise

to comparison, to reflection, in a word, to thought In
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these very different cases expression a nearly the same. A
hypochondriac, who watches the movement! of his intes-

llnee and of his heart, diflers little iu appliance from a

philosopher who is meditating or. the consciousness of the

ego.

As soon as reflection has become intense end profound,

expression becomes almost entirely negative, as if all our

energy mast be concentrated in the brain, and we do not

retain sufficient to contract a small group of muscles, or

even a single muscle. In fact, the superciliary muscle

relaxes and the look warders without fixing itself on any

object We look up or down, and these two opposed
directions have exactly the same end, namely, of isolating

ourselves from the external world which surrounds us.

Darwin, Donders, and Gratioiet have studied this fact which

we may express by the term, an ,rbunt iook.x Let us remark

on this connection that the impropriety of the term could

not be greiter. We say a man is absent when he pays

attention to nwhing, and again vc call the look of a man
who is plunged in profound meditation, absent And yet

we are always singing the praises of Ungunge, this pale &r>d

uncertain shadow of our thought
|

The more intense thought becomes, the more all inner-

vating force deserts the muscles. It is then that the mccth
partially opens, then entirely, and finally tbe lower jaw

drops. Then the face assumes tbe appearance of stupidity,

furnishing u» with yet another example that in oil forms of

expression extremes touch and mingle.

But directly thought is disengaged from the cerebral

centres and is manifested by one of its powerful centrifugal

currents, and especially by word, then the expression passes

from concentric to eccentric, and we witness phenomena
of expression ensue, which in our table we have enumerated
under the rubric of ijmbvlhttii and mai//r/juenrfy rhytkmc
nwrutmU <4the limbs.

1 Dnrwio, of. lit
,
p. up.
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II u then that we bring the upper limb? into play, and

accompany the cerebral action by gestures of very various

form, but which always tend to give rhythm to the thought,

by marking, alter the manner of commas and full atop#, the

most striking parts of the discourse. No one in the world

(except he is making an effort for that special purpose)

coaid speak without gesticulation, and many eloquent and

impassioned orators would die of suffocation if we com-

pelled them to make a speech with their limb* bound to

their bodies. Even the lower limbo take par: in this

accompaniment, and many people could neither speak nor

write unless they were to keep their legs in movement or

beat with the feet

This expression is quite different from that which consists

in striking the forehead, playing with the hair, caressing the

chin, cr scratching the nose. It is probable that all these

movements have ns tlseir end to aid the brain and to

facilitate cerebral work. The fric-km of the skin of the

face might contribute to the same result by means of a

peripheral excitement of those nerves nearest to the brain.

I am so much the more inclined to adopt this explanation

because it ;s especially die scalp and the forehead that is

rubbed, and much less often the nose, cheeks, and Chiu.

That a mechanical impulse to the brain may facilitate its

labour appears proved by the lact that many people can

oaly think actively when driving, riding, or boating Each

brain has its special needs, and in all men the end of

intellectual expression is especially to aid its work. If wc

pass from analysis to the synthetic study of intellectual

expression, we find some pictures which in their diverse

expressions represent special forms of cerebral labour.

Here are tlse principal—

'f

Alismty enroincd In our DDtlylicxi Isblw

MMiUtbn)

Rfaitmiramt.—The look is fixed upwnrda or downwards
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ind lbs eyes closed The forehead is energetically nibbed

with the pilra of the hand, or struck in diverse wayt Here

Ihe influence of percussion to awukcn molecular movements

in the brain is quite evident.

T/u latest ofSptteh.—The face lights up
;
the eyes, the

neck, the trunk, tbe arras move sympathetically with the

though: expressed
;
now the gesture marks the pauses and

colours the ideas
;
cow it plays tbe parts cf the chorus in

antique tragedy. The word is the principal person, the

gestures are the chorus which follows the thought to

reinforce and to complete it No one can be a great

oeator without knowing how to direct his gestures well;

and in some eloquent mcr. gesture is still more effective

and more beautiful than speech. Disagreement between

speech and gesture is one of the most irritating manifesto-

dons of mediocrity of mind. and often it la enough to aliow

us that a speech has been committed to memory without

being understood- On the other hand, in those who speak

with difficulty, gesture is too often before the word, it

seems as though ft would drag tbe latter from its narrow

confines and smuggle to find a r.ew issue.

Mechanical, Artistic, and Scientific latest — These

different forms of intellectual labour are also differently

expressed. A roan devoted to mechanical work and

a sculptor express inner labour almost exactly in tho same

way, and in the muscles of the hand and of the mouth a
special expression is concentrated which I will call plastic.

There are certain feature) of the hand, almost indefinable,

which arc peculiar to the sculptor. It seems as though

the stone under his hands lives and speaks ; the elcquent

shorthand of their movements may make Us understand

how the form thought of in the artists brain posses

through hii fingers to be incarnated in the plastic and
docile matter which is modelled under his inspiration.

In the ittlnter, on tbe other hand, expression is ro’itcd

to the eyes rather than to the land or mouth
;
the eyes
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anxiously reck for perspectives, colours, and figures which

nay correspond to tho inuer thought

Scientific work !a too varied to bare a single method of

expression ; it ia generally expressed by a mixture—a»«r-

tion sad meditation. But it is considerably modified,

according to the instruments used in the search of troth.

Pettit or lmaiinatit* IVork.—In this work imagination

and the emodons often play a great part
;

thus its ex-

prewion derives in force and its warmth from these special

conditons
;
nl» the intensity of the energy disengaged is

gteat enough to suffice in itself to give the expression an

expansive and eccentric character. Mediocre men, who

have oever understood what inspiration means, are tho only

once who believe that it is possible to write di mmtitra, and

to move others without having been moved onejclf.

Old Horace, who had a long experience of art, |io-

notineed the ostracism of these gentlemen long centuries

since ; si tit me fiat, doltndum at frimm ifii he

rote. Every classical page, whether in verse or in prose,

which makes us weep cr which leads into higher and ideal

regions, was written hy a hand trembling, with emotion and

under the inspiration of the god who disturbed and fluttered

tiie entrails of the creator.

I would almost say that all artistic and scientific labour,

if it rises to the height of creation, has its peculiar character

of expression, which is to be measured by the intensity and

not by the nature of the emotion. There arc some

expressions which only helcog to geoiu3, and if we had

a photometer which could measure the light issuing from

the eye, we might perhaps judge of tire vaue of a statue,

of a picture, at a poem, or of a book hy the vividuea of

the light that glcaina in the pupil of tire artist or the

writer.

I once employed a very coarse sort of photometer to

discover if a young man among tuy friends had shut him

self up in his room to occupy hirmelf with some literary
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wotk which hud to be presented before a meeting. I

suddenly cilled him fee an affair of importance. Dhectly

he issued from his voluntary prison his inspired look and

irfUmed face revealed to me what 1 wanted to know. It

would bo osier for a woman to hide a liappy love than for

a man ofgenius to hid; the god who pos-ewes him.

The expression of creative genius is one of the most

beautiful and the most sublime which humanity presents.

That art may represent it, the artist must himself be a man

of gcniiM. We may all experience rage or pleasure, despair

and lovo; but genius is the privilege of a few, and the

gleam of the creative artist's eye is a jewel before which

the brilliancy of all the diamonds and sapphires in the

world pdea.

Lnvatcr, n profound observer, the friend of several men
of genius, and perhaps himself a man of genius, wrote

some excellent pages on this subject, of which I should

like to give the reader an example before concluding this

chapter.
11 Fcr the rest, whatever genius may be, its character and

nature will always be best revealed by the eye. Look for

it In the look properly so called, in the fire which animates

It, but above all the drawing of the upper eyelid, considered

in profile. All other distinctive signs being absent, I shall

always boil to that which has never deceived me. I do not

consider that I have looked n: n man until I have noted

this contour. If this single feature Is positive and decisive,

nil the rest matters very little to me. If sometimes it so

happens that I hare not the time or the opportunity to

study a physiognomy well, I at least observe the upper eye'

lid. Often no more than this is necessary to measure

approximately, but with sufficient exactitude, the Intellectual

faculties of a child, in spite of my ordinary repugnance

to farm a judgment on a face which is not completely

developed. . . .

“One word more on ihc look ofa man of genius. First 1
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!h«ll point out a peculiarity which is neither vciy frequeu*

nor very marked, and which is the more difficult to

reproduce in drawing on account of its rarity. In addition

to those gUants of fire, those penetrating and rapid flashes

which may be explained in . certain manner by the con-

formation of the eye, that of the man of genius has

emanations. Whether these emanations are real, lire those

which escape from luminous bodies, or whether they only

result from tire movement of that matter which we call

light, a magnetic or electric fluid, it Is not tha less true that

the eye of genius seems to hare emanations acting physically

and directly on other eyes I do not speak of substantial

emanations, which would be an absurdity. I frill lew

pretend to determine the nature of these emanations j

but 1 refer them to a clrcumatar.ee of (act, which has

become proverbial, which la confirmed by experience,

and which enn only be again called into doubt if we

admit a difference between colours. If it is true that

every body reflects light in a manner peculiar to itself

which ictaim its essence, or at least recalls it, by a

certain affinity, it must be that ciery eye gives to it*

rays the direction and vibrations proper to it, and con-

sequently the rays which issue from the eye of a man of

genius may produce stronger sensations than those from

that oi an ordinary man. I find again the indication of

this vivid look In the portraits of Cardinal ReU, of Van

Dyck, and of Raphael. The look of genius with nil its

Arc is irresistible, miraculous, divine. All these who hare

been struck by it bend the knee before it; they lower

their eyes and worship

"True gcniuB in ah its strength abeds light wherever its

look falls: it dominates all whither it* steps turn; it attracts

and repels at will ; k can do all that it will and it will not

all that it can. The summit of elevation reached, it believes

itself small because it sees above its own sphere a world of

geniuses of higher forces anil greater effect* : tire higher
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it rises the more It discovers the immensity of the spaces

which soil remain for it to ouss.” 1

For my part, I dnre affirm, alter a long experience, that

oven of genius may have existed ugly os AiiXyp and beautiful

os Raphael or Goethe
;
bu: all have had a nery, indefinable

lock which is never met with in an ordinary roan, nod in

which seem to be concentrated all the enthusiasms of life,

all the splendour of light, oil the energy of thought and of

wilL

1 U*altr, til. anil Iv.
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RBFOSB AND ACTION, DISQUirTUDE. IMPA11KNCT, EXPECT A-

TON, DESIRK.

CHARACTHM OP HP»P5iro< ACCORD) Nil TO AC*, HI, TMIPtBA-
HE.VT, CHARACTCA, IDBCAVIOX,

Expression doe* not only serve to express pleasure and
pain, love and hatred : it my also be translated into a

general condition which relitet neither to health nor to

sickness. but rather to a particular condition of our sensibility

o' our psychical forces. It il thus that looking at a man
•* can say whether he is retting or preparing to act; that

he is daunted or impatient, that he is expecting or desires.

As life is a continual socccasioo of changes or conditions, It

is almost impossible tlut a countenance should express

nothing In particular. This is so elementary a truth that a

child standing before a statue Bill ask. What (fas this

matt or woman mean t And when ire find no answer to

this inevitable question, ire remain discontented and per-

plexed, and after recognising the impossibility of satisfying

it, wc say with a oertaln contempt, Here is a beautiful

statue, but it has no expression. How would it be pos-

sible that a human ere;tun: rhouid tell us nothing either

of his post, or of his present, or of his hopes or desires

for tbe future ?

To my mind, this Is the chief difference between the

world of tke Greek sculptors and those of tbe modems.

In the former I always find an expression, eren though it

may be simply the expression of life. I see the muscles

palpitate under the skin. In the other* I only see the
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skin : the muscles do not rain, or ray nothing. To con
vine* yourself that this is so, you have only to look it the

Venus of Medici or of Milo, sod afterwards at a Venus oi

Canova or of Thonmldsen, who are yet those among the

moderns, the two who have most zealously studied the

ancient musters. An abyss separates these mxMcipieccs,

because <re have before n» two different pages from tire

history of art. Of couiso it must be understood that I take

for purposes of comparison only tlrese statues which do not

express violent emotions, and not those which preient

strong contractions, convulsive spasms, c* an exaggerated

expression. Tn these latter, even the most mediocre

sculptor is obliged to put something under the akin of his

statue which shall move, palpitate, shall proclaim aloud that

which the artist haa wished or believed himself to have

expressed- Tire ancients cared neither for contortions nor

for spasms
; but they knew how to moke the statue of a man

or of a woman express a multitude of things in a language

the tecrct of which modem artists seem to have lost. Let

u* hope that some day it will be recovered ! Tire beautiful

human bciti& even in passion, la so beautiful in itself : it

can ‘.ay so much
I

Never, to the end of all time, will the

eyes of the sons of men tire of admiring the Venus of Milo,

and tlut without any need of stimulating our luxury or

awakening our tenderness. Life In repose—calm, serene,

contented in itself—presents to many sad such tranquil

expressions of beauty that it an never be exhausted.

There.ore I contemphue w.th increasing actiirstioo the

beautiful statue of the Shunnmite, in which my excellent

friend, the eminent sculptor, Adelaide Pandiani Maraini,

has represented the beautiful captive of Solomon quitting

the gilded pclxce of her master to return to her shepherd

Here there s no painful or vulgar emotion, no strained

contraction of the musdes: the whole being, in the

general attitude of its expression, seems to proclaim

aloud tire words of the Bible—/ sak Mm aton my
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rnul lovti. The whole body, head, neck, and eyes are

trained towards a point which draws and fascinates her.

With the left hand she modestly raise* the hem of her

garment to avoid stumbling, and she opens the tight as

though she would already touch and care's the friend of her

heart. Regarded in the light of the science of expression,

it is one of the most habitual and simple of attitudes; in

the light of the (esthetic, it is a reminiscence of Greek art,

so Olympian in its calm, so serene in its incomparablo

tranquillity.

Few expressions arc so general as those of rtfxnt and of

action. In this case the face Is less significant titan the

whole attitude of the body, which ii disposed either for the

relaxation or the contraction of the muscles.

It is Impcsrible to rest well Handing; thus the expression

of repose only cocci a when one is sitting or lying. The

more the body approaches the perfectly hoiirontal the

more significant is the expression of repose and laziness.

Just ns before shutting up an instrument in its case we

fold it up, so, a* it seems, tire man who is about to rest

bends his head upon his neck, and the diflerent parts of

his arms and legs seem to double up tn turn ujxm them-

selves. The elbows rest upon the knees nnd the head

on the palms of the hands.

Thus we reduce muscular contraction as much as pos-

sible, and we leave the work of keeping us in the sitting

posture only to the mo« powerful muscles, which are nearly

all situated in the hinder part of the body. But if fatigue

is greater, and the need of repose more imperative, a Urge

number of the musdrs must cease to work. Then we quit

tho sitting posture for the serai-horizontal or horizontal,

passing through several stages, first seeking supports for the

lower limbs, then for one arm, then for both, and finally for

the whole trunk ar.d the shoulders.

The hammocks of the tropics, the bsmhoo seats of India

- -so luxurious and coal—ell our beds and our sofa* lend
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themselves to these different positions and to all the*

degrees of repose and muscular relaxation. The variety of

form of all those articles of furniture lua been suggested

by muscular experience, and also by the difference of

clioutes and the degrees of indolence in different races.

The most intense expression of repose is almost entirely

negative; it is confounded with that of sleep, which is

supreme rest, since consciousness itself erases to labour.

The expreision of sleep is very characteristic, but every

one may feign it. The commonplace artist alone leaves

us in doubt whether he intended to represent re/eu,

ifumier, oe dtath. The great artists can make us under-

stand the degree of fatigue, and if the relaxation ot the

muscles which slacken is associated with pain or pleasure.

There is rolupiuour. repose, and repose mingled with

exhaustion; there is (he repose from labour and that of

idleness. The artist who can observe nature expresses all

these shades.

The expression of action is diameakally opposed to that

of repose. Even before a struggle Is commenced or a

resolution raken, the body which was drawn together seems

to open cut, and set its joints, and to prepare for work.

You sec the nook pulled up, the head forsake its supports,

the arm raised, and the trank upceared; the lying is

abandoned for tlse sitting posture, then this for the stand-

ing. Even if one remains lying, a strong contraction of

live trunk, or a sudden movement of the Deck, which raises

the l*sd, suffices to express the action about to begin, or

in preparation.

Soil the most characteristic of all these movements is die

firm closing of the mouth. This fact has attracted the

attention of all those who have written on physiognomy and
on expression.*

1 Uiw», «V., p. 1J? ;
C Bill. AnMvsy cfEsfr',tUm, p. iy>[

GratMft, Dl !.t p llS; Pldotf, MWt >W ASyiu/j.

iw.it, p 79-
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The movement of closing the mouth is a constant ana

significant sign, that of determination on or preparation for

a straggle; thus these with large and prominent china arc

deemed obstinate and firm, and. on the contrary, those with

small and retreating chins feeble and hesitating. There is

a great deal of truth in this popular belief, whether it be

because the chin is one of the progressive characters which

distinguish man from the apes, or l>eca'js“ obstinate and

pertinacious people are frequently colled on to clow the

mocth and push forward the chin.

We close the mouth before making an effort, and enlirge

the thorax with a deep inspirator.

I do n« think that this is done, as Cratiolet argues, to

retard tho circulation, but rather to give a solid point of

support to certain muscles which are allzched to them, and

to amass a good provision of oxygen in view of the con-

sumption of muscular energy which we are prejxxring to

make. This is so Hue that wc hold our breath before

shooting at a target, threading a needle, or accomplishing

uny action which demands much attention or is difficult to

execute.

Wc do not wish to expose ourselves to interruption by

the necessity of breathing, and we hold our breath, cither

to mako provision of air, or to give a solid point of support

to the muscles. Unless I deceive myself, my theory com-

pletes that of Bell and Darwin, and is opposed to that of

Graioiet, which takes the effect for the cause.

Bell remarked, with much justice, that when two men arc

going to fight or murder each other not a cry is Ixaid
j

they keep the profoundest silence, and when the cry

escapes it is because the blow is already muck and there

is perhaps already a victim,

Diifuiitair, imfatrtnu, txftdatitn, dtsxn, arc general

conditions which may he produced by the mow different

causes, but which are expressed in a different way accord-

ing rather to the degree of the emotion tlan to its particular
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nature and its origin. One may become unquiet, impatient.

In consequence of feverish discomfort or of suffering, or

because of in ardent desire, or lrecause a loved person Is

expected
;

but in these different cases tire expression ia

nearly the suite

Tbe habitual character of diiquitluds is the rapid

contraction and relaxation of antagonistic groups of

muscles; the raovementt are accelerated and alternate

at short intervals; thus wc continually change attitude

and pcsiiica. The gate itself la as uncertain as the

movement* of the trunk and the limb*.

Impatk*u differs little from Jiipdttudt, but Its cause

is more often mom’, and it is associated with an abstracted

look and signs of denial and repulsion ; it is only possible

to be impatient at times ar.d for special reasons When
impatience is increased, its expression is confused with

that of the drat degrees of ratje; respiration becomes deep

and gasping; a word or a syllable is repeated; and

rhythmic sounds ore uttered to distract one fiom the

cause of preoccupation. In inijiatrer.ee and in boredness

the balancing of the body and the limb* from side to

side is n vety characteristic sign.

Tbe expression of tsftctotio* is the same as that of desire

or of Impatience, accordir^ to circu.-iutanan. When i: is

neither associated with desire or impatience, it has the

entirely intellectual expression which we hare already

studied.

Dttirt is a certain degree of tire most different emotions,

for we may desire through love and through hatred, through

gluttony and through pride. Its expression is composed

of exportation and impatience, . it may also be mingled

with that of disquietude, and it is further impregnated

with the special character arising from the inspiring cause.

Lebrun gave us the face of Dtsirt in Plate 7 of his

Atlas; but his drawing rather expresses attention; and
by somewhat forcing tbe litres »c get the expression of
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luxuriouancss. Tho commentary- which nccompania the

drawing is no better.

"This passion causa the eyebrows to press together

and to project over the eyes, which are more widely epen

than usual, the inflamed (?) popil is not in the middle

of the eye, the nostril! arc raised and pressed to the sides

of the eyes, the mouth partly open, and the thoughts

that are moving within give a vivid and warm colour.”

I recommend to artist* as models of expression of a

general order the face of the drunken man given by

Lavater (vol L p. 155, 4th edition) and that of the lather

rebuking a perverse son whom he loves profoundly. These

drawings r.cod neither commentary nor explanation*; the

exprestion b perfect: it is the most eloquent imitation

of nature. The face of the dninken man reminds us

that imperious, invincible slumber has an identical ex-

pression; thus it ia said—I slept like a drunkard, 1

iUfit like the dead. And thus the analogy of expretsion

corresponds to the synonyms of Language.

I do not pretend to have spoken of all the general

conditions of expression which are not due to a special

emotion
;
but if to those which we have studied those

or health and skkr.css, and that of intellectual labour, are

added, I think that we shall have reviewed all.

It ia, however, necessary to treat another subject which

concerns expression generally and the character given to

it, not by the special cause which provokes it, bet by the

nature of the individual in whom it Is produced, or by

the particular conditions in which he finds himself at the

given moment.

Each of us has his own particular stylt of expression,

as of writing, of droning, and in ®o many other things,

high or low, which our life, so short and yet so com-

plicated, lavolvce

The manner of gesticulating is so intimately related to

our nature that ire may affirm with certainty of two poop!©
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who arc alike in face (hat (hey will express their emotion*

in analogous ways It it customary to say tlvat imitation

contributes to this analogy in families and in races. I

believe, on me contrary, tliat similarity of nature has a

much greater influence. As long ns I live I shall remem-

ber the strange impression which tire Governor of Santa-Fe,

Don Jos' Maria Cullen, made on me when he wood before

me in his palace, where I was visiting him for the firai

time. He was so like my poor friend, Dr. Droglio, that I

thought I saw the latter alive again and standing before me.

But after be had greeted me, I found such identity in

Ills gestures with those of my friend that I was stupefied,

tr.d could not hide my surprise from the excellent Don
Joff. He, however, was bom in America, and Broglio

was a lombntd. Since then 1 have observed many like

eases.

The subject that we are treating is one o' the ma-t
important and the most curious

j
yet it has been but little

and superficially touched in passing by the authors of

works on physiognomy. The great painters, the great

sculptors, the great dramatic artists have known, by the

intuition of genius, how to supplement the lacume of

science
;
but they hove not committed to writing all that

they have succeeded In drawing from tie profound depths

of nature. The little that we shall say on the subject will

serve as germs for the studies of the future.

The expression of the same emotion may vary in

intentity or in aianiar.rt ej pnuUarititt. An expreaien

may he strong and very poor in forms, or, on the other

hand, of slight intensity and rich in peculiarities. Some-

times, however, strength and abundance arc B&sorintcd, and

carry the expression to its highest degree. Thus, in the

savage or the man of alight intelligence, w!>en he suffers

much, or experience: modi pleasure, his expression may be

vivid to the point of bestiality
; bat it a very little varied in

form. On the contrary, n very sensitive, very intelligent,
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and very cultivated man will give co life expression n

delicacy of contours and richness of tints and light and

shade which leave* us stupefied and filled with admiration.

The individual elements which mojt contribute to

diversify expression are

—

A/y.

Sex.

Temperament

Character.

Eduiatio*

Race.

Wc will study them one by one.

Age.—A hiby, a child, a young man, an old man may
experience the same pain or the same moral struggle.

But what a di3erex.ee in trie expression I

The expression of n little child is especially distinguished

by its extraordinary intensity and its poverty of forms.

The cerebral hemispheres are feeble; the rellex movements

determine sudden contractions in the expressive muscles

which are not dominated and moderated either by self-

esteem, reflection, or by any of the other higher psychical

energies which issue from the grey maltu of the anterior

lobes of the brain. Laughter and tears are equally violent,

and the expression resembles that c< a monkey or a negro.

No penumbra, no peculiarity, nothing but a confused

contraction and relaxation of the muscles. The division

of psychical labour, which at inis age is et its minimum, is

equally important in expression os in all else.

The extreme poverty of infantile expression is especially

revealed in the few gestures of the arms end of the hands

which accompany and complete the expression of the

face. Study In a child of three tbc few gestures which

accompany its speech, and you will have before you the

picture of a savage who accentuates bsdiy the striking

points of his direourse and the extreme degrees ctf his

emotion. In very intelligent children the precocious
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accentuation of gesture corresponds very exactly to tiie

greater energy of thought.

Still the strength of the will is manifested from the roost

tender years with a great intensity cf expression.

At the intermediate age between early childhood and
youth the action of the cerebral bcmwphcrca is developed

little by little, and begins to subdivide and to elaborate the

work of the facial muscles and that of the limbs. At thin

age tlic child already possesses the half-tints of irony, of

defiance, of suspicion, and its muscles of expression,

already habituated to submit to the ruk of the brain, are

more obedient to the will and to the moderating psychical

influences of a high order.

This expression of transition persists in the permanent

condition in men of lower race, and in the higher races in

rtupid individuals. Generally, however, the impressions of

the youth ore still very intense, and very meagre in shades;

and under strong emotions the ill-ordcccd impulses of the

bcist who feds much and tcaions little atill subsist

The young man attains perfect equilibrium between

strength and richness. The play of hU countenance and

body presents the mewt beautiful and complete expressions

which correspond to strong emotions, to great sensibility,

and at the same time to an energetic curb furnished by the

will. It is at this age that toth biologist ar.d artist should

collect with Jealous care the pictures cf expression which arc

in all the pfctttitude of their vigour, and at the same lime

arc rich in form and colour.

LittSc by little the predominance of the anterior lobes

curbs and dominates the reflex movements; reason and

will are fortified at the expense of sensitiveness In the

adult the expression is always weakened, mutilated, and

poor, until at last in our old nge we come to resemble little

children. Old pwple weep ond laugh more easily than

young people and adults: in them muscular force has

diminished, and the weakness of the moderating brain is
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associated with uncertainty of contraction, which U more

ond mow limited to a narrower territory of expression.

I believe that I have observed in the expression of old

men an infertile character which has been little, if M all,

studied. It is the persistent repetition cf a gcHUTC or an
expresrivo movement It scemr that by this repetition they

strive to supplement Use intensity of expression. While the

j«ung man and the adult express the same emotion by a

growing scries of different expressive movements, similar

to variations on a musical theme, the old mar hits the

same nail again and again. Repetition has always seemed

to me the weakest of oil Use figures of rhetoric, and I

found a new confirmation of my opinion in the study of

expression.

I should much like to give a reiwvl of the comparative

physiology of expression at different ages in a general

formula. The expression of the little child is strong and
poor; that of the older child is strong and fairly rich in

peculiarities; that of the young man is wrong rich, and

above nil expansive
;
that of the adult is better balanced

;

rather richer in peculiarities than of great intensity, it

becomes less and lets expansive; finally, n the old man
it is feeble, uncertain, and very concentric.

In this ore: wide formula many delicate sliades of truth

have of necessity disappeared, for truth is only attained by

cutting things very dose
;
but the intelligent render wSI be

able to give to synthesis ail that is due to synthesis, aod to

correct by his own observations the excessive harshness of

ruy lines. It is natural that all emotion should be diversely

modified under the influence of age, and llial express-on

should arrive at it* perfection and highest degree of richness

in the period of life when the emotions are strongest and

most lasting.

It is thus that we find in youth the most icv.hetlc and

the most elevated expressions of love, while the exercise of

thought is accompanied by the rich sat and meat varied
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gestures In adult age, when thought and word attain their

highest point of development, lc would never enter into

the mind of the artist to go to the old man to study the

Joyous expression of muicular distiubance, or to the child

to study the calm melancholy of recollections.

Stx.—The expression of women is very intense, poor in

peculiarities for intellectual emotions, rich for affective and

painful emotions, For this Utter fact I have given good

reasons in my Phyadagj ofPain.

1

Feminine expression may he characterised in a word by

saying that h wnsewliet resembles that of the child.

Other secondary modifications are doe to the muscular

weakness of woman, and to her predominant need to please

and to reduce Violent movements fatigue and deprivo

her of a port of her grace; grimaces make her ugly and
pave the nay for precocious wrinkles; as a result hex

expression will but seldom be energetic, and she will nuke
as few grimaces as possible.

Each sex perfects certain groups of expression proper to

Itself: thus, while the man refines the expression of will,

command, and energy, the Woman pushes to its xupreme

point the invincible grace of the smile, and the sinuous

grace of her hlpa Compare the tears of a little girl wlto

a crying to be taken to the theatre, and the tears of

a woman desirous of overcoming an insensible or too

ungrateful Sever, unfaithful or too stingy. Both alike

arc weeping, and for an analogous motive
;

but what a

difference in the means and the resources
I What poverty

on one side, what richness on the other) Experience,

intelligence, education have taught the woman the value

of the di'IMon of the work of expression; and while the

little girl only scream", rolling her eyes and distorting

n>outh, nose, and the whole face, making herself us ugly

as she can, the beautiful woman caresses you with a smile

full of tears; in each smile she puts a promise of pleasure;
1 kiinrqpra, fuieJ^ia MMrt, p. 309 Firentc, iSSa.
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tach tear a a source of pity
;
each throb of her muse'es,

each estess of her fingers, each serpentirx) movement of

her hlp3, each of the beauties which she tewa's to you

in her movements, entwine you in the meshes of a net,

end soon you will fall a: her foot, bound and conquered.

Iter prisoner and her slave. And what treason in the

bursts of laughter which rise above, disappear beneath,

and reappear on the sea of her team! What uantonn-ss

in this modesty which appears to desire to icantnge that

which her grief has disarranged
I

What arrows launched

from every point of her skin, from each movement of the

pupil I What a sublime genius of expression is unrolled in

that little supple and graceful body to fascinate and par-

alyse tbc great body of a bearded mnn, who dares proclaim

himself the Cod of the Universe, and who at this moment

is tho slavo of feminine powers of expression I

Timftramut, CkaraMr.—It has been repeated in a

hundred ween that nervous people have great variety of

expression, while lymphatic people are but languid in

this respect. Thus it happens that gtnn pictures have

been drawn which arc caricatures of truth. And perhaps

this a necessity, for in this case truth is tco complex to

allow of its bcltg confined within the frame of oui

definitions. Por the rest, in my EUmnts if and

In other more popular works, I have often expressed my
opinion on temperaments, which, though they may exist

m nature, still do not allow themselves to bo caught in

the nets of poor fabere like oursclva

It is indubitable that o:th a high degree of scmiliveness

(which is the meat striking cliaracteristic of nervous people)

there is nearly always a correspondingly high degree of

excitability
;
but this is only n small part of an individual

constitution. The differences between a hundred nervous

or between a hundred lymphatic men arc manifold.

Charatler represents In the psychical domain that which

UtitftranuM and taal/lufien represent in the organic ; and
>5
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ccriainly it modifies the modes of expression much more

than teaptramnl.

Here I ara really afraid to continue, for it seems to me
that I nm attempting to empty the ocean with the hollow

of my hand Site or smallness of stature suffice to

diversify expressk*
;

it is enough to be thin or to be fat

to give quite a different expression to the same emotion.

The length of the aioiB in itself makes certain movement*

ungraceful which appear beautiful in a person whose limbs

nre well proportioned. Generally I have remarked that

wry small men are more lively and expansive In their

expression
;
they need to compensate by the rapidity of

movement the diminutivcr.csa of their bodies. Very tail

or very stout people are less expansive or more concentric

in their expression, which amounts to the same thing.

Every or.e makes the meat beautiful part of hla body

play the principal part in expression, and disguise* the

defective part*, lie who has a well-formed mouth makes it

a centre of expression even for emotions which ordinarily

are better translated by the eyes. He who, on the con-

trary, has very fine eyes lakes them at hia organ of

expression in preference to the mootlu As much might

be said of the hand, the neck, the trank, etc

The same thing happens unconsciously in the most

accentuated energies of our brains. They give to ex-

pression its tone, and impress a special character which

it preserves in the most different cases. The roan disposed

to satire, accustomed to maliciously seek the weak or the

ridiculous side of all things, divine and human, will smile

ironically even in voluptuousness, even in melancholy.

It is the abainthc of Sardinia which can manage to pene

tratc even into the honey of bec3; it is the petroleum

wliich finds it* way even into ice. Thus the libettinc gives a

voluptuous character even to tlx expression of pain, of rage,

or of all other emotions. The haughty have a haughty

way of laughing or of weeping of caressing or of striking

;
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ihe wicked falsify every expression, and give to it an
intolerable character of falsehood and uncertainty. Scch

are the niics which the most superficial observation scraces

to eittbliSh. We must carefully collect them to serve in

the moral diagnosis which is indispensable to us every

day both in the little and in the great matters of life, It

is much easier to lie with the lips or the tongue than in

gestures
;
and I hare often presumed to guess the character

of a man or a rvoman who has gesticulated on a balcony

too remote for me to be able to hear the voice.

Eittcativn.—If the diagnosis which we may attempt to

form on the character of a man Is often difficult and subject

to error, this is no longer the case with that which has

education as its object. Here we may always affirm with

the greatest security, so far as we, in however bumble a

degree, have the habit of observing.

Before a peraco haa spoken, we judge approximately by

his manners as to the education which ho has received.

And manners are nothing but gestures, the expression

:

that is to say, the manner of walking, greeting showing

joy, pain, etc.

From the manner of expression we judge not only

the quantity of educatioo, but also its quality. Often it

happens that we may conjecture llut such a odc must have

been educated in an ecclesiastical college, in a military

establishment, etc.

Generally education always acts in the same way on

expression; it moderates every exaggeration ; it diminishes

the reflex end bestial part
;

fc affirms or strengthens the

influence of the moderating centres. Thus it comes that

we conceal brutal or wicked emotions, and develop those

which arc beautiful and good. Tlve coar&a man expresses

at once ail that he feels, the well-taught man only expresses

with reserve; he will cot trouble the tranquillity of those

who approach him, and be desires above all to show that

he bulds die reins In hand. For the rest, this influence
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of education on expression is not always beneficial
j

it lias

contributed in great part to give to oar age this character

of hypocrisy which distinguishes it in jo high a degree.

On toother side, however, it would be still more disagree-

able to find ourselves with people who deafened ns with

their groans each time that they experienced pain, and
imported to us their joys and astonishments by a rap of

the fist or a jog of the elbow. When these who have

lived among cultivated people find themselves suddenly
and involuntarily among people who have received no

education in expression, they are upset and feel os

in at ease as though they were in a mephitic and
isphyxiating atmosphere. This diasomfort does not

entirely arise from exaggerated modes of expression, but

this has certainly a great deal to do with it.

The influence of education above all succeeds in refining

expression and imprinting thereon the most varied (esthetic

characteristics. The first result of this refinement is that

great effect-, arc obtained by slight movements. Expres-

sion resembles all other mechanisms which, in proportion

as the)- are perfected, give room useful work with less

expenditure of force. The most ardent admiration may
he expressed to a beautiful woman in a look or a smile,

bet the coarse peasant demonstrates his love to a young
girl by pinchea and shoves. The sentiments nay be the

nunc in both cases ; but how different the way of express-

ing it I Similarly we express tire most profound contempt

by a simple smile, when a rustic would spit 00 the ground

or pretend to vomit

From the esthetic point of view there is one expression

which is beautiful, and another which is ugly. It may be

nmiable, graceful, seductive, or coarse, brutal, and repulsive.

The dramatic artist learns to know all these di&rcnt styles,

and directly he appears on the stage knows how to assume

the most aristocratic manners as well as the rudest and
meet plebeian.
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R«a.—Race is a very wide expression which embraces

many different things, such as a cennin fashion of feeling,

a certain degree of intelligence, a certain Intensity of emo-

tion : all these things influence and modify expression. It

ia one of the mow obscure points of the study of exprewon,

and I shall devote a special chapter to it.



CHAPTER XVIIL

RACIAL AND PROKKSSIONAL EXPRESSION.

As for ten years I have devoted the brat port of my time

and of my energy to the study cf anthropology and ethno-

logy, this chapter ought to be the least incomplete of my
book. Unhappily tho materials collected in travels are

rot very abundant, and, in addition, are scattered in

hundreds and thousands of volumes ao thoroughly that

to collect and co-erdinate them would bo the whole life-

work of a laborious and indefatipible nun.

Darwin himself, who treated ethnological expo*,

•ion better than any one else, and who formulated

a catechism for the purpose of collecting all Information

relative to the methods of expression in different peoples,

was still only able to gather together very insufficient

materials in his woti. I ahall add thereto the little which

I have been able to collect In my travels in America

nod in Africa and leave the question open to the

researeties of the future.

In this order of studies it rs right to advance prudently

and slowly, as with leaden feet; and it behoves us to

guard against deducing a general law from a few fficta.

Which of us has not read and repeated a hundred times

remarks on tbc different fashions in which the peoples of

Europe express their emotions, and which of ua has not

deduced therefrom beautiful principles or graceful theories

as to the influence of climate ? Ar.d yet how many haxaided

hypotheses, false laws, audacious syDthescsl Here is an

eiample:—The Scandinavians are taciturn, sober in their
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movements
;
they have little vivacity

;
theii ways of expres-

sion arc full of reserve, I would say, concentric.

But go lo Bergen, one of the largest towns in Norvay.

You will ter, on the contrary, gay, noisy people, with

eccentric and exuberant manners of expression. What

doe9 this mc»n ? It is still cold si Bergen I Why then

should expression there be quite different from thit at

Dronthelm and at Christiania? It is because at Bergen

a number cf centuries ago a large quantity of Irish slaves

were imported. It is with the Celtic blood that tire

telegraphy of getSurcs, the vivacity of expression, was

introduced. You have compared amongst them people

dwelling in Norway bnt springing from different races.

And who would e>« dare to speak of Italian expreuion

while it is so different at Naples and at Milan, at Cagliari

nnd at Turin?

The ethoologicsl moderating influences arc resolved

further into c<hcr clement* which we have already studied,

and which are differences of intelligence, of culture, of

character. If wc add thereto the hiitorlcal tradition wheta,

by the effect of imitation, gives a common stamp to all

men cf one country, we shall have almost completed the

analysis of these modifying influences on expression which

we understand in the word rate.

Tire mobility of the features dlffeis extremely in different

races, and does not always agree with the rank they hold

in the intellectual scale. Thus only to rpeak cf peoples

which I have seen, I hare found generally a very mobile

physiognomy among negroes, although by the want of

divisico of work In the facia! muscles, they contract and

relax entire groups of motor inmdlei But if the negroes

make many grimaces, the Italians also have wry mobile

faces, and are yet placed at a very much higher level. On
the contrary, the indigenous tribes of the Argentine Pampas

(Tehtielches, Pehuekihcs, Ranquelci, etc) have the most

Immobile faces that I have ever seen.
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In the peoples of fine race, the use of different foods

which are nerre stimulants contributes much to modify the

mobility of tho face. Thus the use of coffee, of tea, of

guarani excites sensitiveness and renders expression more

lively ;
while the uk of tohacco, of opium, of coca, and of

other larrotics, renders the facial muscles immobile and

gives a very apathetic character to the face.

In the same races, pastoral and agricultural peoples arc

less explosive in their expression, while the warlike, sea-

faring, or trading nations have more mobile xod expressive

facial muscles because their life is lets simple and less

contemplative. Every one knows the tranquil expression of

the Oriental people, who await everything from God, and do

not know the feverish activity of the Europeans.

If it were necessary to farm a somewhat rough classifica-

tion of the most striking ethnical expressions I should fonts

the following group* :

—

Ftretious ucfimiieK.—Tobos, Pampas Maoris, Viliam

Genl't expression. — Chlriguanis and the Guaranis in

general

Afothttie Expression.—Patagonians Quichua, Aimers,

Malays, Chinese, Japanese, Lapps.

Grtlfupu Or Simian £xfirf>iion.—Tbe Negroes generally

and the Negritoes.

StupidExpression.—Hottentots, Boschimnns, Australians.

Intelligent Expression.—Europeans

I ask pardon for this audacious attempt which will serve

to show the poverty of science in this respect. We ahn‘1

be able to dilate more at ccr ease and with lea uncertainty

on several details.

In the principal line* all people Of the earth agree

;

everywhere men laugh and men weep
;
everywhere human

beinjn caress each other to show love
; everywhere showing

the fisc or potting out the tongue testifies hatred oc

contempt. Labilliidifcte saw the Maoris, ns a sign

of Joy, laugh open-throated (d gorge deplejte) and tub
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their hands. Thin Hnluc laughed; it U that that our

Vogt laughs.

It is only la the details that difficulties appear. We will

review them rapidly.

A king of New Zealand howled like a child because our

sailors had thrown some (lour on his holiday attire. Darwin

raw a 1’uegian who had just lost his brother utter violent

cries of grief, then begin suddenly to laugh at the smallest

tiling which diverted liia. Perhaps the English of all

Europeans weep the least
;

they are ashamed to shed tears.

A learned English lady reproached me for laving made

William weep in A Day a t Madeira.

Wyatt Gill saw a ywng Australian woman, who was

weeping the loss of her father, violently strike her breast

and cheeks with clenched fists. 1 In my Physioiegy of Pain

many other ethnical expressions of grief will be found.*

Them seems no doubt that all inhabitants of the earth

laugh, and that when they laugh in excess they shed tear*.

This has been confirmed in the Hindus, the Chinese, the

Malays, the l)ynks of Borneo, the Australians, the Ciffiis,

the Abyssinians, and the Indians ofSouth America.

Joy, unaccompanied by laughter, is also expressed every-

where In the same way. At least the enlargement and

lighting up of the eye lias been observed In the like

circumstances In the Australians, the Hindus, the Maoris,

and the Dyaki. In certain lower pwplea tbo expression of

pleasure is related to gputronomical sensations. Thus the

Negroes of the Upper Nile rub their stomachs when they

see some beautiful glass ware, and the Australians pretend

to chew when they perceive horses, oxen, or degs. The
Greenlanders, when they speak of anything which gives

them pleasure, breathe in the air with n peculiar ncke, as

though they were swallowing a tit-bit. We, who belong to

x higher race, and who Uugh it this lower expression, can-

1 Wpu« GUI, Uft in Mr SouM<r« bln. I^oiSen.
* Mantegna, fntonipl del Attn, p. 316.
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not however deny shat sometimes al she sight of a beautiful

woman we make a face as though tasting something

exquisite.

Labillard&rc's Australians testified their joy by laughing,

putting their lands to llieir beads, and stamping.

The aborigines of the Friendly Isles crj tha! ehot to

express agreeable surprise.

The islanders of Amboyna, when chattily with Labil-

lardihre, became wonderfully animated when they spoke of

a young woman—that is, a faranpmiang mntda; and they

made horrible grimaces which distorted their whole faces

when they had to apeak of a far«n/>euang tana—that is, of

an old woman.

Darwin assures us that kissing is unknown among the

Fueguns, Maoris, Taibans, Papuans, Australians, tl»e

Somslis of Africa, and the Esquimaux; but Wyatt Gill

saw the Papuans at Peat Moresby kiss, embrace, and
icratch each other with their fingers to signify affection

to one another.

LalxllardH-re put out his hand to an Australian
; the

latter gave his in return, smiling and bowing, and at the

some time be mixed his left foot and carried it backwards in

proportion as his body bent forward 1

Lahaliirtlifcte eaw the aborigines of the Friendly Isles

kiss each other with the lip of the nose
;
he adds that it is

doubtless therefore that they have flattened tips to their

noses {?). Their women demanded presents with a winning

smile, bending their heads and placing their hands on their

breasts. These women bowed low before Queen Tbd, put

their heads under her right foot, and touched the sole

with their right hands.

In Polynesia greetings are nearly always very courteous

and accompanied by poetical speeches. Thus at Tahiti

and at Rarotonga they raid: May you //tv with God/
' LaUmrdUM, AVAWm da vayop i /a r«irr/it dt La P6m$,

ole.. tool. IL, p 39, annfe rUt. Parts.
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At Mangait : Brother

;

at Samoa: Lava to you; ami in

saying farewell : May you tleef; and that at any time in

the day, beciuac for thc&c people to sleep is the ideal of

happiness,

Nose-kissing is met with among almost all Malaya. It

seems that the Annamita add thereto a sort of neighing.

In the country of the Minos, ,directly Schwcinfisrth

entered, a teribr the freth eufi (sorghum bread with cold

water) was brought to him, and his feet were washed
;
then

fame the visitors Iwir.ging butter, milk, honey, mrriua, etc.

The Nyam-Nyams greet each other politely, and when they

want to make their salutations more courteous, or to inspire

confidence, they say: Balya, laJya, muia

;

my friend, ray

dear friend, come here; They put oat their right liands and

so join them that the two middle fingers meet, and when

they slake both hands they do it with a singular movement,

which in us would be a sign of aversion. The women are

never greeted in public except by their most intimate

acquaintances.

When a Negrito of Luton is in a wood and withes to

eat. he may not begin his meal before having invitod aloud

and several times all those who ate within sound of his

voice to come and partake of his repast He who fails in

this practice i* severely punished, and sometimes even pat

to death.

The expression employed by men and women to signify

in turn their amorous desires is very cosmopolitan in form

;

neither sex will ever have been deprived of love for want of

having been able to understand the expression of a desire.

The nymph of the Lada poet fled towards the willows ; the

young New Caledonian women of Labillardihre, despoiling

themtelvea of the only veil rrhidi covered them, ingenuously

showed themselves to the French sailors. These two

expressions are very diBerent ; the one full of shamefacod-

ncss and coquetry, the other shameless and (rank, but beth

cad to the sarac end.
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Hatred, rage, content]* are expressed almost in the

some way ia every country in the world. Darwin shows

this by examples taken from different races. Thus the

aborigines of the Admirahy Islands express rage by raising

Ihc upper lip in such a way as to show their clenched teeth,

wrinkling their eyebrows, putting down their heads, and

turning towards the object exciting their rage. Another

inludxtant of the island lad all the muscle* of the face, and

eipeclally those of tire eye, seized irith convulsive move-
ment*. And that picture might also be applied to our-

selves. The Monbattoos express astonishment by opening

the meutb out of all proportion and covering it with the

open hand. It seems that the aborigines of North America
have the same way of expressing surprise.

If from these very remote races we pass to the European

peoples whom we know better, we shall also find notable

differences in the way of expressing the same emotion. In

this respect we might find the first attempt* at an ethnical

physiognomy even !n the old writers
; but all have con-

founded features with expression, immutable anatomical

characters with variable movements. We will give a few
examples into which many purely psychical characters enter.

Ghiradelli devotes the last chapter of the work which we

havo already quoted to die Unhcnal kumbd& 0/ dijjtrsnt

ralktti or frovinca. Here are a few passives from the

four small ptges which he gives to so important a subject—

“Jo* as regions and countries differ from each other,

so the manners of the inhabitants are dissimilar. The
Egyptians are cunning, docile, light, av;ridous, and
Inclined to die pleasure* of love. The people of Thracia
ire unjust, idle, and cowardly. Those of Scythia (accord-

ing to the reports of Matemus) are cruel. The nation* of
Transalpine Gaul indocile^ courageous, and proud. The
Italians are famous and illustrious for their descent from
the Romans. The French ... and the Greek are light,

the Syrians avaricious, the Asiatics given to Venus and
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always occupied with pleasure, the Sicilians very subtle,

the Babylonians prudent.

• #••••*
"In Lusitania (as Portugal a called) men are bom

tuclaDcholy, sanguine, at*d robust, but of slow and hard

intelligence.

"The Sicilian* ere pcssonate and mekncholy, well

nude in body, courageous; they are often practised in

fighting, they leap and dance very agilely, and become very

nimble. Italy roost often gives birth to weak men, although

a few (by exceptloo) may be very robust ; they are distin-

guished rather by imitation than by invention
,
1 they are ol

middling stature and rather thin.

" In Germany men are phlegmatic, choicric, ccrpuler.t,

imbecile (II), and very little ape in difficult enterprises,

although very ingenious in their manual works. The French

have a phlegmatic and choleric temperament ; they arc fee

the most par! weak
;
and if some arc brave (II) and strong,

tboy make a bod use of their courage and tbeir strength.

" According to die nature of the celestial signs we tray

conjecture the temperament of those subjected to their

influence. Tous Narboncsc Gaul is placed exactly

under the sign of tho Ram and under Mars, and its

inhabitants arc generally ferocious, insolent, and cruel.

But Italy, Bugiia, Lombardy, Sicily are placed under

the sign of tlx Lion and under the Sun, and the people

who dwell there hive a taste for horrors, grandeur, nug-

nanunity, and amity. Tire Tuscans, the Transalpine Gtul%

and the Spanish me placed under tlx sign of &gitarius

and tinder Jupiter: thus they are friends of liberty, of

justice, and politeness. . .
."

All this is coarse psychology anil astrology, but not

comparative expression. The conclusion of these insensate

vagaries is worthy of too premises

—

1 I: i:cra Impoaible that an ll&liaa ouilil write * grmt a hrresyi
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“ Let us then conclude that temperaments and manners
of moo depend in great part oo the nature of the country

and the planets, end by the signs to which they are

subject . .

Uvater, coming a century later, and endowed with a

wider and more scientific mind, found himself face to face

with this great problem of nstional physiognomies, and

devoted thereto many pages and many plates, always con-

founding anatomy and expression.

"If nations differ in their moral character, they must

differ still more in their physiognomy. The fact is real, and

to doubt it one must never hare seen men of different

nations; one most never have approached the frontiers of

wo peoples. . . .

•' AU that I have written on this subject, and nil that I

shall say of it, is nothing in comparison with the interesting

discussions which it may furnish. It is enough for me to

show tint it deserves to be treated in a special work, which

should be worthy to occupy the attention of our Academies,

and to exercise the liberalities of princct.

"The natural history of natural physiognomies is

a study worthy of occupying man and the philosopher,

rl.o mind inclined to action and the purely speculative,

it is one of the first and the principal bases of physiog-

nomy, and, I repeal, lo deny that there are national

phyiicgnamies and characters is to deny that it Is day

at full noon*

That may b: called pultiog the problem and foreseeing

the future solutions; but when Lmtcr would deoxnd to

details he only draws uncertain and confused liner. If all

m these ohienations on rational phyiiognomies that relates

to the features is suppressed, here we hare the meagre

harvest which remains to us.

In siieaking of the French, he says they ato above nil

distinguished by their te«b and way of laughing.
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Tho Swiss have no national or generic physiognomical

character, except the frankness of their look.

As he confesses to having travelled little, he borrows

observations, edited or net, from several scholar! There

too what uncertainty I

"Rapid elocution, the way of acting brusquely sod

precipitately, of which the Jews give perxif on every

occasion, distinguish them from other peoples"—1.EMT7.

" I have not only observed the differences of

national physiognomies, bat I have had the opportunity

to convince myself by inournetablc experiments that the

principal form of the whole body, its general attitude, an

cmtonasied c* negligent movement of the head, a firm or

uncertain, rapid or slow step often offers more infallible

characteristics perhaps than the face alone. The man

studied from a condition of jerfect repose to th: highest

degree of rage, of fright, or of grief, would be so easy to

recognise that one might distinguish Hungarian, Slave,

Illyrian, and Wailachian only by the attitude of the body,

the movements of the head, and the gestures. In con-

sequence the fame signs would serve to fix our ideas on

the positive and invariable character of sorb and such a

nation.”—FUHUM.
There arc some very subtle observations in a writer of

Darmstadt, whoee navno unfortunately Lavater has not given

us. Here are tome—
"The Englishman walht upright, and when he a standing

he maintains a stiff immobility
. . .

when he is ailent and

inactive his physiognomy gives no indication of the mind

and intelligence which he possesses in so high a degree.

Ha eye rays nothing, and does not seek to please.

"The Frenchman . . . walla In a darning way. His

open face announce! at once a thousand agreeable and

amiable things. Ho dees r.ot know how to hold Ida

tongue,
- and when his mouth is closed hit eyes and the

muscles of his face continue to spoalt.
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''Sometime* the eloquence of liis exterior becomes

aKoundinjv. but hi* natural goodness covers all his faults.

Although his mcc is peculiar, it is difficult to describe it.

No nation has less marked features and at the same time

10 great mobility. The Frenchman espressos all that he

will by his face and gestures : thus he is recognised at the

lint glance and can hide nothing. . .

Tnc portrait which this good citizen of Darmstadt draws

of the Italian is too amusing for mo to resist the temptation

ofgiving it entire

—

“Tlvo physiognomy of the Italian k all soul Hi*

language Is a continual exclamation and gesticulation.

Nothing nolncr tlum his exterior
;
his country is the home

of beauty. A small forehead, the bones of die cheeks

very pronounced, an energetic noie and an elegant mouth,

r.ttcit hh relationship with the ancient Greek. The fire

of his glance proves In what degree the development of

intellectual faculties depends on the influence of a happy

climate. Hi* imagination is always awake, always in

sympathy with the object* which surround him. His

mind is a rcflcs of all creation. See with what superiority

Ariosto has ran through every domain. A |ocni like hi*

is, in my mind, the prototype of genius.
" Finally, in the Italian all is poetry, music, and song,

and the sublimities of ait belong to him of right It is

true tlflt at a recent epoch the political and religious system

may have given an evil tain to the national character
;
but

it is the populace only which deserves the reproach of

perfidy. In all other c-anes of the population the meal
honest and generous feelings are found."

Artists would do well to study Chodowiccki’s table in

Lnvatet's work, where they will find twenty-eight national

types represented on a small Kale wrth their characteristic

gestures and features.

But if, after haring met with so many clouds in the

put, we would seek a more breathable air and describe
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cwrecl types capable of resisting soicnti&c criticism, we

find ourselves very crabartasscd.

Each of us, in the narrow circle of his enra experience,

knows by having observed it bow expression differs in the

French, English, and Spanish. But it is another thing,

and much more difficult, to define and to describe these

differences.

We will limit ourselves to a few weeds, hoping at lcs.it in

this way to commit fewer errors.

The expression of different peoples is above all Impreg-

nated with their meet prominent psychical characters.

The culture and ardent love of tire beautiftrl are virtues

which belong to ui Italians; our shame li to have been

constrained to obey for centuries petty laic tyrants and
great tonsured tyrants. It is because of this that our

expression, while It is beautiful and impassioned, yet

remains defiant and not always frank.

Each province of Italy has a particular manner of

expressing emotion White the Milanese laugh readily

a=d loud, and in this resemble the Celts, the inhabitant

of Cagliari a extremely serious, because he has been

largely subject to Spanish influence. The Tuscan is the

most Italian of all Italians, and in consequence the most

defiant sod reserved of all ; the Neapolitan nukes tele-

graphic gestures with his arm; ; the Rotugnol is rough

and frank ; aod the Roman, worthy in his statuesque move-

ments, always retains the fatidic letters S, P, Q, R,

Inscribed in invisible characters.

The expression of the Frenchman H concentric,

rapid, and gay; tint of the Englishman haughty sr.d

stern
;

that of rhe German heavy, benevolent, and always

ungraceful The Spaniard and Portuguese gesticulate little

;

their faces remain impassive, perhaps rather In cccscqucrcc

of Asiatic influences, but especially that the dignity of

the Hidalgo may not he compromised. Many SUvo

peoples do not look one readily in the face, and have a
«6
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very false expression ; the Jews in all Europe have an

embarrassed and timid raptcssion
;

in each of tbcii move-

ments thc>' seem to ask patdon foi being in the world;

they always seetn ready to take to il^ht—like cats, who,

consulting with disturbed eyes, look under which door or

over which wall they will be able to escape. The fault is

n«t in the Jewish rare, but in us who have persecuted

them for so many centuries with a piety so evangelic.

The expretalon of the Scandinavian ir hard and without

grace, as I described it in ray book on Lapland.
1

In a general nay, and taking things In the grots, it may
he said that in Europe we lave an expansive and a con-

centric expression. The first it found in tbs Italians, the

French, the Slaves, the Russians
;
the second in the Ger-

mans, the Scandiiavians, the Spanish. We might also say

that there is a beautiful exprraiioa full of grace, that of

the people of G:*co-Latin origin
; and another hard, quite

angular, without roundness, that of the Germans, tlse

English, and the Scandinavians.

I will now say a few words oc the expeosion peculiar

to ceruin professions. It is certain that often on seeing a

stranger we exclaim to ourselves— Thit nan mull h a

pharmadltl J M that thit it a fruit or a diigulted

itidur! This other tan only he a oupenttrl And many
times these hazarded suppositions have been correct.

If in these opinions, cr to ay better, in these conjectures,

ab«ract all that depends on the mode of dressing and
of speaking, all the rest belongs to expression. The pio-

lession has then a modifying influence on the expression of

the face, and even on tlse diameter, on the health, and
many other inner and outer things which relate to the ego.

The iwofctoions which most profoundly modify expression

are tliosc which tlaily exact a particular mode of muscular

movement or of brain work. It Is beaus: of tins that I

recognise the druggist, the pharmacist, the carpenter, tbc

* yimuinUgfentx Milan, it®*
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priest, ami tbe soldier more readily than otter mambas of

society.

The habit of always remaining seated behind a dealt, or

making up little packed, gives a very striking character to

the geitures of a druggist, which is found almost the umc
in the pharmacist, but associated with tbs grarity of the

magician who reigns over prejudices, feara, and mysteries.

The doctor himself often recalls the pharmacist, for the

same reason
j
but in him there Is fartlier the stereotyped

seriousness of tbe man who neither can nor will laugh in

the midst of the lulFerir.g which he has constantly before

hfa eyes.

It would be more difficult for me to say why I often

succeed in recognising a carpenter In the midst of all

the other workmen who faahmti and transform matter. I

believe, however, that I may explain it by saying that tbe

habit of planing, pierrinfc sawing, drawing Sines, of seeking

symmetry in the woods, giver a peculiar character to the

muscles of the face which becomes permanent
The priett and the soldier belong ta distinct sucial

euro ; they wear uniforms and visible sign' which Impreg-

nate their tety akiiB, their muscles, their whole bong.

Tbe gesture of tbe soldier is always precise, r«id,

energetic; that of the priest, supple and unctuous, seems
to glide into the celestial spheres inhabited by cherubim.

The soldier, even in mufti, has in all his gestures the

attitude of obedience a- command. The priest, even in

lay autre, retains the mark of the cassock and band : his

fingers alwayj seem to bless or nbjolve; his lips arc

constantly oxupied in murmuring the service ; he b con-

tinually adoring, and teems ever to smell the heavenly

incense or of terrestrial Tnrtuffism. My friend, Dr.

Emimuiuele Malfatti, prctcudj that he an always re-

cognise a priest by his lower lip, always prominent, and

sometimes falling, by the habit of wetting the finger to

turn over mere rupklly the pages of ha breviary.
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Similarly, the tailor, the honeman, and the dancer are

easily recognised in the mi&t of other men. It is easy to

understand that thii depends or. their peculiar habit* of

using their legs. The habit of riding suffice* to give a

national character to the Hungarians, the Arabs, and to the

population of the Argentine Republic.

Clocktnakern, banker*, notaries, advocates, have gestures

peculiar to themselves. But there the diagnosis becomes

more uncertain and more difficult. Many witlv pages

might be written on this subject; amusing caricatures of

each profession might be drawn
; but science would derive

therefrom few materials for the building up of a serious and

positive cceutiuction.



CHAPTER XIX.

’IHE MODERATORS AXD DSSTOR1IBRS Ot EXmSSWN.

Expression is ti>e effect of a centrifugal current emanating

from the brain and spinal coid. If certain contractions

oi certain relaxations of the muscles always ccttespondod

to the same emotion and the same psychical phenomenon,

it would be very easy to interpret the expression value of

each movement, since experience wotikl have famished the

necessary data for putting tho equation. And we could not

only recognise tbs meaning of thu expression, but also

measure the degree of the energy which provokes it

Unhappily the problem don not admit of tiling put in

these terms, it is much more complicated At least, where

an emotion tends to fce expressed in a certain way. by

means of a certain group of the muteles of the face, of the

trunk, or of the limbs, often a disturbin' or a modifying

cause intervenes, and the final result for the same emotion

may be entirely changed. Thus we may maintain that in

exprestion simple emotions are most rare, end tlat generally

we have before us n reuilttnt of different and opposite

forces in equilibrium and mutually modifying each other.

It ts here that we have tbc principal objection raised against

physiognomy, considered as interpreting the inner man, nnd

tills it is that inspired Lvatcr to his Pint Phtgmut—T'he

DeipiitdPnUnUm oj the PhytiogtemitL1 Bur, n century

ago, lie had no! at hit disposal an experimental science,

refined, exacting, inexorable, which would bore allowed

him to answer h» adversaries with more solid arms, pene-

trating to the bottom of things. In addition to this

1 UvnWi, op. lit., tern. it. p. i.
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difficulty, which came to him from the epoch in which he

lived, hit sensitive nature made him rapidly run over the

eurfoee of thing* that he might feel the warmth of the

feeling exhaled by them.

“Thus we ogree tliat the Physiognomist is sometimes

deceived; but we shall always maintain that bit error*

only show the h'mtts of his penetration, and in no way
prove that the science which he makes his object is a

tying science. To conclude from the contempt of the

Physiognomist that in general Physiognomy deserves no

confidence, is ns though one maintained reason is a

chimera, because it may happen to any reasonable man
that be acts in a way contrary to reason."

I avntcr ar.d the other less oelcbrated physiognomists

have stalest entirely concerned themselves with dissimu-

lation os a disturbing cause of our judgments, while there

are many other disturbing elements beyond that. And as

on the otheT side they have always confounded anatomy

with expression, the immutable with the variable, they could

only weakly defend themselves against their adversaries.

The complex effects of expression may be studied in

the mott intelligent animals and in those nearest to oar-

i elves. A dog has been well chastised several times for

having Jumped on a tabic and taken the meat he found

there. A tempting morsel Is offered to him on a phuc

and the plate put before him. It sccrm that the dog
ought to express the very simple feeling of alimentary

desiie and pleasure; but at the »me time be remembers
the severe corrections he has received. White he oontern-

ptetci the meat and shakes his tail, he examines you with

an inquiring and suspicious sir, and from time to time
all expression ceases, and he looks into the air it though

profoundly disturbed and preo^upied Tnis picture is

a living representation of the expression of pleasure

troubled by fear. It is by no means tbe only one which

the observation of animals offers us. I appeal to hunters
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who may have seen hundred* of other*, and to all those

who, pcd5£siiDg an Intelligent cat at bcrac, have a thousand

opportunities of studying the hypocritical allurements of

this domestic tiger.

Tn man, it ia always will which troubles and modules

the simple and ingenuous expression. Put *31 may in

turn be shaken by a psychical x of variable nature.

Hen: are lome examples.

Modesty, especially in woman, who feeli it more than

man, may modify or ctco entirely hide the expression of

voluptuousness, offering us picture? in which pleasure cow

triumphs and uparts all the moderating obstacles which

oppose her will, now modestly hide? under the veil of a

noble hypocrisy. At other times, on tho contrary, the

desire of deceiving or of pleasing the companion of our

pleasure may reach the point of simulating more ce less

skilfully a voluptuousness which is not felt at all.

At ciher times, it is courage, or self-love, which interferes

to moderate the expression of suffering; and a forced

smile shines on a face spasmodically contracted, or ft willed

immobility puts ft curb on the most violent and Irresistibly

muscular contractions. On this point I refer the leader

to my JfyMgy of Pain, in which I devoted a whole

chapter to the study of some diaurbing causes in ex-

pressions of paia To complete the sketch, I nmy be

permitted to recall the most important of my conclusions.

The most rtrikli* characters of faise exprea 2 ictis of pain

ftTC the following .

—

1. The expression is almost always exaggerated and out

of proportion with the causes of pain.

2 . The face is not at all pole, and muscular disturbance

intermittent.

3 .
The skin preserves its norma! colour.

4.
There it no harmony in the expression, and attain

muscular contractions and rebxationt on: seen which are

always wanting in true pain.
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;. The pulse is rapid, because of the exaggerated

muscular effort

6. An unforeseen surprise or any object which attracts

attention is enough to cause all tlic exprestion of pain to

suddenly disappear.

7. Sometimes one succeeds in discovering, through the

deepest mbs and groans, tlie fugitive gleam of a smile,

in which perhaps the malicicas joy of deceiving one’s

neighbour is betrayer).

8. The expression is nearly always excentric and abso-

lutely wanting in concentric forms.

This analytical study suggests to us a method for the dis.

covery and description of all other hypocritical expressions.

False pleasure, fer example, Is expressed by n forced

laugh, by deep sighs prolonged beyond time and measure.

False rage is manifested by exaggerated movements of

the limbs and by a forced contraction of the eyebrows,

while the lip smiles involuntarily and the eye looks another

way.

False expressions may be reduced to two types

—

Exaggeration 0/ a weak motion, or simulation oj an

tmotion which Joes not exist.

/Attenuation oj an expretsion, or eon its comflt/e dis-

simulation.

When we exaggerate expression, we nearly always push

this exaggeration beyond the probable; ina gymnastic of

hypocrisy fatigues us; we often rest, and at intervals wc
frequently aulatitute, without perceiving it, a diametrically

opposed expression for the part we will to play.

Thus 1 have seen a woman who had just received n large

inheriinnce from Ixr brother buret into laughter, while she

was striking her head egalnst the wall, and pretending to

be inconsolable. Similarly, when a religious feeling is

emulated, admiration or compassion, it often happens that

there is n cynical or sardonic smile, or the tongue is put out

in a grotesque manner.
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Exaggeration of expression, disorder of movements,

marked interruptions, there are tbc most striking charsaer*

of no cxproKon wluch would denote that which is r.ct felt,

ot make pretence of au emotion which is not experienced

at ail There is, however, another character, still more

constant, which because of its eitreme sltgfclnea haa

escaped many ordinary observers.

Of til the muscles, those of the trunk are the moat

amenable to the will, these of the race are lc» obedient,

and these of the eyes the meet independent of all. That

is why, in a lying expression, so many movements are msdc
with arms and legs, to many contractions of the muscles of

the face
;

while the eye courageously recsts, cr at lent is

the laa to lend itself to these lies. We see a hurricane in

miniature, a tempest of convulsions
[
but the eye remains

immobile and apathetic, and suffices to reveal the SKret

of the comedy. Team flow very rarely in feigned emo-

tion* Some women Only, truly geniuses of falsehood,

succeed in shedding true tears without feeling any grief.

In tbc ordinary condition, the lachrymal glands are not

obedient to the will; but after a long exercise it tnay be

possible to overcame and to discipline them, and they

allow of the Row of thcr precious legion when this tuit*

the arrant TartuiTe who desires to dupe others.

One may be a great artist in hypocrisy, may have been

practised since childhood to express that which Is not

felt, and lave acquired a talent of the first order in this

sort, Bill there is always the fear of not succeeding at will,

bccaure the difference which exists between the inner

feeling and the comedy which is being played is felt

Thence comes the irresistible tendency to exaggeration, tire

belief that expression is Insufficient, ard the need felt

to supplement it by cries or words. Great palm are

nearly always silent, or at least crnly accompinicd by

those vital phenomena which we call automatic, each

as sighs and groins
;

on the contrary, feigned emotions
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vo often eloquent nod accompanied by great outbursts

of loquacity.

Inversely, when for any end we attempt to dissimulate un

emotion, wo give ourselves up to work quite opposite to the

preceding. Before all, we attempt to restrict the domain of

expresskm, and naturally we begin with the muscle* which

most quickly and most easily obey Our wilL The move-

ments <A the legs, arms, trunk, and neck arc Kayed. If the

moderating force is increased, the field of expression is more

and mote narrowed, and even the muscles of the mouth and

checks arc stopped, until finally expression is reduced to

this last territory which in every age, and in every language,

has been called, and not without reason, the mirror of the

*ouL

It is in ihc rye that the last lattle i* fought: this is the

last fortress where expression concentrates all its forces, and

often remains victorious even after having abandoned every

oiler province; Tbc vulgar, who judge by the appearance

of things ssy that the emotion has disappeared, or has

never existed, became they ace the limbs and the body

immobile, and the face impassive
;
but the more profound

observer finds concentrated in the eye all the forces which

were previously scattered over a vast space, and judges

rightly that Hie emotion is very strong, but that it has shut

itself up entirely in a very narrow citadel

Sometimes, by force of hypocrisy or heroism (for in the

physiology of the phenomenon no account can he taken

of tire moral ride), ill the expressive muscle: of the body

ar.d the limbs lave bten successfully sillied; but a

contrary expression ha* teen substituted. We are over-

whelmed with bitterness and humiliation, and yet we Itugh

and joyously shake our fingers, noclt, or foet Our whole

body expresses contentment : the eye !s silent, and resists

this avalanche of falselreods. All at once two big tears

roll down the cheeks, and reveal the secret of the painful

bxttle which is waging. The great painters, and the great
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dramatic artists know how to express llicse hidden bcautes

;

but we, who sic neither painters net comedian!, should

study these troubles of expression to profit Ly them in hie.

More than once, while children have appeared profoundly

absorbed in study, 1 have discovered that they were Riving

themselves up to their vicious habit! by examining their

eyes, which alone betrayed what the whole remainder of the

body succeeded in hiding,

Tbe naometor nerves also arc little or net at all obedwnt

to the will ; thus it is right to pay great attention to the

sudden flushing or paling of tbe face, becitr-e it is often

the involuntary sign of an emotion of which not tho least

trace could he discovered in All the rat of the territory of

expression, not even in the eye.

In tbe midst of *n animated conversation, in a tbesrre

or in a hull-room, should the preferred rmn be suddenly

brought In, ninety times in a hundred the loved wotran

blushes suddenly; or even more rarely she grow* (ale.

No mark of surprise, no unite, no movement has greeted

this arrival beyond the eye, which lies perhaps dosed, or

tbe eyelid, which has fallen to hide tbe sudden gleam from

the mirror of die aoul
;
bot the vasomotor nerves have lad

to yield to the emotion, nod have enured the race to Nash

or to turn pale.

If when her lover enter) the room the beloved neither

changer colour nor lowers her eyelids, either she doc; not

love, or she hi* attained n perfection of hypocrisy which

nay give reason for donhting whether a butt Kill heats

within her breast.

Men of strong will, anti women who hive canted the

gymnastics of simulation very far, after having driven

expression into its last fortress, the eye, might succeed in

triumphing even over this last entrenchment, so that

nothing shall now give any outer sign of the internal

flarr.e. Then, when nil the valves cf expression are thus

dosed, it nearly always happen* that i limb (a leg, an amt,
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a finger) is suddenly taken with a rhythmical convulsion,

and begins to heat time regularly. Generally the finger

taps on a solid body so ns to make a noise, or the foot

bents the ground. Less often the breathing i3 gasping

and stilled, even passing into hissing.

Tljete tie's am frequently verified when there is an

attempt to hide rage. This rage >* so much the stronger

the more frequent the rhythmic tapping becomes sub-

stituted for the ordinary explosive expression, and as this

lipping is accompanied by laboured breathing. It seems

that in this case there is not only, in a figurative sense, a

boiler full of steam, tbc valves of which are sorted nnd

threaten to burst, but there is actually a captive force

escaping from its prison with a fury and a violence more

redoubtable the ruurower the passage wbich it finds.

In nil these cases of feigning and dissimulation there is

always an unfolding of muscular free, or at mosl of

phenomena of sstretlon which are associated with it, as

that of shedding tram. Hot there are other more complete

and obscure transformations in which the purely expressive

fact passes into the highest psychical regions. Wc will not

penetrate into a realm beyond the field which we have

undertaken to treat in this relume, but we must examine

how these phenomena arc relaud to expression.

Often enough the effort made to dissimulate an emotion

is so great that If it lasted it would induce serious troubles

in '.lie nervous centres. The force of exprexsico which

cannot find on exit in the muscular field tlaen throw* itself

into the regions of thought, nnd arouses there new and
powerful manifestations.

A man enters a room. A woman whom he loves shows no

emotion; hut, from being very silent, she suddenly becomes
very talkative; or, if she had been speaking indifferently,

she begins to talk with enthusiasm
;
the sound of her voice

modifies, and may even become mutdeal. More frequently

6hc forgets the subject of cotiversaaoo, and, by a strange
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and bizarre association of ideas she begins 10 run over a

hundred things which have no relation cither to those of

which they were talking or to their surroundings. Unex-

pected caresses fox a child whom she had previously not

noticed, sudden enthusiasm for a picture which ahe had not

remarked, or for a piece of furniture which she had seen n

hundred times without paying attention toil: such arc the

very” precious and gave signs which tell us that the emo-

tion iB very strong, and, not being able to pour iisrif

out in niraral expression, has invaded the field o' thought

and feeling, to suddenly arouse these an unwonted aiii

confused activity.



CHAPTER XX

CKrrxxiA ron nn oEitsMir'Anort or the btsehcth or

AH BMIMION BV THS DBOUS Or 7HB ItXPHESElON.

Aw almost immobile face scarcely expresses anything; a

very mobile face may express a great emotion
;
»d entirely

immobile face may express an emotion carried to its highest

point.
" 1 diil not uotp: wfchin 1 pew lo mow.

A verse that all remember, and which shows thar our great

poet was also a profound obserrer. It proves at the same

lime how difficult ;t is to measure the intensity of an emo-

tion by the eaact decree of the expression. It is too true

that in expression also extremes meet, and that cynical

laughter may accompany poignant suffering just as tows

may b: the sign of a very great joy.

Probing deeper, wc recognise that the confusion is le>s

tlun it seemed at first. The face rendered immobile by

excess of emotion is in a state of tetanic contraction, while

the free without expression or the indifferent face have the

muscles in a state of actnt-repcsc, which permits of no want

of equilibrium either betweeu the elevators and deprcsiors

of the lip and of the jaw, or between tlvc muscles which

direct the eyeball to such or such n point of tl* lmriron.

The indiScrent uce presents general immobility, but not

spasmodic, without any characteristic relaxation, and without

any special contraction.

The omnibus it one of the best places to observe examples
of these indifferent or neutral faces

; but we must at onco
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add that it i« very rare to meet any perfectly indifferent.

Tbe lease degree of attention, of weariness, of pleasure, or

of suffering, the simple recollection of a pleasant word or of

a painful scene, suffices to give more brilliancy to the eye,

to raise or depress a corner of tbe mouth, and to thus

bring about a slight expression on the fiice. An absolutely

negative expression on the face of a nun who is not nilrep

is so rue that even on csnvai or in marbJo, in portraits

which have not been made with the view of expressing a

passion, we Inevitably seek a sign which reveals a thought,

a character, a shadow of x psychical act. And most fre-

quently this s%n exists because the frequent repetition of

a same expression draws or sculptures it in
;

and if the

artist is not a simple modeller or a photographer of noses

and eus, he must have represented that part of the free

which belongs to expression. This is so true that on look-

ing at a portrait wc always look for this expression
;

if wc

do not find it, and if wc cannot say that this face is intelli-

gent, or inspired, or lascivious, or bad, or joyous, wc say it

it a stupid face, which for us is pretty well synonymous with

a perfectly apathetic and expressionless face

One of my dearest friends is very little inclined to be

expansive, and hi* expression consequently is one of the

least expressive that I know
; but when he reads or biars

anything which causes him a certain surprise be elongates

his trunk vertically (whether be is sitting ce standing), and

by this simple movement expresses his emotion and

astonishment

From complete apathy, which represents zero, wc pass

successively to the highest degree of voluptuousness,

despair, mgs, love.

Independently of the nature of Use sentiment which

moves us, tbe intensity of the emotion is measured in the

following ways :

—

i. By
.
tire force of the contraction erf the expressive

muscles
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t. By ihe persistency of their contractions-

3. By the diflliKon of the movement* in expressive

circles of increasing si re.

4. By tbo rapidity of the alternating contractions and

relaxations.

Every day we measure tire intensity of the emotion by

die force of the contractxia

The act of presting the jaws together is one of the meat

certain signs of rage : but thete is a gradual passage from

the simple shutting of the mouth to the gnashing of tbc

teeth, and finally to spasmodic contraction, such as I have

seen in a woman in an aoxss of jealousy.

The persistence of air expressive act is a lc!3 certain sign,

for the strongest emotions are of short duration. Generally,

howerer, when there is a very strong but not excessive

emotion, the persistency of tbe expression indicates the

intensity of the psychical act with which it i* associated.

Tears which are of long duration generally come with long

pains, alrrii paribus, and prolonged laughter scarcely

suffices to discharge the strong tension produced in us by

a very comical or very ridiculous iccne.

The diffusion of expressron in gradually Increasing circles

gives perhaps a more exact measure of tbe intensity of emo-

tion. At first the expressive picture b limited to a small

number of muscles, then the expression extends to more

and more distant muscles, and finally invades all.

That which occurs in such cases recalls tbo centrifugal

circles produced by the fail of a stone on the surface of a

lake.

This progressive diffusion of expression may be studied

in the smile, which at first scarcely causes the contraction

of tbs elevator of the upper lip, which afterwards change*

into a laugh in which all the muscles of the face, and in

addition tbc diaphragm and the respiratory muscles of the

thorax and of tho neck, participate
;
when laughter becomes

immoderate and excessive, the arm*, legs, and muscles of
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Hie wink enter into the movement, and at fast the emotion
breaking through the freotiert of the ccrcbro-spinal world,

teem* to invade those of the great sympathetic, and leads

to the involontary evacuation of urine and inteatiral gists.

The diffusion of the circles of expremico follows certain

hws of contiguity and sympathy. An to the face, the

diffusion seems to proreed by the simple contiguity of

the modes to which the contiguity of the escito-motor

centres necessarily corresponds. Alter the face the neck

comes, which often moves, then the arms, then the trunk,

and finally the legs.

Generally, the upper hmb Is more expressive than the

lower, and the movements of tlie arms and the hands

accompany the increasing intensity of word and of will.

In many asm, however, the sympathetic communication

between the expressive circles proceeds rather according

to the harmony of functions than according to the cca-

tiguity of expressivo muscles. Thus it may happen that a

lascivious expression of face, when the emotion becomes

more intense, agiutes by sympathy the muscles of the

pelvis and of the lower limbs before those of the arms,

although there arc more expiresrive.

The arm and hand are the true instruments <rf expres-

sion ; they perfect, refine, and complete die action of the

face. A caress, or the joining of die bands in adoration,

corresponds to the kiss which the lipi have just impressed.

Toe interlacing of the fingers is associated with the wide-

opened mouth and the eyes dilated with stupor. To lips

clenched in anger is added a closed fast, and an arm inked

to haven, and so foctlv.

However diverse the functions Of thu muscles of the

face, the trunk, and the limbs, the general character of the

expressive form is always preserved in the diffusion of the

expression through different legions of muscle. Thus

sudden and irresistible joy causes the opening of the

arms, then of the legs, aftet having produced movements on
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the face, all of which are centrifugal. On the contrary, a

violent pain, after making all tbe muscles of the face

converge in a centripetal diiecton, tends to bring the arms

and lower limbs towards the medium line of the body.

Thia is brause the expression of pleasure Is always

centrifugal, and that of pain always centripetal.

The diffusion of the expressive field in proportion to die

growing intensity of an emotion is (me of the fundamental

laws which regulate the propagation of tbe movement, and

it must be based on a very simple phenomenon of

elementary physics A small number of nerves and of

luusdra do cot suffice for the diffusion and transformation

of a given quantity of the psychical movement After

having exhausted the resources of the cerebrospinal system

and those of the great sympathetic it seems at times that

the action tends to propagate itself beyond ourselves in

such a wuy that we carry away in sympathy with our move-

ment external objects whether animate oc inanimate. How
often has not a man, drunk with joy, having brought all the

muscles of his body to a supreme degree of tension, made
the chairs and tables of his room dance, and his friends

too, if any were within reach I At other times the same

objrcta which arc to hand become so many projectiles

which wc fling away with great centrifugal force in an

access of pain or hatred,

Tbe annexed schematic figure cliagtamntically represents

the diffusion of circles of expansion, as occurs in most

cases ; it extends from tbe face to the neck, the arm, the

trunk, to the lower limbs, and finally to unconscious icgions

of the great sympathetic

One List criterion, very important for the measuring of

the uilcnaily of an traction, is that furnished by the sapid

alternations of muscular contraction and relaxation. Here
the intensity of tire central movement which nccompsr.ics

the emotion finds a mans, thanks to change, of discharging

itself to the profit of the nervous centres. It is especially
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in pain that thii alternation may be obeerved; tears arc

succeeded by sobs, grain*, cries, tight, palpitation*, and all

these phenomena may follow in different order. Also

spasmodic and suffocating laughter miy alternate with

lamentation* and convulsions of diverse forms

ntely arc united and tsweiared, we liave in 1 single scene

of expression all the proof* of great intensity of emotion.

In fact, strong contractions, lasting contractions, a great

diffusion of expressive phenomena, and an alternation of

different pictures may recur.

In extreme degrees of emotion neither of these conditions

by itself, cor all four together or successively, suffice to

complete the picture. Tncn we have before us the paralytic

farm which arises from the exhaustion of nerve centre* and

from the fatigue of expressive muscles. Immobility may

then he absolute or nearly absolute. It fa no longer the

tetanic immobility of him who “ within hi* grown to stone,’

but the immobility of apparent death. At most some

characteristics of the emotion which ha* reduced u* to this

extremity continue. Tire cry, 1 am dying! inay be the

expression of extreme pleasure as much an of extreme

suffering ;
syncope may be tbe last effect of ferocious ragr,

as of mad envy or of deceived ambition. The keen

observer may always, in these rase*, discern the cause of
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the supreme catastrophe of expression, and gteat artists

know well how to repcerent in a »ery different manner

Franeerca at the moment "hen, in tbc arms of Paolo, aha

ceases to read in the fatal boak^ and the Christian martyr

who faints with terror before the axe of her executioner.



CHAPTER XXL

I HE FIVE VEBDrCTS ON THE HUMAN FACE

THE PMniOLOGtCAi VKIIDICT.— 'TH» GOOD AND *VJL VIEW.

—

PATUCIDOICAL P«YMCONC*!Y.

The human face is such a ficid of observation for us that

from our childhood we consider it as the meet important

object in all the animated world which surrounds u* The
meet primitive savage, the likeat to the ape, being after all a

social animal, may be said to feel the need of looking

another savage in the face to rend there threatening or love,

desire or grief Our children, from the tenderest years,

before having received any education, very soon acquire

enough eiprrier.ee to interpret the tiprestive language of n

human face
;

in this they have a singular perspicacity, and

know how to guess our desires, our ill-humour, «ir sus-

picions, before wc have expressed them by word. This

experience grows from year to year, and ends by constituting

in each of us a certain physiognomical patrimony which,

from the unconscious interpretation of the most automatic

faces, rises by degrees to the examination of the meet

machiavellian of wrinkles, smiles, and tears. There we

have the raw harvest whence science must extract the few

ripe and wholesome grains and separate them from all the

straw of heraiduus guesswork and conjecture, and from all

this obscure instinct which las a presentiment of the ttuth

without being able to translate it into the dear and precise

form of language.

As for ourselves, after looking at a human (see, we might

not be abk to ray the colour of the eyes, the form of the

chin, or the length of the nose, but wc could nearly
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always formulate certain judgments relating to one of the

five great problems which a human face presents,

i. Condition of health or of sickness,

a. Degree of beauty or of ugliness.

3. Morel worth.

4. Intellectual worth.

5. Race.

There five problems conduct to fivedifferent opinionsahich

we esn Icon on die face of a man, and which I shall call

—

1. Physiological judgment,

a. /Esthetic „

3 -
Moral „

* Intellectual „

5. Ethnic „

When I have hod the happiness of counting smong my
pupils some young intelligent people who followed the course

of philology and philosophy at the Institute of Florence, I

strove to quicken in them the spirit of observation which

naturalall only exercise, and n-bscli all those who wish to

study psychical phenomena should seek to develop by

regular and rational exercise. Instead of this, just because

there phenomena are complex and obscure, we abandon

them to the guesses of empiricism, or rather pretend to

reach them with the Icarus wings of metapbysic

Thi9 is the way in which I exercised my young people.

I pnt before them a goad photograph of a man or woman,

and I invited them to express three Judgments on this

unknown face—one esthetic, another moral, and the third

intellectual. I dx! not put the question of health or of

race, because a photograph only furnishes insufficient data

for the first, ar.d the second exacts ethnological science

which my students could not poises 3. After collecting

the bulletins which cootainod the triple verdicts, I dis-

cussed them with my pupils, asking the reasons for their

opinions; then I combined the figures and prepared my
statistics. That ihe judgments might not be rambling; I only
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admitted thiec farmutx of verdict: beautiful, ngfy, nr>d emit-

ctri for the esthetic ; gwd, nutted, and mediocre for the moral;

intelligent
;
tlufid, and mediocn for intelligence.

Here ia the result of my experiments gathered together in

u single table which demonurato all the utility of research

of this sort When theoretical, moral, metaphysical philo

sophy and bo many other raise sciences shall have Ixtcn

transformed into experimental psychology, thanks to tbc

natural law of evolution, feeling and thought will only be

studied by this method.

OPINIONS OX PHYBI0GN09UZ&

Moral
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As one sees, there is meet agreement In '.he moral judgment,

nnd least in the Intellectual. The (esthetic judgment is

balanced, and it is natural that it should be so.

Feeling* leave a more profound and characteristic trace

cm our faces than thought, and also the latter may
entirely disappear in a photograph. The greater part of

our photographs poise** the precious talent of transform-

ing a mm of genius into an idiot, whether he was called

Shakespeare or Dante. On this point I shall always recollect

an egregious photographer who purposed me much kindness,

and who by means of head-rest and artistic peeing strove

to make of me an Apollo or a Byron. He gave himself so

much trouble to realise this dream that from portrait to

portrait he continued to make me more and more ugly

end stupid, l let him do a; he would, nnd so long as my
patience and complacency lasted, I submitted to the torture

which be indicted on me with the ben and purer, intentions.

Finally, at the tenth or eleventh attempt, I said to this

wccUcnt fnend, "This time you will analn your end, and
have a type or the perfect cretin."

There is another reason why our opinions agree often on

tbc moral value of a face. It is because from our eatlieat

diildhocd we have directed our observations in this way

;

for nothing is mere important to us than to team what we
may etptct of evil or of good from a man or woman whom
wc approach. It b much mare inreresting to know if a man
is good of bad, false or sincere, than to know if he is more

or less beautiful, more or lea intelligent. To convince you

of this, you hare only to pretend to scold your child, letting

signs of wrath and benevolence alternate on your lace

This child will look you in the fcce, will study you uncon-

sciously but profoundly
j he will in turn make experiments

on you, smiling when you are serious, nnd remaining serious

when yon smile, in order that he may succeed in discovering

If you are really angry or if you arc joking. You can go

through the caperimcat again with an intelligent dog, and
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seeing tlic same phenomenon reproduced, you will be

conTinced (if that ii still necessary) that wc must look for

the alphabet of expression in children and in dogs, mid not

on the heights d metaphysics.

When an aafthetk opinion has to be formed, subjective

influence bring a disturbing clement; except in cases of

extreme beauty or extreme ugliness disagreements arc

frequent.

Two other conclusions appear from our table. In

judging Wrong expreaione, ever/ one agrees
;
while diver-

gencies arc very great when uceertam ex|xesntoni are in

question. Thus 1 have been able to note that the agree-

ment of opinion is at its maximum when a man of our race

b in question, at its minimum when men very remote firxn

our type, from a morphological point of view, are in

question.

For example, nine opinions in ten arc found to agree

it recognising the beauty of a pretty Roman girl; one

*nly declared her of mediocre beauty. Thiebaut, one of

the two Accas who were at Verona, uaa declared beautiful

by ten votes, ugly by five, neither ugly nor beautiful by

two. However, when cither beauty or ugliness is extreme,

their effect gains or. that of the ethnical element, aod leads

to conformity of opinion. Thus a negro of Zannbax was

unaolraccsly dxlared ugly and a little Japanese girf judged

beautiful by seven oot of nine votes.

I have not collected, in the form of numerical data, ray

obrcryaticus on opinions relative to tbc state of health or

direase founded on the examination of tire face. But, I

can affirm, in these opinions that I call physiological that

agreement is greater than anywhere else; perhaps became

they are easier, perhaps because we are constantly exer.

casing our faculties of observation in this direction. It k
Incredible the degree of perfection to which our sense*

may attain when they are always exercised In the same

direction, and attention is imposed by po»erful motives.
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Hcnr often we bear the radios—Oh I what a beautiful

Icok I it ii really plentnnt to kw it !—Oh
!
poor nun 1 what

a bad look ! He has not many daps to live I and the like.

Wliat is more singular, In a like case the empirical judg-

ment hu great value, and is often equal to the opinion

pronounced by men of science.

If you ask men ignorant of the medical art the why of

their estimation of health or disease, you will see you ad-

miration for the range of popular observation grow. AH
tbae tohyi will comprehend the half of physiology and

pathology. They will all refer to the state of nutrition, the

nature of the blood, or to the harmony and power of the

innervation of the numerous muscles which cause the move-

ment of the eye and the rett of the face. And these few’

shorthand signs, collected by popular experience, compre-

hend so great a pan of our life that they may furnish

sufficient criteria for us to ferra certain opinions

What do we mean by a fine complexion if not a blood

well famished with corpuscles, neither too poor nor too

plethoric^ and circulating with suitable swiftness in the

capillaries of the skin of the face f And, on die contrary,

what do wc mean by an ugly complexion if not a poor and

vitia'ed blood, or extremely plethoric? And the vulgar

are right in thinking that with the blood well constituted

and circulating well we are at least half-way to perfect

health.

A face neither emaciated ocr obese will perhaps only say

this : A good nutrition does not reduce by the excess of

debit over credit
;

it doca cot fatten by the contrary excess

And inversely, does not the emaciation of the Lee pro-

claim the deficiency of nutrition, which leads little by little

to death ?

In the empirical conception which tbc vulgar have formrd
of a healthy appearance, not only do the Wood and general

nutrition cuter, but alio a certain vivacity of the muscle*
which, like well-enoed soldiers, are ready to begin action
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pc any moment. This vivacity of face is the sign that the

norve centres are in the beat possible condition And
then, with good blood, good nutrition, a powerful innerva-

tion, how can coc not be well ? ce how can we help feeling

sympathetically awakened in us a great satisfaction at the

sight of a picture of perfect health ? All these empiriral

observation*, collected, put in order, and despoiled of their

scoria, wiQ lead us to these two scientific definitions of a

healthy and an unhealthy loth.

The healthy look meant that the jact expresses gene-sal

nutrition, an excellent chetnieal composition oj the hind, and

a harmonious andpottarfu! innervation.

The unhealthy look signifies that one of there three

conditiom of good health is wanting. Either the nutrition

in insufficient or excessive, or the blocd is poor in cor-

puscles, or poheaed, or ill-provided with oxygen, or finally

tire innervation is feeble « irregular. These three con-

ditions enn exits together, or two at ooce, and the gravity

of onr verdict must be piepotticocd to the greater or lets

number of the disorders which wc perceive on a face, and

each of which indicates a pathological condition of one of

the organ*, or of one of the functions ir-dispaisable to the

vital work.

In my Physiology cj Pain I described some permanent

expressions of physical pain, which are so many forms of

the look of ill-health
; but the authors who have written on

general pathology and on dinical medicine have had to

occupy themselves specially with this subject; for many

llniM the outer aspect of lbs invalid, aod especially of his

face, suffices to make the nature of the evil guessed, and to

put us on the way to a good diagnosis. There are some

special functions where the particular nature of the

suScrings is so faithfully inicribed on the face that it nr

once suggests to the observant doctor the diagnosis befexe

any examination of the invalid. The tuberculous, the

asthmatic, the hypochondriacal, the anurous, have b
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characteristic physiognomy end expulsion which even the

vc Iip- can recognise, No one in modem time* has treated

the subject better than Polli, in hh special study oo the

physiognomy of the sick,’ a book of Isis youth which is

pcrltaps tire most beautiful monument of his active and
daring mind. We do n» think it can be displeasing

to the leader if we draw from this work, published half

a century ago. and too much forgotten.

Polli. after having defined pathognomy, or the study of

morbid physiognomy, analytically examined according to

get temperament, ir.d different features, the following

special morbid faces \—

Pilnfai (an Lc»J colic fitoc.

IB-iaQurirg „ Dropflcil
||

Mnttwid or hipporrMlc foot-

Casbml (tec, laUnDUtw* fever fete.

Pectoral „ Fterpeml peiitonUU
(i

Abfcalnal „ Ilydromtirie
»•

llydiouflialuui „ Ailhxltlc
w

II

Caiilopuhtr
,. Scorbutic It

UnphratEoric „ Petbgni
w —

»
P«ti&t'.<u „ TeMSC

ft

Chios: „
* A 1'

4 A A A a

Convulsive
I*

lilRUCUX. a. Hy:lrnptcbid II

Hysteria! „ Yv*uxw
^ m

ft

TfPhcM OcooiAtic
• I

MawDUrio ,,

It is true that in these setae distinctions there is much
that is Kholaitic and much exaggeration Several of these
physiognomies are mixed, and have not a well-determined
Individuality; but Ftill we must admire a great delicacy of
observation in Polli. I shall recall here lib meet remark-
aWe descriptions, which may aiso intereK artists, since
three latter have sometimes to represent certain diseased
conditions in tbeir pictures.

> Poll! Cievu.M,SgjfoU ,A«j«malCw. Milan,
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Tht Moribund Fact.—This h*» also been coiled the

hippo cratic, because Hippocrates niado the first fearful

description of it

In the moribund person all the fenhires grow feeble, they

lose the expression of life, and approach immobility and the

rigidity of inanimate life. The akin of the forehead it

stretched; it become? dry or ia bribed in a cold sweat ; die

livid and tilling eyelids only imperfectly cover tlic eyeball

In the moments of somnolence and lumber in such a way

that 1 white transverse streak appears below them; the

cornea is flattened, growB dull, and is covered with a layer

of mucus
;
die eyeball sinks Into the orbit and tlloaj a few

tears to escape
; the nose shtr|>er.t and growi orld, the aim

falling and approximating! the nostrils reveal tbe inner

hairs covered with a sombre grey dart; the temples become

concave, and the zygomatic bones protuberant; the cheeb

hollow
; the ear* dry and shorter ;

the lip» di'caloured and

wan, die lower hanging so that the mouth is constantly

open
1 'he Ononiitic Fhyiivgnemj.—Young people who have

acquired unrestrained habits of onanism have a pole and

leaden hue; frequently their skin becomes permanently

of an icteric colour
;
on the forehead, on this lemplcs,

and on the sides of tbe nose, scull setaceous glands are

changed into red pimples, which only disappear to give

place to others; the eyes lexe their brilliancy’, they grow

hollow, Iscguid, misty, furtive
;

the pupil is constantly

dilated and the sight gradually enfeebled, id much that

prolonged reading induces suffering and tenrs; the lips lose

their vermilion, they grow pallid and split; the teeth

decay, the breath becomes strong and fetid. The sipru-

sicn of the face Is stupid and melancholy; die manners

betray emhunament and a certain timidity, which an

export eye ran at once nttribute to the proper cause. Tbe
body generally presents a less advanced development than

is appropriate la the age, and frequently the beginning of
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naatlog, and a tendency tu stoop mote and more, and a

universal weakness. These individaaU frequently unite the

decay of an old man to the habtt and pretension* of a

ycting one
;
then <!tennis are often intciroptcd and fearful,

their intellectual faculties obtuse, and the memory almost

entirely disappeared.

In woman die effects produced arc analcgoia, although

less rapid. The rosy colour of the cheeks gives place

to a melancholy pallor, the lips are discoloured, the eye

grows languid, the lower eyelids relaxed and of a livid and

leaden hue; the no« sometimes becomes painful, die

chest flattened and flabby; pustulous pimples disfigure

the forehead, etc.
1

Polli also well described certain diseased constitutions.

We nil! give as an example those of the apoplectic and of

the phthisical.*

The Afioplritie Comtitutun.—K massy and dampy body,

large and mutcJed limbs, round shoulders, a wide and

very short neck, the digits of both band and foot short and

thick, heavy aud difficult, but firm movements; a wide

forehead
; a well-developed occiput, eyes generally small,

eyelids often falling to the half of the eyeball, nose spongy,

checks ar.d chin voluminous, fat and lymphatic, the belly

often inflated ar.tf obese, the bead always warm, because

the heart is near tbs brain, the mind irritable, unquiet,

obstinate, nearly always vain and daring

Tie Phlhi'ual Comtituticn.—This constitution ia nearly

always exactly the opposite of the preceding; it is recog-

nised by the slim, strained, delicate, irritable fibre; by the

whiicntsB and delicacy of the skin, by the mingling of

certain sign! of scrofula and rickets, by wavy ltair, by a

tapering and long nose, by very pronounced jaws, by the

light colour of tho hair and the beard, the sixe of the

cytn, which are very optu and generally blue (?), by

the milky appearance of the sclerotic, by a slender, long,

> Pnlll, tit., a,. j68 * JM, p. rtr, t a*
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forwardly inclined neck, where the blue veins we very

visible, by a narrow and ill-formed cheat, by a alno body,

long and thin limbs. This cocuitmkm carries with U a

quick, amorous, witty character, KmctBacs satirical, with a

tendency to counterfeit others, and always n very precocious,

intellectual development. Individuals of this temperament

talk much, cat and sleep little, arc of eilrcmc susceptibility,

love dissipation and light literature.

There i», however, another variety of phthisical people

who are wasted and squat in body, have disproportionately

long limbi and ill-balanced movements; they arc destitute

cf this gentleness and delicacy of feature props to the first

;

they are endowed with a feeble, indecisive, timid character,

and present, like the others, a disposition to pulmonary
consumption

• • • • • • •

Polli's sketch of the phthisical physiognomy, taken when

the malady has readied its last period, and when the

wasting of the limbs has attained an extreme degree, is

more successful.

The eye is retracted under the superciliary arch; now

lively and brilliant, as though k had gathered together

in itself all the vital energy about to take flight, now veiled

by a livid eyelid, and surrounded by a yellowish rim
;

the

forehead is dejected rather than wrathful
;
the hair scatter©!

and disordered, which gives much expression to the face,

especially in women; the temples and cheeks are hollow,

withered, and Heahlcn, the corners of the mouth pressed

on the teeth in a bitter smile; the chin is pointed and

angular; the lips thin, pale, and languid, no longer meet;

a small vermilion spot on the check-bones gives a deceitful

aspect of life, similar, according to die expression of

DaInc, to those reddenings of the west which announce

the setting of the sur.; the neri is long, thin, a little

askew, limited by two prominent cords between which

i* a deep hollow, and in toe 'man it is interrupted by the
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scraggy kernel of ibe larynx; lire inlercpilai spaces are

wide, and the ribs are very apparent in such a w*y as to

form a double ladder on the cheat; in the woman the

brents almost disippear, nothing but the nipple remains

;

the clavicle B almost detached from the trunk, and

threatens to pierce through the stretched skin
;
the limbs,

almost hire of muscles, reduced to bones to which a Little

skin adheres, seem as if thoy must break at the first move-

ment; the Joints are large and very pronounced; the

fingers and hand are dry, long, transparent, terminated by

hooked and lirki nails; the increasing heat of the skin

and the quick pulse tell ol an organism devoured by an

inner (lame, the stow of which is in the lung*
; the living

substance disappears little by little to leave but the frame

of the body. This terrible disease, which frequently mows
down the most beautiful and brilliant lives of youth, gives

an expression of profound pain to the face, and to the

moribund person whose intelligence has remained intact,

who witnesses his own decry ar.d the destruction of his

bedy, who feels himself robbed of all the Joys and all the

happiness which the world promised to his youth, and

h*s henceforth no iolice but the miserable consolation of

arching pity.

WdMmwn oa these pictures are, they have yet the gtcat

defect of always oscillating between vague indefinitenesa

and cerkatuwa of the truth, and the hypochondriac* who
raid this book will, each cA them, find hi* own portrait in

these pootuica.

The old doctm occupied theradret with pathogr.oroy

much more than the modern, because they had not

percussion, nuscultatkrr, and all the modern means

of Investigation in the examination of a sick man. But

the doctors of our day leave it too much on one side;

today, too, wn might cry with Lavatcr, almost without

changing his words, *'A vficncc of medicine resting co
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physiognomy would bo a work worthy of you, Illuau.oin

Zimmerman." 1

Among the ancients, thoK who wrote most learnedly on

palhcgnomy nre, after the divine Hippocrates, Arctaais,

Leotnnitu, Eniilac Campolongiis, Wolff, Hoffmann, Schroder

the elder. The work of Samuel Quelmali, Di Jrosiftt-

s«/t* MrJica, Llpsia, 1784, ia also very remarkable
;
a* also

that of Stahl, De Jade mariimm indict, wu ourdoraM

asiimatioru ex Jam, Halle, 1700. Finally, we have to

mention a more ancient bcok, which i* very impoitant:

Tbomae Fieni, Pkttuepkiat «ndid frailanfiituui. Semioticr,

lire de agais mtdint, Lugdunl, 1664.

1 Lavnter, End mr (afi/tmtnie, «U., p. 115. it>: 17S6

I-wnttr Iim only devoted (car ;«{« o( hu iiwsocUi wo.k la puho-

gamy. in 'clan* iii., rlupta «1L. entitled On lit CmMfru d
theta ard 1/ Ditem

;

tat in l hr little Out hilays ta ten down with

a oeiuin hold tta 4it» at :be pofahm | he rhom that ta hudittoed l»

impnunee, tnd his tail • piewnUmrM tj 0* doto«iit« ol tta

(Otwa.
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cruiLiuA roa juociwo the moral worth or a

PUY3IOOXOMV.

TMX OCOO AKD TH* EVIL FACS.

Soke jicople pretend to possess naturally a certain divining

virtue, thanks to which it is enough for them to look at a

man to know whether he U good or evil, a cheat cr

itnccro
;
sometimes they believe they cin go so far as to

affirm that ho is avaricious or a great spendthrift, gallant

or a relative of the Hebrew Joseph. This pretension,

which at tiroes betrays itself In a rare and precious skill in

gucaricg the cl»rocier of a roan by the examination of his

face, is not founded on the conviction which one would

have of possessing a secret virtue, hereditary as genius or

beauty, and which neither work nor will could give. The

only secret is to lave an observing mind which can be

sharpened by exercise like all other intellectual aptitude;

in it there is no miracle or mystery of any sort. But evil is

it for these privileged mortals if they attempt to pass from art

to science and to translate into dogmas and precejxa the

fruit of their experience and of their sagacity
1

Then they

begin to gc: misty’ and to express vaguely that which they

bdieve they understand perfectly. They transform into

brutal aphorisms the most delicate and subtle divinations

of their spirit of observation
:
n certain sign that a physiog*

nocnical art, but ax yet no rcience, exists. This is well seen

in Lavatcf, the mo?t penetrating perhaps of the obiervere

of the humao face, nud in cadihou, a very skilful draughts-

man. When he attempts to teadi us what he knows and to
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make U3 share his convictions, he also falls into the vague

and indefinite
\
and I pity you, if in tbe practice of life you

follow his precepts. Every moment you will be forced to

recogr.iic that Larata has deceived himself ninety tines

out of a hundred, or that you have net been able to under-

stand him, or, finally, that the men of his time did not

resemble those of our own.

By the side of tbae artists cf the physiognomy there

is the multitude which his also its claimi to powers of

divination, but which always judges amiss because it

observes Q1 and judges still worse. Daily the fatal con-

sequences of this igooranco and this baseless pretension

arc witnessed. A young man in love thinksthat his beloved

is an angel of goodness and modesty, and she is a viper

or a Mfuallna. At ocher times, in choosing a servant

or a messenger, wo judge of his virtue by his face, and

give our confidence to a cheat or to a man full of every

vice. The false criteria to which we refer in such cases,

and which make us (011 into precipices, are innumerable j

hut there are two more habitual than others, and which at

each step may open a trap beneath our feet.

Beautiful tilings are a pleasure to all
;
thui it is very rare

that wo think a man or woman wicked who speaks to us

with a pretty mouth and looks at us with beautiful smiling

eyes. Tbe chances of error increase much when it is a

man who has to judge a woman, or vittvtrsa ; then sudden

sympathy, desire, love bind our eyes and make us judge

the beautiful to be good, the ugly to be wicked. The

proverb according to which "a squinting man is never freo

from malice,” and which, under different forms, occurs in

every language, is an audacious statement of this false

criterlum, which the vulgar employ to estimate the moral

worth cf a face. It H veiy true that extreme ugliness is

often associated with a not very estimable character; but

1: U also very true tliat ouc may Ik ugly as Soctatea

and good as be, and that ate may also be contemptible
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and perfidious with the fccc of Alcibcades or of Byron.

How (Duty daughters of Eve empoison our lives, sow

around them treason and misfortune, anil yet arc more

beautiful than the Venus of Milo I

The other criterion which leads astray our judgment

on the moral north of a human face is only live inductive

criterion HI employed. It has been observed that a one-

eyed individual was wicked
;

It is thence concluded that all

the one-eyed are individuals to be seised with tong*. A
woman with a dimple in her chin has been found to be an

angel, and thence it n concluded that all who have this

dear dimple mcH be well-intentioned people.

The only scientific criterium which allows a judgment to

be hararded In such obscure questions is that furnished by

expression. All temptations to (esthetic and anatomical

criteria must be energetically resisted. Emotions, feelings,

we have said a hundred times, arc expressed in different

ways, and expression by frequent repetitions leave on the

face a permanent imprint, which has its significance, and

which may reveal the whole character or the moral story of

n man. All children have an apathetic expression, from

which nothing can be read
;
but it is almost impossible that

a cum above thirty years should bear no signs on his face

which allow us to read some pages of his life, which reven!

to us one of ha virtues or one of his moral sores.

But here again, how many difficult- ci, what uncertainty

in tho use of this one scientific criterium 1 A nervous and
excitable man lus a whole poem written in tie wrinkles of

hi» face; while I have known a beautiful lady who, after

having passed the critical sod even the hypercritical age,

had not yet one wrinkle. She had never wept, and almost

never laughed, and for several years she had worn at night

a little apparatus applied to each side of the forehead,

fsHened to tlve nape cf the neck, and meant to draw the

skin from the external angle of the eye, and thus to hinder

the formation of the tctribto ciow'i-fooh
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If I lave been followed k> far in 1117 analytical «udy of

different expressions, the tender will have a guide to direct

himself in the interpretation of a hurtun face
;

thia Chapter

might liven appear nupeifluoux However, an some «yn-

thesis Is necessary, it will not be useless to concentrate die

light of Diogenes' lamp, having first decomposed it with

tl* prism of analysis.

The two fundamental diameter*, tlu* two rouit certain

signs of a gOfd fan, are the permanent expression of bene-

volence and the absolute absent! ofall fy/oerisy.

To love, to love every c*e and always, to be Incapable of

haired—this is the ideal of goodness
;
and this is written on

an angelic face by many negative and by some positive

characters

Neva to express either batted, or cruelty, or passion, or

rancour, ar envy, or laxury, or debauchery—this is enough

that the face may indicate a great fund of benevolence- If

to these negative characters we add a half-smile which

expresses permanent joy and the desire to please, to do well

and to be loved, we have drawn the principal features of die

phyiiognomy of the perfectly fine man.

I would like there lines, which affirm an incontestable

feet, pondered by those pessimists who believe man to be

born for evil, and only suppose him capable of a little good
antfcr the influence of education, or as an effect of fear or

of Interest It is precisely the contrary which is true, and wc,

civilised men, in whom the but traces of anthropophagy

have dimppeared, have the desire to love, the wnow of

hating. The good mar. Is happy, and he expresses his

serenity, his content in loving and in being loved by a
perpetual smile, which teaches us and maces us cry with

all the warmth of a profound conviction : Oh I
how good

this man must be 1—-Oh I what a saint thia woman must
be!

The habit of hatred, and of all vices which debase nan
and reduce hire to the beast, impress, on the contrary, sadness
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on the face, di-eonleit, which reveals continual displeasure,

ntyJ a perpetual state d war against self and against others.

The contempt, the antipathy which the wicked excite

incteawn in them the rancour, the WCTCt sod incessant

detire o! vengeance, which gives to tlie features of their

face a sad expression. There arc men who have never

smiled, unless ironicilly, or with a feeling of satisfied hatred,

and the muscles of their faces would absolutely refuse to

express benevolence

Another almost constant charades of tl« physiognomy

of goodness is to be frank, open to every emotion, incap-

able of hiding anything. In return a wicked face is alwap

fehe. The good man, in (act, never distrusts others; he

does not foci the reed of withdrawing himself from an

inquisitive observation ; whilo the cheat avoids the looks of

others In bis invincible fear that they may read within him.

It h incontestable tint in every language of civilised people

a frank fact is synonymous with a gad /act, and a falu

face with a wickedfan.

The frank fhjiiognvmy is that of tho man full of serenity

who does not flee from the looks of those who apeak of

h m, or observe him It expresses grief and joy, lore and

rage, without reticence, and without hypocrisy.

In the opposite case the muscle arc always in n state of

agitation, vaguely contracted or relaxed, so to speak, totter-

ing, as though they did rot know what emotion to obey,

and wliat expression to take. This uncertainty is especially

remarkable in the vacillating look which passes from one

expression to the other, end which Is more frequently

turned aside than It is straightforward. It Is because of

this that we say, an eblique or a far/nr lovk.

If anything may he dearly read on thi* face it is the

unconscious fear that the eyes cf others should succeed In

surprising the evil inclination or emotion of which the

guilty is fully conscious. This defensive attitude becomes
little by httle habitual, nnd it frequently happens that the
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min with a falio lock, even in on indifferent conversation,

never look* his companion fully in the face.

There «e have one of tha mow certain revelations of a

nicked character, and it is the more precioun because the

most hardened hypocrites do nee succeed in dissimulating

iheir crcoked took under the thickest cloak cf ingenuity, or

by a forced smile. The muscles of the eye are always

thote which test resist hypocrisy, ard which most easily

obey the true emotions emanating from the nervous centres.

One miy weep when the Ktul U full of joy. It is possible

to laugh with a lacerated toulj but it la almost impossible

to openly front the took of others when the need la fek of

hiding in emotion.1

Often the emotion which one deairei to hide is so strong

that It ii not enough to look wide or to give to the gate

on uncertain character
j

then the eyes close convulsively,

•pasmodic contractions of the lips or of the nose ars

1 Dorn r«TMIy h» described with mart vivacifj the tftuc£>:i ot

eipiMilo erainuined by • dissimulating mia—
" Does ilia: n Listing msn wab to hkla hk feelings WShln him a

ilmato tastiest Srtucea the tree ohich he desire* to eonteal and tie

false whxh he wosld prewtiti This combat throws into co-A»lan the

roorement of the spriep. The Marl, whose function it is to «*ciW the

mind, drl«v. it "hitter it sbxild Mlurally to. Will opuses llself.

bridles and ho/n h pt'.**rt ; It forces itself to dim! the course sad

la eftecls to fcrisg aboat chance. But mart escapes, and the fugitives

come to t"lng cerjdn nt« cf ill tlat It p*sslng In tin secrecy of

OHincil. Thus tit mere it Is desired to hide tin truth the more

tio trouble Is augmented, and tU better it is discovered."

lflvater. who *iotes this piesr.Ee, wylng that he is perfectly of this

opkocm, oida of hit o*a the eloquent dewrifilf® of a seducer who

limits having mule a young gfcl a mother, whiia she fetsenu her

child to the Jidge, crying, "Hero Is his lather." U«en to the

inspired l-rcasge4 the esceLent pnstor of Zeifih—
*' l hive before me two people, ore of whom has r.o ecol to

cor«rsin Krself to n;?wr tint which she is not
;
the other Is mating

prcdigioBS edoja, and mat di^uisc than with the grestcit ore. The

Eiiity teems to to«e more nsauince lh»a the innocent, but to a ear-

tmtty, the voice of Snnoance has moce energy, cinq-race, perosiiro
i
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produced, oi perhnps one yawm
;

lei thrac symptoms

always impiie you with dlatiust
;
they recall the backward

or the sideward leap of the hate, which, pinsucd by the

dog, returns on iu own traces to cause the scent to be

lost.

The words gnd and wkktd are too cotree to express the

different forms of character as well as the corresponding

expressions, 'l'fcecy arc only po<ir shorthand signs, respond-

ing to the usages of ordinary life, to the imperfection of one

langur.go and to tbo shoitnras of human life. But an and

science cannot content themselves therewith. A (treat

romance writer employs an entire volume to describe the

profound blackness of a villainous clwractcr, and Raphael

presents to us the divine goodness of a mother unde*

features which no one could reproduce.

To the DCgstive ar.d positive characters of the ffysieg-

lo i certainly the look of the Innocent is rxre apes than lh»i o!
ihe Im poster. 1 lave seen this look, wilt) the emotion erd the

I'UienslKO which Jtocitio; xd (Hint, imp! to, this look whKh could“ be dacritxd, rrtd w>«h eaki n«t energala' ly : Danu tim
<!•», ,11 1 diitirguiihcd at the »sae time another look covered with
ckwdineM, I hcin! a luugh and Bimjjint voice, but foetilcr, mean
niuBW, which aniweird: K«t, / Jurr tUnj ir. In Ilia altitude,

especially it l»« movement of He bands, in ttu Hep when they were
lor! away ind l*c-i£h: bleb—the lowered look of die ore, his dcjoctol

ceODIci.itoe, the hrkging of llie lip of histiagoe :o his lip. at a moment
when I rrpcaccird all tbit is solemn and femur!.!*- in the oath which
I nu atom to met fiom ther—while in the other a firm, open,
iv.ciinded pur, which teemed lo say: Juj Hkuni c*j Hen
uruUit mar ! Raider, yon nay belieee urn, I heard, I felt the

Inioxncc atd the crime.’—(Lander, HI., 1 6, p. !J.)
Tie «.im writer las scene gulden weeds on 6sc» feces—
"Bat *tioe the: m tiii simple tsd pure probity, i«C8U.oi

wTtbMt elicit and which b twainsclented wlthoat reserve/ Wl« *
thb ga>* which exprciiei camion, cadialiry, fraternal aSicixi, a
nstunlly open gue, without the reel of forcing or painitg it, an
aMuird look otiiili b ncia divcr.ed net wao&ni?
“ M“ppy Hr mr.n who bu loiM HI LeChim sell alt that he poneisca

to tuy the 6eU which holds Kteh a treasure."—(/ftfcJ, j>. iy.)
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non)' of gMfnut might lie added When of a higher order,

which tend to idealise its expression. In the complete

absence of ail expression of evil, in the security of the smile,

a:e then added a carriage full of dignity and courage, and

a habit of icoking rip as though one would embrace all

humanity in a single look of love, and contemplate va« and

infinite korkons. The heroism of a sudden sacrifice

tuilered, or the constant abnegation of a whole lifo, the

generosity of pardon or tenderness for all the pains of the

earth, have been translated into immoTtnl expressions by

those great artists who have known how to charm the eyes,

as they will always charm in the future, in representing

Christ or the Martyrs. They have known, divining science

by a sublime intuition, how to throw on a groundwork of

perfect gcodneis the most brilliant tones of singular virtue,

of generous impulses, of noble heroism. Rare expressions

in ns.dire 1 still mere rare on marble and on canvas I far

there are the fugitive gleams which appear one instant to

disappear directly, and art scarcely succeeds in fixing them,

thanks to happy observation and to a still happier

divination

At the opposite pole is found a face much less rare than

rise preceding, and which has been called flaiitulary, doubt*

lesxly because the man who bears it scents predestined to

the gallows or the prison. Here there is not only the abso-

lute absence of all benevolence of expression or mere

falsity of look. Every ferocious instinct has left its furrow

on this face; every vice has deposited there its livid nnd

obscene lines. Hatred, luxury, thirst for gold, inertia

which wine alone can conquer, weakness which rage alone

can aid, daily rancours which accumulate like the ecoru of

a volcano, a debauched scniualism and an invincible taste

for filth, the harshness of a slow and incurable suffering, a

ferocious laugh, tire desire to sec an ocean of blood, and to

hear a chorus of groans, hatred under its hflrslvest form,

which pit the skin, pierce the flesh, and dry up the
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raanow, an infinite baseness coupled as with a galley-chair,

to the ferocity of the carnivora; sach are in bread lines the

elements of a patibaliiy face, such as may be met with in

the greit places of expiation, called reformatories and

priwna.



CHAPTER XXIII.

CRITBRU non JDDCOJO THE limLLCCTCAL VALUE OF A

FACE.

run norm aks rns inTatuoncr face.

Lot ua look a man, woman, or child m the face ami usk

this question
:
What intelligence is there under thii

cranium? What are the treasurer of thought, of imagina-

tion, of will, which lurk behind this brow ?

Thcac questions rany be iniuired by simple curicaity
;
but

they may also be issodated with great disquietude when

they apply to the face cf one of cor children, of the woman

we love and whom we would see ours for ever, or of the

political man to whom we think cf entrusting the dcstinici

of the country. Even in climbing down from these heights

into the plain of ordinary life, how many times have we not

need of radlrg in the face of n servant, a farmer, a

partner, an employd, the degree and nature of his or her

intelligence?

Tho first time that 1 had the honour of meeting King

Humbert, he inquired about my studies with lively interest,

and said to me that it would be a precious gift to be able to

divine the aptitude of a man by the shape of his head, ar.d

he asked me If science was in a condition to give as some

rules to this effect

If the old books of physiognomy are opened, many

repliai to the question of King Humbert will be found

therein.

Not only could the old physiognomists tell us precisely
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the quantity of intelligence enclosed in the licnd of a man

;

but they taught is to recognise his special aptitudes and lib

peculiar talents

Giovanni Battista Dalia I'otia gives us the following

description of the clownish mind :

—

1

" The parts which ire about the neck and the unns are

fleshy, bound and fastened together, but Polomcn and

Adamantius say that the cavities are united, that the great

vessels of the tower of the neck are fastened, and that

round noruArj Ib not seen. The shoulders high, forehead

Urge, fleshy and round, the eye pale f««o i), stupid

(that is to say, languid as the eyes of the goat are

stupid). Agosino di Serna, in consequence of Ids ignor-

ance of the Greek language, translated: legs, approach-

ing ttkiej. fleshy and round, large and fleshy Jaws.

But Poletnon and Adamantius had raid : long legs and
hock. I suppose that m flic ter. of Aristotle there is a

fault, and that he does not mean to say wa^o, but
fipeXCMi, that is to say, short, because the length of the

arms and of the legs indicates a well constituted intelligence,

and inversely short legs are a natural imperfection and
mark of coarseness Poletnon and Adamantius say, Slim
joints, shore nock. The extremities imperfect, they add,
the neck bt and short, the face wide and fleshy, give an
expression of foolahness and stupidity, completed by
gesiurc, figure, and the habits betrayed by the face. Bat
tho text, us I have already remarked, a ray corrupt
The aarnc indicate as a sign of coirsenen n very white

skin (but Poletnon says: not very white, but very dark,

which is better, and I wonder that this was neglected by
the ceher writer, because a very pale or a very deep colour
betrays a natural imperfection, which is harmful to genius),

a prominent belly, small and neat joints, well-knit extremi-
ties Here the text of Polcmca, who says- riksio, must
be corrected by that of Adamantius, who says ariAy

; fee
' P»«». OtlUfim*nfe dtU Ku**x. J\utow, 1677.
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these signs of the ingenious man and of the coarse man

are quite opposite
; the fust has very distinct fingers, well

detached from each other
;
the second haa them bound and

attached together. Avicenna, describing the face of a

well-constituted man, gives as tnatics of little ingcokoity

and intelligence the great belly, short fingers, rounded

face and bead, too Urge cr too small a figure, the forehead,

neck and (ace fleshy, the face similar to a setni-splicic, the

jaws large, the Isold tivi forehead rounded, the face loog.

the neck thick, and the movements of the eye raj slow.”

In all thia medley, which Dnlla Por:a give; a* the portrait

of the stupid nun, acme tare truths which he has divined

float to tire surface among an ocean of useless words,

mingled with positive errors; for example, that which con-

sists in indicating ns a marc of intelligence the length of

the arms. All the world tc-day knows that the most

stupid race* have longer arms than the others.

Our Neapolitan physiognomist is not happier when be

undertakes to give us the portrait of the inftUipnl matt,

borrowing the elements thereof from the worka of Aristotle,

Polcrnon, and Acamantitis

—

" They have toft and moist flesh, neither too tough nw
too smoth, but between the two ;

the face neither long nor

short
;
a white complexion, of agreeable aspect, and inclin-

ing towards vermilion
;

soft hair, moderately abundant

;

large and rather round eyei
;
the head of medium sue, in

proportion to the neck; the shoulders rather falling; the

legs and knees little fleshy; the voice dear, intermediate

between low and high; the hands long, the fingers long and
sufficiently delicate. They laugh little, weep hide, and joke

little. They have an expression ofanimation and ofjoy.“

Further on Hulls Porta gives ub his own pottrait j

—

"Here is my face,” he says, “and it is put there not for

vanity, but that each may tcc my imperfections." One
thing deprives this affected modesty of all its value, which
is that the portrait is given as In the diopter which treats of
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the tatenlrJ man. As though this wat not enough, ho

ends the chanter with these words—" My face is like that

of my brother, Giovan Vincente, a great student of

science "

Honorstius Niquetiue, Jesuit aDd theologian, published

in 1648 a Phyiitgnonda Humana, in which at page 317 ho

also gives U! his description of the Viri mgenlaii tl mrl
AdW/.

Here it is—
"Infemosi virifigvra.—Cato mollis, cutis subtilis, stituta

mediocre; oculi ccerulei, fulvi; color caiulklus; capilli plane

molliores, longs iwnus. digit! long-; mitis aspectus
;

super-

rilia conluocta, modem risus, frons ctporrecta, tempera
modue eoncavj, caput in figurant, mallei conforinatum a
hoc nldmam f/aci/anruiio/uni signuM.

''Ilcfxti yiri fewa.—Carnosum collum, cot note brachia,

sicut et fncict, luinbi. cosue, pectus, m-utiilii, oecipitum

cavum act rotundum, nec enssu ullo modo, frons ntaguu,

carnosa
;
cculus pallidus, caprini aut n-juili coloris aspectus

hel:es," etc.

A little after Cardan, in his MUopOUOfia (Paris, 1658;,

pushed lets horoscopical and amolegic.-.l divinations to an
absurd extreme.

Mgr. Giovanni Ingcgneri, bisltop of Capo d'lsltia, says

in his Tail,1 •>/ Kcmar&aUt Ttengi (Padua, i6a6, p..6i),

"A head small in proportion to the body 13 n sign of

mcdiocte Intelligence.” This is very good, but he takes

from its value by edding, "A small head indicates a
wrathful man and a rancorous man/

These few examples sullicc to give nn idea of the criteria

which saved the old physiognomists in reading intelli-

gence on the human face. Le: us now arrive at an
exposition of tiuiy scientific criteria.

The experiments which I have made and whkh I have
desailxd above would be discouraging if One forget that
they had to do with portraits and not with living faces.
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For beauty, criteria arc nearly all anatomical
;

for the

moral value, they arc nearly all expressive
;
but to express

intellectual value they arc at once both anatomical and

expressive, and it is not possible to determine exactly what

pin each of these two groups of criteria has in our judg-

ments. It seems to me, however, that generally the

anatomical criteria indicate with precision capital differences,

while the expressive elements give signs of the slight

differences and the different style of mind in men belonging

to the rams race. Niccolioi (whose mask I possess) could

not even when dead be confounded with a negro, nor even

with an ordinary man
; but all those who visit my museum

and to whom I show the mask of Mazzini silt me if it is

that of a mint.

Anatomical diameters which serve ua in determining tbc

probable inrclligence of men by the examination of his

tue arc all drawn from the relative development of the

(ice and of the cranium, whether it be that with a glance ol

the eye we judge the volume of the bralti, 01 whether, by

roughly measuring certain angles, we determine the pro-

jection of the face on the skull.

Many ccoturic3 before craniolegy had been created the

Greek artist!, these great observers, had given to Minerva

and to Jupiter a strong head, a spacious forehead, 30

orthngiuthoui a (ace that sometimes the facial angle leans

toward and exceeds 90". Or. the contrary, they made the

satyr microcephalous, with a narrow and retreating fore-

head, and thick and prominent jr,wa. Today Kill, (he

crowd calls the human head which presents many simian

characters stupid. Look at the lread cf a chimpanzee: you

will see how there are idiots which resemble it, and recall

how you are repelled by n fattened nose, two enormous

ears, a narrow and retreating forehead, characters which

all belong to the ape.

Some anatomical characters, without being directly

related to the cajxicity of the cranium or to ita situation
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relative to the face, ire, however, in consequence of the

notphoicgicsl harmony, sign* of a lower rank in the

intellectual 6Cti«. No high face has a very small skull, or

very large ears, or a fiat note, cc a retreating chin; and

when we meet with these characters on the face of a man
of our race, we are invincibly led to consider him of little

intelligence, perhaps ns an idiot, even before he has opened

his mouth or accomplished before ns a psychical act

permitting us to judge him.

The following table give* a rtaxwi of the actual state of

the science relative to the value of the anatodiiral guides

taken for the determination of the place of a human face iu

the intellectual series:—

ANATOMICAL CHARACTERS OF

TUB IHTBLUOBWT FAC*,

t•»** U-A, buuli felly CV.L

Wfc, high, ord prominent fare-

Mid.
Ejo !uEt talker tbsi WniE.

Hin —.11 nr wolliim an! beaut!.

M.
Fkc :roall nod nx re tj m:icnltr.

Not rety f*oninc*: jaw*.

Iiwfle nr.u aromir*nt cilia

rnt nvMo wet.

Saall head a »ciy irregular.

Sunm, tcsuaUnr. •**>ooUi x>r*

bud.
Bye* rather mH
Large aad Iffy cai*

LaxRr tod very wcsalu fie*.

Promioect jiw*.

Xetrictinjj **J^ chin.

1 have desired to present this picture, thanks to which
you might, in the narrow ray of your experience, verily the
uncertainty of these anatomical characters when they arc

used alone to Judge the imdliecncc by the face. 1 am
ccttaln that every one would be able to find some escep-

Hoc weakening the rule, and present to me a stupid man
with big eyes or pretty little ears, and on the conimry s man
ol genius with small eyes or great ears. But 1 am equally
sme or another thing

;
It is that such exceptions, very easy

to 6nd for cadi anatomical character taken separately,

will be much rare if two or tluee of the characters arc
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grouped together, and will become almost impossible if

account ia taken of all these features at once in a com-

parative study.

The most important characters arc those drawn from

expression, which may make manifest an extreme energy of

thought on the grotesque face of Socrates, os on the Apo’lo-

like fcce of Goethe.

The two great expressive centres of the face are always

the eye and the month. The first best expresses the degree

of Intelligence, and the second tlve force or feebleness of

will.

Common and empirical opinion attributes to the man of

intelligence a vivacious eye, to the uupkl nun s dull eye.

In reality, in the first, centrifugal energies are continually

disengaged which find a large exit la die numerous mnsdes

of the eye
;

lienee the movements and oscillation of these

muscles, lienee again the veil of rears which renders the eye

brilliant

In the intelligent man, not only the eye, but all the

muscles of the face hare a mobility, a vivacity, a constant

tonicity, Ibanks to which they are always read, to rapidly

express the most different emotions.

The face of a man of genius is a soldier with arms and

•ingjage, always ready to fight
;
that of the stupid man is an

ex-la/raronc, always minded to sleep, and yawning half-

an-hour before deciding that he ought to rise.

Tbc stupid face has relaxed muscles, a hsifepen mouth,

often one eyebrow higher than the other, and a vague and
uncertain look which is directed to no definite point.

In the intelligent face nil the muscles ate half enntmeted;

they are apt, always in action. In the fare of the man ol

genius there is a continual phosphorescence of emotions

and of thoughts which pass and repost, nnd n permanent

crepitation of energies.

Between the stupid free cf live idiot ar.d the fnee ol

Voltaire, all ralt and pepper, there ia the ordinary face
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which represents a medium quantity of thought nnd of

wilL

The expremire centre of tbc mouth expresses better than

the eye the pnaions which animate thought, and the energy

of will

Tbc idiot, in whom will is very feeble, has a hanging jaw,

often peimittaig the ctcape of saliva- !n the man of mind,

tut of not very energetic will, the mouth is always half open.

In the energetic man the jaw is closed; often even the

muscles contract strongly, and the chin is thrown forward.

The maximum c< will nearly always corresponds to this

expressive formula—a large thin /4/awn /award, and

mouth lifted.

On the contrary, flaccid will is represented by a email

retreating chin
,
an evened or half-opened mouth.

Intellectual expression may take exaggerated and almost

pathological forms; they can always be reduced to a muscular

He which is an involuntary, passing and intamitten: contrac-

tion of tome facial muscles. These tic often accompany

the abut* of though!, and I have met them often in men

of genius, otherwise very different from each oilier in (he

nature of tbei: intelligence.

I shall cilc I-ombsrdini, the great hyrlraulidst, Pcnujai, a

msn of singular activity and of extraordinary political

•ability, and Carducci, the greatest of living Ilslian^cieis.

Tlie first has always had singular tics on tire face, which

have increased with age; then to the convulsions of the

face succeeded those of the trunk, of the srm, and of the

hand, and finally, within later years, they became aug-

mented so as to constitute a veritable chorea which

rendered lire use of speech very difficult to this great man.

Pemiui has also two or three ties on the face which lie

cannot control, and which nre tbc more pronounced the

intense; the thought On the face of Carducci at certain

times a veritable tempest breaks out
;
lightnings siioot from

his eyes, and an earthquake possesses his mustier.
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All this may be applied lo intelligence taken as the sum

of all the psychic energies; but each form ted each

me men t of the thought tins its propel expression which we

have tried to define in our analytical studies. I shall

content myself with adding here few lines to complete

the pictures of intellectual expression.

The two most striking expressive pictures of intellectual

energy arc those of the imagination which creates, and of

meditation which seeks. In the expression of imagination

every movement which has its centre in the eye o» in the

mouth seems to be directed from the middle of the free

towards the periphery, 10 that the general expression is

centrifugal. The eye is widely opened, and looks up;

the mouth opens and enlarges. At the same time the

neck is reared and the head raised, and forces ob to

look up or towards the horizon.

In the meditative face, on the contrary, every movement

starts from the periphery and is concentrated towards the

mlddk of the face; the eyes are half closed, or even closed

;

the mouth Is also dosed
;
the heac Lent ca the breast, as

though the organism were bent 00 itself, to seek in itself

that which the inspired man seeks outside in the wide

horizon of nature.

The expression of imagination often passes to patho-

logical and convulsive forms, and may, with some modifica-

tions, become imfirtd, pottu, dthrieus. The meditative

expression, liy its exaggeration, may become ecstatic, fixed,

and almost approach that of the stupid face. In expression

it is a constant kw that extremes touch and mingle in

almost the ssme tint.



CHAPTER XXIV.'

THE FHVHIOGMOMY OF GESTURES A^D Tilt rOCPREGION

OF CLOTHES.

Ir at present there is no hope of the triumph of Voiajwk

or of any other universal language, we *ce many language*

disappearing spontaneously and in various ways. They

Taniah either through the dying out of the, people who talk

them, or by the fusion of a e trail nation in the mass of a

larger nation which absorbs it. It U wdl known that in the

vast regions of the United State* there does not exist *

single dulcet, while once even a single province contained

various dialect* Over thia, however, we cannot reioice so

moch as in the fact that, if we have no universal tongue,

we have a universal writing. In Europe all languages arc

written wltb Tew varying characters, and Morse's telegraphic

alphabet is used all over the world

There exists, however, a true and distinct universal

language which is understood by every one, and was

ir,rented by no one, and that Is the language of gesture*

I refer, of course, to spontaneous and imitative gestures,

and not to the conventional gestures of deaf mutes, which

aic nothing else than a form of handwriting.

The language of gesture is found among all nations ; but

it is necessary to give n precise and scientific definition of

it. Some narrow too much the conooption of gesture,

others cnhrge it too much, introducing other heterogeneous

elements. Among these is Dr. Hdrincourt, who believes

1 This cUpt« ha. l*m W'i:ten bv U* Author socially far the

of thwack.
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that “ gesture includes all the muscular and other functions

which result in the sound of the voice, the way of speaking,

the expression of the face, the movements of the arms, and

the enmogb” 1

I believe that I shall be giving a scientific definition ot

gestures when I call by that name all /host muscular mevs-

asents it'hich are no! absolutely necessary to complete an ael or

a psychic function, hut which accompany it t/y sympathy oj

nervous influent.

The language of gesture in man is only auxiliary to the

spoken language, while it is the sole language of all

animala which emit no sounds. Insects, especially acta,

talk with each other by means of their (intennie, or other

parts of the body, and although wc cannot generally

understand them, they communicate emotions and ideas.

Gcuuic is a vety elementary and simple language, hut it

it very dear, because it is founded on the basis of our

common psychic nature. It serves sufficiently well to

express the liropJe emotions and needs, but it is no longer

of use when wc wish to express abstract ideas and mote

complicated sensations. Try to say by means of signs, not

to a savage, who would not understand you even with live

help of words, but to a dvilised man like yourself, that you

arc a raonist, and he certainly will not Understand you. In

my ldng Journeys through South America and India I

frequently came in contact with men who spoke languages

unknown to me, hut with the help of gestures alone I was

always able to make known my wants, and to make
contracts for the acquisition of objects.

Gestures are not all alike
;
they may be divided into two

great categories—vit, automatic end voluntary. Olteu,

however, there pais into one another by intermediate

gradations-

In walking we always move our ertra, though wc do not

perceive it. That is an automatic and involuntary gesture.

1 U GraplioloBift Rn** PkOmfitjui, vd. xx. {1885), p. *9?
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Hut if ire arc very glad or very angry we give to these

movements of the arms an unusual character, which

becomes the expression of joy or of anger, and of these

expcasicos we may bo conscious or not, in different

cues.

Tl>e automatic gestures are important to study, bxaua*

they are the outcome of the whole ncivo-museulor organ-

ism, and form part of the physiognomy of a race or of an

individual I venture to tny that gesture* are sometimes

more important than the face, in which we are only con-

cerned with the anatomy of its muscle! and bones, while

gestures, besides these, comprise the structure and the phy-

Biology of the ccrebro-tpinal system. Every one will

recollect that children sometimes resemble their parents

more by their gestures thin by their faces; though in

these cases, beside the inSnence of heredity, there enters

imitation, which strengthens and rivets the anatomic fact.

In biology and in psychology (which is the same thing)

the equation ioo« ten is unlike, and more important than,

a«». In this connection I shell always remember a

walk In the neighbourhood of Rome with a Joyous troop of

uitiKs, all Italians
;

erne of us alone was a Roumanian, and
among the Roumanians (if they will not be offended) there

is so much Slavic blood that the Latin dement, if it exists,

is completely hidden. Now this Rouminian had arr alto-

gether Italian face, and no one would have been able to

distinguish him in this respect from the Latins whom he

accompanied. This (act surprised the artists, who arc

accustomed to observe features and expressions with as

much attention as anthropologists and psychologists. I

remarked to them that they should observe the walk and

gesture! of this Roumanian gentleman
;
and in fact, while

in all the manifold elements of the human face he was an

Italian, .seen from behind be wxlked Uke a Slave or a

German.

You may often oonfuse a German or an Englishman with
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an Iulian or a Frenchman if you look at their fscra, but

never, or very seldom, when you tee them walking.

Many centuries ago Pctsonits, who, like all true and

great poets, woi an acute observer of men and things

raid

—

11 Ncc auguiia novi ncc mathcmalicocum ccelu'n

curare soleo, cx vultibus tauten hominmn mores cdligo, ct

cum spaiisnlem vidi, quid cogitet Bcio.*1

In Europe, owing, with few exceptions, to race, there is a

northern method of gesture and a southern method. I

observed eloquent evidence of this fact, which is obvious to

all, during my travels in Scandinavia and Lapland. "In
Germany one already begins to see the men moving with

another syswm of gesture, and the women, to keep them

company, do the same
;
but in Scandinavia the curved line

cf movement is absolutely prohibited in all cases and in all

dircctiota. They walk in angles, they smile in angles, they

ait and they rise and they talk la angles and titesc angles

are acute. You may find beauty, fotce, majesty, a thousand

anthetic elements of the human figure, but grace is absent

and unknown. Who will give me one of these deckle

movements which are a poem of eloquence and pleasure,

that grace of the GrecoJatiu race ?

If I had to trace Uses malu outlines of a comparative

science of human gesture among various rices—at nil

events those that I have noted—1 would say that die latin

race had in their gestures a gracious and voluptuous

manner, that those of the Anglo-Saxon race are rigid and

angular, those of tbc highest Oriental races majestic and

Olympian, those of ntgrccs and Australians ape-lie.

Automatic and involuntary gestures often aid Indirectly

the muscular action which they accompany. Thus It is

with the movements of the arms in walking. In other caaea

In which a mechanical reason for the gesture does not exist,

> AMml Satin, i25
,
n-j.p

* Manugaai, ytogfit <» Zoffi’to ttU emtio Sjmmtr, p, xa

MiUn, l88l.
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or it ix* obvious, we arc dealing with extra currents which

arc diffused by sympathy, irradiating muscular regions out-

side the action of work. Automatic gestures arc found

meet frequently in the arms, bis frequently in the head, the

neck, the trunk, nrely in the feet

Independently of the limbs moved, gestures may possess

a human character—that is, they may be weak or strong,

slow or quick, rhythmic or disordered, centrifugal or centri-

petal Experience very soon teaches us to estimate their

exprenive value, and, without the aid of language, often

even without looking into the individual’s face, we say,

“He is glad, or sad, or in despair, oc enraged. Or mad."

AH muscular labours, all the acts cf the psychic iife arc

accompanied by special gestures, which do not form an

integral part of the picrinc of expression, but which

accompanies it aa a secondary element. I will limit myself

to the examination of a few of these gestures.

Gesture! cf Wiltinz.—Wotn the arms are free they

follow the ambulatory rhythm, giving a special feature to

the mode of walking. Place yourself at a window and

observe the passers. They all move their arras, and some,

by the movement of tlvcis upper limbo alone, tell you

whether they are angry or annoyed, rad or glad. Race,

the varying energy of character, muicular force, age, sex,

a posting or permanent emotion, are all elements which
contribute to furnish their tribute to the gesture of the

arms in walking. Besides the organic elements, there are

other extrinsic circumstances which modify it, more than

anything else, the form of the garments. To convince

oneself of this it Is sufficient to observe people walking in

summer and in winter, according as they wear mantle or

overcoat Without observing the thermometer we can,

by looking through our windows at the poiserr, judge of

the degree of temperature. Tltc naked man walks best

of all The clothed Orientals give to their ambulatory

gestures a grace and majesty which cannot be imagined by
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those who have not seen them. Our 0*71 cloth

C

3 render

os more agite, but they rob u* of tuny beauties of human

movement.

Tht Orato/i Gulurti.—Oratorical gestures arc still more

necessary and more irresistible tlun those of walking, and if

»e were to bind the arms of tbc in cot eloquent man in the

world while he •as speaking, he would either faint or

explode, or in less disgraceful case would be compelled to

lose more than half of his resl efficacy. Every orator has

his own characteristic gesture!, which are an integral part

of his oratorical style. Cavour, who did not always find

language obedient, twisted and lowered his head; Minghetti

without a paper-knife in his hand could not succeed in

finding that lofty eloquence habitual to hint, by which he

so much resembled the great English orators; CavaDotti,

small of stature, and always violent in thought and form,

repeatedly struck the sir with his arms, as though to fix

and rivet his ideas in the cars of Hie hearer.

Tkt IVcrktr’s Gfitom.—U would seem a prieri that one
who is working ought to he very economical of his muscular

movements, making use only of those which are strictly

n«cssary for the work in hand. In practice it la do: so ;

neatly always work is accompanied by rhythmical move-
ments which give no mechanical aid to the work, but which

render it more pleasurable, and therefore easier.

The inflncaoe of pleasure on work has been too little

studied. Wo only know that it renders it easier, and that

weariness either is not produced or becomes imperceptible

when work is pleasant. The physical cause of this fact

is quite unknown. Every one know, however, that it ia

one thing to take a walk for pleasure and another thing to

take the same toad or. business affairs
;

and gymnastic

exercises arc more beneficial to health when they are

pleasurable than when they are only the fulfilment of a
duty. Tbc song of the tailors hauling the ropes, or o'

rowers who accompany their movements with rhythmical
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sound* arc as ancient as man and universal in ever)' race.

The Biariliaii negroes, when they have to carry great

burdens, are preceded by one or more of their companions

carrying funnels full of sand and atones to mark the match

with rhythmical sounds, and tlsose who before were sinking

under their burdens harmoniously move their limbs and

facial muscles In the strangest and most ridiculous way.

Invite Afinava hold) true not only for intellectual work,

but for muscular work.

The expression of clothes would deserve special study,

because tbe excitement of our emotions passes, voluntarily

or involuntarily, to the textures by which we ate covered.

Drew is certainly one of die human elements by which

races, nations, and individuals eaprem most of themselves,

and certainly the acute Rabeoer did not exaggerate when

he mote Klriier natkm Ltult (the clothes make the man),

an idea, for the red, which we find expressed in the proverbs

of many and various nations. It is uot, however, of methods

of clothing, nor of the various materials with which man

coven himietf that I propose to ipeak, but of die part

which dress takes in expression when the movements of car

muscles ore diffused in the peripheral territory of that

which covers us. The amount of clothing is one of tho

dements which roost influences and modifies expression, as

it is natural that the various forms of which clothing b
capable should increase in the ratio of the territory of

which they have to dispose. At opposite poles wc may
place the coolies of Madras, whose clothing consists of less

than a square foot of cotton stuff, with which they cover

the sexual organs, leaving all the rest of the body naked

;

and the utwrila of Euterias, who in my time, besides all the

ordinary garments of European ladies, wore twelve manual

(petticoats), with respective and varied lace adornments.

The expression of clothing in the coolie's case, therefore,

only holds two notes relative to the organs covered by

the Sg4en4 whCa the elegant Euterian posresses a rich
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dictionary of possible movements with which she knows

how to express * thoimnd rarious gradationi of modesty,

grace, and coqucUy.

The mobility of dress exercises a very great influence on

the Mihetic and the expansion of the expression. It is

sufficient in this connection to note our European garments,

in which uo are os it were imprisoned, and the mobility of

the old Roman pallinm, and of the present garments of

India. The slight mobility of our clothes adapts us better

for the various tad* of our laborious and combative

existence, but its concealment of explosion and frequent

disfigurement 0: the anatomical beauty of our bodies is the

chief despair of modern art.

As for the muscles of the lace, body, end limbs, 10 also

for dress, there is a centrifugal and centripetal expression,

an excentric and a concentric. We sec the fitu generally

nccompir.ying pleasure and love
;
the second with the more

ordinary emotions of sorrow and hatred. In dross, as in

the limte, when the emotion reaches its highest degree,

every specific character tends to disappear. The greatest

analogy between the movements of the body and those of

the clothes is found during accents of pain and anger and

haw. The tearing of the hair, the biting of tho lipa and

nails, the laceration of the fioh, correspond to the tearing

of buttons, cf ribbons, of cufla, and the other fragile

portions of our dress up to the complete deiauction of all

the clothing.

Every emotion, every passion, every intellectual labour

may find some expression in the clothing, and this may
vary in its turn according to the differing degrees of emotion,

passion, and thought, just as these contribute to modify

physical expression, sex, age, character, state of health,

and all these other elements whldi we are accustomed to

include under live name of environment. Character, which

is a very large and various synthesis, car. express itself

pxrtly in the way in which wc move our garments, and
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the mo?t ordinary observers can recall in this connection

the appearance of the miser and tbc prodigal, the candid

man and the hypocrite, tbc neat nun and the disorderly.

The rhetorical expression, also, of many poems a
strengthened by elements supplied by clothing, and any

one who has liad tire good fortune to sec the great actor,

Gustavo Modena, will never forget tbc high art (in this

case the most beautiful expression of nature) with which,

n Orestes, be played jovially with hfe Greek chlamys, <x

as the dying Louis XI., convulsively caressed his royal

mantle.

Finally, the stick, which la not a garment, nor adapted to

any part of our body, is carried variously by various

Individuals, ind is able to express the emotion which

agitates us, Joy or sadness, anger or annoyance. Heredity,

also, exerdsB an influence on the mode in which we carry

a stick ; I, for example, without having known my paternal

grandfather, carry my stick in exactly the name manner as

he, m as to wear away obliquely the extremities of the aticlti

I use.

If artists would observe with greater attention even the

most minute and insignificant facts of expeessioo, tbey

would give es historical pictures more exact and more

oooformed to the truth of nature.
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la Inly generally, as in each of its particular divisions,

die prevailing colour of the hair S> brown
;

then comes

1>->cV, and finally, light hair, which ocly prevails in a% per

cent of the communes crammed
Neverthclcts, in the coantrict where the colourof the hair

varies very much, the (air holds an Importantplace; but gener-

ally it ts lbe black which ccrnes after the brown, or met mnA.
Fair only comes second in 15 per cent cf the communes

eramlned
;

in the other* it i* the rarest of aiL

The region most abounding In fair hiir is Vcnctia.

There, in 8 jwr cent, of cases, fair is a predominant colour,

and in <5 per cent It takes the second place After Venrtia

conics Piedmont, then the Neapolitan provinces and Sicily.

In Central Italy there i« no commune where fair hair is

predominant, but those where it is abundant arc not rare.

Black hair it very common in Sicily and in Utnbria, but

very rare in Venctia.

Absolute rtfOf-f.

Kinitlont

Beside the colour, it is right to indicate the abundance of

lire hair, which is determined accordingly ai thick or scanty
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hair predominates in each commune. The above tabic shows
how the different parts of Italy ate divided in this respect.

Tiiua in more than thtce-quattcrs ol 441 communes
which have furnished data, thick hair is predominant. It is

only in Tuscany that scanty hair predominates, and in the

adjoining Emilia there is only, so to say, thick hair. Gener-

ally hair is thicker in the south tlun in the north of Italy.

It seems that the colour of the hair docs not largely

affect its abundance.

As to the foeto, hair Is essentially distinguished as smooth
and curly. The latter, according to Priiner-Bey, are ellipti-

cal in transverse section, while the former arc almost circular.

The following table indicate;, Tegion by region, the

number of the commune, where curly hair predominates or

it it leas; very frequent in proportion to the smooth hair:

—

FORM OF THE HAIR.

Vim** of lit

lirwlittloAil

TVtfco*. C^rly. XQU1

AteUato 1*j*m IN* C«IlL

PfoSffOnt ...

Locnbtxdv M. ...

V«n«tU ...

Emilia Md the Mtrcfen
UcUU

Upptr Stopolitaa Piovinwi.
Puglia. CiUUU, i&d BttUfct*

I!

4>
U

5
?i

r,
S6

1

§r*

u

43

2
49
37
*9

$
9*

3°

9

n a

...

is

6
6

3

3

5

3
11

Kingdom ... 419

L?jin 95 5

Curly hair only predominates in five per cent, of the

communes examined. Lomlxardy, Vensiia, Emilia, and Sar-

dinia fenu a group where curly hair is particularly abundant
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Liguria, Piedmont, and Tuscaoy arc in opposite case. It

seems that there is no relation between the colour and the

abundance of the hair on one aide and Its farm on the other.

Finally, we have still to seek for information respecting

the length of the hair. But many of those consulted

understood that wc wanted to know whether the male

population wai in the habit of wearing the hair long or

short; others, on the contrary, believed that we meant

the real length of the women’s hair. In consequence of this

confusion it bas not been possible to collect in a statistical

table the data relative to this last pari of the inquiry.

Btord.—Nearly all the communes which replied to the

preceding question also replied to Question 13 on the

colour, length, and abundance of the beard.

The colour of the beard coca not always agree with

that of the haii ; the intermediate brown h less frequent,

which augments the proportion of black and of felr.

Still brown is always in the majority
;
but In some cases

brown hair is associated with a fair beard, and still more

often with a dark brown beard-

j$C4*:>j TteaL Tbtofc BtAaty

Ateduto Htfucto. Par CtoL

Piedmont
Liguria ..

Lombardy
Vcnctia
E*tln and the Marches
Umbria
Ti>c«w
Upper XcopeUUA ProvUcci...

1’nrlb, Cxlatxia, and RatHicaU
Sicily ... M . m»
fetdinlt

KtHgdiTin

x 5

9

9
20
IS

IS

s
as

7 |]

1

l

1

0

e

74

7 5

ss

I
10

|

*5 S
J

IOi J89 73 2 t
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Generally the thickness of the beard coitosponds to that

of the hair. In the southern provinces thick beards are

mote frequent than in the northern; the difference between

the two regions la still more accentuated than for the hair.

This grester dcvelopmentof beard in the southern provinces

agrees with the fact that the beard grows more strongly in

summer than in winter. According to the experiments of

Professor Mo'escliott, the increase in length in summer would

be in the proportion of 1*3 to too to that in the winter.

Tuscany, which h distinguished by the frequency of

scantiness of liair, shares this character with Piedmont in

respect to the beard.

Another very important character relative to tho beard is

the custom predominating in a people of wearing it tong or

sheet The following table showi how much the diverse

regions differ in this respect.-—

COiuiuw«* Micro lie ;utcio T<n'itl*
ul vnHr4UttU*r4-

Ehor. TctoL Mnc- Ishert.

1

AlecCit* Wjtw*. IVf Crot

Fierimart ... ... ... 7
i
hi 35 28 73

IJ^urn Ml ... ...

LcmUudr ... 1
1

4l
7

44 0 g
Vsacllfl

Emils fttrf the Marches 'I 3 26 8
7JL'mbrtt ... 4 ttf

i

*5
Tascsxv
OpperaeapcGUB Provinces..

OhMi'iad BssifiaU

SIcUv ... ...

SardinU

2

*3
«9

9
5

16

37
40
»4

5

2o

50

59
a 3
20

U
61

50

Kfcgdcra 91 228 319 *9 7*

In more than two-thirds of tlte communes examined the

custom prevails of sharing or of wearing the bard short. It

b especially in the southern provinces that there is a taste
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foe weiring it long. These region* hare also been seer, to be

distinguished by the thickness of the beard, while Tuscany,

however where scanty beards arc the most numerous, is the

region where the wiaring of it slioit is most prevalent.

AW Hair.—Professor Topittard considers red-haired

people to be the residue of a nice which baa almost

dnnpptarcd, and which had formerly advanced to the

border* of the Rhine and to England. Dr. Bcddoe, on

the contrary, looks upon red hair not as an ethnical

but as an accidental character. The Ethnographical

Inquiry has devoted a special question to the frequency

of red hair in Italy. To collect the results, I have

deemed !t useful to divide the communes into four

group*. I have put into the first those in which red lair is

not tare (generally in the proportion of 3 to 8 per cent)

;

In the second, those in which it it mrc
j

in the third, those

In which it Ib very rare
;
and finally, io the fourth, those

where it is never met with at all.

FREQUENCY OF RED HAIR.
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In all ports of the kingdom red hair ia found, but in very

smnil quantities. Of all the communes examined, there is

only one, that ofSanta Agata, In Puglia, where it has been said

that red hair is tire predominant colour in the population

Countries very remote from each other, as Lombardy, Emilia,

Tuscany, and l’uglia, present the greatest number; while

other countries, still more distant from each other, as Pied-

mont, Umbria, and Stdly, are most scantily supplied It

cannot be mid that the abundance of red hair L; related to

that of fair, since, as we hare seen, Lombardy, Emilia, and

Tuwany are precisely the regions poorest in fair hair
;
while

Piedmont and Vtnetla are the richest

Ealdtux .—As far as this question is concerned, doctor)

title account ofthree special conditions—

ist. Was baldness frequent in the prime of age ?

and. Was it frequent only at a tolerably advanced age

—

say, after fifty years ?

3rd. Did the hair remain tolerably abundant into a ripe

age—say, nearly up to sixty?

The different regions divided In these three categories

have given the following results—

> 3£= Dtmla- -»

1 i
1
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I 1 if1
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>
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The population of Tuscany, which was already in the

first rani for scanty hair, :i also that in which the hair falh

off soonest nnd moil readily.

Disregarding Tuscany, the falling off of the hair is Ices

precocious in the ceutre arxl southern prorinoa than in

Northern Italy.

EXEMPTED FROM MILITARY SERVICE

I
1* IW.lrra |rorXn*M-«rrtaoS**Jy *

AbuSnbi AUrtfcto Axilml

SB».
tirarvtii in
ZIJMJ} lUlU. te (a

UVOMviAIM

Pfelmt ccp 10 454
22 7 93 *5

4*4 35 1940
.it

73
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‘3

40
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Tho Much* 34 IO *55 21

TmcMy l$7 *9 «3 *9
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45
an

>5
40 3 42

92
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Puflfc

33*
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*9
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OelomB ...

Kingdom

*°5

47

3 X

*7

*9

X079
M6

5
46

MJ9 20 IRSot $*

The aspect changes when we pass into the more specially

pathological domain. Precocious bildnest, in ko much as

h is a cause of exemption ftem military service, is met

with in all parts of Italy, as may be seen from the preceding

able.

I should not be able to e»p!iin why the regions in which

hair is the scantiest and where it is retained the longest, arc

1 Alopecia, xibs an! permanent ccganic Iciicai o( ike
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also those in which :he alteration* of the scalp are most

frequent

In IUly, of i oo:> rejected conscripts, eight ate on

account of precocious baldnea; while in the Neapolitan

provinoa the eases of exemption for this caase rise to 5

1

oqtcf 'COO
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ANCIENT FIGURES OF JUDICIAL ASTROLOGY.



3 II.ATE 11.

MORPHOLOGICAL TREE OF THE HUMAN RACE.





PLATE IV.

INTELLECTUAL TREE 01' THE HUMAN RACE.
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Silcw., 1 li

Stmllintf of exj'ceiiion hr en>o»

ticra of dUSirffit Of ifto, 119.

118 rfw*.

Simea, O., €8

Simnkted c*fwkc, 247
ShtVfeg 2J4
SUffiK 56. 61. 239. *4 <. *«2. 204
Sleep. Jl6
Smdl. 11* 120

Srnilf, 110, 17t\ 2DJ, 224

Sniik, T39
Socmict, 4, «9
SoV_r:ii. 243
So*4li*. 130

Sova tor, 40, sj, 56

Sartonoe, 19

Scrati A roerirao luitoni, IIS, lift

Sjti?«rd«, 39, 6*. 77, IIJ, tj

SrJcehJalxar of, oo$
Sp«n«r, Hubert. 20
Sphinx n*n:xo-!owz, 92
Spottini, Qn>, 13

St**!, Madina de. 4
SUM. ,73
Suture, 2*6
Stic*. »h«, jw
SUmnkxis, 232
Strabo, $
Stitririh 01 CtafftfWf

. 43
Slrckci, 69
StMiaily. 3*. 37. I.H. *85, ^0

1

%5fr$'
mn’ t15

Son, the, 7. ,36
Supctrflinr, «du».3l

2j«
S«iudoo. IW
Sr3p.li1e.lc y'.itVMicne, 8X 91:
d "f,i xiS. 116. 136. M, »57

Sfacplkol uHu. 10a, is:, 138,

ids 185. »«
Syrlu*, a)d

Tcdla, 5. '*4

Tahiti, «Sl
Tbhltnm, XJ?
TarluBUiu. 243
Tiuie. lift 120
Tmc., 186
Teeth. 53. Id9

Tehrclcnti, <6
Telem^s 4
lumps:am cut, 1

Terence, 36
Tore*, si.. 49
Tutor, 120, 167
Teitnlllnn, 5
Texu**t, 47, ^5
T^k tend* 305
ThinU 126
Twreni, Si., 5
Tanre, 22, 137

TaorwnJcKn, 214
Tbci^ht, HI, SOO***
TImfiq. 23d
Ifcreitcsits txprwoa, l?*

U*,I7*
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Tranifotmotion a( f*)x:filc force*.
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New and Enlarged Edition, Crown Bvo, Cloth, 6s.

MODERN PAINTING.
B/ GEORGE MOORE.

SOME PRESS NOTICES.

" Or ihfmy few towk* on til itot painter* **d critic* shoold on no
account leave unread this k s irriy one.**— 7*# Siudix.

44 Ilk took is cee of the bet tooUs abort picturei that have come
Into our bands See soms yean."—St.J—ut't Gcwut.

44
If there to »n ari crirk who know otndiv whnl he means nnd siyi

h with cceeplaj/ kttlddf. it h *G. M. ,M— ZU
" A marc ordinal, l totter tikemetf, a more Ui^^it.**c, and lot id

add, « more &ir*;«tng work on Iho net of Unlay, w? hire sever retd
than thii vetemr."— Cftugtf*

" Iiuisraainniim. to tsc that »»ctd, In tie abacno: o£ any filter

ooe,—the impressionism which makes ka own writ** on ait in this

voV.tnc •> K in sheet, the «Cftt both of Ms lik«t« and
dislikes, hit tolled of what he thinks conventional and mechanic,

tcfltfber with hit vary nlrrt nnd cart.V avalunion of what comre home
to him aa •utightfcrwAid. whether tn Rmoidt. or Kotor*, or Kuy»tael

t

in Japac, in Paris, or m modem England."—Mr Pater in TZe
Cfoittofc

" As an nit critic Mr. Gojr|c Mwcc certainly to* *»u. ilenal

adrantane*. He Is never dull, to ts frankly pcraonii. to k untroubled

by Cridufea "—Wtttr«iw<*r C*sertfc
V' Mr. Vlcore. in spite of the bspscvnsnM that he pots in the way cf

his own oKrclrvncw, U« of the moic o»?«tcnc writers os f«intift^

tbit we have.**—Mangier Gmv.rtVm.

° lli. {Mr. Moore's] book is ccc tint can rot fail to to much talked

stout ; and cvrrycot viho w interested So moiern rentier will do well

to make acqtudntsncs with Its vkw%."-Su*M l**dtr.

41 As erwytody knows by IhU time, Mr. Moore it a pennn of itronj:

opinions aM aticng dislikes, aec has the pit of c»pre*tng toch In

pon^eac language.**—7*# Tbm.
44Of hk {Mr. Moore si siocerity. of hii itwage, and of hi* caedoir

tYcre can to no dtaht. . . . One oi the (DO* la^restiog wrUess cn arf

ttol we have.**

—

PaUMi G*iu/a

T»te Waww Scorr ?u»usm*o Company. Limjtzes
LONrAW AND KBWCAPTLC-OlC.TYNB.



Crown Svo, CIolli Ekgant, in Box, Price it. €d.

THE

CULT OF BEAUTY:
A MANUAL OF PERSONAL HYGIENE.

Dv C J. S. THOMPSON.

[Extract pkom Pkrpacr.]

Tm -ul ian biumV If /aim of lie mterwr tf tit hueton My, n
mUiA lit gourd itohi » targdy dtfmtt. Tii mod went dixmrtrin

Ik Kina go II /root Hot iUtoMwir., nit/, frxfor altodioH to Mil/
iinilie, it lie grraleil lamiy to dtre.ru and decay. Qu aJay ioi un»
Ut» mnraufaulUan U i> today, andadvi/lind min fiifara/im

I” Modifying lb 1krion mol .act mry /«.* It 0 lit cijut

if AttoUf Saw Piaaly may i« fnurad and a/Jtdin purify iygiN.lt

frimfin, Hat HU «“* Aai luo wnttm, lit grand aatl <fBeauty

Uixg Haiti.

coNTKfrrs—

Qurru l—THE SKIN. Charu IL—THE HANDS.
CHATTH IIL—TIIE FEET. CKATTR* IV.—THE HAIR.
Ciiaitrs V.—THE TEETH. CHARM VI—THE NOSE
CriAPris VII.—THE EYE Ciuptrr VIII.-THB EAR.

" • Qn»fl*rj,‘ «ij* Mr 7hoo.i»ra.
1

w»i nunc ti«» naput lloa It U
*ah to 'aldi la U*aUy*g tlw peon.’ Ha litOo teok

l< bind on punly liyffacilo jirfiriplw, irA ampifau nwlpt* fw uou
far/aa *U:h ho vimaU an 'pratod «ail 7b«» m
rhtim It tij Uisfc l hit Ik ml bouty, ind Kr. aVHEpow'j al.i™
ini pUui oia. wo dufi, not **nUBg io uublaui and

Tim Waltm Scott Puiumiixo Coumkv, Limiter
LOMOX Atilt XBWCMIU-CX-TTNB.



DRAMATIC ESSAYS
(3 VOLS.).

DJittd ly Wiiuau Aicitu: anil RoouiT W. LOUT..

Crown 8vo, Clocli, Price 3s 61 cock

VOL. L

DRAMATIC ESSAYS bv LEIGH HUNT.
circled and Edfcfd, \*ilh N'otet arA loliojarllce, by W11.UAV

A).:Krn ltd ROBMT W. Lows. Williu Eigrawd Panmil c*

Lcleb Hunt m Fratlipiec*.

HU. Valin., suuiai IU. cimnra. rallHMi Vr I.IIOH UUM

VOL. U.

SELECTIONS from tiie CRITICISMS
Of WILLIAM HAZLirr. An-.uuud, with an latrodKlx*

by WiUJAM bad »n Sogmed l'orti.ll oT H.iliu m
TioKlirisie

w.w aar^Mts&—iipxntfi --ua» «'ii line t'gtur, .m win
u«tlr»M In™ Cl*V* tv Una fee

VOL m
SELECTIONS prom thk DRAMATIC

CtUttClSMS lUheito nnootlteud) OF JOHN FORMER
tnd GEORGE HENRY LEWES. With toes lad to latro-

dueUaa 67 William Atemi uul Rcnv.tr W. Lorn, oud a

Portrait ofGeorg* Htoty Uwu u Fromapiece

"Tt»* TujMir vWd ftmrafufy oOto<L cmi
fortMltiiTTv *«1 »fll t* by
viuj U«.r« 6*<f tli.mlvfilw* * -JMMr* ITirU,

oiMA^iMUtyaf rh«l

Tuk Waltri Soorr luuumiwo Comity. LiMina
LONDON* AND NkWCAmR-DX-TTIHL



"Tnc mn*t attractive Birthdaj Book ever published."

t>mi Quail, In ifatagyialgntdCaw, C.W4, Prist ta.

“0W«v <- &*" a«*. T'- «•. « Bn. dht <"

Li<*p Mown. in /hr.

An Entirety New Edition. Revised Throughout.

With Twelve Foll-Poge Portrait* at Celebrated Musician;.

DEDICATED TO PADEREWSKI.

XEfoe /Tfrusic of the Ipoets:

A MUSICIANS’ BIRTHDAY BOOK.

COUHLBD bv ELEONORE D-ESTERRE-KEELING.

Thli It in eriiraly now rditicc cI (hi? i»|iohr «wrt. The «itr au to-n

afcriei. lh( r>2" l“«ni k-.n unit a little keser ond cmio-et (9 x 6}i

Inthea), thi» atlowtag n«or fcr a Uapr ml" at autograph? Tlx

Kline-"? »l>e i“C<* hu alan Seen imiccvol, id a lugs natal of

nimi.otetmpcnn, inattuoantaliaia ami alngail, hu been added lo iho«*

wliieh a;velrid in the picieui eiidco. A ipultl feature at He bask

eauu tn tie reproduction la fae-kmlleof atnegnpka. and in(grabble

uau:. at Sting exnpowit; "mow the iny an* anlogmp*ii which lav*

bteo added in the preaent edkloo bring 0™ of XM. Paderewski (to -horn

the took ) dedicated), WiMigri. Eugen d’Allxrt, SaruMe, Hoimih

McOmn,andC Hubert Piny. Merely M >vctimaofpottiy about cuSe.

Ihii tnok nalet a ciarn.t’g anlbslogy, the aeleciioni of **xre Mlendmg
frets 11 (ratal utriin to Chancer 10 ilia prewM day.

A""*tot eftdrtw •riurt nfrumat In ll. non nttUm ax Al/rst

Ant/in. Arthur Ctnifefitr /Mr. /Warn, ATanaan GsV,

JNilard Lt GtUu-m,, Fin H^ftr, Jim /a/.tm, Ci.rp MotOUi,
AX* .VfjwU. CiwtUry Pvtu«, .Vary Frit***, Front, TIcM/on,
Dr. ntlimUr, Xatlarlai Tjmn, mUam Wm, cut W. B. V*n.
n, nra artlim ii BbetnUt nit* fartrsUi J/tndi/, Ballou*, Bts.S,

Glut, Cleft*, Vapor, UtU, Kattnndn, sat Him. 71 , ttm/ihr ke r

Satan lit {rival fatal 11 aiata til urn Mien ej He nan at 1rmpfvt

at fatiki, ; **ia mu WiV Aw Utn 1/ttinQydtdgmi ty an tmUml
arfirf.

Tub Waiiu Scan l'ctunttna Cowriter, Limited,



WORKS BY GEORGE MOORE.
CM, Cnwn 8w, An Cu

Esther Waters: A Novel
B» GUOKCK MOORE

Sl'ttC. M»*r
4 y* HiiiLit"] it u rtaliKS. AiD to tU »l

oWrraikn C< l*» Ibl CfcartOA MiOtr )V*Urt » u* IrmMmWr
**f< C4 64 My h Iff U« •»'»<* h«»w VflllC* UfcM. ib:i: j ]M fifth*
non Mcnrtoi* mil £•< Hit >pfWt< In j-Im (Mi y**\^at*

Ssssffa*s.
"" "*•**• ” •“ 11

Cro»n 8(0, CVcfb, jej.* Price fii.

Celibates.
MmAilU txtfc. IU1 *4d . to tt* itpiutfnt c* l.i «*».'-

Q fm*
' TItMl vtoflu M* LTinitrV r.\« flotiv Vtm.

iMwar ^
Other Novels by George Moore

Cr.BMj gw. CM, 3/. &£ eari.

A DRAMA IN MUSLIN, Serenth Biliica

A MODERN LOVER. New Edition.

A MUMMER’S WIFE. Twentieth BdSlta.

VAIN FORTUNE. Nee RtvLed EdSiicn. With FWe
luuumiccx by MAOilCl GKabyExiu&xN.

Me* JUMsn,CWi 3w, Chtk
%
$/.

MODERN PAINTING. By Gstf&o* Moon.
IMPRESSIONS AND OPINIONS, By Gtoxon Mootfc

» abut fwLtro tb»: iava ten* bta*«* Ufa*c/ 6* V<JI aW
£

/W4
art cf :>iaf. *« tu.~

Tub Waitu Sott Pvilishiko Company, Limited.

LONDON AND NHVCA&7LBOM TYH*.



.YEW EDITION AT REDUCED PRICE.

Crown &«*, Clot*, True Ji. W.

PEER GYNT: A Dramatic Poem.

BY HENRIK IBSEN.

IRANSIATM IlY

WILLIAM AND CHARLES ARCHER.

Tbs TransiaUn, e)mg* uarkymei, presents Ibvugl.aul He
tarims rhj/km oj Hu original.

“In Brixi the ban j in embodied protest ng*inr1 the j*yrerty of

spirit muS hall-hcuteduos that lb*en rebeilec against in hi* ccemtry

arc. In Bur Gynt the hero u ktoaeJf lb- embodiment of thit spirit

rn jbvmf lha fofdome&ti: antithesis* cn wh>h, oi Hi o-ntra! theme,

the drams fe oM»!itictt«b la the contrail between the i|drit of cco-

jeotrise cn the one lund, <uul the motto 4
everything or rushing ' cn

rhf other. And Pur GynC U ib* very IftCArnuion of o comprtoiiiing

2md of du&lve oxaniital to any one come. In Brand the peoblftr

of vL'.r«r»ot»on atd the tcftatlon U tbo bdlvkkal to hii *urn*jnikngi

u oUKurely atrugg&kg for recession, nod In Fur (fynt itkow tlw:

fcrnal theme cpoi whfch all the ftfltfctifc varialSOQfc of tho drama art

built up. In to h rfayi aiikc the probUaw of Imditj and the Itflower

cf early aiuo-aoli:gz ore more than teuebed upon; nod toh alike

criminate in the dxtrinc that tko only redeeming power on euth or la

>*nt*n wthe power of tort."—Mr. S\ It Wjciwtmxx

TU^ WAITER SCCTT PUDUSKINO COMPANY. LTD.,

LDIDOW AMO MMCA3TLt-60l<TY*B.



The Contemporary Science Series.

fc'dited by Havelock Ellis.

ci >

THK EVOLUTION OF SEX. By Profs P.uaicx Gzddzs
*n3 J. A. ‘foOlfttfL Wiih g? llluftatiMU. Fourth and Revlrod
BdIHon. €c

*'R» oubai !..»• '.r juu to ttt In!mg th*Wiartt)*UTi*U*- A nuith
* bitvfeUt. a >**H *i4 ittiarflu rmfc.i or noi % itcb *Si of |kUc
e*jw

12)

ELECTRICITY IN MODERN LIFE By G. W. db
TllXlSLHASN. Wtti OTTT ice l&lftlflticfl* 31 $d.

••A dttrlj wtllfc* u*d CUUKMl totlb YltHl l« fcDJTO *bOOl «uclrit ly irrf

fUltlilnv U* Dirt pnnlunl % 7 fdrultrs, Uo relief^ in vindi
thty UAft*-Si»»r/dv Altar.

( 3 )

THE ORIGIN OF THE ARYANS. Bv Dr. Isaac Taylor.
lUm*tei Sscond Edition. !». «.

•Onto Taytor k praUKy :U n» rtcfer. . . .

HU *t£uiu CM U»« Orfrft Of ib. Arycra b a trr..r%ie mtQH it &• ixodUu
Mcc«»t to otitib UMUnhli «it«K4m!y ril. nd tt^J lotomtUfe. . .

Hmriy Kfcl afeUrttaT-NI JT«J! Oautic

( 4 !

PHYSIOGNOMY AND EXPRESSION. By P. Mart*-
oajxa. inift:ri££d S^rooil Edition. > $rf.

U.U RUk!y toUnaUa, •»hj«£ t>n T;fth Uu krr< l«IW«1»a> . . .

PraMr b 1 wriWr f.U a! lift txd a»A U* mtonl IXttBClf'mi
tf i*- U mid-inr*. by kbtcunUfe tunUir* c< a- -

• H\wy ricAJ{BotfMX

( 6 )

EVOLUTION ANI) DISEASE. By J. B. Sum*, F.R.C.S.
With US Hb«ratKc* 3*. &L

" It* U*A b mbUcwrtix ot a imJ, nUicot twiteco U ktotvt/ to *y*texv art
A 14^14 jncvdtbco of Hit fcoiniiait c* U* H» Uy
iuf<f, vtfte fccftnr a tOtotUi :f Uuwton << ft:cut for e*;<aJ

Mfinose Srinv*



16 )

THE VILLAGE COMV. UNITY. Bj G. L Gommk. Mut-

ilated. 31 fll

- m. b»» -a "-min^ .... u« efa “*t «*>* «' "*•**"•• '«

i.*Hie or. ib.tr tins* tt tot «flh|* umnidlr »«* M ‘ •«" •R«“ *»

rn>|.w, inwhuol.n« l»« S-»«y B.i.1 .1 Rcn*th*."—SHK#

< 7 )

THE CRIMINAL 3y Havelock Kllis. Illassiied. TfcUd

Edition, Rcvlard «Ad BaUrsnd. fa

"•am KO.V.JUV the pIAoicpfar. O. [*IIuilW>. tt« '"mm “'**<-

lu ...m (I. turfr ul HW own. •»* »i» ««»—

1

— «'«! *»“ •*“ »'

tiUI ..,1 . lc! ul!<»<’ -AMtnif.

( 8 )

SANITY AND INSANITY. By Dr. Charles Mhrcisr.

Illmiratol j». 6i

*Trtcn u •«*o*\ Hl.il- brtglikM tact «• «tx rtb'iul bit« tonal

priU«i« a cor II.BMMte

19)

HYPNOTISM. Bt Dr. Alkest Moll. Edition -c t>ua-

Inltan sd the Lltttm of tb» Clen-tn tdi'isa. 6jo p(\ fa

-tala * «r o'mm l».-u-o. M tic at* *f «op aiftaits ph*bcu|t»l ud
rartdictal 1^: 01— «Md> 1.-. .U j.l >Kb*td ntcb u-«En. In a- -;«uac

vhW tf

( 10 )

MANUAL TRAINING. By Dr. C M Woodward, Director

0! tic Menial 7r»lroig Sdioct, St lonit. ffiMtotod )l t>

1

-7U»» U 1.1 (naMr nubvttj at itn nb).a Hun Pmtwti Woc.lwnL*
—2ln%t\r*lf CbrdtM

(ll)

THE SCIENCE OF FAIRY TALES. By F- Sidxev
H

A

1TLAh r„ 3s. 6<L

"Mr. HiiUior* IrtA wffivh ttu fljnprityctf $1\ **n*t >U/«u loth U/lbt

a ini bj ft lnt» %r»i ftyjr^inifau a! W» Sityrt* «riWi

- «rxUn ihitftjtoa."- fyaUtt*.

02 )

PRIMITIVE FOLK. By Eum Reclus. 3a. 6<L

wrfftt fn*i«>jiKi.Vti tn tfw«30y «fm«** a*r*«t* ol*fc»c*m*Sy. M



< 1S>

THB EVOLUTION OK MARRIAGE. By Profe«oi
LE70U1XZ1U. Sttond Edition. 3s. id.

"*»>•« JMtoradm rumioMtou «i Pmfutoruwnu a»«
Unj *tol it Mia feat r*«. Ilf wuultat U. rr»« *cdy I' n*n f-M Irm Vut
*>d tly «f ic.iii»iUiiu. to mIM. "taUtiM, aid inttn dm lilt <01*1
liMttow :> tka Ilium tffm-.U h, uoir. lUa *itllim toMednlmMo

1141

BACTERIA AND THEIR PRODUCTS. By Dr. a St*i
Woochzar Hurried. Third Edllioa. }- 6i

Ult |r—it lUI. .t I'll* lUIM'-M.

(16)

EDUCATION AND HEREDITY. By J. M. GOTAtt 3* “
-n 1. um.f mum M m,ua, *uhm. mi pnuavta. n u itoitetai

•UU« unttf U C udnil cntaUMito* »M to-- toll t'l-li nyttl Of =:r*l

Ltd tto ImvinuI ...t.n »../ ai« h\t atr-lel Imui Ito "t* dcUU. •• MIC-

la9* I'Iron lajtal IIUI In Bl*d.

<161

THE MAN OF GENIUS. By Prof. Lonnt0w>. Illustrated

*«-
" Bf lu Om Etotic«w*.n.-. mi l»liU«{ rrU«.l» « fMU •

I Vi

(17)

THE HISTORY OF THE EUROPEAN FAUNA. By
R. F. Schamp, B.SC., Pll.D.i F.Z.S. 6t.

"Tin ha* It Vitl.icth,. tU yimilm ojdiU/ *»U»nd •»* jviikttuly

(181

PROPERTY: ITS ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT. B,
Cl'. LirrwiKOAO. Cnsnl Soemtiry to the AoilircyoiM:^ 1 S«ety,

Putt, tat Prolracc !n the Sdtoal 0! AnihjopoUfcy, Puii 31. 6t

" K. lewamau U11 "M * *r«! inl.tothe *-»« to o to ton >HnU at
iuUoMted Mt lift »lt* aotuiwblt yidjatoi »M ImbuHc*- r-tituuir.. Ann.

(10)

VOLCANOES* PAST AND PRESENT. By Prof EotfARD
Huu, U.O., K R.S ts M.

-A >ir; ttadiUt tcOTiH <r tin »0tt.ame of •Hmnm Mtl «tiUd“«‘



120 )

PUBLIC HEALTH. By Dr. J. F. J. Srn»- With nomerout

lU.ii.-uku n «.

•<Na ay tut n«u* » b«» ciuiUBUiQ h • (bTiceni “f 'iimi* u* «*«i>
>ul .. MM. u>amUl pMrW in ..tlUUu. «Pk«miK, pnpkltuH, M* .iUQir
i..---., is. m-'i.i. p.ui. i-iu.*-*mmt

121 )

MODERN METEOROLOGY. A* Account or tub
Ssobts »«n rwiNr Ccndtiiox o« rani B&axchh o»

Mmoiausescal SCiBXC* By K«»nk Waloo, Ttl.n, Mr-il^r

a :hf Germs nrk Att*kn MttoMolcgind SMttMA «c I
Utt

Itsk. Mu, $lp*l Smiee. U.S.A. Wilfi ns llluilnUiciu.

j.. W.
<• IU jittwu rolui. I. lb. b« Cl, u* *llyo« Ik.lim! u. U»l .. Inr. «U-
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SOOTO ESSAYISTS
SENECA'S MORAL*, SELEC-
TIONS PROM

SHRLLKY8 iiRSAYR AXP
urrixag

3HERU>AN’9 PLAYS
SMITH, SYDNEY, PAPRRS BY
SPENCES ANIC1X77E8 AND
OlKMKVArJONB

8
PAPERB 0P

D ADnT80N
‘

swims PR002 WRiriNOB
TACITUS, TUI ANNALS Or
THACEXRAYS BARRY LYN-
DON

TflORKAira E&AYR AND
OTHER WTJY1NG5

7H0REAITS WAUBM
7HORBAIT8 WEEK ON THE
CXJXCURD

TOLSTOYS WIIAT IS ART?
VASAW8 LIVLB OF ITALIAN
PAINTERS

W ALTON'S COMPLETE
AHOLRB

WALTON'S LIVES
wnrnra naturalhistory
OP SILBQEME
WU I I'M AN'S DEMOCRATIC
VUTI'AB

WHITMAN'S SPECIMEN DAYS
WOUATOWCWAJT8 RIGHTS
OF WOMAN

WORDSWORTH'S PSC6I

Tni Wauu Scan Publishing Companr, LiMirto,

LONDOF AND fKIAIHO-OF^YFB



The Canterbury Poets.

CkAi. Cot wul Uncut Ed** n.; te**, OIL EdgcCsL &J.i

P*l. Morocco, Clli 5*.

-< SafixiirBJitiw B*at* <u An Unm%
tvitk Wcftxntvr$ FrmtitfiHt, zu

1 CHRISTIAN YEAR

2 COL&XItXiE

3 LONG7BLLOV/

4 CAMPBELL

5.S11ELLEY

6 WORDSWORTH

7 BLAKZ

5 WHITHER

9 POE

10 CHATTER70N

2t BURNS. Soto

22 BURNS. Fxa*

xj MARLOWE

X4 KEATS

IS HERBERT

i$ HUGO

i7 COWPJEK

14 SHAXESPEARIT3 POEMS, etc.

29 EMERSON

20 SONNETS OK THE NINE*
TTKNTH CENTURY

21 WHITMAN

aa SC01T. ImLj of tbt Like, els.

23 SCOTT. Ma r*ico.csc.

24 PRAED

25

iiOUG

20 GOLDSMITH

27 LOVE LETTERS, tie.

iB SPENSER

*9 CHILDREN 07 THE POETS

JO JONSON

ji BYRON. Macelkioiui

J* BYRON. I>an Jo*a

35 THE SONNETS OK EUROPE

34 RAWSAY

35 DOBELL

35 POPE

3? HEINE

j| BEAUMONT & PLETCHER

39 BOWLES, LAMB, ett.

*> SEA MUSIC

4t EARLY ENGLISH POETRY

42 HERRICK

43 BALLADES a*d RONDEAUS

44 IRISH MINSTRELSY

45 MILTON'S PARADISE LOST

46 JACOBITE BALLADS

47 DAYS OF THE YEAR

48 AUSTRALIAN BALLADS

49 KCORB

Th« Wal’Iii Scttrr ?vnuin:KG Couiaky, Limited,
WXOQK AIU> fStUMOOtfTTMl



The Canterbury Poets— <Ontinued

\

SO BORDER BALLADS
I ^

5 t SONG-TIDE

Si ODES OF HORACE

53 OSSIAN

54 FAIRY MUSIC

55 SOUTHEY
56 CHAUCER
57 GOLDEN TREASURY
5S POEMS OF WILD LIFE

59 PARADISE REGAINED
&> CKAHEE
6i DOHA GREENWELL
02 FAUST

6j AMERICAN SONNETS

6* LANDOR’S POEMS

65 GREEK ANTHOLOGY
O, HUNT AND HOOD
07 HUMOROUS I'OlOJb

63 LYTTON'S PLAYS

69 GREAT ODES

70 MKREDITIPS POEMS

71 IMITATION OF CHRIST

T«i NAVAL SONGS

73 PAINTER POETS

74 WOMKN POETS

75 LOVE LYRICS

?6 AMERICAN HUMOROUS
VERSE

*0 SONGS OF RERANGER
Si RODEN NOEL'S POEMS
Sa SONGS OF FREEDOM
S3 CANADIAN rOEMS
R4 SCOTTISH VERSE

S5 rOEMS OF NATURE
86 CRADLE SONGS

87 BALLADS OF SPORT
SS MATTHEW ARNOLD
S9 CLOUGH'S ROTHIE

UKOWNING'S POF.MS
I1|fu lW*i, «*c. Vol X.

91 BROWNING'S POEMS
A lllol in Ifie 'Swlchcun, etc.

Vol. 2.

<j3 BROWNING’S TOEMS
Dunurii; LpU*. V<L j.

93 MACKAYS LOVER’S MIS-
SAL

9 *
HENRY KIRKL WHITE

95 LYRA X1COTIANA

96 AURORA LEIGH

97 TENNYSON S POEMS
Ic Meroomm, etc.

98 TENNYSON’S POEMS
The FrkcuM, etc.

99 WAR SONGS

IU3 THOMSON
101 ALEXANDER SMITH

103 EDGkNE LE8-HAMILT0K s

103 PAUL VERLAINE
lot BAUDELAIRE

10 S NEW ZEALAND VFRSE77 scorns., minor poets
ioj new z1!aLaN0 vf

7 a CAVALIER LYRISTS
|oS COXTKMI-ORARY GERMAN

79 GERMAN BALLADS POETRY

Tin Waltu Scon Poaunnwo Company, Limited*

LONDON AND FQLLIKO-ON’TYMS.
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Great Writers
A VEW SERIES OF CRITICAL BIOOKAPHTES.

r^*r*u >t KKrc lonaRTjoii aw fhar* t. marzials.

\ Gn|l«ta HUItcWy WtiA Vfltern. by J. P. Amuiuk*. &iu*
U»w.

CW4,^^(7W/^ Price i* A/.

VOLUMMS ALXRAfiY ISSUED.



3/6 ££. Ibsens Works. 3/6 *£'

(*/* «af Btmttng.)

Rditko AfCD TRANSL»r8D ht WILLIAM ARCHER,
Dramatic Critic of "Tho World"

CtmfiUU Works in Sir Volu„n. Tknt Plays to a Votumr.

Vol I.—-"THE LEAGUE OF YOUTH." "THE PILLARS
OF SOCIETY," and "A DOLL'S HOUSE.

With Portrait <J th« Arthur, izA Biographical latradonko iy

WllLUN AiCK'J.

Vol II—"GHOSTS," “AN ENEMY OF THE PEOPLE,"
and "THE WILD DUCK."

With an Inlrottctnry Hcte bjr William Asam.

You III.-" LADY INGER OF dSTRAT,' "THE
VIKINGS AT HELGELAND," and "THE

PRETENDERS."
Will. Iatrodalley »Me by Will.[AM Aacmur.

Vol IV.— " EMPEROR AND GALILEAN." (Cwnr’s

Apostasy and The Emperor Julian.)

With an Introductory Note by William Aicnn.

Vol V—"ROSMERSHOLM," "THE LADY FROM
THE SEA," and "HEDDA GABLER.”

by William Aicuu. With nu Iittiafrxu«y Ku:r.

Vol. VI—- PBBR GYNT.* A Dramatic Poem.

TiMfiUttd by William Aachik.

Thc Waltr* Scott Publishiko Company, Limited,

LONLON AND PULING OK«TYNL



Compact and practical

In Liu# Oath; Jit the ROtkeL Price One Seu/iing.

THE EUROPEAN

CONVERSATION BOOKS,

FRENCH ITALIAN

SPANISH GERMAN

NORWEGIAN

CONTENTS.

link *> Travelleri -Everyday Erpnttiom—Arriving at

an, t Linin' a Railway Station—Outm Moult Enjuiritr—In

a Train—Ata Unfit andRutoxrant—Atan Haul—Payingan
Hotel BiU—Enju/rlain a Trrven—On BoardSkSJ—Bninrbing

an,I DisornSariing—.Exturnon 6y Carriage—Enfutri/i at to

DiUgenm—Enquiriu ai to Boon-Engaging Afiartmen/i—

Watting Lilt and Dayi cf H'ui-Rrrtimrtn/ Vtcaiulary—

7eiegrami and Letteri, etc., etc.

TTii caateri of fiew Hull hwdbooVi in n uran^J u !o

jrrai? dlicci n.d imooifate nfcrcBoe. All dhkgia a comities ox

c-.ulilei&l ewr.tiil have lo:i. jnipzvlj eicliuloL nothing

b:inE -iiiiidund wbUh might confuK ilia travellei tube* thui «Kn

him. A MnUm t.«o it Ibe iatrolujh* .Uld> wfll be found

nlaaUa to IK« raoroiitoranl to hnlpi tmvti.

TUE WALTER STOTT PUBLISHING CO., LTD..

LONDON AND ULUXCON TYNK



FAMOUS AMERICAN AUTHORS
"NEW EXGLAND LIBRARY."

Gravure Edition.

PRINTED ON ANTIQUE PAPER, ai 6d. PER VOL.

Eeih Vohinu with a Fron/ispi-a in Pfvftgraiure.

By NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE.

THE SCARIJtT LETTER.

THE HOUSE OF THE SEVEN CABLES.

THE BL1THF.DALK ROMANCE
TANGLEWOOD TALKS.
TWICE-TOLD TALES.

A WONDER-BOOK FOR GIRLS AND BOYS.

OUR OLD HOME
MOSSES FROM AN OLD MANSE
THE SNOW IMAGE
TRUE STORIES FROM HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY.
THE NEW ADAM AND EVE
LEGENDS OF THE PROVINCE HOUSE

By OLIVER WENDELL IlOl-MES.

THE AUTOCRAT OF THE BREAKFAST-TABLE
THE PROFESSOR AT THE BREAKFAST-TABLE.

THE POET AT THE DREAKFAST-TADLE
ELSIE VENNEE

By HENRY THOREAU.

ESSAYS AND OTHER WRITINGS.

WALDEN
|
OR. LIFE IN THE WOODS.

A WEEK ON THE CONCORD.

THE WALTER SCOTT PUBLISHING CO, LTD,

fcOUDOK KBV rULUNG-OX TVKS



EVERY-DAY HELP SERIES
OF USEFUL HANDBOOKS. Price 6d. each,

OR IN ROAN DiNOINO. FJIIOE la.

Contributor*—J. Lakodo* Dow*. M.D.. F.R.C.P.; HtNRV
POWER, M.B., F.R-CS.; J.

MOBUMBR-GRANVatE, M.D.j

t
CRlCHTOM UROWNZ, M.D., LLD j ROBERT FARQl'XANSOX,
D. Edio.; W. S. GREESTIELD, M D, F.R.C.P.; Bed cthsn.

1.

How to Do Business. A Gi.it to Statu la Ufe.

2.

How to Bahava. Mannil of F»lijtw«I« ttA Fntul HaMu

3.

How to Writ®. A Mutual ofCoacoritwo and Utter Wniiic.

4.

How to Debate. Witk HinU <ra Pchlit Sj»tiw.
0. Donti DiiKt»o. f« ueidlu Ctema Kmn of Spwrh.

O. Tho Parental Don’t: Waaniop to rueota.

7. Why Smoke and Drink. b, Jtmoa IWoa.
8. Elocution. B* T. R. W. P«x«cn, M. A., of St Ca1hariM ’a

Collrn. CaBtridre, and P. W. Waltiman, Ueiarari on Etonian.
O. The Seoret of ft OlOftr Hood.

10.

Common Mind Troubloe.
II. The Secret of ft Good Memory.

12.

Youth: its Care and Oulturo.

13.

The Henrt nnd Ita Function.

14.

Porsonal Appearancos In HooKh nn3 Dlnoauo
IS. The House and no Surroundings.
ig. Alcohol : Its Uee and Abuco.
17. Exnroiso and Training.
18. Uuths and Bathing,
in. Haalth in Schoolc.

20.

The Skin and Ite Troubleo.

21.

How to mako tho Beet of Ufe.

22.

Norves and Ncrvo-Troublon.

23.

Tho Sight, nnd How to Preeorve It.

24. Promftture Death: lu Prose and Pine, lion.

25. Chance, no u Mental Restorative.
2®. Tho dentto Art of Nurelng the Slok.

27.

Tho Oaro of Infants and Youne Children.

28.

Invalid Fcddlng, with Hlnta on Diet.

29.

Evury-day Ailments, and How to Treat Thom.

30.

Thrifty Housekeeping.

31.

Homo Cooking.

32.

Floworn and Flower Culture.

33.

Sleep and Sleeplessness.
04. The Story of Ufe.
35. Household Nursing.

30. Tho Ear, and Ear Troubles.

TUB WALTER SCOTT PUBLISHING CO , LTD.,

LORDO* A.VD I&LLIMI-ON-7YHE.



T’he Music Story Series.

A SEX/ES OF LITERARY-MUSICAL MONOGRAPHS.
Edited by FREDERICK J. CPOWHST,
AiitJm o( " lfa; Great Tunc Pocu,* cte. ctt

Illnlralcd wil> and Gillotype Portrait*, lUK-ico: snJ Lino
PlUtm, yaaimila, dr.

Sff/arf Crextn Sve, CMS, ji. fid. net.

VOLUMES NOW READY.

THE STORY OF ORATORIO. nr ANNIE W. PATTER.
SON, B.A., Mat Dec.

THE STORY OF NOTATION. By C F. ABDY WILLIAMS.
M.A., Mat B*t

THE STORY OP THE ORGAN, ny C. K. ABDY
WILLIAMS. XI.A, Arttec o( “llKh' and Hamid" I" Mnxr
h!u«Coni' Sola *J.

THE STORY OF CHAMBER MUSIC. By N. KllBURN,
Mci Bac. (Cantata

THE STORY OF THE VIOLIN. By PAUL STORVING,
Tremor of tin Vklin, GiiMhall Sctrcl al Mtuk. Lan&a.

THE STORY OF THE HARP. By WILLIAM K. GRATTAN
ri/)OD. A«Sm </ " HUtarjU IriaX Mule.”

THE STORY OF ORGAN MUSIC. By C V. ABDY
WILLIAMS, M.A., Mui B«.

THE STORY OF BNGLISH MUSIC (1634.1504): bein* the
Wciikjfil Cccpinyd MulrJnr' Lecturer.

THE STORY OF MINSTRELSY. By EDMONDSTOl'NE
DU*CAN.

THE STORY OF MUSICAL FORM. By CLARENCE
LUCAS.

THE STORY OK OPERA. By E. MARKHAM LEE. Mia.
Ox.

IN PREPARATION.

THE STORY OF THE PIANOFORTE. By ALGERNON 5.
ROSE, Author U “Talk, vAh Bani-uoi-

TKB STORY OF MUSICAL SOUND. By CHURCHILL
SIBLEY, Mui Dx.

Tlil W*Lm &OTT rOHJHIIKO COUPaWV, LlNITiD,
lojtson aso rau.tva-o«-iv"«.



.Musicians' Wit, Humour
,
and

Anecdote

:

BEING ON JJfTS OF COMPOSERS, SINGERS, AND
INSTRUMENTALISTS OF AI.L TIMES.

By FREDERICK J. CROWBST,

Anlhre of"Tl.t Gird Tor. Poe*' "The Suuyol Ululi Mu*,-

B»m of -Re Muter ModcUw’ Serin, etc., eta.

Profusely Illustrated wllh Quaint Drawing* by

J. P. DONNE.

Cream 8ie, Citth, MAty Gift, Prin 3/6.

“Itbooeef ’.bn* fleflghlSil ueiileyeof iMcdot* of all Huai, imcci,

ud nenwu, U every of wMeh there li > new epeelmio ef hamon,

Itruige alrarue, and qvwi ujfeg.’—T. P. CTCONKO* in TJ'.’i

Wait/.

"A renirfcable mfleedon ol £ecd Meira which SUH have UVin jeui

of pamvoaxa lo t« tosechrr -—Xante? LroAr.

"A tool which etotU peeve KeeptaMa to t*o hic< «Olnci of the

pitKe—«•« who ire InUiatot h mniWirw and thn* nfeo fc*"« an

idfiyaata itaie at the o:mlc."

—

CMi.

Tolstoy: His Life and Works.

By JOHN C. KENWORTHY.
An Iniwcte Fsiira or nit G*aat Rcbsus Wciir.a.

Cmm Bw, 256 fa^ci, RieMj Bound, (entailing Pertnin,

FoaimiU Ltltir, Vim, lit.

PRICE SIX SHILLINGS.

Tit* W*sm Scorr Puaunma CoMtAier, Lumen
toitooH mu mua«i-nai



The Emerald Library.

£££»
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Ciwa *to, itnol «o pp. t*«h. Oft Cow, ifi fCi VoLj
HaJf-Ittliliea Mora™, GDI Top.

Count Tolstoy’s Works.
The following Volunct ure alfcndy iiw«l—

A RTWIAW PROPRIETOR. WilAT TO DO?
7HK COSSACK* WAX AND PEACE (4 VC^.)

IVAX ILYTTCR, AND OTHER THE LONG KXlLE, EIC.
* STORIES. SEVASTOPOL,
MY RRUOSOKi TK* KRKUTZKR SONATA, AND
LUIL FAMILY HAPPINKSS.

MY CONPRS5I0X. 7MB KINGDOM OF OOD IS

CHILDHOOD* BOYnOCD, WITHIN YOU.

YOUTH WORK WHILE YB HAVE XHZ
ffHX PKY5IOLOGV OF WAR. U0H7.
ANNA KAEixiXA. THE OOSP2L IN DRIEr.

Uniform with tl* above-
IMPRESSIONS OF RUSSIA. By Dr. Ocoac B&anixl

TcM 410, Ctab, Price 14.

PATRIOTISM AND CHRISTIANITY.
To «Wch i* *&**!*& * Rep^7 to Critic*** of U* Wora.

By Court Toijtoy.

1 /. Booklets by Count Tolstoy.
' »:aod to Whitt Coieta Her*. with C-ilt LeUttin;

BITtutu lOVB a, THHB OOD TTTE CODSOfl.

is *iso. G* vou hbowct Tim tnttr,

THE TWO VILOMMS. VO" DOJTT FCT !T OUT.

WHAT MKH UTB ET. WUATiHALL ITPIlOriT A >U.V?

2/- Booklets by Count Tolstoy.
NEW EDITIONS, REVISED

Small joto. a«h. with Emkrwd IVi^n oc Cara, cub containing

Tiro Stair* by Coint Tolstoy. rrA Two Drnwir** by
IL R. Milir. In Bo*, Price 2k. each.

Volume l. cco taint— Volume III. contains—
WHIRR LOT* ts* THERE OOD THE IVO PlIORIMR

IS ALSO. If YOU NEGLECT 1KB FIRS,

THE OODSOM. 10U DON'T PUT IT OUT.

Volume 1L containt— Volume IV. contains—

WHAT MPJC LIVE BY. MAttXR AND MAN.

W|L\T SMALL 17 PROFIT A Volume V. contains-

MAN ? |
TOLSTOY'S PARABLES.

Tut Walts* Scon roDLisKtxo Company, Limited,

LONDON AND F1LUIKMN-IT1H




